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ABSTRACT

TRANSIT, LABOR, AND THE TRANSITION TO PUBLIC OWNERSHIP IN
ATLANTA AND OAKLAND
William Jordan Patty, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2021
Dissertation Director: Dr. Zachary M. Schrag

This dissertation explores the transition of mass transit systems from private to
public ownership that cities began exploring with more frequency in the 1950s, and then
accelerated rapidly in the 1960s following the passage of the Urban Mass Transportation
Act in 1964 (1964 UMTA). As the largest American transit union, the Amalgamated
Transit Union (ATU) played an important role in that transition by securing collective
bargaining rights in the 1964 UMTA as they looked to ensure that all of their members
could transition to the public employment sector with job security.
Though the ATU discouraged strikes and sought solutions at the bargaining table,
its local unions had not always followed that policy, particularly during the World War I
era. During World War II, many ATU members, including some women, enjoyed better
contracts as the federal war effort pumped money into the local economies of cities like
Oakland and Atlanta. This structure of private transit companies, with stockholders
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receiving dividends, fell apart quickly in the 1950s for a number of reasons, one of which
was the demands of organized labor for higher wages to match the rapid rise in inflation,
something cash-strapped transit systems like the Key System in Oakland could not
afford. A transit district created under California state law, Alameda-Contra Costa
Transit (ACT) purchased the Key System. Due to the involvement of the ATU local
division, Local 192, the state law included provisions for the Key System union members
to become public employees with their collective bargaining rights intact when ACT took
over operations in 1960.
ATU viewed this transition to public ownership with collective bargaining rights
as a critical element in state legislation. By this time, though, some states, such as
Georgia, had implemented “right-to-work” and other anti-labor laws that complicated this
strategy. As the legislation that would become the 1964 UMTA wound through
Congress, ATU successfully included the preservation of nationwide collective
bargaining rights under what would be called Section 13(c). When the Metropolitan
Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) sought the support of ATU Local 732 for the
1968 funding referendum to purchase the private Atlanta Transit System, Local 732
refused to support it because MARTA had offered mixed signals that they would be
honoring Section 13(c). After changes to the state transit legislation that explicitly stated
the continuation of collective bargaining rights, Local 732 supported the passage of the
funding referendum in 1971.
The collective bargaining protections that Local 192 and Local 732 enjoyed
differentiated them from other public sector unions, but they shared a similarity in
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regards to both interunion and intraunion fights typical of the 1960s and 1970s. A
younger and more diverse workforce joined both Local 192 and Local 732. These new
workers pushed both the transit management and their local officers to improve contracts,
working conditions, and other matters that they believed the public transit systems could
afford unlike the old private transit systems. In addition to managing these expectations
in their own local divisions, the officers of Local 192 and Local 732 watched out for nontransit unions encroaching onto their turf, and Local 192 utilized Section 13(c) to fend off
encroachment in order to secure priority employment at the new Bay Area Rapid Transit
for ACT workers who might be displaced as a result of the competing rapid transit
system.
By the 1970s, the majority of urban mass transit systems in the United States
operated under public ownership, supported by a mixture of federal and state funds as
well as passenger fare revenue. As the experience of Atlanta and Oakland will show, the
transition from private to public initially delivered on promises made by transit
supporters in both cities to turn around financially strapped private systems, but contracts
between labor and management became difficult for transit management to justify as the
economy soured in the 1970s. In an era of backlash against public employees, various
groups believed that ATU local divisions benefited at the public expense, and this
opposition would endanger ATU collective bargaining rights at both the state and federal
levels.

3

INTRODUCTION

In 2020 bus drivers experienced some of the worst aspects of the coronavirus
pandemic with disruptions to their work that included no longer collecting fares as riders
entered through the rear door, attempting to maintain mask mandates, and avoiding
getting sick. Unfortunately, the latter was unavoidable as many workers contracted the
virus and some died.1 A similar scenario played out during the 1918 influenza pandemic
when so many operators and conductors died that the Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU)
increased dues to boost the death benefit funds. In a sense, bus drivers working on the
frontline during the 2020 pandemic was just another day at the office in a hazardous
occupation that had been that way ever since operators and conductors began their
workday in the 19th century.
This dissertation examines workers in the ATU, the largest United States transit
union, in two cities, Oakland, California, and Atlanta, Georgia, as they established their
local divisions in the first quarter of the 20th century and pushed for wage increases,
more benefits, and improved working conditions using a variety of methods in the

1

Luz Lazo, “Plastic Barriers Protected Bus Drivers from Assaults. Now They Shield Them from the
Coronavirus.,” Washington Post, December 30, 2020,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/bus-driver-barrierscoronavirus/2020/12/29/7e4ce230-3e1a-11eb-8bc0-ae155bee4aff_story.html; Jennifer Gonnerman, “A
Transit Worker’s Survival Story,” The New Yorker, August 31, 2020,
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/08/31/a-transit-workers-survival-story; Christina
Goldbaum, “When a Bus Driver Told a Rider to Wear a Mask, ‘He Knocked Me Out Cold,’” The New York
Times, September 18, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/18/nyregion/mta-bus-mask-covid.html;
Laura J. Nelson, “‘We Are Essential, Too.’ L.A. Metro Bus Drivers Protest for Coronavirus Hazard Pay,” Los
Angeles Times, July 11, 2020, sec. California, https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-07-10/lametro-bus-drivers-hazard-pay-coronavirus-covid19-transit-workers.
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following decades. The remainder of the dissertation examines the efforts of the union
members at the local division level as well as at the ATU level to ensure the continuation
of bargaining rights as the transit systems in both cities transitioned from private to public
ownership.
Why Atlanta and Oakland? There are several key reasons to utilize these cities as
case studies. An important one is the availability of a large corpus of primary source
records. The dissertation largely relies on the records of the two local divisions, Local
192 of Oakland and Local 732 of Atlanta, which have not previously been studied in
depth.
Another reason to study the two cities is the contrast between the shift to public
ownership in the 1950s as happened in Oakland with Alameda-Contra Costa Transit
(ACT) versus the shift to public ownership in the 1960s as happened in Atlanta with the
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA). This decade of difference in
the transition resulted in a different relationship between the new public transit agencies
and the federal government, particularly in relation to the critically important Section
13(c) that protected collective bargaining rights found in the 1964 Urban Mass
Transportation Act (1964 UMTA).2 Both Local 192 and Local 732 wielded (or attempted
to wield) the power of 13(c) in different ways in the post-transition period in the 1970s.
Despite these differences, the two local divisions ended up in similar circumstances by

2

Section 13(c) was originally designated as 10(c) in the 1964 act, then redesignated 13(c) in the 1966
amendment. See “Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964,” Pub. L. No. 88–366, 302 (1964),
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-78/pdf/STATUTE-78-Pg302-2.pdf; “Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964, Amendment,” Pub. L. No. 89–562, 715 (1966),
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-78/pdf/STATUTE-78-Pg302-2.pdf.
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1980 as the transit agencies attempted to roll back contract wins the two local divisions
achieved in the 1970s.
Finally, the two cities are useful to study because of their association with the
rapid growth of the “Sunbelt” region beginning in the mid-20th century. Although
Oakland and the Bay Area geographically fall North of the “consensual” Sunbelt where
Georgia is located, it is part of the “economic” Sunbelt. Both cities benefited from the
World War II home front economic recovery from the Depression and from the economic
expansion that followed. In order to efficiently move workers around these two
metropolitan areas, mass transit played an important role as politicians and others looked
to modernize in order to maintain their competitive edge.3 Increasingly, it became
apparent that modernization would require government financial support. In Oakland,
Local 192 accelerated this process with a strike against the run-down private Key System
Transit Lines in the early 1950s, and Local 732 conditioned their support for a public
system only if they could be guaranteed collective bargaining rights.
The topic of mass transit and labor history in the United States after 1945 has not
received a lot of scholarly attention with the exception of In Transit: The Transport
Workers Union in New York City, 1933-1966 by Joshua B. Freeman and Running the
Rails: Capital and Labor in the Philadelphia Transit Industry by James Wolfinger as
well as some unpublished works.4 Wolfinger correctly notes that mass transit history
3

Carl Abbott, The New Urban America: Growth and Politics in Sunbelt Cities (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1987), 24–35.
4
Joshua Benjamin Freeman, In Transit: The Transport Workers Union in New York City, 1933-1966 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1989); James Wolfinger, Running the Rails: Capital and Labor in the
Philadelphia Transit Industry (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2016); William Harris Durand, “History of
the Union-Management Relations in the San Antonio Transit System, 1959-1976” (M.B.A., Austin,
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typically “focused on two areas: technological advances that made urban transit systems
faster and more efficient, or the impact public transportation had on the growth and
development of cities.”5 His book, indeed, accomplishes centering labor in transit
history, though it focuses on a privately owned transit system and ends in the 1960s. The
other issue with that existing labor transit scholarship is that the focus tends to be on a
single transit system and the labor union. This dissertation will explore the role of Local
192 and Local 732 in the transition from public to private transit ownership that took
place in the 1960s through the 1980s.
The most comprehensive study of the transit companies and industrial relations is
From Private to Public: Labor Relations in Urban Mass Transit (1977) by Darold T.
Barnum,6 although it is largely based on information gathered prior to the 1970s and does
not mention other labor unions or the social and political climate of the time. Barnum
includes MARTA and ACT in the study, but the description of the two systems, along
with many others, is spread out over the entire book with different systems compared to
each other in different tables. This arrangement makes it difficult to contextualize the
systems within the national picture.
Much of the work produced by labor scholars prior to the 1990s focused on the
nineteenth century through the 1930s, but this changed as historians began to examine the
labor movement in the context of civil rights, deindustrialization, and labor-management

University of Texas, 1976); Ryan Daniel Wilhite, “Riding Red Ink: Public Ownership of Mass Transit in
Indianapolis” (M.A., Bloomington, University of Indiana, 2011); William Jordan Patty, “Little Rock Public
Transit in Postwar America, 1950-1972” (M.A., University of Arkansas, 2003).
5
Wolfinger, Running the Rails, 5.
6
Darold T. Barnum, From Private to Public: Labor Relations in Urban Mass Transit (Lubbock, Tex.: College
of Business Administration, Texas Tech University, 1977).
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relations.7 The 1930s for a long time has been the focus of a lot of attention, particularly
the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) that split from the American Federation
of Labor (AFL) in 1935 due to disagreements about the AFL’s focus on craft unions
rather than mass mobilization of industrial workers. Both union and non-union workers
found themselves in an advantageous position as a result of the large scale production
during World War II. These advantages though, would not last as business leaders
lobbied for less union power following the war.8
Strikes in manufacturing sectors, such as automobile and steel, may have
convinced transit unions that they too could secure the stable contracts and improved
benefits of their fellow unions. Even though many unions reached favorable agreements
with company owners, historians have disagreed over whether this was good or bad for
the labor movement as a whole. Nelson Lichtenstein and Mike Davis both argued that
these agreements led to complacency and only further influenced the leadership to expel
radicals from the unions. However, the benefits of this labor peace helped establish the
large middle class and an improvement in workplace conditions according to Derek Bok
and John Dunlop, two experts on industrial relations. But the protections that Bok and
Dunlop trumpet also tied the unions to the Democratic Party in order to prevent further
erosion of the Wagner Act.9

7

Joshua B. Freeman, “Labor During the American Century: Work, Workers, and Unions Since 1945,” in A
Companion to Post-1945 America (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2006), 192.
8
Freeman, 193–94.
9
Freeman, 195–96.
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I believe that my dissertation will aid in filling in some of the missing story about
AFL unions, which ATU belonged to since the late 19th century. As Freeman points out,
much of the focus by historians has been overwhelmingly on the CIO, particularly their
much more radical stance on labor issues than the AFL. However, looking at individual
unions within the AFL (and later the AFL-CIO) could reveal some deviations from that
narrative. For instance, some ATU local divisions (later call local unions) did not always
follow the strike-averse stance of the ATU.10 One book that includes ATU local
divisions and their relationship with the international is ATU 100 Years11, published by
the union to celebrate its 100th anniversary. It traces the chronology of the union and the
major issues, but it is remarkably one-sided. Primarily a compilation of stories from the
union newspaper In Transit, the focus is exclusively on the ATU.
The final areas I see my dissertation adding to the scholarship are in the rise of
public employee unions in the 1960s and the increasing number of strikes in the early
1970s. As the AFL-CIO lost private sector membership in the 1960s as a result of
deindustrialization, it began gaining new members as a result of organizing by public
employee unions. The deindustrialization along with inflation in the early 1970s led to
strikes by union members in multiple industries, and they also expressed dissatisfaction
towards the union leadership on what they saw as less than satisfactory results from
contract negotiations.12 Rebel Rank and File: Labor Militancy and Revolt from below

10

Freeman, 197–98.
Amalgamated Transit Union, A History of the Amalgamated Transit Union (Washington, D.C.:
Amalgamated Transit Union, 1992), 195–96.
12
Freeman, “Labor During the American Century,” 201–2.
11

9

during the Long 1970s13, an edited volume of essays, describes the changes in the labor
movement in the late 1960s and into the 1970s, and other works focus on the same time
period and the militancy of public employees in particular and militancy of workers in
New York City.14 The ATU fits into this framework because of how the membership
essentially shifted from being in the private sector in the 1960s to the public sector in the
1970s. Although the ATU leadership promoted this shift as beneficial to the union
membership, the public transit systems struggled in the 1970s as well, and workers
walked off the job in numerous cities, including Atlanta and Oakland, even though as
public employees they were expected to avoid such activities.
With regards to Atlanta, there are several analyses of the creation of MARTA as
well as studies of Atlanta suburban growth and politics. An example of that is Clarence
N. Stone’s Regime Politics: Governing Atlanta, 1946-1988,15 a comprehensive study of
Atlanta politics from 1946 to 1988 that provides an overview of the political atmosphere
and describes the importance of the white business elite in the formation of civic projects
such as MARTA. The book also details the political importance of the black population
in Atlanta, which played a role in the vote that authorized the takeover of the Atlanta

13

Aaron Brenner, Robert Brenner, and Cal Winslow, eds., Rebel Rank and File: Labor Militancy and Revolt
from below during the Long 1970s (London : New York: Verso, 2010).
14
Joseph A. McCartin, “‘Fire the Hell out of Them’: Sanitation Workers’ Struggles and the Normalization of
the Striker Replacement Strategy in the 1970s,” Labor 2, no. 3 (2005): 67–92; Joseph A. McCartin, “An
Embattled New Deal Legacy: Public Sector Unionism and the Struggle for a Progressive Order,” in Beyond
the New Deal Order: U.S. Politics from the Great Depression to the Great Recession, by Gary Gerstle,
Nelson Lichtenstein, and Alice O’Connor (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019); Glenn
Dyer, “Final Call: Rank-and-File Rebellion in New York City, 1965-1975” (Ph.D., New York, The City
University of New York, 2018).
15
Clarence N. Stone, Regime Politics: Governing Atlanta, 1946-1988 (Lawrence, Kan.: University Press of
Kansas, 1989).
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Transit System (ATS) by MARTA. Yet it overlooks ATU and how it fits into urban
history of Atlanta. Unfortunately, such neglect is all too common in the historiography.
The history of transit planning and union activity in the postwar period often omits the
ATU or if the ATU is discussed, it is without context with regards to the larger U.S.
history.
On the ACT and the East Bay, there is a dearth of secondary sources. There are
some articles, but they focus primarily on Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) in the
discussions on transit. There are works on postwar history of Oakland and the East Bay,
such as Robert O. Self’s American Babylon: Race and the Struggle for Postwar Oakland
16

, but that work focuses on suburban growth and politics more than on transit in

particular. However, the book does have a lot on labor unions in general and their role in
the suburban growth. There are several works on East Bay mass transit that illuminate
different aspects or chronological periods.17 Vernon J. Sapper’s Key System Streetcars:
Transit, Real Estate and the Growth of the East Bay describes the early years of the what
would become the Key System, though it largely focuses on the development of the
system and technology changes. Seymour Mark Adler’s “The Political Economy of
Transit in the San Francisco Bay Area, 1945-1963” highlights the public policy choices
made with the creation of ACT and BART in the context of the postwar development and

16

Robert O. Self, American Babylon: Race and the Struggle for Postwar Oakland (Princeton, N.J: Princeton
University Press, 2003).
17
Vernon J. Sappers, Key System Streetcars: Transit, Real Estate and the Growth of the East Bay (Wilton,
CA: Signature Press, 2007); Seymour Mark Adler, “The Political Economy of Transit in the San Francisco
Bay Area, 1945-1963” (Ph.D., Berkeley, University of California, 1980); Katrinell Davis, Hard Work Is Not
Enough: Gender and Racial Inequality in an Urban Workspace (Chapel Hill: The University of North
Carolina Press, 2016).
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competition among cities in the Bay Area. While this work takes into account the
importance of Local 192 in the creation of ACT, the union is situated within the larger
public policy debate rather than independently making its own strategic decisions. A
sociological study, Hard Work Is Not Enough: Gender and Racial Inequality in an Urban
Workspace, by Katrinel Davis, includes primary sources from the same Local 192 records
as this dissertation, though the author focuses more on records that document
discrimination against African American women from management, co-workers, and
riders, and the chronological period extends beyond the period covered by this
dissertation. All three of these works provided context for how to approach the Local
192 records to bring out a more complex story.
Although this dissertation will focus on the mid-to-late 20th century, it will begin
with an important discussion of the development of both mass transit and the ATU in the
late 19th century followed by a chapter on the divergent directions that the transit systems
in each city took following major strikes in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Chapter One
and Chapter Two include both Local 192 and Local 732 to highlight similarities of the
local divisions and the transit systems that they worked for up until 1960. The remaining
six chapters are divided equally between each city with Oakland followed by Atlanta
since Oakland transitioned to public ownership first. The chapters are organized thus:
Chapter 1: Growth of Cities, Mass Transit, and Labor
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the urban development of Atlanta and
Oakland in the 19th and early 20th centuries and the role of mass transit in that
development. Along with the development of mass transit, the organization of workers
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by the ATU into Local 732 in Atlanta and Local 192 in Oakland impacted the operations
of the mass transit systems in the 1910s as the transit companies found that they would
face strikes if they did not meet the demands of workers for higher wages and better
working conditions. This chapter will show that the transit companies attempted to
develop more stable relationships with the locals by the 1920 and 1930s as the transit
systems expanded as a result of financial restructuring and changes in equipment to meet
the needs of growing cities. A common point for both transit systems was the
acknowledgement by the National War Labor Board (NWLB) during World War I that
private transit systems struggled to make enough revenue to meet contracts that would
pay their workers a fare livable wage. The federal government mobilization during
World War II essentially masked over continuing problems with the private mass transit
industry while simultaneously providing good times for Local 732 and Local 192. By
the 1940s, the transit systems experienced capacity ridership with World War II, and both
Local 732 and Local 192 shared in that prosperity, although women and people of color
could still not take advantage of all jobs available in those transit systems.
Chapter 2: Private Transit and Labor in the 1950s
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the challenges faced by transit systems in the
United States following World War II then look at how that situation evolved in Atlanta
and Oakland. Both Atlanta and Oakland experienced transit worker strikes similar to
other parts of the country, and citizens in both cities recognized the importance of reliable
mass transit to handle population growth. Transit systems in Atlanta and Oakland
diverged in their responses to the labor upheaval and changes in the urban environment.
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The Atlanta transit system remained in private control while the Oakland transit system
transitioned to public ownership. In Oakland, the experience with the Key System under
the ownership of National City Lines soured the public and elected officials on relying on
private ownership to improve and expand the system to handle the explosive growth in
population and traffic in the Bay Area. In order to complete this transition to a public
system, Alameda-Contra Costa Transit (ACT), Local 192 had to form a coalition with
citizens’ groups as well as local and state elected officials. In both cases, the local unions
demonstrated their influence over the future of the transit systems. In Atlanta, a private
local group stepped forward with a financial plan to operate the system which had been
maintained by the Georgia Power Company. The new ownership group received
permission by the state public service commission to pursue financial restructuring plans
that would make cash available for operations they would otherwise have had to spend on
equipment maintenance and taxes. Despite this success gaining financial relief, the new
Atlanta Transit System (ATS) still had to navigate contract negotiations with Local 732
and the desegregation of public transit.
Chapter 3: Labor-Management Relations Under Public Ownership in Oakland
Similar to the changes at local unions across the country, the Local 192 membership
elected new leadership in the 1966 election that included African American and Spanishsurname candidates. Edward A. Cordeiro won a significant victory as the vice president
for the operating department on a platform of workplace safety, unnecessary discipline of
drivers by supervisors, and potential impact of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) on
ACT driver jobs. Despite his tendency for unprofessional confrontation with both Local
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192 officers and ACT management, Cordeiro made a positive impact by pushing for
driver safety as they faced an increase of robberies and assaults. Although wary of
altering bus conveniences that could decrease ridership, ACT agreed to the changes after
pressure by the union, the media, and the public.
Chapter 4: The Implications of BART on ACT and Local 192
Local 192 had viewed the introduction of BART into the mass transit mix in the Bay
Area in the early 1960s with questions over whether the new agency would be beneficial
to them or not. The relatively lucrative monopoly ACT had over transbay mass transit
would potentially be eliminated once BART began operations; elimination of routes
meant elimination of jobs for Local 192. The process to determine the appropriate
number of BART jobs to replace potential losses dragged on for several years, and both
union officials and BART officials bickered over the details, particularly whether or not
the 13(c) protections would disproportionately benefit white workers over Black workers.
A new ATU local arose out of the dispute leaving Local 192 representing ACT, and the
work of ATU and Cordeiro led to those new ATU members receiving collective
bargaining protections.
Chapter 5: Local 732 Labor Militancy, the Limitations of the Strike, and the Tax
Revolt in the 1970s
ACT and Local 192 entered into the 1970s in a much different climate than they enjoyed
in the 1960s. The increasingly poor financial picture, the demands of Local 192 for
increasing wages, and the impact of BART meant that both sides navigated an unstable
environment. Cordeiro led the push for more generous contracts, and ACT agreed to
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arbitration to resolve disputes. When arbitration results continued to favor Local 192,
ACT began to push back on Local 192 demands, particularly for cost-of-living increases.
Local 192 turned to strikes in 1970 and 1974 to pressure ACT, and they won concessions
by doing so. In addition to receiving praise from membership for leading Local 192
through those strikes, he also badgered ACT management to work on solutions on the
continuing violence against bus drivers, a crusade with uneven results, and Local 192
also stepped in where they could on discrimination issues. Cordeiro’s time came to an
end when he ran afoul of financial obligations and the membership eventually forced him
out of office. As new officers ascended to office during this upheaval, they found
themselves in a different negotiation position as state lawmakers began to target public
employees through legislation, and voters approved Proposition 13 in a statewide
referendum. The combination of these actions meant that Local 192 no longer had a
strong bargaining position with ACT because of severe restrictions on public funding for
ACT.
Chapter 6: ATS, Local 732, and the MARTA Referendum
By the early 1960s, the Atlanta Transit System (ATS) had settled into a pattern developed
in the 1950s to maintain operations and meet labor contract demands by pursuing
financial restructuring to create more liquidity. While this strategy maintained service
and labor peace, the company began to run a deficit imperiling the company’s solvency.
As plans for the creation of a rapid transit system began to materialize and receive
consideration from the Georgia General Assembly, ATS management developed their
own plan that featured bus technology in hopes that they could be the recipient of federal
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funds. In contrast to Local 192 in the 1950s, Local 732 viewed this creation of a public
transit agency and their transition to public employment status with some unease. They
could not receive verification that they would be able to move over to Metropolitan
Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA), a public transit system, with their collective
bargaining rights in tact from ATS, a private transit system. ATU had worked hard to
ensure that transit workers could do so under Section 13(c) of the 1964 Urban Mass
Transportation Act (1964 UMTA), and Local 732 had no intention of supporting a
referendum if MARTA could not guarantee they would allow these rights to transfer.
When voters finally approved the referendum in 1971 to allow MARTA to purchase ATS
and build the rapid rail system, the revised MARTA state legislation included important
labor provisions, and Local 732 played an important role in supporting the referendum.
Chapter 7: MARTA Begins Operations and Meeting Expectations of Local 732 and
the Public
The transition to public ownership was met with hopeful expectations by both MARTA
management and Local 732 members following the successful effort to pass the
referendum. This transition to public ownership included both MARTA workers and
management adjusting to a new relationship. Along with success in attracting riders and
upgrading equipment, MARTA and Local 732 experienced challenges in labormanagement relations. MARTA expected the drivers to closely adhere to policies in
order to maintain and grow that ridership in anticipation of the rapid rail system, and
Local 732 expected MARTA to be responsive to their safety and fairly apply the rules.
In addition to disputes over day-to-day working conditions, MARTA would find itself at
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odds with Local 732 over contracts that governed wages and fringe benefits. What soon
became clear was that the success MARTA experienced could be impacted by labor
contracts. The Local 732 and MARTA began having disputes over the contract in 1972,
which culminated in a six-day wildcat strike in 1973. A new leader, J. C. Reynolds,
emerged as a voice of the Black membership during the strike, and he would go on to
become president in the late 1970s. Beginning in the fall of 1974, ATU Local 732
reached out to MARTA clerical workers when they complained about not receiving the
wage increases at the same level as men in other parts of the authority. Local 732
successfully navigated the process of setting up a vote and becoming the bargaining
agent. Soon after winning representation for these employees, the negotiations for the
new contract in 1975 would drag on until 1976. MARTA had to deal with restrictions on
how much of the sales tax revenue they could use for operating costs while Jacobs and
Local 732 pressed for a cost-of-living increase. ATU President Maroney believed that
Local 732 demands for binding arbitration would not be worth the time and cost, and the
clerical workers did not view Jacobs leadership as successful. While a strike did not
occur, the process led to animosity between Local 732 and MARTA and Local 732 and
ATU. MARTA management also confronted the changing demographics in the
workforce with conflicting actions. One the one hand, they encouraged employees to
move up the management ladder by providing management training. On the other hand,
they also implemented discriminatory hiring policies encouraged by some of the
MARTA board members who believed that they should be hiring more white drivers.
Chapter 8: Challenges for Public Transit and the Limits of Labor Rights in Atlanta
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By the mid-1970s, MARTA had successfully stabilized the bus system purchased from
ATS and moved on to the construction of the rapid rail system. This required
management to make some adjustments since this phase would require more outreach to
the public on the enormous construction project as well as working with Local 732 to
make sure that they maintained a high level of bus service so that they would have
demand for the rapid rail system when it opened. As part of MARTA’s commitment to
maintain the bus system ridership, they sought to expand it to riders with accessibility
needs and also meet laws and public pressure for accessible transit. In addition to
challenges in equipping buses, they also had to work with Local 732 since drivers faced
conflicts with running on time as well as meeting the needs of those riders. For MARTA
to acquire equipment, they had to be successful in the application process for UMTA
federal grants. Although the federal infusion of money definitely helped struggling
transit systems, the continued inclusion of 13(c) in federal legislation presented a new
challenge. The disputes over discipline procedures and contract negotiations would
become more contentious during the 1970s as Local 732 attempted to use 13(c) as
leverage. In addition to MARTA, Local 732 found themselves at odds over 13(c) with
ATU. By the mid-1970s during the Ford Administration, the disputes over approving
operating and capital grants by ATU locals such as Local 732 had resulted in complaints
by transit system management nationwide as well as their allied groups. ATU had a
staunch defender in the administration in the Department of Labor (DOL) with William
Usery as Secretary, and he successfully blocked major changes to 13(c) much to the
frustration of those allied groups and Department of Transportation Secretary William
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Coleman. Though ATU had success at the federal level with gaining additional federal
funding that included 13(c) protections, Local 732 and other labor unions faced a hostile
environment in Atlanta both at the local and state level. Local 732 also found MARTA
unwilling to meet their contract demands for the same financial reasons. Local 732 and
MARTA engaged in a multi-year court battle over whether or not federal law could
dictate arbitration awards between local unions and transit agencies. Local 732 finally
received some vindication when a federal court ruled that MARTA had violated
collective bargaining rights, but, by this time, Local 732 could no longer leverage 13(c)
as they had done in the past.
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CHAPTER 1: GROWTH OF CITIES, MASS TRANSIT, AND LABOR

1.1.1 Introduction to Early Mass Transit History
In the second half of the 19th century, cities across the United States invested in mass
transit. Baltimore and New York allowed horse drawn street railways in the early 1800s,
and by the 1850s, several other cities on the east coast allowed transit development as
well. After the Civil War, boosters in Southern and Western cities worked to catch up.18
In the South, businessmen from various trades cast aside disagreements to
dedicate themselves to “city-building,” hoping to attract industry and end their economic
dependence upon the North. The repair of old railroad lines and the building of new ones
brought prosperity to cities, such as Atlanta and Dallas, with no major water port.
Interior cities and towns began shipping much of the agricultural production out to
seaports by rail attracting banks, shops, warehouses, and new residents. As they grew in
population, once-walkable towns needed transit.19
Many transit companies in the South chose mules because they could operate in
the warm climate better than horses. Regions outside of the South generally chose horses
because they could receive more money for the horses after they finished their transit
service. In either case, the animals had one thing in common: they produced manure.
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The sale as fertilizer could bring in much needed cash, but the new urban landscape of
the late 19th century did not have a natural way to absorb the animal waste.20
As inventors mastered electricity in lighting city streets and turned to
improvements in street railways, Charles J. Van Depoele and Frank J. Sprague pioneered
electric street railway car design, while Thomson-Houston developed the power system
to actually operate the cars. Van Depoele used what came to be known as the “trolley
pole” to power a car from an overhead line. This would be the method to electrify the
Capital City Street Railway Company in Montgomery, Alabama in 1886.21 However,
Van Depoele’s design lacked some sort of system to absorb shock from the road. Frank
J. Sprague in Richmond, Virginia, would address this problem several years later. The
innovation that truly distinguished Sprague’s system was the placement of engines over
both axles. This design accomplished two things: it eliminated the need for the engine to
be placed on the platform of the car because each axle had its own engine, and the design
also included springs to absorb shock in this area under the platform which reduced
repairs. Sprague’s engine design would become the standard equipment for electric
streetcars in the 1890s.22
The wider availability of electricity and advances in transit equipment by the
1880s allowed cities to greatly expand streetcar routes and to construct subways.
Although London began operation of the first subway in the 1860s, the trains used steam
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power and coal. Hugh B. Wilson brought the idea of a subway to New York, and, by
1870, a subway operated with pneumatic propulsion carried its first passengers. The
pneumatic system avoided the problems with using steam power underground, though the
company’s franchise for the construction of an entire subway system stipulated that the
system must be powered by steam. In the meantime, the steam elevated railroad opened
as a legitimate mass transit option. By the time engineers developed electrical systems
for subways in the 1880s, the city of Boston rather than New York constructed the first
subway system in United States. Although trains used a section of the Tremont subway
line in Boston, the design favored streetcars operating underground rather than a
dedicated heavy rail system underground. New York opened the first heavy rail subway
in 1904 that ran on a route from city hall fifteen miles to the north. The New York
system also featured an express line that would prove to be a significant improvement for
travel time over the elevated lines. Philadelphia opened a subway as well that used the
“cut-and-cover” construction method used in Boston and New York, and the Philadelphia
line operated heavy rail trains.23
Street railway construction increased annually until 1918 and ridership totals
reached their highest point in 1923. The total ridership increase of one billion from 1917
to 1923 was far less than when ridership increased from two billion to five billion from
1890 to 1902. The main reason for that slower increase in streetcar ridership could be
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attributed to the increase in subways in large cities and the increase in the use of trolley
coaches and motor buses.24
After private jitney service—essentially vehicles driven by private drivers who
picked up passengers similar to a taxi service—proved a viable alternative to street
railways in Los Angeles in the 1910s, transit systems began considering using motor
buses so as not to lose business. The transit company in Cleveland, Ohio, began
supplementing street railways with motor buses in 1912, but these vehicles and others in
operation across the country consisted of modified trucks rather than mass transit
vehicles. This changed in 1920 when brothers Frank and William Fageol designed a bus
from the ground up to be used specifically to carry passengers. The Fageol Safety Bus
continued to be modified through the 1920s and 1930s to include a body resembling a
streetcar and an engine mounted within the body of the vehicle rather than in the front
under a hood. The number of motor buses operated in the United States increased from
about sixty operated by ten transit systems in 1920 to 13,000 buses operated by 390
transit companies in 1930. Motor bus systems particularly appealed to transit companies
in small towns that could not justify the expense of maintaining street railroads. By
1940, 170 cities shifted to all bus operations, the largest being San Antonio with a
population of 200,000. Street railways continued to carry more passengers despite the
number of buses at 30,000, more than the number of streetcars, though the concentration
of streetcars in densely populated urban areas meant that more riders traveled on those.25
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Starting in the 1910s, some transit companies deployed trolley buses which used
overhead power but, unlike streetcars, did not operate on fixed track. Improvements in
both pavement and rubber tires provided the trolley bus with a smooth ride similar to that
of the streetcar. Trolley buses were easier to implement since the transit companies did
not need to install rail tracks. Interest died down in the 1920s, but by 1930, Salt Lake
City began using trolley buses and Chicago followed by installing a system to serve a
section of town that grew after the installation of its street railway. Although the trolley
buses disappeared as fewer private electric companies operated transit systems, many did
continue in larger cities.26
1.1.2 Introduction to Early Amalgamated Transit Union History
The first notable attempt by transit workers to organize a union occurred in New
York City in 1861. Further attempts in the 1880s led to concessions by transit system
owners, but this success did not lead to the establishment of a long-term organization.
Delegates attending the American Federation of Labor (AFL) convention in Birmingham,
Alabama, in 1891 discussed organizing street railway workers. The following year,
delegates representing 2,400 transit workers gathered in Indianapolis, Indiana, to form the
Amalgamated Association of Street Railway Employees of America (AASREA).27
The introduction of electricity into the transit system led to a much more fastpaced and dangerous work environment for the drivers and conductors on the new larger
vehicles. New riders sought out the faster service which loaded at designated stops only,
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unlike the horse cars. While the old horse car drivers had to learn how to handle the
much faster equipment, the conductors found the crowds and faster pace a new danger,
especially on the running boards if they happened to strike a tree branch or other
obstruction. The transit system owners created tight schedules to maximize profits, and
they also paid new workers less than the older workers from the horse car
days. AASREA found these newer workers much more eager to push for higher wages
and better working conditions, and AASREA found willing partners with progressive
groups and the riding public.28
Renamed the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Railway
Employees of America (AASEREA) to reflect a broader array of vehicles operated by
members, the union had developed a two-prong strategy to win concessions from
employers. Since governmental bodies regulated nearly all transit companies, the union
organized members for political action in hopes of creating friendly regulatory
environments. The union also encouraged locals to strike when necessary.29 The
AASEREA quickly established locals and soon began publishing its own newspaper.
The organization also pushed for transit operator improvements to keep them safe from
the elements such as vestibules on the fronts of streetcars for protection from the
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elements, stools for operators, and the elimination of treacherous running boards
alongside trolleys that conductors had to navigate to collect fares.30
By the turn of the 20th century, the number of transit workers had rapidly
increased as a result of the growth of transit systems nationwide. In 1905, the Bureau of
Labor counted 140,000 workers in the industry making it the largest transit workforce in
the world. These mostly young men, largely of Irish and German heritage, worked
primarily in one of the transit systems found in the highly populated areas of the
Northeast and industrial Midwest. African Americans worked for a few of the transit
systems and largely in lower wage positions such as cleaners.31
The expensive infrastructure required to operate electric streetcar systems strained
the budgets of the companies since they were expected to maintain five-cent fares. Some
companies tried to squeeze more profit from fares by charging for transfers and
establishing zones to account for riders traveling long distances. This struggle to maintain
profits meant that companies looked to avoid paying workers more and skipped
maintenance.32
The struggle between management and labor exploded in the first two decades of
the 20th century with numerous and oftentimes violent transit system strikes across the
country.33 In addition to higher wages, workers also demanded an eight-hour day and
improvements in working conditions. The strikes also tended to be combustible during
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this period because of the anti-union activities by the National Association of
Manufacturers which encouraged open shops at all costs, as well as the fact that the
transit systems reached into every part of the cities and residents, especially workingclass, knew of transit workers’ low wages and poor working conditions and often took
their side during these strikes.34
In this atmosphere of the first two decades of the 20th century, both Local 192 in
Oakland and Local 732 in Atlanta would be chartered by AASEREA.35 Members of both
locals pushed for recognition and better contracts, and both went on violent strikes during
World War I. Although Local 192 went on strike again in 1934 (this had more to do with
the longshoreman’s strike in San Francisco), both Local 732 and Local 192 experienced
relative labor peace with their respective transit systems which went through
restructuring and improved equipment and expanded service. World War II led to a
boom time in both cities, though the employment opportunities in the transit systems
continued to be largely for white men. The early years of struggle during the first two
decades of the 20th century led to a period of success for the AASEREA locals by 1940s.
1.2.1 Oakland and the East Bay Introduction
In the Western United States, settlers moved into growing cities and towns as the
United States annexed territory from Mexico through treaties. The San Francisco Bay
Area in California experienced rapid growth with the discovery of gold and, soon after
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that, statehood in 1850. Initially, the growth occurred primarily in San Francisco because
of its proximity to the mouth of the San Francisco Bay where ships arrived with
prospectors and other fortune seekers. Oakland soon attracted settlers as well because of
its location closer to the mountains. The California state legislature approved the
incorporation of Oakland on May 4, 1852. In the rush to settle the town, multiple legal
disputes arose over land ownership. The arrival of the transcontinental railroad and the
designation of Oakland as the terminus pushed the town to resolve the disputes by the
titles essentially being laundered through the city clerk’s office so that clean titles could
be deeded.36 As evidence of the importance of San Francisco to the settlement of
Oakland, ferry service between Oakland and San Francisco began operation
simultaneously with the early settlement of Oakland, and, by 1863, a steam railroad
provided service from downtown to a ferry pier.37
1.2.2 Beginning of Key System Transit
In 1903, Francis Marion “Borax” Smith financed the merger of the various East
Bay streetcar lines and the construction of the transbay lines and a pier to operate a ferry
system to compete with the Southern Pacific train and ferry service. The merger of the
streetcar companies coincided with his activity in real estate development to take
advantage of the population growth of Oakland as well as San Francisco.38 By investing
in a comprehensive mass transportation network, Smith ensured his real estate holdings
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would be more desirable and the transit system would have a solid ridership base.39 From
1893 to 1902, Smith orchestrated the acquisition of eight East Bay transit companies, a
total of 75.4 miles. Smith and his business partners faced additional expenses after the
acquisition because of the poor condition of some of the equipment and the fact that the
street railway companies had not used the same type of track.40
Beginning in 1901, Smith began a final acquisition of transit companies to create
a single company and began construction on the ferry pier. In 1903, the first train to the
ferry pier rolled down from Berkeley for a 35-minute ferry trip to San Francisco, better
than the 55-minute trip offered by Southern Pacific. Smith then began a project in 1903
to remove obsolete track, expand existing service, and complete a final acquisition that
combined nearly all of the transbay and local service into the San Francisco-Oakland
Terminal Railways Company in 1912.41
Along with the growth of Oakland, Richmond to the north also experienced a
construction boom as the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway built a terminal at a new
port. Soon after that, Standard Oil Company commenced work on a new Richmond
refinery in 1901.42 To meet the transit demands of this growth, a new Richmond street
railway opened outside of the Smith empire, but Smith had gained control of this system
as well by 1912.43 All told over 100,000 people—many of them refugees from the 1906
San Francisco earthquake—moved into the East Bay cities from 1900 to 1910. The East
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Bay’s growth appeared to be fulfilling Smith’s dreams, but this new population of
potential passengers could not dissolve the mountain of debt owed by the consolidated
transit system.44
At the same time of this consolidation, Smith had also entered into a massive deal
to own utilities, real estate, and transportation. This deal collapsed, and Smith declared
bankruptcy in 1913, though Smith’s attempted consolidation and restructuring of the
transbay and streetcar lines into one company would have a lasting impact since it would
essentially be the same system that would later be formally known as the Key System.45
The attempt by Smith to grow his empire exacerbated the real reason for the failure of the
early Key System, which was that it was simply a way to sell real estate rather than run as
a functioning utility for the good of the public.46
1.2.3 AASEREA Local 192 and Strikes in 1919 and 1934
In addition to structural issues with the transit operation, Smith also had to meet
the demands of the transit union. Chartered on June 1, 1901, in Oakland as the first
AASEREA local in California, AASEREA Local 192 represented the operators and
conductors. In 1918, when the Key System introduced buses, AASEREA chartered
another local, Local Division 818, to represent the maintenance department.47 The
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operators and conductors of Local 192 made up the majority of the workforce and
disputed with management more often than Local 818 over wages during contract
negotiations, viewing with distrust the Key System management claims about the poor
financial condition of the company and continuing to demand higher wages and benefits.
Local 192 and the Key System reached their first agreement on February 29,
1908. This remained largely unchanged until 1917 when Local 192 won a wage increase
as a result of arbitration. The National War Labor Board (NWLB) denied their request
for an eight-hour day in November 1918, but the labor board did grant them another wage
increase.48 In order to balance the increase of wages with the financial pressures faced by
transit companies, the NWLB pointed to the importance of local municipalities’ granting
fare increases “because of the immediate pressure for money receipts now to keep the
street railroads running so that they may meet the local and national demand for service.”
Without the fare increase, the NWLB painted a dire picture of transportation systems
because “[t]he credit of these companies in floating bonds is gone. Their ability to
borrow on short notes is limited. In the face of added expenses which this and other
awards of needed and fair compensation to their employees will involve, such credit will
completely disappear.”49 The NWLB sought to avoid strikes that would impede the war
effort but they also did not want their decisions to financially cripple transit systems.50
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The transbay service of the Key System received permission from the State
Railroad Commission to raise fares from 11 cents to 15 cents. The fare increase
benefited in part because the commission had to take into consideration the increase
given to Southern Pacific for their transbay service. In August 1918, the commission
allowed the streetcar system to increase fares from five cents to six cents. The
commission considered the increase in cost of labor and equipment. They also noted that
the financial outlook of the system could have been even worse had it not been for the
ridership increase. In addition, the streetcar system brought in more revenue than the
transbay system. The commission recognized that the ultimate solution would be for a
reorganization of the Key System because the rate increase would not be a permanent
solution, but the commission did not have authority to order such a move.51
By early 1919, Local 192 pointed to the one-cent fare increase granted to the Key
System as justification for the wage increase.52 In addition, Local 192 argued that they
had essentially been subsidizing the company by not receiving raises to meet the rise in
inflation. The result of two past negotiations that ended up in arbitration resulted in some
wage increases, but by the time they had received the pay, they essentially lost money
because they had to resort to credit in the meantime. The Local 192 president, L. F.
Laytham, also insisted that the eight-hour day was a reasonable request for “a working
day that will comport with the ideals of American manhood.” The Key System general
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manager, W. R. Alberger, suggested that the union was putting itself at risk by striking
instead of arbitration, and that they had “hooted from the stage” Allen Burt, an
AASEREA representative, who encouraged the union not to strike. Both Local 192 and
Burt denied that the Local 192 membership hooted at him, and Burt denied that he
characterized the membership as putting itself in danger of losing its charter.53
The company balked at the Local 192 demands, a strike ensued on October 1,
1919, and the company brought in strikebreakers. Striking workers and sympathizers
attacked and damaged the streetcars and trains, and police discovered strikebreakers had
armed themselves. Over the next several days, the chaos of the strike led to an accident
between a transbay train and a jitney, and transit system electrical workers and ferry
operators threatened to join the strike. Police began escorting streetcars on October 5 to
prevent more rioting. Protestors tried to obstruct operations by placing boulders and
manhole covers on the tracks. An estimated crowd of 15,000 gathered on routes in
downtown Oakland and yelled at the strikebreakers. The rioting did not resume, but
police did briefly detain John “Blackjack” Jerome, the organizer of the strikebreakers, for
firing a rifle.54
Two days before the electrical workers planned a strike in sympathy, the
California Railroad Commission intervened and worked with the two sides to agree to the
arbitration. This intervention in the strike avoided a complete shutdown of the system.
By October 11, the two sides agreed to arbitration and union members voted to end the
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strike and return to work, and the strike ended without the company meeting the union’s
demands.55
Local 192 celebrated union solidarity during the 11-day strike and dismissed the
strikebreakers hired by the Key System as “finks and while they were endeavoring to get
in their dirty work our cars resembled rat cages, as they were screened.” Once the strike
ended, Local 192 claimed that the cars had to be “fumigated.”56 Local 192 did not win
the eight-hour day by going on strike, but the workers returned to work under the
previous agreement with more flexibility for negotiations under arbitration.57
The NWLB arbitration board decided once again to deny Local 192 an eight-hour
day because of the cost to the company to hire additional workers to make up for the
reduction in time for existing workers. They did grant a wage increase because the
company “should in any case pay what may be called a living wage which will enable a
man to support himself and family in a decent and reasonable way,” but that more
consideration of the company’s financial condition should become a factor “[w]hen it
comes to going beyond the amount necessary for this purpose.” They further said in their
ruling that “[t]here are no profits accruing to the company,” so “[t]here is, therefore,
nothing in which the men can legitimately claim a share after they have been paid a fair
living wage.”58
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The workers received a smaller wage increase than they had demanded, and they
would have to wait until 1926 for the eight-hour workday. With the union negotiations
out of the way, the company focused on restructuring its debt. To do so, it dissolved the
old San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Railways, and, in 1923, the newly created Key
System Transit Company purchased the assets as well as new equipment. After this
restructuring, the Key System experienced a short period of financial success.59 In an
attempt to generate friendly support for the Key System, an employee association, the
Employees Association of Key System (EAKS), organized various events, including
dances, vaudeville and minstrel shows, and sports teams, as well as published an
employee newsletter called Key Note, though it’s likely that the company created EAKS
as a way to counteract union activities.60
The company and the union leadership appeared to have developed a more stable
relationship, but this attempt to control union militancy had limited effects on the rankand-file. During a massive four-day general strike in July 1934 by 100,000 Bay Area
workers, Local 192 workers voted to join the strike in support of longshoremen in San
Francisco after a violent encounter between labor and police.61 Although the Key System
had recently raised wages, Local 192 members joined the general strike because they did
not like to be responsible for transporting strikebreakers.62 At the meeting to vote
whether or not to join the general strike, the membership caught the Local 192 leadership
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and Key System management off guard when they advocated a takeover of the Key
System by workers and the public. This rank-and-file split with union management
reflected the sentiment in other unions on strike.63 In an effort to reframe the strike, the
Local 192 president released a statement that the union went on strike in solidarity with
the massive General Strike by unions in San Francisco, and that Local 192 members
“have the most friendly relations towards their employers.” This coincided with the
strike by the San Francisco Municipal Railway (Muni) workers, and this left East Bay
commuters with only the Southern Pacific train service on the Bay Bridge that served a
much smaller area than the Key System.64
The membership of the union showed they would not always follow the lead of
AASEREA or their own Local 192 leadership. In 1919, they ignored the efforts of
AASEREA to convince them not to strike. In 1934, they ignored their own Local 192
leadership and went on strike in support of San Francisco workers. In both cases, the
impact crippled the East Bay because of the heavy reliance on the Key System for daily
transportation. This tension between locals and the international would occur in other
cities like Atlanta during this time period and in the future.
1.2.4 Automobile Competition and Introduction of Buses
A higher ridership and the sale of land contributed to Key System financial
success in the 1920s, but this success masked problems both old and new. The old
problems revolved around revenue simply not covering all of the costs, particularly costs
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related to local government franchise fees to operate the transit system and upgrades to
the rail system. The new problem revolved around the increase in automobile ownership,
especially in the low-density residential areas served by the Key System.
To counteract the drop in ridership due to the increase in automobile use and meet
the financial obligations of the wage raise to 70-cents per hour and an eight-hour
workday, the company requested and received a fare increase from six to seven cents in
1926 awarded by the California Railroad Commission.65 In 1928, the new Key System
president, Alfred J. Lundberg, sought to cut costs, and he abandoned some streetcar
routes, mainly in Alameda, and replaced them with buses. The Key System utilized
motorbuses beginning in 1918, but this bus replacement under Lundberg was the first
time the company completely swapped streetcars for buses, though Lundberg insisted this
method would not be used on major routes. While the buses could cut costs by avoiding
track maintenance, Lundberg understood that the local routes of the Key System lost
money while the transbay ferry service revenue supported the rest of the system. He
searched for other ways to save money, including reducing streetcar operation from two
workers to one worker.66 As in San Francisco, labor and their political allies fought the
reduction of streetcar workers. The AASEREA sought out friendly politicians at the
local government level and convinced those municipalities to resist the proposed
reduction in streetcar workers because of safety concerns and to prevent a large-scale loss
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of jobs. The Oakland City Council, the lone holdout, finally allowed for one-person
operation, and all transit routes operated with a sole operator by 1932.67
Once the Key System shifted to one-person streetcar operations in 1932, the
company sought to cut costs further on streetcar lines by not replacing streetcars and
tracks. When they deteriorated too much, the company simply replaced them with buses,
and this policy led to a greater mileage of bus routes than streetcar routes by 1937. By
1942, the company had twice as many buses as streetcars, though on the routes where
streetcars continued to operate, they continued to account for a slightly greater share of
the revenue, such as in 1940 when streetcars earned 29.18 percent compared to 27.41
earned by buses.68 As more members drove buses in Oakland and elsewhere, the
AASEREA renamed itself the Amalgamated Association of Street, Electric Railway and
Motor Coach Employees of America (AASERMCEA).
Despite these adjustments, the ridership levels continued to decline below the
heights of the mid-1920s when 77.3 million passengers rode on the system. This number
declined to 59.1 in 1930 and 38.8 million in 1934, due in part to both the Depression and
increased automobile ownership. The company did experience a slight increase in 1935
with 42.5 million riders, and 48.5 million rode in 1940 immediately prior to the major
increase during the wartime boom when ridership peaked at 100.4 million in 1945.69
This increase in ridership was due in part to the success of Oakland, as well as East Bay
cities such as Richmond, in the 1930s. By 1940, Oakland claimed the largest
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concentration of industrial, commercial, and transportation resources in the East Bay.
These resources attracted a population of around 300,000, and the influx of people
provided the Key System with a continuous ridership pool despite the increase in
automobile ownership.70
During the Depression, the Key System Transit Company went through
foreclosure and then restructuring. By 1942, all of the transit services operated under the
Key System once again.71 The bus operations constituted a major piece of this
restructuring, which had grown considerably since the 1920s. The bus routes began
largely to establish transit routes to new residential developments where streetcar lines
did not exist. The use of buses increased in the 1920s, and, in the 1930s, they began to
replace streetcar lines to adjust how the transit system operated in a more automobilecentric urban area.
1.2.5 World War II, Employment, and Postwar Ownership Transition
Although the local streetcar lines faced replacement with buses, the Key System
continued to invest in the transbay rail service. The opening of the Bay Bridge in 1939
presented the company with an opportunity to expand that service with a dedicated train
line on the lower level of the bridge. Rather than moving forward with the purchase of
new Presidents’ Conference Committee (PCC) streetcars and trolley buses for the local
lines, the company focused resources on upgrading the transbay rail line, and, in 1941,
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the Key System finalized plans for taking over the Southern Pacific interurban lines.72
During World War II, gasoline and rubber restrictions reduced bus usage, and streetcars
had to be put back into service to replace buses, especially on routes to the busy
shipyards.73
The fortunes of the Key System brightened somewhat during World War II
because of the need to transport workers between home and the factories, and the federal
government subsidized the system through wartime funding which mitigated the
population influx that overburdened the transit system. The federal government funneled
a vast amount of financial resources into wartime manufacturing. To ensure that workers
reached the factories and shipyards, they funded additional streetcar, train, and bus routes
for workers, such as the shipyard railway built by the Maritime Commission and opened
in 1942. Ridership averaged 11,000 per day on the 16-mile line that ran from West
Oakland Moore yards to Richmond Kaiser yards. Like streetcar lines before, these new
wartime lines spurred new housing developments in Oakland as well as Richmond,
Berkeley, El Cerrito, and Albany.74 The apparent success of the Key System during
World War II could be tied in large part to government financial assistance because,
without this support, the Key System would have struggled to provide adequate service
for wartime needs.
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This service expansion in the East Bay mirrored the situation elsewhere in the
country during the war, and the Key System scrambled to fill operator positions. In a
speech to the American Transit Association, Otto S. Beyer, the Director of Transport
Personnel in the Office of Defense Transportation, estimated that 30,000 new positions in
the transit industry would need to be filled to keep up with the additional business
generated by the war, half of those in the operating departments. In addition to women,
he also suggested that companies should consider hiring Black employees as drivers and
mechanics, which some had already done. Up until that point, most Black men had been
hired into unskilled positions only.75 The Key System followed the advice on recruiting
women, but not African American men or women.76
This presented a dilemma for Local 192 because they wanted to increase
membership, but AASERMCEA had not allowed women to join in the past.
AASERMCEA heard from local unions that they wanted clear guidance from the
International about how to accept women into the union as companies began to hire them
to meet the labor shortage. The AASERMCEA General Executive Board (GEB)
unanimously decided that women operators and conductors could become
AASERMCEA members. They pointed out that women in other positions had already
been eligible for membership. Also, that this situation was different than World War I
when AASERMCEA did not allow women to join as operators and conductors,
essentially preventing companies from hiring them. The GEB stated that they “are to be
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employed at the same rate of wages provided in the contracts for male employees and to
come under the same regulations and conditions...and it is clearly understood that there is
to be no discrimination in any way, either in their employment or in their work or
working conditions.” The GEB also specifically stated that women would be part of the
seniority system as well.77
On September 20, 1942, 16 white women began work as bus drivers at pay equal
to that of men. The Key System had already been employing white women as fare
collectors, but the drivers actually joined the union as well. According to the Motorman,
Conductor, and Motor Coach Operator, these women broke a major employment barrier
as the first ones to drive transit system buses in the country.78 During the war, most
women were hired as streetcar operators, perhaps because they were less trouble to
operate than buses, which had a manual transmission and a double clutch. Despite the
easier operation, streetcars were often crowded and standing room only, particularly
those going through downtown Oakland. One time, a drunk passenger assaulted driver a
passenger, and Reba Gauer recounted that she released the streetcar brake handle and hit
him on the back of the head. According to Gauer, this potentially violent work
environment contributed to many women choosing to retire from driving after starting
families, though women, like Gauer, worked while pregnant and continued to work after
having children.79
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Local 192 had reason to be optimistic about the future with the success in wartime
employment, but the Key System would be unable to maintain that financial success,
even with equipment cost-reductions. Wartime restrictions had prevented abandonment
of rail lines in favor of other transportation. This restriction was lifted in 1945, and the
Key System added 14 miles of bus service and eliminated 56 miles of streetcar track.80
The process to replace the streetcars with buses accelerated after the war,
primarily due to the acquisition of a majority of the company stock by National City
Lines (NCL). NCL showed interest in acquiring the Key System as early as 1941 and
made an attempt to purchase enough stock for a controlling interest. Lundberg
orchestrated a move to prevent this takeover, but he ended up allowing the sale in 1946.
Shortly after purchasing the Key System, NCL made it clear that the operation would be
all-bus, excluding the transbay trains. This followed what the company did in many other
cities because it was subsidized by Standard Oil, Firestone Rubber, and General Motors.
NCL saw this as an efficient way to operate a modern transit system without the burden
of streetcar maintenance. In the case of the Key System, NCL appeared to have
accelerated a process that had been occurring already for many years. On May 14, 1946,
NCL gained shareholder control of the Key System (with operations beginning as Key
System Transit Lines in March 1947), and the company ended streetcar service on
November 28, 1948. Although the president of the new Key System Transit Lines
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indicated the operation would also include trolley coaches, the company shipped the
trolley coaches south to the NCL Los Angeles company and cancelled the remaining
order. There was some community opposition to local streetcar abandonment, but not
enough to convince the California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to reject the plan.81
This plan followed a pattern that the owners of NCL, the Fitzgerald Brothers,
generally implemented across the country. They reasoned that they could take advantage
of the rise in ridership during World War II by modernizing transit fleets and replacing
all streetcars with buses to drastically reduce maintenance costs thereby enjoying healthy
ridership, profit, and reduced costs. The plan outlined by Lundberg to use electric
trolleys in addition to buses obviously presented a problem for their plan, and the new
management of the Key System quickly removed the electric trolleys from the plan.82
However, this change in technology could not overcome declining ridership and costly
maintenance. The Key System soon began approaching the CPUC for fare increases, and
citizens groups, already upset with the decision to not use trolley coaches, expressed
outrage at this attempt by the Key System to raise fares.83
The changes in ownership groups, sources of funding, and technology reflected
the impact of a constant boom and bust cycle on the Key System. This inability to
maintain a financially viable transit system also meant that they ended up in contract
disputes with Local 192, though federal funding for transportation during the war paused
these disputes. This animosity between Local 192 and management continued under the
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NCL-backed Key System Transit Lines in the postwar years, and labor joined political
leaders, business owners, and riders to transition to a publicly owned system. In addition,
the Key System found itself at odds over unresolved employment discrimination.
1.3.1 Atlanta Introduction
Located just south of the Piedmont, Atlanta grew in Antebellum America
primarily because of its central position in the greater Southeast. The forced relocation of
Indigenous Peoples opened the Southeast to white settlers and the expansion of slavery
followed. This advantageous position for transportation led to growth in that industry as
well as associated commercial activities. The destruction of the city during the Civil War
led to a rebuilding effort that focused again on the railroads. By the turn of the 20th
century, Atlanta had expanded as a center of railroad transportation and, as a result,
commercial and manufacturing sectors thrived because of this access to the railroads.
This period of time was also marked by a noticeable increase in the African American
population which, although faced with segregation, developed strong community
institutions, particularly higher education. Despite this success, the black community
faced unrelenting rumors about the intentions of black men, both middle class and
working-class. On September 22, 1906, the white-owned newspapers published
unfounded accounts of black men assaulting white women, and groups of white men
attacked blacks and black-owned businesses. When the violence finally ended on
September 24, possibly around three dozen blacks had been killed as well as two whites,
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although one of those deaths was due to a heart attack. Whites imposed restrictions on
suffrage and tighter control over segregated seating on Atlanta streetcars. 84
By 1920, Atlanta rivaled New Orleans as the most populous city in the South
growing from 89,872 in 1900 to 154,839 in 1910 to 200,616 in 1920. This growth also
included a mass transit network. Like many cities, horses powered the first mass transit
system in Atlanta in 1871, and that was followed by the first electric streetcar in
1889. Two transit systems dominated the service, the Atlanta Consolidated Street
Railway Company, which had bought up nearly all of the companies in 1891, and the
Atlanta Rapid Transit Company. In 1901, the Atlanta Rapid Transit Company bought its
competitor merging everything into the Georgia Power Company (GPCO). GPCO
introduced the first routes using gasoline buses in 1925, and a modernization program
began in 1936 that would result in a large network of trolley buses. Shoppers specials,
bus routes to shopping districts during the day, also began in 1936.85
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1.3.2 AASEREA Local 732 and Strikes
AASEREA established a local over a dozen years later in Atlanta than in
Oakland, and the process would be much more violent as well as much more intertwined
with the intervention of the National War Labor Board (NWLB). The Amalgamated
Transit Union began a push to organize the GPCO employees in 1916, and they chartered
Local 732 on September 23, 1916.86 AASEREA did not have an officer on the ground in
Atlanta. Instead, William Pollard, a business agent with the Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, and H. O. Teat, the president of the Brotherhood of Firemen and Enginemen,
handled organization activities. When GPCO management found out, they immediately
fired the workers they believed had joined. Eventually, Edward McMorrow, an officer
from AASEREA, arrived on the scene, but he did not have success with reinstating the
workers reinstated in their jobs.87
The 1916 Atlanta transit strike by motormen and conductors essentially began as
an offshoot of a strike by the electrical workers. On August 5, GPCO fired several
workers, and a group of union officials, which included Pollard, requested that GPCO
rehire those men or the electrical workers would strike. Around 100 electrical workers
went on strike on August 12, and GPCO hired strikebreakers. The company requested a
restraining order in response to what they saw as aggressive behavior by the union
against the strikebreakers.88
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After the electrical workers had been on a six-week strike, Local 732 threatened
to strike over the failure of GPCO to recognize their union. GCPO president Preston S.
Arkwright suggested that only a handful of operators would strike, but Pollard warned
that many would do so because they feared for their jobs over speaking out. He pointed
to some recent firings as examples. He denied that he had been brought in “as a paid
labor agitator and brought to Atlanta to foment strife between the company and its
employees.”89
The strike began in the afternoon on September 30, 1916, and the total number of
workers on strike ranged from 60 to 200 workers depending on numbers presented by
Pollard and Arkwright. Arkwright had arranged for strikebreakers, and they replaced
motormen and conductors when they walked off the job. He later ordered all of the cars
to return to the yards because he said that the police did not keep strike sympathizers
from climbing onto trolleys and threatening the substitute workers. One strikebreaker
picked up his controller handle when approached by a jeering crowd and reportedly told
them to “[s]hut up. The first one of you that steps on this platform is going to get his
skull caved in.” A judge did issue a temporary injunction on interference with the
operation of the transit system and set a date to hear arguments to make it permanent.90
GPCO viewed the AASEREA strike as more of the result of a group of operators
and conductors coerced by “agitators.” The company believed that AASEREA could not
be held responsible for all of the violence, but they did think that “a lawless element
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which in the main has no relation even to organized labor” as well as the approximately
100 electrical workers that had already been on strike. They clearly pointed to Pollard as
being behind both strikes by the electrical workers and the transit workers. GPCO
returned to regular service on October 3.91
On October 5, one streetcar ran over a stick of dynamite that caused damage to
the streetcar but no injuries to passengers. Another streetcar nearly ran over a piece of
dynamite, but it was spotted just in time. Other objects were also placed on the tracks to
obstruct cars on other lines. Despite this, service operated on all but two lines. Strike
organizers pointed to men that continued to leave the GPCO as a sign of strength of the
strike and solidarity.92
As the strike continued, the violence escalated. On October 19, an operator was
shot during an ambush. GPCO officials had been warned of the attack by the
approximately 40 masked men, so security guards hired by GPCO were riding in the car
instead of passengers. The attackers placed an obstacle on the tracks, then a security
guard disembarked to remove it. He saw the men and told them to drop their
weapons. Instead, they riddled the streetcar with bullets. The security guards returned
fire using the streetcar and bushes for cover. GPCO officials thought that the police
should have also been accompanying the streetcar, and they claimed that when the
officers did arrive that they did not conduct a serious investigation.93 Striking workers
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and their allies continued to use dynamite to disrupt the transit system. On October 23,
explosives damaged three streetcars and an obstacle placed on the tracks caused a
derailment. Again, the only damage was to the streetcars and none of the passengers
suffered injuries.94 Striking workers eventually returned to work with no recognition of
Local 732 by GPCO. Pollard ended up on trial with the case ending in a mistrial because
of a deadlocked jury in December 1916. He was accused of inciting violence during the
strike by distributing a publication called “The Strikebreaker.”95
The finger-pointing at William Pollard by GPCO received some validity when a
Fulton County grand jury indicted him in November for inciting the violence through
literature he distributed. From October 5 to November 17, the indictment alleged that the
literature contributed to the dynamiting of 31 streetcars. Pollard’s case ended in a
mistrial in December, but his trial featured witnesses who claimed that Pollard’s words
inspired them to dynamite streetcars.96
GPCO made an effort to meet wage demands with two raises in 1917 and a third
in 1918. GPCO raised wages for operators and conductors on April 1, 1918, which
matched the amount that they had raised wages in the entire year of 1917. The per hour
wage ranged from 25 cents for first year workers to 32 cents for those workers with six
years of experience.97
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The situation improved slightly in 1918 because of the NWLB. As of June 24,
1918, the GPCO allowed workers to join Local 732, but they did not recognize Local 732
as the bargaining organization for the workers. Arkwright argued that they had followed
the instructions of the NWLB to allow workers to join Local 732 if they chose to, but that
this also meant that the workers agreed not to strike which was also part of the NWLB
instructions.98 When GPCO announced that they would allow workers to join Local 732,
approximately 90 percent of eligible workers did so.99 AASEREA classified Local 732
as a local division that had been reorganized since it already had a charter.100 In June
1918, Local 732 contacted the GPCO Transportation Superintendent S. E. Simmons to
make a distinction between the union now and “the men who in the past attempted to
dynamite us and who have heaped every insult upon us.” The existing “union is not for
the purpose of intimidating or antagonizing the company, but for our own benefit and
protection.” They requested his approval about operators and conductors joining a union,
though they did not specifically mention AASEREA or Local 732.101 In response,
Simmons stated that they could join a union, but that “a very large number of our
employees will not consent to join any organization where they are required to affiliate
with the parties who used extreme violence and every means of insult to force them to
join Local 732,” so they “will oppose any connection with Local #732.”102
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On July 12, 1918, Local 732 officials demanded that GPCO rehire 35 workers
fired in 1918 for union activities and 33 workers fired in 1916 for union
activities. Arkwright agreed to rehire those fired after April 8, 1918, for purely union
organizing activities, but not “those few among them who were dismissed for other
reasons or whose service were otherwise unsatisfactory.” He flat out said that he would
not rehire the workers from 1916 due to the violence that occurred. Local 732 responded
that they wanted arbitration to resolve these issues about rehiring workers, but Arkwright
refused on the grounds that the policy of GPCO prior to April 8 had been as a non-union
company, so they would not further discuss the matter.103
On July 16, 1918, workers again went on strike after the company refused to
arbitrate over the fired workers who had not been rehired since the 1916 strike.
Arkwright only committed to back pay to April 8, 1918. He refused to reinstate anyone
prior to that date, in particular those that went on strike in 1916 because they had “joined
in a conspiracy to tie up the street railway operations of Atlanta.” Arkwright stated that
the transit system “was, and was well understood to be, a strictly non-union
establishment” and that anyone accepting employment acknowledged this fact. Teat, a
Local 732 officer, pointed out that nearly every employee was a member of Local 732,
and that they would strike until they could arbitrate directly with GPCO.104
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The strike ended on July 19 when a NWLB conciliator arrived and negotiated an
agreement for the workers to return and for the matter to be turned over to the NWLB, a
development applauded by Local 732.105 Arkwright characterized the agreement
between Local 732 and GPCO with the NWLB as something they had already agreed to
do.106 Following the signing of the agreement, the Local 732 executive board members
contacted Arkwright in an attempt to look forward, expressing a “desire to convey to you
our sincere respect for you and fully appreciate your fairness in the signing of the
agreement” and “hope the future will prove that all parties are and will be dominated be a
united thought of harmony and good will to all.”107
Arkwright also struck a more conciliatory tone at a meeting between GPCO
officials and the Local 732 executive committee. He “didn’t think there was sufficient
cause for [the strike], but of course people differ about these things and I am glad it is all
over and you are back. I think now we ought to agree among ourselves to get along in a
friendly manner, just like we always did.” Although this characterization did not match
the reality of their relationship, Arkwright agreed to answer their questions about
unresolved issues, specifically the workers GPCO had not rehired.108
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GPCO turned to taking their case to the public by advertising in newspapers a
justification for a six-cent fare and two-cent transfer. They pointed to fare increases in
other cities that had been granted to cover higher costs such as those experienced by
GPCO, especially in urban areas like Atlanta with systems that had expanded without
fare increases.109 Additionally, the transit system also experienced disruptions due to the
influenza pandemic, and the impact on AASEREA streetcar operators nationwide led
AASEREA to assess an additional one dollar to the entire membership for a year to cover
death claims due to the pandemic. According to AASEREA, “[t]he result of the epidemic
upon our membership was very serious.”110
Following the NWLB decision to increase the wages of the workers in December
1918, Arkwright declared that this would be financially damaging to the company if they
could not also increase fares. Arkwright pointed out that the board actually said as much
in their ruling that the company should be granted permission to raise fares to cover the
cost of the contract. The NWLB did not order men fired in 1916 to be rehired since that
occurred before the creation of the board. They did order men fired in 1918 to be rehired
with back pay and full seniority. The NWLB continued their stance that workers could
join the union, but that GPCO did not have to formally recognize it. With regards to
negotiating with Local 732, the NWLB essentially sided with GPCO and ruled that they
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only had to meet with union members who were employees. Arkwright pointed to the
board’s support for a fare increase for GPCO to afford the wage increase.111
Local 732 made a significant achievement by January 1919 with a formal
agreement between the union and GPCO on wages and working conditions. The
agreement only covered operators, conductors, and maintenance workers. Workers
eligible to join other unions could decide to join Local 732 as well if those other unions
did not organize the workers. However, the agreement specifically stated that the GPCO
would be open shop so that workers “shall have the right to join or not join the
Association.” Perhaps most surprisingly, GPCO allowed the 33 workers from 1916 and
the eight workers from 1918 to return to work “with their seniority rights and their ratings
that they would have been entitled to had they continued in the service of the
company.” GPCO scrapped the prohibition on wearing union buttons during work
hours. The operators and conductors received a top wage rate of 40 cents per
hour. Local 732 also negotiated for a nine-hour workday for workers other than
operators and conductors, though they did establish minimum per hour wages and
maximum working hours per day. A point of future negotiations would be “providing
proper facilities for the employees to relieve the call of nature.” The one-year contract
also contained a pledge by Local 732 not to strike and GPCO not to lock-out workers.112
AASEREA cited the personal involvement of president William D. Mahon as one of the
reasons for success. He worked with Atkinson and Arkwright specifically on formally
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establishing Local 732 as the bargaining unit and also ensuring that those workers from
1916 and 1918 would be able to return to work, and the Local 732 membership worked
on the specific working conditions and wage increases.113
The effort to bring cases nationwide before the NWLB strained the resources of
the AASEREA, both personnel and financial. AASEREA dispatched officers and
representatives to consult with locals, and the AASEREA attorney represented many of
the cases in Washington, D.C., though some locals decided to send their own
attorneys. Although AASEREA found the process to be relatively smooth, the sheer
volume of cases, 132 locals in dispute with 145 companies, caused the delay in board
rendering decisions that frustrated the membership. By March 1919, AASEREA had
spent over $13,000 to bring cases before the board, and the success at receiving favorable
decisions meant that was money well spent as locals across the country gained wage
increases and other achievements.114
These NWLB decisions also brought additional financial burdens to the transit
systems. Across the country, transit systems considered a variety of solutions, including
fare increases or selling the assets so municipalities could establish a public system.
GPCO focused on raising fares warning that “Municipal Socialism is a Failure All Over
the World” in an advertisement in the Atlanta Constitution. In April 1919, the Georgia
Railroad Commission ruled that GPCO could raise fares from five to six cents.115
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Local 732 looked to build on their success of the 1919 contract in 1920, but then
the arbitrator returned an award of 6 cents per hour for the highest wage rather than 20
cents per hour. Unhappy with the arbitrator’s decision, Local 732 members went on
strike on March 10. AASEREA GEB member John H. Reardon had already been in
town to assist with the arbitration, and he participated along with the Atlanta mayor and
Local 732 officials to convince the members to end the strike because the AASEREA did
not support their action. The arbitration agreement had been reached, and Local 732 had
to agree to it according to the labor contract.116
Local 732 members voted to go on strike because the award did not bring their
wages up enough to what they considered a living wage. The arbitration decision in 1920
was based in part on “evidence[…]that the business of the company is not, at present, a
financial success.” In justifying the wage increase, the Local 732 arbitrator did not
dispute the financial condition of the company, but argued that the wages were simply
not enough when compared with wages in other occupations and “is not in any degree
commensurate with the prevalent cost of the absolute necessaries of life.”
AASEREA did not agree with Local 732 going on strike, and they threatened to
revoke the Local 732 charter. Atkinson was pleased with this swift action by AASEREA,
and expressed “hope that the men will profit by this experience and never again suffer
themselves to be misled by local radical leaders and politicians.” For AASEREA, this
action by Local 732 went against “the laws of the union which recognized the principle
of arbitration and the solemnity of an executed contract.” Initially, the Local 732
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members did not seem all that concerned with the threat by AASEREA to revoke their
charter, but the Local 732 attorney, Madison Bell, who had been on the arbitration board,
argued that they would be causing harm to the public, and this appeared to persuade the
members to call off the strike.117
Local 732 reported to Motorman and Conductor that they had members quit
GPCO as a result of the failure to receive a larger wage boost from the
arbitration. Reardon and Local 732 officers tried to explain the AASEREA policy of
respecting the decision of the arbitration process even when locals do not get what they
wanted.118 The 1920 strike ended after three days, primarily due to the AASEREA
refusing to recognize the strike. In an apparent attempt to improve behavior of the
members, Local 732 issued the pamphlet “Fares, Hooch, Craps and the Unemployed”
that encouraged “all members of the division to give strict attention to duty.” On their
side, the company introduced benefits including pensions, dental plans, and safety bonus
awards.119
Despite this tumult, Local 732 looked forward to hosting the 1921 AASEREA
convention in Atlanta, “one of the biggest conventions this city has experienced and the
first of its kind to be held here.”120 Jason L. Kay, the Mayor of Atlanta, opened the
convention with praise for the cooperation between Local 732 and GPCO after such an
acrimonious history. Arkwright soon followed him with a speech that won several breaks
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for applause. He argued that labor and management should work to improve their
relationship to ensure the health of the mass transit industry. He indicated that the two
sides had “buried the hatchet; we have changed our views, just like you, just like
everybody else, and are workers together.” This new relationship between them “refutes
an idea prevalent in some quarters that the union and company are necessarily
antagonistic. It emphasizes the example of co-operation and mutual regard between
management and men.” He went on to praise Mahon and someone who “is fair and
square.” He finished by praising their hard work appreciated by the community because
they understood the sacrifices transit workers made every day to contribute to providing
the community with the ability to get where they need to go.121
Arkwright’s participation in the AASEREA convention illustrated the significant
change in labor-management relations from the days of dynamite on tracks and gunfights.
Although Local 732 finally achieved recognition as a result of the NWLB, they found
that AASEREA would step in to prevent strikes if they believed the local was in violation
of arbitration agreements. This assurance by AASEREA put Arkwright at ease since the
intervention of the federal government with recognizing the union meant that Arkwright
could no longer dismiss the existence of the union.
1.3.3 GPCO, Jitneys, and the Introduction of Motor and Trolley Coaches
To financially support the contracts with Local 732, GPCO needed to make sure
that they not only maintained ridership but also looked for ways to increase it. One way
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to accomplish a ridership increase relatively quickly without spending money on costly
service expansions would be to eliminate the competition found in private jitney service.
The public need for service other than streetcars led GPCO to invest in motor buses to
supplement streetcars, and then trolley coaches to move more efficiently with increasing
automobile traffic. As more members drove buses in Atlanta and elsewhere, the
AASEREA renamed itself the Amalgamated Association of Street, Electric Railway and
Motor Coach Employees of America (AASERMCEA).
The relationship with the union somewhat settled by the early 1920s, GPCO
turned their attention to the jitney industry that had become a nuisance to their business.
The jitney industry had existed since 1915 and took advantage of the strikes to increase
their business. However, they struggled to receive recognition from the city as a
legitimate transportation service, and GPCO claimed that there was a danger of racemixing in the jitneys since they did not have segregated seating like streetcars. The Black
community also believed that, despite the segregated seating, the streetcars offered more
reliable mobility than the jitney service in which individual operators could refuse
service. The GPCO also pointed out that the jitney service could run them out of the
mass transit business. The city took in revenue from the GPCO that could not be rivaled
from the jitney operations. Signaling a new era for GPCO and labor, the Atlanta Trade
Federation agreed and publicly called for the end of jitney service. In 1925, an ordinance
passed that effectively prohibited jitneys from competing with streetcars.122
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In addition to the daily humiliation of segregated seating, Black riders also
encountered problems with limited service to their neighborhoods. To overcome this
discrimination, the Colored Jitney Bus Association commenced operations in 1922 to
provide service to Black neighborhoods parallel to service offered by GPCO
streetcars. As with the jitneys owned by whites, the GPCO sought assistance from the
Atlanta City Council to regulate the Black jitney service out of existence by placing
restrictions on the number of seats, and, by 1925, GPCO had succeeded. By the 1940s,
Black neighborhoods still had less frequent service due, in part, to the unwillingness of
GPCO to transport Black passengers across neighborhood borders between Black and
white neighborhoods.123
GPCO introduced bus service for the first time in 1925. The buses functioned as
feeder service to streetcar terminals in the suburbs and brand-new bus service where
streetcar lines had not existed. In 1936, GPCO replaced a bus for a streetcar line.124 This
was part of a 10-year process begun in 1921 of modernization that included replacing old
streetcars with new ones. There were also efforts made to reduce costs by adjusting
schedules and implementing one-man operation of streetcars.125
The feeder bus system, the Atlanta Coach Company, however, proved to be a
liability during the Depression because of the low ridership to and from the terminal
streetcar stops. To counteract this, the Atlanta Coach Company changed some feeder
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lines into through routes in June 1935, and even more were converted in subsequent
years, including the first substitution of a bus for a streetcar in January 1936.126
As a new sign of cooperation during the Depression, drivers agreed to reduce the
top wage rate from 65 cents per hour to 60 cents per hour. They agreed to this reduction
in 1931 and 1932, then the company gradually increased it by two cents in 1933 and back
to 65 cents in 1935. This concession by Local 732 allowed the trolley system to
successfully manage its finances, in part because of the maintenance backlog that had
been completed in the 1920s which meant that the system did not have to spend as much
in that part of the business.127
One effect of the Depression was to make the operators of both streetcars and
buses subject to robbery, though the former more than the latter due to the likelihood of
streetcar operators holding more cash than bus drivers. The number of streetcar operators
robbed from 1930 to 1932 totaled 34, then jumped to 49 in 1933. By 1935, the robbery
number had dropped to 19 for unspecified reasons, though perhaps due to a combination
of police enforcement and the greater availability of jobs with the introduction of New
Deal programs.128
A modernization program in the 1930s introduced trolley buses in 1937. The
company still planned to use streetcars on routes with high ridership because of their
large capacity. At the same time, the company wanted to begin using motor buses in
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outlying areas with low ridership where streetcars operated.129 W. R. Pollard, GPCO
Manager of Transportation, trumpeted the trolley bus as an ideal replacement for
streetcars because of the lower operating costs. He pointed to the College Park route that
had been the first one to be converted as evidence of the potential for trolley buses to
increase revenue because of the quiet, smooth ride compared to streetcars. Pollard
viewed the trolley bus as a key part of the planned modernization program over the next
10 years. He did admit that they had run into some problems with the new trolley bus
lines in the Buckhead area because of the more elaborate overhead infrastructure required
for the operation of trolley buses as well as the larger overhead dual trolley poles that
extended from the top of trolley buses. He admitted some problems with the brakes on
the College Park route, but that they corrected the problem by replacing those brakes with
more durable ones.130 Despite the problems, one of the most innovative features of the
trolley bus system was the implementation of express routes between Buckhead and
Atlanta in the 1940s. Trolley buses, unlike the streetcars, could navigate around local
buses to create this express system.131
1.3.4 Atlanta During War World II
By June 1941, Atlanta had become a major transportation hub with 15 railroad
lines and nine major airlines serving the city. In addition, the city received extensive
service from passenger buses and freight trucks, and a major manufacturing sector
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produced over a thousand different products. The wartime growth led to restrictions on
commuting to relieve traffic congestion beginning in July 1942. Population in the
metropolitan area grew from 442,000 in 1940 to 510,000 in 1944. In addition to the
service provided by the GPCO 17 streetcar routes, five bus routes, 14 feeder bus routes,
and three trolley bus routes, two other companies, the Stone Mountain railway and the
Marietta interurban railway, also provided long distance service. Streetcars handled the
most riders and grew from 56 million passengers per year in 1941 to 90 million
passengers in 1943. In 1941, motor buses carried more passengers (17.5 million) than
trolley buses in 1941(13.5 million), but by 1943, trolley buses carried more passengers
(26 million) than motor buses (24 million), probably because more trolley buses were in
operation.132
Despite this use of mass transit, traffic still clogged Atlanta’s downtown, so the
traffic committee of the Chamber of Commerce released a plan in June 1942 to stagger
the hours when certain groups, like school children and office workers, should travel to
their respective daytime activities. This allowed the mass transportation system to
adequately handle the ridership without increasing the number of vehicles which would
have just caused more clogged streets. This wartime traffic crunch meant that GPCO
could not carry out its modernization program that it had first announced in 1937. In
addition to being unable to take lines out of service for conversion, the company lacked
materials and labor to replace nearly all of the streetcars with an all trolley bus and motor
bus system. To stress the importance of using caution on the wear and tear of the tires,
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one superintendent set up a worn tire on display with an explanation of what happened to
encourage more awareness of what not to do. GPCO took streetcars abandoned by other
systems so that they could overhaul them and put into service to meet their needs. The
Atlanta area had many busy military related facilities including the Atlanta Municipal
Airport, Army Air Base, the Marietta bomber plant, the supply depot for the Fourth
Corps Area, the Lawson General Hospital, the Naval Training Base, and the Fort
McPherson army garrison depot.133
Local 732 shared in this prosperity in the 1940s. By 1941, Local 732 members
made more than double per hour what they had made in 1918. In addition, members
worked fewer hours and received 10 days of paid vacation. The Local 732 President,
James F. Folsom, pointed to the benefits of the collective bargaining agreement and “one
of the most important provisions of our contract is the prohibition of strikes and lockouts, during the period of the contract.” He also pointed to the benefit of arbitration for
disagreements which meant that the public continued to have transit services during
arbitration hearings. These higher wages, fringe benefits, and working conditions meant
that GPCO attracted quality employees who remained in their jobs for years. Folsom
also furthered pointed out that although “the trade union movement has been harmed by
small radical elements who have gained control of local organizations, and have sought to
obstruct the national defense effort for their own advantage,” Local 732 members “are
squarely behind President Roosevelt and the national defense effort” and “are all native
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Americans and native Georgians ready to defend our American institutions and our
democratic way of life.”134
Due to race discrimination in employment, not everyone could take advantage of
these jobs. In 1944, around 25 white women worked for GPCO. A Bus Transport article
attributed the small number of women employees to the idea that “the pool of women
from which industry can draw in Atlanta is small. Remember it is a southern city in
which probably 40 percent of the population are negroes,” an acknowledgement that the
GPCO practiced race discrimination in employment. Even though white women could
seek employment with GPCO, they were excluded from working as bus drivers, although
they did work in the mechanical department and in operations as pre-board
conductors.135
As early as May 1944, GPCO began to plan for a major $8 million modernization
program to convert the system to 453 trolley buses and 130 motor buses by 1949. The
final 50 trolley buses arrived in the spring of 1949.136 What began as a $5 million
modernization plan in 1945 to convert 20 streetcar lines and one bus line to trolley buses
had become an $8 million program by 1949. GPCO borrowed $2.6 million for the
equipment purchase.137
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By the end of World War II, the mass transit system had expanded along with the
city and surrounding metropolitan area. This was due to the success of Atlanta as a major
transportation and commercial center in the South, rivaled only by New Orleans. After
years of struggle during the World War I era, Local 732 made progress on recognition by
GPCO and benefited from the city’s growth by experiencing higher wages and better
benefits. This showed the importance of the mass transit system to the vitality and
growth of the city that GPCO needed to maintain labor peace and avoid the crippling
strikes of the 1910s. This labor peace would quickly come to an end in postwar Atlanta
with multiple strikes by Local 732 and GPCO under pressure to sell to another private
company.
Oakland had a more chaotic ownership group, a more challenging geographic
operating area, and two different rail systems and ferry service. Oakland had its own
commercial center and simultaneously served as a suburban community of San Francisco,
a connection that tied Local 192 into a larger Bay Area labor movement. This
environment of labor activism led to the creation of Local 192 years before Local 732,
though they still found themselves in conflict with management during Work War I. The
NWLB did not have to get involved in the recognition of Local 192, but they did get
involved in 1919 strike resolution and pointed out the need for the Key System to have
increased revenue to meet the contract demands. A common point for both transit
systems was the acknowledgement by the NWLB that private transit systems struggled to
make enough revenue to meet contracts that would pay their workers a fair livable wage.
The federal government mobilization during World War II essentially masked over
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continuing problems with the private mass transit industry while simultaneously
providing good, stable jobs for Local 732 and Local 192 workers.
Conclusion
Even in the era before urban transit systems became public, the provision of urban
mass transit was deeply shaped by state policies, especially in the crucial periods of the
World Wars, during which those policies helped unions sink deeper roots and expanded
their influence. As these urban systems underwent the big changes from trolleys to
buses, the presence of unions was significant. Their presence would help nudge urban
mass transit in the direction of public ownership in the postwar era, although in uneven
ways, as the next chapter will show.
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CHAPTER 2: PRIVATE TRANSIT AND LABOR IN THE 1950S

Introduction
How could an urban bus company expect to operate at a profit, regularly raise pay
(in an era when labor expected wages to keep up with rising inflation), and pay franchise
fees to municipalities when fewer people were riding the bus year after year? This was a
question faced throughout the 1950s by companies in cities across the United States such
as the Key System in Oakland, California, and the Georgia Power Company (GPCO), and
its successor the Atlanta Transit System (ATS), in Atlanta, Georgia. The automobile was
stealing their customers, and radio and television programming provided Americans
entertainment without their having to leave the house at night.138 The abandonment of
restrictions on rubber and gasoline in post-World War II America had increased the
production of automobiles, which had caused a drop in their price. The rise in wages
paid to workers across the board made automobiles all the more affordable but also meant
transit companies were paying more for labor and seeing less profits. The federal
government funded improvements for highways throughout the United States, many of
them in urban areas, that made car travel more convenient within cities.139 At the same
time, federal highway projects and home ownership programs—as well as the same
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prosperity that encouraged automobile purchases—promoted the growth of suburbs,
which in many cases were beyond the reach of city transit systems. The systems would
have to expand or cede an even greater portion of their ridership. This drastic change
turned out to be a death sentence for urban transit systems across the country. Some 194
companies ceased operations between 1954 and 1963. Some communities watched their
transit systems completely vanish.140
Labor costs presented a particular dilemma for transit because increased
productivity could offset rising wages to a lesser degree than in manufacturing. Transit
could not drop below one operator per vehicle. Transit fares increased nationwide 114
percent between 1940 and 1954. But fare increases encouraged more auto purchases and
carpools, leading to even greater declines in ridership and further drops in revenue. This
prevented transit firms from raising wages as much as other unionized sectors. By the
mid-1950s, wages consumed 60 cents of every dollar of the transit industry’s revenue, a
higher proportion than in the manufacturing sector.141
When transit companies resisted paying higher wages, Amalgamated Transit
Union (AASERMCEA eventually renamed ATU in 1964) workers went on strike in
Atlanta, Oakland, and elsewhere. From the late 1940s through the early 1950s, transit
workers walked off the job mainly in large metropolitan areas such as Atlanta, Oakland,
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Detroit, New York, Boston, Baltimore, and Miami. By the mid-1950s, however, transit
workers went on strike more frequently in smaller cities.142
The attempts by National City Lines (NCL) properties to restrict wage increases
led to some of the strike activity in the 1950s. Begun in the 1920s in the Midwest, NCL
sought out struggling transit systems in smaller cities and converted the electric rail
systems to buses. They sold stock in the company in order to raise more capital,
eventually attracting the likes of General Motors and Firestone. They managed to buy 52
transit systems and also interest in larger systems on both coasts, including the Key
System. However, even with this capital, the properties ran into problems faced by nonNCL companies such as the GPCO. In Oakland, the Local 192, politicians, and the
public despised the Key System as operating a transit system for profit rather than the
public good.143 Properties associated with NCL that experienced strikes in the 1950s also
included Los Angeles, California; South Bend and Terra Haute in Indiana; and Saginaw,
Pontiac, and Kalamazoo, all in Michigan. The ATU locals in smaller cities found
themselves at a disadvantage since they quickly depleted their strike funds, and the small
size of the transit systems did not give them a lot of leverage.144 Strikes could have the
unintended consequence of pushing the transit system to actually completely pull out
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altogether, a situation that occurred in Dearborn, Michigan, as a result of the strike by
Local 1265.145
Unlike in the past, there would be no major wars or other federal boost for labor
in the mass transit industry. During World War I, the National War Labor Board boosted
labor union strength and World War II provided a financial boost to mass transit that
benefited labor. But the nationwide turn to the automobile caused havoc with the
financial underpinnings of mass transit, and the federal government focused on building
highways, allowing mass transit systems, including local and interurban and longdistance, to languish. In those local systems, ATU faced a complicated ownership
landscape with NCL in many cities and Atlanta’s system still owned by an electricity
company, a legacy situation from the early days of mass transit operations.
The landscape of mass transit system operations changed following the end of
World War II in cities such as Atlanta and Oakland. The transit systems no longer
benefited from the high ridership numbers which led to a decrease in revenue. At the
same time, the membership of Local 192 and Local 732 faced higher cost-of-living due to
higher prices in housing, food, and other basic necessities. Rather than accepting the
companies’ explanation of why they could not offer higher wages during contract
negotiations, the local divisions went on strike. The strikes contributed to the sale of both
the Key System and the GPCO transit system, and the local divisions readjusted to these
new realities. Local 192 inserted itself into the debate over a transition to public
ownership to ensure that transit workers would continue to have collective bargaining
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rights. For Local 732, the new Atlanta Transit Company (followed shortly by the Atlanta
Transit System) remained under private control, along with new regulatory relief by the
state public service commission, so that operations could expand and the company could
meet its financial obligations. This meant that Local 732 could continue to push for
higher wages without resorting to strikes. Though the transit system in Atlanta remained
in private hands, the result was similar to the goal in Oakland. In both cities, local
officials and the riding public wanted a transit system that could meet the needs of a
growing urban area and avoid strikes by ATU local divisions by having the financial
resources to raise wages.
2.1 Oakland
In the case of Oakland, Local 192 found partners in a coalition formed with
citizens’ groups as well as local and state elected officials to create the Alameda-Contra
Costa County Transit District (ACTD). The experience with the Key System under the
ownership of National City Lines soured the public and elected officials on relying on
private ownership to improve and expand the system to handle the explosive growth in
population and traffic in the Bay Area. Local 192 pushed for labor-friendly provisions in
the ACTD legislation and worked further to ensure that the bond to fund the new
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit (ACT) issue passed. Local 192 believed that, under the
public system, they would have much better success with negotiations, and officials
believed this well-funded system would prevent strikes by meeting those contract
demands.
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2.1.1 Failure of the Key System and the Movement to Public Ownership
Even with the replacement of the streetcars with buses in the late 1940s, the Key
System faced increasing costs and lower ridership levels that left the company with fewer
financial resources for maintaining the equipment and paying the wages demanded by
workers. By 1950, the Key System consisted of five transbay rail lines, nine transbay bus
routes, and 55 local bus routes.146 The annual ridership peaked in 1945 at 110 million
and then steadily declined, while costs escalated because of the tough balance between
feeder lines and main lines (feeder lines lose money but are necessary to get riders to
main lines).147 The Key System encountered financial difficulties in the late 1940s much
like the situation faced by transit systems, particularly private systems, nationwide.148
The public began to turn against the Key System in the immediate years following World
War II as the company simultaneously decreased service and increased fares.149
Another blow to the credibility of the Key System occurred when details emerged
about the companies behind NCL, the connection between them, and the abandonment of
streetcars and conversion to entirely gasoline buses. In the spring of 1947, a federal
grand jury indicted NCL, General Motors, Phillips Petroleum, Mack, and Firestone Tire
and Rubber for “conspiring to secure control of a substantial part of the nation’s
transportation companies; and monopolizing the sale in interstate commerce of motor
buses, petroleum products, tires and tubes.” Although they were only found guilty of the
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latter charge of monopoly, many critics in the East Bay and across the country believed
that proved their point that NCL interest resided in scrapping streetcars to provide a
revenue source for the bus, gasoline, and tire companies rather than providing mass
transit that the community wanted.150 The Fitzgerald Brothers needed to come up with a
reliable source of capital to operate transit systems so, instead of subsidization by real
estate or electric utilities, the auto, gas, and tire industries subsidized the NCL.
The African American community also had low regard for the Key System
because of years of resistance by the company as well as Local 192 to hire Black workers
for driver positions. Due to discrimination by the Key System and Local 192 during the
1940s, the Alameda County chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) and the Shipyard Workers Commission against Discrimination
sued the transit company before the Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC). C.
L. Dellums, the president of the NAACP Alameda County chapter as well as a leader in
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, and other activists viewed the lawsuit as an
important step in opening up employment among other industries that practiced
discriminatory hiring practices.151 In addition, Dellums argued that the Key System
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should not be able to blame poor service on a manpower shortage, and he encouraged
frustrated riders to contact the Key System directly to push for hiring Black drivers,
which transit systems in cities in both California and nationwide had done.152
FEPC hearings opened in March 1945, and the commission ruled that both the
ATU and the Key System denied qualified Black applicants the opportunity to compete
for jobs. The Key System appeared to be willing to change their hiring practices, but the
company delayed.153 The tactics by the Key System and the ATU were not unusual
during this time period as this scenario occurred in cities across the country as public
commitment to non-discrimination did not reflect what actually happened, which was
more often than not a series of stalling techniques.154 In April 1945, the U.S. Attorney
responsible for the case, A. Bruce Hunt suspected that the Key System would “stall until
after the shipyard layoffs and the end of the manpower shortage.”155 Congress abolished
the FEPC in 1946.156
The Urban League and the NAACP, however, continued to press for more
minority hiring. They ridiculed claims by the Key System made to the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) that they had to cut routes because they could not find
enough drivers; those claims struck those organizations and others in the Black
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community as patently ridiculous.157 Readers of the Oakland Tribune pointed to the
capable Black labor pool available for the driver positions. San Francisco hired Black
drivers, and African Americans were “in Korea, in fact, wherever the United States has a
fighting man. They fight for the right to work and live as all other Americans, even to
drive buses.” As another reader put it, “the Key System plans to perpetrate still another
indignity on the all suffering public. Namely, the curtailment of service, and just after a
fare boost that should be conducive to good service.” The Key System should “give all a
chance to apply for the positions.”158 By November 26, the CPUC released its findings,
and stated that the Key System must “recruit and employ sufficient manpower to operate
all schedules necessary to give adequate service to the public.” Based on research into
ridership numbers, the CPUC did allow the Key System to proceed with most of their
service changes which largely impacted East Bay local lines.159
As a result of pressure on the CPUC by the Urban League, the NAACP, and
activists, the Key System hired more African Americans. Ausbon McCullough, a Black
maintenance Key System employee hired in 1947, moved to the operating department
and began driving a bus in December 15, 1951.160 In addition to the continued work of
the Urban League and the NAACP, the cause was also aided by the fact that the former
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Local 192 president was no longer there. According to Dellums, the Local 192 president,
E. H. Henson, defied ATU policy of non-discrimination during the 1940s, so the election
of a new president in 1950, Fred Vernon Stambaugh, likely contributed to this event as
well.161 By October 1958, there were 32 Black members, all men.162
At the same time as the new president Stambaugh aided in ending the
discrimination policy, he faced immediate pressure to resolve the issue of Local 192
member wages being wiped out by price increases. This would be the first of many
challenges for Stambaugh during his 14 years as president. He led Local 192 through
pivotal events in the 1950s and early 1960s including a strike and the transition to public
ownership. The same Key System financial situation that restricted the ability to expand
and provide reliable service touched off those intertwined events because the company
could not meet the demands of Local 192 for increases in wages and benefits. From the
perspective of Local 192, the rising cost-of-living justified their demands for wage
increases. The rise in prices in the late 1940s and into the 1950s created problems for
Local 192 because the wages agreed to during previous contract negotiations quickly
looked insufficient.163
In particular, the rising housing costs in the Bay Area put pressure on Local 192
to continue to push for higher wages during contract negotiations. In October 1951, the
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Central Labor Council of Alameda County (CLCAC) requested that union members send
in information about rent increases and evictions. The removal of rent controls after
World War II resulted in much higher rents which stretched the budgets of many union
families that did not see a corresponding increase in wages. The CLCAC hoped that they
could make the case to their U.S. Congressmen for the re-classification of the area as a
“critical defense housing area” that would bring back rent controls.164
As a result of this economic climate, Local 192 demanded more from the Key
System in the immediate postwar period. The inability of the Key System and the union
to resolve their disputes, and the refusal of the Key System to go into arbitration, led to
strikes in 1947 and 1953.165 The 16-day strike in June 1947 occurred shortly after the
takeover by NCL, but the 76-day strike in 1953 would be the most damaging to the Key
System.166
In June 1947, Local 192 members voted to strike after the Key System refused to
go into arbitration to settle the wage increase demands by both Local 192 and Local 818,
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the bus maintenance department local division. The Key System did suggest arbitration
over wages, but they wanted to start below what Local 192 asked for, which meant that
the Key System could at the most pay $1.36 per hour rather than $1.56. ATU
international officer Henry Mann, in Oakland to assist with negotiations, called on the
Key System to go into arbitration on more than a dozen other issues, but the Key System
refused to do this. The Local 818 president committed to joining Local 192 in a strike
which would result in nearly 3,000 Key System employees walking off the job on June
11, 1947. Other ATU locals had already been on strike in Sacramento, Stockton, and San
Jose.167
During the strike, the Key System proposed an increase of 12 cents per hour that
both of the locals voted against because it would have effectively been reduced to four
cents when the Key System implemented other proposed changes such as eliminating
overtime. A second offer of an increase of 10-cents per hour to $1.30 per hour without
the apparent strings attached appealed to union leadership, but they noted that another
NCL property in Los Angeles paid their workers $1.35 per hour, in addition to those
workers having to work fewer total hours to account for an eight-hour day.168 Both of the
locals eventually settled on a raise of 11-cents per hour, but this contract also included a
pension plan for all employees. This meant that the starting rate for drivers would be
$1.31 per hour and for mechanics $1.61 per hour. Although the membership did not
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overwhelmingly support the new contract, Local 192 successfully negotiated during the
next contract negotiations so that drivers made $1.68 per hour by 1953.169
Stambaugh had some confidence going into the 1953 negotiations that he could
again negotiate a favorable contract with the Key System management.170 However, a
two-year dispute with the Automotive Machinists Local 1546 to represent the workers in
the Key System mechanical department meant that Stambaugh had to delay contract
negotiations because of the potential for the mechanical department to be represented by
another union. Due to this decision pending before the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB), the Key System extended the contract past May 31, 1953.171 By June 1953, the
NLRB had dismissed the case, and Stambaugh notified the Key System on June 15 that
they could proceed with contract negotiations.172
Local 192 sought to have wages on par with San Francisco Municipal Railway
(Muni) workers, members of the Transport Workers Union (TWU) Local 250A, when
entering into contract negotiations. Muni worker wages were set by city charter that
pinned their wages to the two highest systems in the country, one of those being New
York City.173 Since the drivers made up the bulk of the employees of both Muni and the
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Key System, Local 192 frequently cited the wages rate for drivers. By 1953, Key System
Lines drivers made $1.68 per hour, less than the $1.71 per hour Bay Area Average and
less than the $1.89 per hour made by Muni drivers.174 Local 192 argued that the Key
System could pay for a raise without raising fares, and they dismissed Key System
complaints about costs while turning a profit, such as the net income of $638,467
reported by the Key System in 1952.175 Additionally, they pointed to the generous
dividends paid by National City Lines as proof.176
After three weeks of negotiations, they had not been able to reach what they
considered to be a fair agreement with the Key System, and Stambaugh requested that the
CLCAC on July 3 sanction a strike by Local 192 against the Key System. The Local 192
membership voted 1,131 to 72 to go on strike.177 On July 24, 1953, Stambaugh notified
the Key System of the termination of the contract, and Local 192 went on
strike.178 Realizing the impact that a strike would have on the community, Stambaugh
preemptively sent out a letter to all of the East Bay local officials whose constituents
would be affected. He noted that Local 192 had tried to work out an agreement with the
Key System for three weeks to no avail.179
In a speech before the AFL convention in San Francisco in August 1953,
Stambaugh reiterated the problems that resulted in the strike due to the large wage
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disparity between Key System and Muni. In addition to drivers making less, mechanics
at the highest wage rate earned $1.95 per hour which was 36 cents per hour less than
wages paid by similar companies. Stambaugh pointed to another reason that they did not
accept the Key System’s recent proposal, which was that they didn’t want the wage
increases to be completely funded from fare increases since this would impact riders.180
At the end of August 1953, the Key System proposed a wage increase, partially based on
the Public Utilities Commission allowing a fare increase. They also laid out their
argument against arbitration which they referred to as “a dangerous practice.” By going
to arbitration, “you put your fate in the hands of an outsider who is not familiar with our
problems, and is not responsible for any decision he may make.”181
With the Key System and Local 192 unable to work out a solution, East Bay
officials attempted different strategies to end the strike. One of the steps the Oakland
mayor took was to appoint a Citizens Transit Emergency Committee to assist in ending
the strike.182 East Bay city attorneys considered filing a suit to end the strike, but they
didn’t believe they could interfere with a private company and order them to resume
service. Fred Dubovsky, a local attorney, decided to take matters into his own hands, and
he filed a lawsuit to force the Key System back into operations. He based the lawsuit on
a New York case from 1895, and the California courts allowed it to proceed based on that
case. According to the Oakland city attorney, the city developed a plan with Dubovsky,
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along with the support of the union, to take over the Key System in receivership, and then
reopen the transit system for operations. Once the Key System ownership figured out
that the judge would most likely agree to the deal, the Key System met with the union to
settle the strike.183 The union membership voted on October 6, 1953, 759 to 201 to
accept the 20 month contract and the 18-cent per hour wage increase, a compromise
between the 15 cents offered by the Key System and the 20 cents demanded by Local
192.184 Following the strike, the Oakland city manager sent a letter to Stambaugh
expressing his relief that the strike ended, and his thanks to Stambaugh for working to
end the strike. He noted that both he and the mayor also worked to end the strike, and he
hoped that the Key System and Local 192 would have a better working relationship
moving forward.185
The strike had a lasting impact on the bottom line for the Key System. The
passenger numbers did not return to pre-strike levels to such a degree that it hindered
basic operations. In February 1954, the Key System ordered workers not to report to
work beginning on March 1, 1954, at the Emeryville transbay train maintenance facility
because, they claimed, there continued to be a residual loss of revenue in January and
February because of the 1953 strike, and in 1957 the Key System sold the facility.186
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This financial situation also meant that the Key System did not have the resources to hire
more employees and expand service for the growing East Bay.187
2.1.2 Transit Districts and the California Legislature
Although the 1953 strike did not in and of itself lead to the calls for a publicly
owned transit system, the strike did add to the growing list of reasons why the Key
System appeared unable to manage the responsibility of serving the growing population
of the East Bay. Officials from many of the cities met in 1954, including Oakland,
Berkeley, Piedmont, Alameda, and Richmond. If another strike happened and if the Key
System continued its fast decline, how could the counties legally take over the system?
They all thought that, legally, the plan to take over the Key System during the strike
would have faced challenges, so they sought another path to a public transit system. This
preliminary meeting began a process that would culminate in the passage of the
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District Law in 1955.188
Boosters for a new East Bay transit system faced opposition by Republicans in
both local and state politics who favored private enterprise.189 They preferred the Key
System to run it despite the problems with consistent funding.190 Republicans favored
reducing municipal fees to lessen the burden on the Key System, though some
Republicans, such as state senator Arthur H. Breed Jr., viewed a public system as more
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likely.191 The Key System viewed the legislation as a way to guarantee a hefty price
from the new transit district, so the ownership approached Breed and stated their
opposition unless the legislation included a buyout for the Key System. Breed explained
that if they managed to get such an amendment on the bill, he would kill it and also
expose the Key System for making such a demand because that meant they could name
“any price if the law said that they have to do business with you.” Breed further
promised that after killing the bill, “I’ll just rip your hide off. Make no mistake about it.
That’s no threat; that’s a promise.” The exchange ended any Key System plans to block
the legislation.192
In 1955, the California State Legislature passed legislation that permitted the
creation of the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (ACTD), and the voters in the two
counties approved it in a special election in 1956. Unlike a transit authority, the transit
district board possessed a wide selection of powers. The board had authority to hire the
general manager, make financial decisions about revenue and expenditures, and, perhaps
most importantly, the district could decide on property tax rates to fund the transit
system, a unique legal authority found in few, if any, legal compacts of other transit
systems nationwide.193
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2.1.3 Stambaugh and the ACTD Legislation
Local 192 had been politically active in the East Bay, such as lobbying state
legislators to vote against a right-to-work law and against a law to prevent strikes against
public utilities. The passage of the legislation to allow for the creation the ACTD in 1955
and then two votes that followed, one to create the ACTD in 1956 and the other to fund a
public transit system, in 1959 would require much more work on the part of Local 192
president Stambaugh.194 This work included many trips to Sacramento, the California
state capital, and constant communication with both Local 192 and ATU. In fact, this
process required so much of Stambaugh’s time that he strongly suggested that ATU
develop a nationwide strategy that could be employed in other states considering similar
legislation.195 Stambaugh’s concern highlighted that various financial problems of mass
transit systems nationwide required a coordinated response by ATU, and that the ATU’s
attention should be at the state level in addition to the local level with regards to
influencing policy.
By May 1955, Stambaugh reported to the Local 192 membership that due to the
intervention by the union, the bill had what he considered to be pro-labor language and
nothing detrimental to labor in the bill.196 For instance, he lobbied to remove compulsory
arbitration and a “no strike” clause from ACTD legislation Senate Bill 987 once it
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reached the Assembly.197 Perhaps a blueprint for what would happen elsewhere in the
country in the 1960s and beyond with transit in other states, the legislation specifically
required the recognition of the union by a public California agency, a groundbreaking
move in California.198 Rather than transitioning the workers into a civil service system,
the legislation provided for the union workforce to move into the same positions in the
new transit district and preserve the collective bargaining system that Local 192 had with
the Key System.199
Not only did Stambaugh keep track of events in Sacramento relating to the ACTD
legislation, but he also had to deal with tough contract negotiations with the Key System
and what he considered their hostile demands for removing many labor protections and
also a 30-cent per hour decrease in wages. The ATU Local 1277 in Los Angeles had
recently experienced difficult negotiations with the NCL ownership there, so Stambaugh
was aware that NCL had no intentions of rolling over to the demands of Local 192.200 He
believed that the April 1955 negotiations introduced a new phase of hard negotiations
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with Key System that had not existed in the past, even referring to the terms the Key
System insisted on as being enough to take Local 192 back to “slavery days.”201 Perhaps
by the mid-1950s, NCL properties began taking a more aggressive stance during
negotiations because they had nothing to lose at that point. They could not continue to
give concessions to ATU local divisions in California and nationwide since the company
faced similar financial constraints with regards to rising costs and declining revenue.
Also, they may have calculated that if ATU divisions went on strike, this would hasten a
public takeover, either through state seizure laws or legislation that authorized a takeover
such as ACTD, and they might be able to name their price.
Stambaugh viewed these increasingly difficult contract negotiations with the Key
System as motivation to push through the transit district legislation while ensuring the
legislation would benefit labor. When considering what Stambaugh saw as an attempt to
weaken union provisions in the contract negotiations with Key System, this explains his
dogged pursuit of making sure that did not happen when, or if, a public agency bought
the Key System. Local 192 looked forward to the public ownership so that they would
not have to be on defense over so many issues each time they negotiated a new
contract.202
In the end, the Transit District Law of 1955 included labor provisions for
collective bargaining instead of shifting all of the unionized workers into civil service
positions. This was not ideal for conservative Republicans involved in the process, but
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others on the project convinced them that allowing collective bargaining would aid in
preventing another strike. Few examples of unionized transit public employees existed in
mid-size metropolitan areas like the East Bay, so those working on the Transit District
Law had to seek out examples, such as in San Francisco.203 There was a general
consensus that, in order to move the legislation through the state legislature, pass the
bond, and successfully negotiate with the union, the collective bargaining provision
would be an important feature for the public system to maintain good labor-management
relations and avoid strikes.204 Stambaugh aided in the inclusion of favorable labor
policies as he sought to put Local 192 in a better position than with the Key System.
2.1.4 ACTD Creation and Purchase of the Key System
Although the California Legislature approved the creation of the Alameda-Contra
Costa Transit District in 1955, another five years would pass before Alameda-Contra
Costa Transit (ACT) formally began operating a public transit system.205 SB 987 allowed
for a district to be formed in state wherever voters approved it. Members of the elected
district board then could oversee the acquisition of everything necessary to run a transit
system. To pay for it, the board members would have to submit a bond proposal to the
voters and pass it with two-thirds of the vote. Although there was a 20 percent cap of the
assessed value of property for the sale of bonds, the tax rate for a property tax was
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unlimited. The transit district was also not subject to rate, service, and eminent domain
oversight by the CPUC.206
As with the legislation at the state level, Stambaugh played a key role in the East
Bay during the campaigns for both the 1956 ACTD vote and the bond vote, which
required a second vote in 1959 after the first one failed in 1958.207 The fact that, in
general, the East Bay residents in 1956 supported Proposition A to create the ACTD
made Stambaugh’s job somewhat easier. The Alameda County Central Labor Council
(ACCLC) aided in the public relations campaign by arguing that the ACTD would lessen
the likelihood of strikes with a public transit system. An editorial in the Oakland Tribune
largely echoed that sentiment that the real desired outcome would be the creation of a
public agency to run the mass transit system, and, without such an action, then the East
Bay would be unable to handle the continued growth.208 This enthusiasm for the ACTD
was not shared throughout the East Bay. Opponents filed lawsuits over the results of the
1956 election that created the ACTD and argued that the mixture of absentee ballots
meant that some of the cities could have not had the two-thirds vote meant to be in the
district. In 1958, the judge agreed, and Richmond, San Pablo, and some other
unincorporated areas did not join the district.209 This challenge to the creation of the
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ACTD foreshadowed the groups that would emerge to campaign against the 1958 and
1959 bond elections.
The vote to authorize the bond to provide ACTD with actual funding would not
be as easy to accomplish as the 1956 vote to create ACTD. The bond vote required two
attempts in November 1958 and October 1959, and the supporters confronted opposition
to the plan.210 The supporters and opposition largely argued over whether or not the new
transit system could finance itself without additional tax revenue. A series of reports by
De Leuw, Cather & Company formed the basis for a key argument for the supporters,
which was that by expanding service with new buses, the increase in ridership would
provide enough revenue so that the ACT would not have to raise property taxes beyond
the current rate. The reports essentially provided justification for a purchase price for the
usable assets of the Key System.
According to De Leuw, the improvement in service would bring in more revenue
from an increase in ridership, so much so “that the transit system will be self-supporting.”
This would be a combination of bringing in riders in the existing service area and also
through serving 100,000 residents in areas the Key System had never served, though “all
of the estimated net income could disappear and the District would then be faced with a
policy decision as between moderate tax levies, increases in fares, or cutbacks in
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service.” The report pointed to the success of other private to public conversions “as
efficient as and more progressive than private management of a transit utility.”211
The De Leuw reports played an influential role in shaping opinion in favor of the
bond issue. An Oakland Tribune editorial mentioned the De Leuw study that repeated
that the system would pay for itself. They agreed with the De Leuw findings that an
improved system would attract so many riders that the fares would provide more than
enough funding to make the system self-supporting.212
Organized labor—as represented by the Alameda County Central Labor
Council—backed the De Leuw position. A full-page advertisement by Citizens
Committee for Better East Bay Transit in the East Bay Labor Journal, published by the
Central Labor Council, argued that the vital municipal service of reliable mass transit
system was similar to that of a fire department, police department, or water utility. The
advertisement also borrowed the language from the De Leuw reports that there would be
no tax increases and fares would cover costs. Also, the advertisement specifically
mentioned preventing future strikes as a reason to support the ACT because of arbitration
provisions in addition to aiding in combating traffic congestion and having a transit
system more responsive to local needs because it is locally controlled. The Transit Times
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newsletter, published by the ACTD, also brought up the benefits of an arbitration
provision.213
The tie between labor and the Citizens Committee for Better East Bay Transit
could not have been more obvious since Robert S. Ash, the secretary of the ACCLC,
served as the vice chairman of the Citizens Committee for Better East Bay Transit. The
description of the Proposition A bond vote once again described it as a way to have a
completely self-funding transit system with no additional taxes, a plan developed by”
[c]ompetent engineering consultants.”214
The ACT board appreciated labor support. Local 192 and ACT experienced a
good relationship with the ACT Board President Robert K. Barber visiting a union
meeting and his praise for Local 192 support for passage of the bond issue. Barber
pointed out that the new transit system would be better for the riding public as well as the
workers.215
But not all union members agreed. To the surprise of Stambaugh, the Central
Labor Committee of Contra Costa County (CLCCCC) had been working to minimize
property taxes paid by Contra Costa County residents. Stambaugh wrote to Hugh
Caudel, the Secretary-Treasurer, to complain that he thought the CLCCCC misled Local
192 about their involvement in working against the taxing of a portion of Contra Costa
County to pay for ACT. Stambaugh made two arguments in favor of ACT: that it made
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more sense for taxpayers to fund ACT rather than the Key System because the ACT
would offer lower fares, and the taxes paid would not be too outrageous especially since
the improved service by ACT would boost ridership and bring in much more revenue
than the Key System.216 What Stambaugh did not realize was that this sentiment
expressed by the CLCCCC illustrated a burgeoning shift in California politics towards a
suburban agenda of conservative politics that included restrictions on taxes.217
That opposition helped defeat the bond referendum in November 1958. While 60
percent of the voters in Alameda County voted for the bond, nearly the same proportion
voted against it in Contra Costa County. Since the state transit district legislation required
that two-thirds of the voters approve of the bond issue, Contra Costa County’s defection
blocked the creation of the district.218
The ACTD board approved a plan to change the law during the 1959 state
legislative session. Specifically, they wanted to make the path to withdrawing from the
district easier and to decrease the requirement for approving the bond issue from twothirds to a simple majority.219 In a second effort at passing the bond, the legislature
permitted jurisdictions to opt out of the transit district.220 AB 752 amended the ACTD
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bill, and the governor signed the bill on April 10, 1959.221 AB 752 allowed for
jurisdictions to leave a transit district, and the bill allowed the remaining jurisdictions to
set up a Special Transit Service District that would then be able to vote on the bond. This
action meant that the referendum had a greater chance of success without those Contra
Costa County votes.222 In May 1959, the legislative changes went into effect.
The Association for the Best in Rapid Transit and the Citizens Transit Committee,
two of the most prominent anti-ACT groups, argued that the that system would not meet
high ridership numbers, and that the system will not be “rapid” and just consist of buses
like it currently did. Taxes would undoubtedly go up, and the price tag for the old buses
was too much. Additionally, they argued that the East Bay would end up with a “Muni
Mess like San Francisco with poor service [and] heavily subsidized.” On taxes, they
liked that the Key System paid taxes instead of taxes going to pay for a transit system,
and that they had little faith the public system would lead to less labor strife.223
As part of his efforts to persuade voters, Stambaugh served on the Citizens
Committee for Better East Bay Transit.224 In an effort to counter those opposed to the
bond, Stambaugh sent out letters to labor groups in Alameda County to encourage them
to vote for the Proposition A transit bond issue on October 20, 1959. He relied on the
1959 De Leuw report that stated that it “will not require additional taxes from the
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property owners” because it “can be self-supporting.” He also noted the endorsement of
the bond issue by the ACCLC.225
Such arguments persuaded some, but not all, Contra Costa County voters, and the
bond issue for the special transit service district passed in October 1959 without a large
part of Contra Costa County.226 Faced with the loss of their mass transit service, Contra
Costa County residents of Richmond, San Pablo, and residents in nearby unincorporated
areas voted to rejoin the district while Walnut Creek and Concord remained unaffiliated
with ACTD.227
In 1960, after some negotiation, the ACTD purchased the Key System for $7.5
million as well as the assumption of over a million dollars in unfunded pension
obligations. ACTD bought the entire fleet including the old gasoline buses that they did
not initially want, but ACTD officials figured they could use the old buses until the new
ones arrived.228 The price included 570 buses, equipment to maintain the buses, and
three maintenance and storage yards.229 The ACTD finally moved forward with the
acquisition after overcoming legal hurdles from anti-ACTD activists.230
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As a continuation of working with ACT, Stambaugh understood the importance of
having in place a good relationship with ACT General Manager J. R. Worthington, with
whom he successfully negotiated the first contract between Local 192 and ACT.
Worthington stressed the importance of reaching a contract agreement prior to ACT
taking over transit operations from the Key System on October 1, 1960.231 After coming
through many hard years with the Key System, the union sought to make up for the lean
years by negotiating for contracts that met rising cost-of-living because they knew that
there was a steady stream of public funds that ACT management could potentially tap to
meet union demands.232 By October 1960, Local 192 and ACT agreed on a two-year
contract. Local 192 successfully negotiated for more generous pension benefits.
Essentially, Local 192 members would no longer be paying into their pensions, and ACT
would cover the full cost of the pension contributions.233 The ATU praised Stambaugh
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because of his work to put in labor provisions into a bill that initially just seized the Key
System with no collective bargaining language. An article in The Motorman, Conductor
and Motor Coach Operator pointed out the increase in wages, better fringe benefits, and
the improvement in working conditions which Local 192 members voted 771 to 42 to
accept.234
The Key System emerged from War World II in terrible shape. Management
deferred repairs for years prior to the war, and the heavy use during the war made the
situation much worse. The poor state of the infrastructure and the increase in automobile
use led to a consensus on replacing local streetcar tracks with buses. The Key System, in
the eyes of the public, saw its profit as the most important concern rather than serving the
public. This change in view towards the Key System accelerated efforts to develop a
public transit option that would be more accountable to the public it served.
Stambaugh steered the union through the multi-month strike in 1953, and the
union came out of that viewed in a favorable way by the public, business leaders, and
politicians. As the movement for a transition to public ownership moved forward,
Stambaugh leveraged that public good will to insert the union’s priorities into the transit
district legislation. Stambaugh, Local 192, and other Easy Bay unions then worked to
pass the bond vote over the objections of citizens’ groups and even other union members,
an important achievement for ATU. Local 192, with Stambaugh leading the way, saw an
opportunity to influence the development of this new public system that would benefit
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workers by providing a financially secure employer that could meet their demands for
higher wages and maintain labor peace.
2.2 Atlanta
In the years following the end of World War II, Local 732 disputed the contract
offers by GPCO because they did not meet the needs of the membership in the high
inflation period of the late 1940s. Local 732 and their president Jessie Walton pressured
GPCO to raise wages to meet their demands, and, when the company failed to do so, they
went on strike multiple times. By the time GPCO sold the transit system to the new
Atlanta Transit Company (ATC), government officials and the local media blamed Local
732 as much as GPCO for the multiple strikes and inconvenience. The investments made
by GPCO had resulted in an attractive system for investors rather than another takeover
opportunity for NCL as in Oakland, though NCL most likely no longer had the capital it
once had to purchase the transit system from GPCO. Instead, a group of local investors
put together capital for ATC and then lobbied for the Georgia Public Service
Commission (PSC) to reduce the financial burden and preserve more of the revenue.
ATC received that permission for some restructuring to maintain financial solvency in
order to improve service and meet Local 732 contract demands because government
officials recognized the need for state intervention to maintain the vital mass transit
service for the Atlanta region. In contrast to Oakland, the outcome of Local 732 strikes
in the late 1940s and early1950s was that Local 732 remained working for a private
company, though the regulatory concessions made to ATC and its successor sought to
achieve a similar goal of stability to the Oakland public transit.
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2.2.1 Postwar Strikes and the Sale of the Transit System
Following the end of World War II, the Atlanta mass transit system largely relied
on streetcars and trolley buses. The profits that the company enjoyed during the war
years gradually eroded as the cost of taxes, labor, and electricity increased.235 The
ridership declined 29 percent in five years from 132 million in 1946 to 87 million in 1951
at the same time that the population in Atlanta grew. By 1952, ridership dropped to 80
million for the year.236
In an effort to reduce equipment costs, GPCO decided to completely scrap the
streetcar system. The General Council of the City of Atlanta passed an ordinance on
April 15, 1946, that the Mayor approved two days later that permitted the GPCO to
replace streetcars with trolley buses and motor buses.237 The final GPCO streetcar line
ceased operations on April 10, 1949.238
This decision to remove the streetcars may have had something to do with
GPCO’s desire to maintain a transit system that would be attractive for sale. The transit
system struggled with profitability like other systems in the country, but GPCO had
maintained the system at a high level which meant that new ownership would not have to
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spend a huge amount of money for overhaul.239 In addition, GPCO had been under
pressure to divest. Though the GPCO was no longer under the ownership of the
Commonwealth and Southern System due to the Public Utilities Holding Companies Act
of 1935, its status as part of the Southern Company System was still not in compliance
because the transit system was not strictly an electric utility.240
GPCO also tried to cut costs by cutting wages, but Local 732 instead won a
significantly better contract. The largest transit union in the South with approximately
1,400 members, Local 732 asserted a more aggressive posture in negotiations with GPCO
with the removal of collective bargaining restrictions imposed during World War II.241 In
April of 1946, the union filed notice with the U.S. Department of Labor that they
intended to strike. This action caught company officials off guard since they did not have
fore knowledge about this dispute.242 The 1946 strike—the first in 25 years—lasted six
days and resulted in gains for Local 732 with a wage increase of 17-cents per hour to
$1.07 and a new pension fund. The local also secured an eight-hour work day.243
The president of Local 732, Jesse L. Walton, led this push for more generous
wages and work conditions. In addition to his position as the Local 732 president,
Walton was active in local and state politics. In 1948, he won a seat in the Georgia
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General Assembly that had traditionally received a lot of labor support. He also became
involved in an Atlanta mayoral election showdown in 1949 between William Hartsfield
and Charlie Brown. Hartsfield went after Walton for his perceived role as the assistant
campaign manager for Brown and claimed that Walton and Brown wanted to establish a
new political machine by engineering a merger of Atlanta and Fulton County. Brown
denied Walton’s involvement in his campaign, and claimed that Hartsfield came to
Walton on “bended knee” because he desired Walton’s support.244 Hartsfield won.
Despite these other political activities, Walton remained committed to his Local
732 leadership position and continued bargaining for higher wages. Again in 1947, labor
and management could not agree on a new contract. During contract negotiations,
Walton argued that “the cost of living has gone sky high and is more than what it was last
year and it looks like it is going to continue to do that.” He pointed to the impact on the
livelihood of workers, and that the work and demands were more strenuous which
necessitated a raise. The union acknowledged the increased operating costs for the
company, but still insisted that the workers could not get by without the raise. Walton
said, “We know our problems and you know your problems. There has got to be a happy
medium somewhere.”245
GPCO recommended to Local 732 arbitration to resolve the differences over
labor’s wage request. Despite the fact that the arbitration board had a chairman selected
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by GPCO, the board decision gave Local 732 a base wage of $1.24 per hour, making
them the highest paid transit workers in the South. In addition to this increase, Local 732
also gained another 7-cent raise the next year as a result of negotiations, and GPCO
requested a fare increase from the PSC, the first since 1928. With these increased labor
costs in conjunction with declines in ridership, GPCO sought to tie wage increases to
what the company could afford in this new environment. Furthermore, GPCO felt
pressure to show that they were not operating the transit system at the expense of the rest
of the company.246
During negotiations in 1949, GPCO president Clifford B. McManus made it clear
that management would no longer give in to Local 732 demands. Walton argued that the
union’s position was reasonable considering the inflation due to Atlanta’s growth and that
they should have wages based on nationwide rather than regional standards since the
wage disparity no longer existed as it had in the past between the South and other parts of
the country. Walton asked for a 19-cent wage increase along with numerous changes to
the fringe benefits package for pensions and disability, changes to working conditions,
and more generous sick leave and vacation time. GPCO balked at all of these demands,
insisting that wages had gone up higher than inflation, but ATU International Counsel
Bernard Cushman, in town to assist the local, encouraged Local 732 to remain
aggressive. When Walton suggested arbitration to resolve these issues, McManus
declined because he wanted to resolve the working conditions first, the pension system
second, and then allow an arbitration board to resolve the wages. Walton suggested
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continuing negotiations for 60 days with anything unresolved submitted to arbitration.
McManus deemed this unacceptable, and Local 732 workers went on strike on May 1,
1949.247
Hartsfield, who had won his mayoral race after attacking Local 732, joined the
Atlanta Constitution and the Atlanta Journal in condemning the strike. The Atlanta
Journal proposed a citizens’ committee on the strike with representatives from the
Chamber of Commerce and the Atlanta Federal of Trades, and Walton and McManus
gave their backing to this move. The strike caught the business community off guard,
and they pleaded for a resolution because of the financial impact of the strike on their
businesses.248 GPCO unleashed an anti-union public relations campaign to portray the
company as standing up for the public against the outrageous demands of the union.249
Walton pointed to the unwillingness of GPCO to arbitrate and that they should be
viewed as the party responsible for the strike since they refused to arbitrate. This attempt
to reframe the debate did not succeed, and the Atlanta Journal described the Local 732
abandonment of the citizens’ committee as a sign of interference by the outside agitators
of ATU. In the view of the Atlanta Journal editor Wright Bryan, this interference by
ATU could even be seen as attempting to lengthen the strike and force a sale of the transit
system to a public agency, though there appeared to be no evidence of such
activity.250
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The political and public pressure to resolve the strike led Walton and the Local
732 officers to begin meeting with McManus and Fulton County officials, and Local 732
agreed to a modest wage increase of four cents per hour with a commitment by
management to further study the pension funding. On May 19, the transit system
returned to operation. This contract included some changes to working conditions, but
those amounted to such small changes that McManus proclaimed the new contract to be
nearly identical to what they had offered Local 732 in the first place. Local 732 ended up
with none of the fringe benefits that they demanded, and the discussions held over the
next two months did not yield any further concessions by GPCO.251
Two meetings on June 3 and June 8 illustrated the position of GPCO as in control
of the situation. On June 3, Walton made a number of demands for increases in fringe
benefits that he believed, based on the May 19 memorandum of agreement they signed
with GPCO, that both sides had agreed to. The representatives from GPCO denied they
had agreed to anything, and that GPCO “was in less favorable position to offer any
further increase or improvements[…]because of the strike.” Despite this statement, they
still told Walton they would discuss his demands and get back to him, and they formally
rejected them at the June 8 meeting. Multiple meetings followed, and Local 732 finally
agreed to the modest wage increase and not much else on August 24 for a one-year
contract to last until April 30, 1950.252 Comparing the outcomes of the 1946 and 1949
strikes showed the diminishing returns of this strategy. Local 732 won a better contract
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after the 1946 strike, but the 1949 strike outcome showed that this strategy had its limits
as management showed that they would refuse to meet demands even in the face of
enraging the public. In addition, Local 732 did not have the support of the local press as
they had in the 1946 strike as GPCO ratcheted up an anti-union campaign.253
Following the 1949 strike, GPCO reduced the number of trolley bus runs by 4.7
percent. GPCO attributed this reduction in 32 trolley runs on all 16 routes to lingering
effects from the strike as well as seasonal factors such as the absence of school children
riders in the summer. Typically, the seasonal adjustment only required a two percent
reduction, but paid fares dropped 7.5 percent from before the strike. There still remained
issues that the two sides had to resolve that they agreed to discuss after the strike
ended.254
The losses from 1947 through 1949 and the continued decline of ridership led the
management to doubt that profit would ever be possible. They felt as though they had cut
as many routes as possible and fare increases would drive more riders away. At an April
6, 1950, negotiation meeting between labor and management, McManus said he doubted
a fare increase would “improve our situation, because every time you raise the fare your
riding falls off, and you never get it back.”255
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The contract expired in April 1950, and negotiations once again broke down over
a 12-cent per hour wage increase and pension reforms. Over 92 percent of the Local 732
members voted to strike. ATU President John Elliott, in town to assist with negotiations,
pushed for a union-run jitney service, but Hartsfield refused to allow that kind of
operation on behalf of either the union or GPCO.256
Hartsfield and the same group of Atlanta public officials and business community
leaders from 1949 once again criticized Local 732 and ATU, but this time the group
sought to find a buyer for the system.257 GPCO was anxious to sell the company. The
strike and the lack of profit made the operation very difficult. The failure of the first
prospective buyer, former GPCO president W. E. Mitchell, led to a back and forth
between Walton, Elliott, and McManus over who to blame. Walton stated that the
Mitchell Group delayed making a decision “as part of a plot to ‘starve the union into
submission.’” Walton also complained about an editorial in the Atlanta Constitution that
he viewed as an unfair portrayal of events and just another effort to bash the union. The
editorial suggested that Walton had dismissed efforts by W. E. Mitchell to arbitrate.
Elliott said that Mitchell was the one dragging out the strike by refusing to meet and
pointed to the Mitchell Group demand for the same wage increase of eight cents per
hour.258 GPCO had stated that they would not sell unless the new group had reached a
contract settlement with Local 732, and this played into the favor of Local 732 since it
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gave them some leverage over striking a deal in their favor. At the very beginning of the
negotiation to sell, GPCO had made this stipulation about the new company reaching a
contract agreement with the union so that the new transit system would be able to
immediately begin operations.259
Finally, a group of investors stepped forward to purchase the transit system from
GPCO and incorporate what would be called the Atlanta Transit Company (ATC). The
group, headed by Leland Anderson, the President of the Columbus (Georgia)
Transportation Company, consisted mostly of members of the banking industry as well as
John Gerson, a manager in the GPCO transportation department. The group paid $1.3
million, assumed $3 million in debt even though the value on paper was $8.9 million, and
pledged to not raise fares.260 The group apparently did so in the belief that they could use
the $12 million value by the GPCO as a way to use depreciation to purchase new
equipment. As it turned out, the PSC would eventually reject this depreciation, though
the ATC ownership group would continue to pursue financial relief plans that would pass
muster with the PSC.261
Local 732 ended up with an 11-cent per hour increase as part of a three-year
contract with ATC. The boost to 11 cents would happen incrementally each year of the
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contract. Local 732 praised ATU president Elliott for his work during the 35-day strike
and presented him with a pen and pencil set with the date June 1950.262
Walton did not survive the strike unscathed as he lost re-election to his state
representative seat in 1950 in part due to negative public sentiment about his role in the
strike. However, this did not dissuade Walton from continuing union activities, and he
moved on to the Suburban Coach Company (SCC) which served outlying
communities.263 In 1951, Walton led the strike by Local 732 workers against the
SCC. The SCC head accused Walton of making unreasonable demands with the
expectation that they would have to sell to new owners who would in turn make a more
favorable deal with Local 732, which Walton denied. Still, the strike led SCC owners to
sell the company to ATC. The ATC bought 44 buses and other equipment of the SCC for
around $200,000 and renamed it the Metropolitan Transit Company (MTC), which then
made a deal with Local 732.264 In a twist, Walton then abruptly resigned as president of
Local 732 and became the president of MTC. Rumors swirled that Walton had
orchestrated the strike, then convinced ATC that he could work well with the drivers, but
he denied it.265 These moves by Walton raised suspicions in Local 732 as well as in the
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public. Local 732 brought charges against their treasurer for embezzlement, and he went
to prison. In the following years, the union made similar charges against Walton, but a
grand jury did not find enough evidence in 1954, then Local 732 tried again, but this
apparently did not lead to anything.266
In addition to acquiring the additional transit company to create a more
comprehensive service, the ATC also agreed on a new contract with Local 732 in
1951. The union requested that the contract be reopened so that they could negotiate a
higher wage. The Local 732 leadership argued that they needed to request a wage
increase because of the rise in the cost-of-living, pledged that they wanted to negotiate
“on wages only,” and that a wage increase would recognize “the splendid work that the
membership is doing trying to make this Company the best in the United States.”267 The
new three-year contract gave drivers a 12-cent increase to set top wages at $1.17 per hour
and then a 4-cent increase the second year with a clause to reopen wages prior to the third
year.268
While the transit system in Atlanta remained under private ownership, Walton’s
leadership of Local 732 resulted in the union receiving higher wages in the final years of
GPCO and a three-year contract with ATC, something they had not achieved with GPCO.
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Overall, the efforts of Local 732 and Walton achieved mixed results with wage increases
resulting from the 1946 and 1950 strikes, but unsatisfactory results from the 1949 strike
as well as being beaten up in the press and by local officials and business leaders. Local
732 had some benefit from outside pressure by the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) for GPCO to sell, and the GPCO desire to turn over a functioning
transit system not saddled with a strike meant that Local 732 had a strong negotiation
position. The involvement of Elliott signaled the importance for ATU to notch a win in
this tumultuous period, and further labor actions by Local 732 led to another system, the
MTC, becoming part of ATC. Although these actions did not lead to a transition to
public ownership like in Oakland, it showed that aggressive labor negotiations could
benefit workers, and they quickly pursued this strategy with the new company to build on
their gains.
2.2.2 ATC Begins Operations
Following the sale of the transit properties to the ATC by GPCO in 1950, the
passenger numbers improved slightly but declined during the latter half of the 1950s.
Statistics maintained by ATC showed that from 1951 to 1953 the passenger per vehicle
hour decreased from 65.6 to 58.9. By 1954, even with decreasing the number of vehicles
in operation, ATC found that the passengers carried had fallen well below the number of
vehicles scheduled.269 Competition from private automobile ownership in Atlanta had
been going on since the 1920s and ATC inherited this problem.
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To assist with stabilizing the new transit system, ATC asked to reconfigure their
financial arrangement. The PSC allowed ATC to sell its trolley buses to the
Transportation Equipment Company (TEC) and then lease back the equipment which
essentially provided ATC with $3 million in capital. The commission looked into the
relationship between ATC and TEC, and determined “that it was an arms-length
transaction.” From the perspective of the commission, this kept ATC solvent and also
meant that ATC did not have to raise fares again.270
The Georgia General Assembly began considering steps beyond the sale to ATC
because they recognized the importance to Atlanta but also the high costs. On November
16, 1953, the Senate Transit Study Committee revealed the Simpson & Curtin report on
Atlanta mass transit. Although the sale and lease plan worked to some extent, it only
applied to new trolley buses, and it was not clear that this would provide all of the funds
needed for new equipment. In order to get the capital needed, the Simpson & Curtin
report advocated a municipal authority that would provide the company with a million
dollars saved from local, state, and federal taxes.271 George Goodwin, a member of the
Senatorial Transit Study Committee described the Atlanta transportation system as an
elephant, and one “mighty leg of the elephant is the Atlanta Transit Company and the
Metropolitan Transit Company.” The three “other legs of this beast are our street system,
our expressways, and our parking facilities.” He said that the committee wanted to look
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at the universe of potential problems, including taxes, the company’s financial structure,
and barriers to effective operation over city streets, and not just the original inquiry on
routes and schedules.272
The committee concluded that Atlanta needed to have a well-functioning mass
transit system to attract riders or else the road and parking facilities would be
overwhelmed. Additionally, the routes out to the suburbs did not garner a return that paid
for the service because there was no zone fare system to account for the distance, so
routes close to downtown essentially subsidized the suburban routes. Furthermore,
Atlanta essentially charged riders the three percent gross receipt tax through ATC in the
form of fares. This “is manifestly unfair in that it is levied on the low-income transit
rider, who is the most efficient user of city streets, and not on the motorist, whose more
inefficient street use is responsible for high city costs of street construction, policing and
other expenditures.”273
While this represented a recognition of the importance of a mass transit system as
a benefit for the public good, the Georgia legislature was not ready to convert Atlanta to
public ownership, along the model of Oakland. The state legislature attempted to pass a
constitutional amendment resolution along with two other bills related to address traffic
congestion and traffic law in Atlanta during the legislative session in 1953. The state
senate passed a constitutional amendment resolution that would have allowed a vote on a
takeover of ATC by a public entity if the company could not replace equipment and fund
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its operations. The uncertainty over the details led to disputes by DeKalb County
representatives and State Revenue Commissioner Charles D. Redwine He brought up an
argument heard in similar disputes over transition to public ownership: the loss of tax
revenue by ATC becoming a public transit system.274 To that effect the legislature
attempted to pass a bill to allow a transit authority that would contract to ATC or another
private company.275 The main sponsor of the effort, Representative Hamilton Lokey,
sensed that the transit amendment resolution would not survive and the bill never reached
the floor of the state assembly. The failure of that bill indicated a lack of will to move
away from the private model as political leadership had done in Oakland.276
2.2.3 ATC Becomes ATS
The work by the Senate Transit Study Committee highlighted many of the
problems with the private system. This work influenced the PSC to provide some tax
relief, a major burden on ATC. Rather than a public transit authority, the PSC allowed
the ATC to create another company as a way to mitigate federal taxes. While this did not
appear to be a pro-labor move on its face, this did free up finances through public
regulatory maneuvers in order to pay Local 732 workers more money. The Atlanta
Transit System (ATS) began in 1954 when seven managers of the ATC formed the
company. Essentially, ATS bought the ATC transit equipment on credit, then ATS paid
back the money annually to the new name of ATC, the Fulton Investment Company.
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These financial transactions allowed the ATS to achieve the depreciation to purchase new
equipment that ATC had originally attempted to do when it purchased the GPCO transit
system.277
The PSC allowed the sale for approximately $5 million. Robert L. Sommerville,
the director of development for ATC, became president of ATS. Sommerville and the
other backers of the new company chartered it on April 29, 1954, and the company began
operations on May 1, 1954.278 Sommerville had a circuitous route to his role as the new
ATS boss. Born in England, he worked in the newspaper industry in England and
Scotland before moving to Atlanta in 1948. He taught at Emory University and then
worked as a bank executive prior to joining the ATC where he would go on to serve as
the head of ATS for nearly 15 years.279
ATS worked to improve service such as expanded express service, new routes to
suburban areas as well as to the segregated Atlanta public housing development Perry
Homes, and equipment upgrades. By 1957, ATS along with the MTS, its subsidiary,
operated 235 buses (including 108 diesels), and 426 trolley buses. The buses handled
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85.7 million passengers (an increase of nearly 4 million since the early 1950s) and
traveled 17.6 million miles annually. 280
ATS also worked to improve relations between drivers and passengers. ATS
instituted a safety bonus. If a driver had no preventable accidents and met other
employment conditions during a quarter period of the calendar year, then that driver
could receive a $15 bonus. Also, ATS began offering college scholarships for employees
as well to foster an environment of good will. ATS began a safety campaign featuring
“Gus the Talking Bus” on posters with safety reminders for riders in addition to
promoting safe behavior for drivers,281
Sommerville pointed out that ATS had made all of these improvements despite
the tax burden on ATS. ATS paid taxes on receipts, fares, gas, tires, and other taxes
specifically on their business that totaled up to 11 percent. The tax on fares was
particularly irksome since Georgia was the only state to do so. This tax burden was in
addition to the problems faced by other transit systems like reduced revenue from offpeak travel and higher costs. Sommerville viewed ATS as an essential system to aid in
handling the growth of Atlanta, and he made clear that ATS did not intend to hand the
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company over to a public transit authority, which, at that time, they could not legally do
anyway.282
2.2.4 Disputes with Local 732
As part of his efforts to put the transit system on a more sustainable financial path
and improve service, Sommerville sought changes in the agreement with the union during
contract negotiations in 1956. In February, Local 732 sent what Sommerville identified
as “the long list of suggestions.” He pointed out that route restrictions as a result of union
contract stipulations inhibited “schedule making.” By making adjustments, this would
provide “regular runs to many extra men now working irregular hours.” He also wanted
to reduce “fringe payments and consolidat[e] these amounts in the hourly rates.”283 The
issues remained unresolved and a dispute developed by May.284
In the initial contracts with ATS, Local 732 successfully negotiated so that the top
operator’s wage rate was higher than the Bureau of Labor Statistics Cost of Living
increase and had been since 1953, a problem from the ATS perspective.285 In June 1956,
Local 732 members met to decide on a new two-year contract following a month of
negotiations with ATS.286 They voted to accept it, 464 to 313. The contract included a
14-cent per hour wage increase for the drivers and mechanics. The increase occurred
over the two-year contract period with two 5-cent per hour increases followed by a 4-cent
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per hour increase. This vote came down to the wire with it taking place on June 18 and
the contract expiring on June 20.287 Although Local 732 and ATS appeared to heading
towards another possible strike in 1956, the two sides managed to resolve their
differences at the negotiation table due in part to ATS being able to meet those demands
thanks to restructuring.
In 1960, the union again secured high wages for its members. By the start of that
year, the $2.00 per hour wage rate paid to ATS top operators was less or equal to rates
paid to drivers in cities of similar size to Atlanta. In March 1960, ATS and Local 732
began negotiations on a new contract. By April ATS had submitted changes that “would
in our opinion improve scheduling and operation conditions.” The two sides had until
June 20 to come to an agreement since that was the expiration of the current
agreement. They successfully negotiated the changes for the contract that would cover
June 21, 1960 through June 20, 1963. Drivers of buses and trolley coaches could receive
up to $2.26 per hour by the third year while those that drove feeder routes could receive
up to $2.21 per hour. This increase brought them up to the wages paid in other medium
cities and put them at top regionally.288
Following the sale of the GPCO transit system, the relationship between
management and labor settled into a somewhat predictable routine in contrast to the last
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years of the GPCO. ATS operated a transit system uninterrupted by strikes, and Local
732 received regular wage increases. Despite some disagreements over contract details,
labor and management avoided the complete breakdown in negotiations that
characterized the final years of GPCO. Local 732 appeared satisfied with the relationship
with the new company. Even though passenger numbers remained disappointing, the
financial maneuverings by ATC and then ATS provided the company with some
flexibility to continue to increase wages.
2.2.5 Bus Desegregation
The drivers may have also been wary of going on strike as local activists took up
one of the major civil rights struggles of the era: the fight for equal accommodations on
public transit. The desegregation of buses came at a time of movements to desegregate
public spaces and residential neighborhoods across Atlanta as well. This movement to
desegregate buses represented a move into one of the public spaces used by middle class
whites who had not been as impacted as lower-class whites by residential demographic
changes.289
Unlike other spaces in the segregated South, such as many restaurants and hotel,
mass transit did not exclude African Americans entirely. Instead, sections for whites in
the front of vehicles and blacks in the back defined that public space. Despite this
segregation since the 1890s, some in Atlanta still did not think that there could ever be
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enough done to keep blacks and whites apart due to the fact that this decision was
ultimately left up to drivers, car by car, bus by bus.290
By World War II, the crowded conditions on mass transit, as a result of the
bustling wartime economy, meant that contact between Blacks and whites became more
frequent. A shocking incident occurred when a standing Black worker refused a driver’s
orders to move to the back because he did not want to risk damaging the other
passengers’ clothes due to the dirty condition of his own after a day of work. The driver
hit the rider with an improvised weapon, which the rider then took from the driver and
used to beat him. This resulted in drivers being issued revolvers and legal powers to use
them in the enforcement of segregation rules. The introduction of guns into the situation
only escalated the violence with several cases of drivers shooting and even killing Black
passengers over verbal altercations. None of the drivers faced legal repercussions.291
Some drivers used this authority to force Black riders into humiliating
circumstances, such as making them crowd into the back rows then refusing to move the
color line after white riders had exited and created enough space for Black riders to move
forward. Black leaders found all of this horrifying and unacceptable and complained to
GPCO. In addition to out-of-control drivers, GPCO service to Black neighborhoods
suffered in comparison to white neighborhoods. NAACP leaders began meeting with
GPCO in the late 1940s and continued to meet with Sommerville in the early 1950s, but
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little progress had been made by the mid-1950s, primarily due to segregation laws passed
by the state legislature.292
By the mid-1950s, though, successful legal challenges to segregation on public
transportation began to chip away at Jim Crow. Believing a U.S. Supreme Court ruling
in April of 1956, South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. v. Flemming, had declared
segregated seating on public transit to be unconstitutional, cities in North Carolina,
Virginia, and eastern Tennessee allowed segregated seating to end unchallenged.
However, cities in the lower south in South Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, and
Louisiana generally continued to force companies to segregate seating, as did city
officials in Tallahassee, Florida, and Memphis, Tennessee. By the end of the decade,
many communities in the deep south continued to live with segregated transit despite
Browder v. Gayle, the U.S. Supreme Court decision barring segregation on public transit
that was prompted by the Montgomery Bus Boycott and handed down in the fall of
1956.293
In April 1956, the governor of Georgia, segregationist Marvin Griffin, declared
defiance against the South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. v. Flemming. Griffin declared
that they would resist “an overt usurpation of the liberties of the people” just like the
schools. Sommerville said that ATS would continue its policy of segregated seating until
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they could figure out the legal ramifications. In order to carry out separate seating on
transit, the state law stated that drivers “have and are hereby invested with police powers
to carry out said provisions.”294
In December 1956, inspired by the Montgomery Bus Boycott, the Reverend
William Holmes Borders and other Black ministers believed the time had come to
desegregate mass transit in Atlanta, the state law brutally enforced by some drivers that
an Atlanta Constitution article described as “the 88-year-old custom.” The Browder v.
Gayle ruling also gave them a legal justification to pursue desegregation. There had been
past attempts to build a boycott movement and protest the desegregation as well as the
quasi-police powers held by the drivers which Black riders felt some drivers abused. A
larger movement had not taken shape, but the Browder v. Gayle decision in provided
hope that they had a greater chance of success.295
In an effort to avoid violence that had followed desegregation efforts elsewhere in
the South following the Browder decision, ATS enlisted a driver to assist with staging the
arrest of the protestors, an event coordinated with the mayor and the protestors in 1957.296
Eventually, the federal district court in Atlanta ended desegregation on Atlanta mass
transit on January 9, 1959, as a result of the ministers’ civil disobedience. However,
desegregation leaders urged Blacks to hold off on immediately sitting in the front to
avoid arousing segregationists’ anger. This reflected the somewhat cautious movement
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of the group during this entire process. Frustration had been mounting in Black
communities over the delay, though a few weeks after the court decision, the leaders
believed that the time had come to desegregate.297
After desegregation of the buses, the white ridership numbers declined while the
Black ridership increased. The white ridership numbers started declining even before the
court decision while Blacks continued to sit in segregated seating because those workingclass white riders knew it was only a matter of time. By 1960, Blacks, a third of the
Atlanta population, constituted nearly 60 percent of the ridership during the morning and
afternoon rush hours.298 This also represented another public space that some whites did
not want to share with Blacks, a practice that accelerated during this time period,
particularly as whites moved out of the City of Atlanta.299
Local 732 did not appear to object to these changes, perhaps because they wanted
stability as much as the ATS management did. The desegregation undoubtedly had
mixed results for the membership. For Local 732 members who drove buses, the
desegregation of buses meant that they no longer had an obligation to enforce segregated
seating, though clearly some drivers had readily engaged in that obligation over the years.
For the membership as a whole, the abandonment of mass transit by some white
passengers meant the loss of revenue by ATS and the greater chance that it would be
unable to meet the Local 732 contract demands.
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By 1960 annual revenue passenger numbers dropped from over 120 million in
1946 to approximately 58 million.300 This decline happened for several interrelated
reasons: increased private automobile ownership, labor strikes, and bus desegregation.
Despite this uncertain revenue source, ATS managed to avoid complete financial collapse
by expanding service with the acquisition of the suburban bus company, selling and
leasing the trolley bus equipment, and corporate restructuring to reduce the tax burden.
The financial restructuring also allowed them to meet the Local 732 contract demands.
Conclusion
The actions by Local 192 and Local 732 in the 1950s reflected the intersecting
issues of transit labor demands and financially struggling private transit systems. Strikes
by both unions played key roles for changes in ownership, but the decisions in the two
cities reflected the political and geographical realities. The political leadership in
Oakland was much more willing to find a public replacement for the Key System because
of the importance of the city tied to San Francisco and the larger Bay Area, and
California, economy. While the GPCO operated an important transit system in Atlanta,
the political and business leadership did not push for a change to public ownership and
instead looked to a combination of local investors and legal changes to assist the ATS.
Both Local 192 and Local 732 navigated the tumultuous period following World
War II with demands that mirrored those of other locals to raise wages in a period of
inflation. ATU recognized the changes taking place in the 1950s as impacting locals
large and small across the country and saw that a more coordinated response would need
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to be implemented. Atlanta and Oakland exemplified the different routes taken in the
1950s as one remained private and the other shifted to public. Both paths had
implications for ATU members, particularly the public option because of the implications
for continuing collective bargaining as public employees. The private option would also
require monitoring because of the ongoing volatility in the industry and the potential for
future strikes.
ATU had a lasting impact on both transit systems; strikes by both locals led to
changes by the state governments to provide financial assistance, though ATS remained
private while ACT took over the Key System. Local 192 strikes on the Key System led
to the legislative process and funding campaign for ACT. For Local 732, they also put
pressure on GPCO through strikes, and their contract demands had to be met in order for
the sale of GPCO to another group. Although the system did not go public, the new
company received permission from the PSC to restructure in order to meet the contract
demands. This resulted in Local 732 and ATS settling into a favorable labormanagement relationship for both ATU and ATS with the membership receiving regular
wage increases and the ATS operating a transit system free of work stoppages. This
meant that, similar to Oakland, government officials recognized the need for state
intervention to maintain the vital mass transit service for the Atlanta region. As a result
of this, Local 732’s political presence decreased compared with Local 192 because of the
stability of ATS compared with Key System which led to a major political presence of
Local 192 as a result of the transition to public ownership.
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CHAPTER 3: LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS UNDER PUBLIC
OWNERSHIP IN OAKLAND

Introduction
Local 192 found itself among a public employee movement that intensified during
what Cal Winslow referred to as “the long seventies,” a period of time beginning in the
1960s stretching into the early 1980s that featured rank-and-file militancy, a militant
unionism to counteract an intransigent union leadership.301 The radical thought of the era
moved into the union sector and was particularly evident in the public sector as those
workers pushed for collective bargaining rights. In particular, the civil rights movement
influenced black workers of the importance of unionization and militancy. The creation
of the National Domestic Workers Union of America in 1968 by Dorothy Bolden
exemplified this influence of the civil rights movement on unionization.302
Workers’ labor militancy sprang from disagreements over more than wages, and
they agitated over workplace safety, new collective bargaining rights, and technology.
This activity occurred across both the private and public sectors and the disruptions in the
public sector in the late 1960s usually focused on establishing collective bargaining
across a number of occupations, including sanitation workers, teachers, and nurses.303
The increase in wages through negotiations by union leaders did not satisfy all of the
needs of rank-and-file as the 1960s progressed. Increasingly, the rank-and-file demanded
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that union leadership take action on matters surrounding workplace conditions and the
manner in which management carried out discipline actions.304
Local 192 did not find it necessary to use the strike threat or experience a rankand-file wildcat strike like that of other public employee unions in the 1960s. In
particular, ACT and Local 192 had an understanding that binding arbitration would
reduce the possibility of a strike that would cripple transportation for commuters, school
children, and other transit riders. This established method for resolving disputes meant
that they did not strike like newly organized teachers unions, for instance.305
However, the Local 192 leadership ran into problems with the expectations of
new hires that United Auto Workers President Walter Reuther described, in the private
industry, as holding the belief that “the movement is a kind of slot machine—you join in
January, you put your dollar in the slot in February, and you hit the jackpot in March.”306
The newer, younger Local 192 members pushed for larger contracts and more fringe
benefits, and this agitation from those members increased following the retirement of
longtime president F. Vernon Stambaugh. His departure opened the door for new
leadership as had occurred in other unions at the time. Local 192 elections, though, did
feature some affirmative arguments for new leaders with better negotiation skills with
management rather than simply getting rid of the old guard.
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This desire for new leadership in Local 192 reflected the situation in other unions.
Much of this criticism came from a new generation of nonwhite and women employees
who held few positions of power in the union or the locals but began to make up a
majority of the union membership. They particularly rubbed up against the “bureaucratic
business unionism” that was well entrenched that featured union leaders and management
in cozy relationships. This type of unionism featured a close relationship between union
leaders and Democratic leaders in Washington, D.C., where many unions established or
relocated their headquarters, including ATU.307
New leadership in Local 192 exemplified a version of the militant unionism that
turned against the bureaucratic business unionism, and this version featured more
demands about changes to workplace issues rather than contract demand due to the
ability of ACT to largely meet Local 192 wage demands. The relationship between Local
192 and ACT management experienced a number of setbacks despite the economic
success of ACT in the early 1960s that continued into the mid-1960s. Although Local
192 did not strike, they did reflect other aspects of public unions at the time as they voted
in new leadership that challenged ACT management. New leadership in Local 192
sought more concessions from management in contract negotiations, and they also
insisted on changes in policy surrounding workplace discipline and workplace safety.
The Local 192 members pushing ACT management on those issues included new
members that had joined during the hiring spree following the takeover of the transit
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system by ACT. The ACT upper level management consisted of longtime managers
from the Key System whom Local 192 drivers found to be unreasonable enforcers of
discipline and unresponsive to dangers that drivers faced on a daily basis. This
relationship made solving those workplace dangers more difficult, but the two sides
worked together on what would be the most pressing issue of removing driver change
boxes to prevent robberies and assaults of drivers. Local 192 viewed this as a notable
achievement after several years of failure to adequately protect drivers. Local 192
exemplified the militant unionism of the era as a new cohort gained power and demanded
swift action by management on contracts, discipline, and workplace safety issues.
3.1 Early ACT Success and Local 192 Leadership Transition
Both ACT and Local 192 benefited from the transition to public transit in the
early 1960s. The public enjoyed a better transit system and ridership numbers improved.
Local 192 members transitioned to a new employer that offered stable employment and
wage growth rather than a transit system on a downward spiral unable to meet its
financial obligations. This expansion in employment, though, led to an expansion in the
Local 192 membership, some of whom sought to win leadership positions in order to
shake up the labor-management relationship that they believed had become stale and
unable to meet the members’ needs.
ACT succeeded in the 1960s by providing a better service that attracted riders
who had a choice to drive or take transit. The property tax subsidized the operating
budget and allowed ACT to maintain fares without increases.308 The acquisition of
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existing maintenance facilities allowed for more of the money to be spent on providing
better service, a main focus of the bond campaign.309
ACT purchased new GMC (General Motors truck and coach division) buses to
rejuvenate the system’s image, and one standard bus simplified maintenance and made
sense economically.310 Compared to the buses purchased from the Key System, the new
GMC buses required fewer repairs, and when they did, the maintenance department
quickly completed repairs as a result of the single standard.311 This new equipment
attracted riders to the new transit system, and ridership also increased due to the
expanded service that boosters of the transit district had promised.312
Essentially ACT operated two services, one for the transbay and one for East Bay
local service.313 In order to provide good service for downtown Oakland, ACT needed
the revenue from the transbay service, and this service faced an uncertain future with Bay
Area Rapid Transit (BART) service likely siphoning transbay revenue by replacing many
of those routes.314 Created in 1957, BART originally included Marin County and San
Mateo County. They withdrew and the remaining counties, Alameda County, Contra
Costa County, and San Francisco County (which encompassed the city), put the bond
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issue on the ballot for November 1962.315 BART district officials took a page from the
ACT playbook and pursued a 1961 change in the legislation. Instead of two-thirds of
district residents, the passage of the bond issue only required 60 percent of the voters to
vote yes.316 Alameda County, Contra Costa County, and San Francisco voters approved
$800 million BART bond issue in November 1962 for a 75-mile regional network, and
ACT and Muni both became involved in BART planning because of obvious impact on
their service and to develop means of coordinating the three transit systems’ routes and
schedules due to BART operating as largely a commuter rapid rail system with some
limited characteristics as a subway in downtown Oakland and San Francisco.317
After years of trying to establish reliable mass transit in the East Bay to and from
downtown Oakland, ACT officials confronted the reality of running a potentially
financially unstable public transit system once the profitable transbay service no longer
helped prop up the unprofitable local East Bay service.318 ACT sought to capture as
much revenue as possible from the transbay service while they had a monopoly and
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develop a loyal ridership that would not want to see transbay bus service abandoned even
after the planned rapid transit system began operations.
In the case of both local and transbay service, the property tax support allowed
ACT flexibility to expand service while maintaining consistent fares. From 1958 through
1968, the property tax rate increased from 2.9 cents to 19.2 cents per $100 assessed
valuation. This property tax increase allowed ACT to keep fares at the same level
through most of the 1960s. The increase in taxes contradicted the ACTD claims in the
late 1950s that fares would be enough to cover expenses including paying off the bond.319
Despite the inability to live up to those promises, the improvement in service, equipment,
and lack of service disruptions caused by strikes gave the public a reliable mass transit
system that had been desired for many years.
As ACT stabilized the mass transit system by expanding service, new employees
hired for that service began to seek office in Local 192 to replace what they viewed as a
leadership group that too often favored agreement over pushing for more favorable
contract terms and better working conditions. This change in membership mentality and
demands for more workplace safety did not occur in a vacuum. Unions all over the
country saw upheaval in the context of the 1960s as new members agitated for power
because they saw themselves as more willing to push for changes in contracts and the
working environment. In the United States, membership in public employee unions
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increased four times as much as total union membership, and transit union workers made
up an unusual section of these public employees as they shifted from the private to public
sector.320
As new Local 192 members began to seek office, the 1966 election became
particularly contentious. These new members found themselves dissatisfied with the
leadership while at the same time retirement of members similar in age to Stambaugh
opened up officer positions creating a rolling power vacuum. In their campaign literature
and other statements, those running for office pledged to hold management to account for
the contract, safety issues, BART negotiations, unnecessary discipline by management,
and the “political” atmosphere among some of the membership. The issue of robbery
was a major one as well as concern about the impact of BART. In the area of fringe
benefits, those running brought up dental coverage. In more concise messaging, a lot the
candidates mentioned having “guts” to get what the union wanted.321
The Local 192 president at the time, L. C. Bailey, was among the leaders under
fire. He joined ACT in 1954 and had been previously elected as operating business agent
and vice president. His election to president in 1964 as the successor to Stambaugh
signaled to ACT that they would have someone similar to Stambaugh to work with. By
1966, Local 192 members argued that he mishandled negotiations with ACT management
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and didn’t push for reduction in what the union perceived as harsh punishments for minor
infractions by drivers.
The 1966 elections would mark a significant change in leadership. Perhaps the
new employee that most embodied this rise to Local 192 office was Edward A. Cordeiro,
a bus driver hired in the fall of 1962, who ran for vice president of the operations
division, an important position because the drivers made up such a large number of the
Local 192 membership.322 Cordeiro based his campaign on two interconnected issues:
the discipline of bus drivers by supervisors and bus driver safety. Cordeiro and others
believed that ACT management were more than eager to cite bus drivers for even the
most minor infractions, but then dragged their feet when it came to developing solutions
to protect drivers from robberies and other attacks by passengers.
Cordeiro ran strong on what he viewed as unnecessary discipline such as penalty
points and “come and see me” slips. He also brought up bus driver safety and the impact
of BART.323 In a campaign flier in support of Cordeiro, member Elvis Luttrell urged
members to vote for Cordeiro instead of, as in past elections, settling for another
candidate just because they appear to be “a ‘nice guy’ or because his opponent was a
crook.” Cordeiro, he argued, was the ideal candidate for the job because he was not
corrupt and would not engage in “pussy-footing around with the company.”324
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In his campaign literature for financial secretary-treasurer, Orlin W. PerDue
accused the Local 192 leadership of participating in negotiations with ACT without the
knowledge of the union and agreeing to unfavorable deals.325 As evidence of the tense
election atmosphere, a group distributed an anti-PerDue flier that highlighted his personal
financial troubles that led him to file for bankruptcy multiple times from 1963 to 1966.
The distribution of this information implied that PerDue would not be an ideal choice for
Financial Secretary-Treasurer. The flier directed anyone looking for more information to
seek out “Earl,” possibly the author of the anti-PerDue campaign literature.326
In his bid for president, Louis F. Bone, another ACT employee hired in the early
1960s, suggested that amateurs had been running the union. He went so far in promises
to actually present wages he would negotiate for in a contract and many other details, and
he also promised that he would not allow contract negotiations to continue past June 1,
1967. Bone raised the possibility that TWU could become the bargaining agent for
BART rather than ATU.327 In another letter to members, Bone faulted Bailey for
allowing the previous contract to go into arbitration because of the delay in getting the
wage increase, which Bone said he warned about in the election two years prior. Bone
said he expected “propaganda put out against me” by “company men.”328
Bailey also focused on BART. He made the argument that BART would have the
biggest impact on jobs at ACT, so therefore Local 192 should be the union with
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preference on the new jobs. He acknowledged that there was work to do to get the
contract back up to be competitive with TWU at Muni and that inflation meant that the
wages did not go as far as they used to. He argued that he had the skillset to navigate
these challenges and did not want to say anything to get elected, perhaps referring to
Bone. On the other hand, he did suggest that he would support a strike in order to win
“the best Amalgamated contract in the Nation.”329
As the election for president grew more contentious, a group of Local 192
members banded together to aid in the re-election of Bailey because they “were tired of
the squabbling, the bickering, and the politicians in the Union and decided to do
something about it.” They stressed Bailey’s honesty, his intelligence, and his hard work
on getting a better contract for the union despite what they saw as ungrateful members
and poor performance by the other officers. On the issue of a better contract, they
pointed out that Local 192 received a better pension along with a wage increase whereas
ATU drivers at Greyhound had to give up wage increases for a year to boost the pension
benefits. In addition to serving the two-year term as president, Bailey had also served as
a business agent for two terms and on the negotiating committee, and, despite his
achievements in gaining nearly everything he promised the membership, “the small
politicians and the gilley-room lawyers were back in the Divisions criticizing,
condemning, and complaining.”330
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Despite this support, L. V. Bailey lost his re-election bid in the primary with Bone
receiving the most votes overall, and Bone went on to win the runoff. Cordeiro received
the most votes overall for the vice president and operating business agent position with
George “Chile” Garcia coming in second with enough votes to force a runoff.331 John
Wesley, an African American and future Local 192 president, came in third for vice
president and business agent of maintenance and nearly made a run-off election. Wesley
had worked for the Key System and ACT for 13 years, one of the Black men hired after
the desegregation of hiring in 1951. Wesley had already served in multiple capacities on
a medical plan board, a robbery and safety committee, and the credit union.332
Cordeiro’s victory was the most significant because of the impact he would have
over the next ten years. Once elected as an officer, Cordeiro began to push the ACT
management for changes on behalf of the drivers, particularly during contract
negotiations. Other newly elected officers also sought a more aggressive negotiating
approach for the contract in 1967. Local 192 notified ACT of its negotiating committee
for the approaching contract expiration. The team included a representative from the
clerical workers and Cordeiro. The negotiating committee consisted largely of Local 192
officers, but the proposal committee was made up of rank-and-file.333 Signaling a break
from the past, Bone made it clear that Local 192 would no longer be recognizing “past
practice and intent,” and that it “must be incorporated into the agreement if it in any way
331
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substantially changes the agreement.”334 Local 192 and ACT found difficulty in reaching
an agreement during contract negotiations in the summer of 1967. Local 192 rejected
two different contract proposals by ACT for wages and benefits.335 The situation became
so tense that ACT requested and received a restraining order against Local 192 to prevent
them from going on strike.336
ACT and Local 192 eventually agreed on a contract, but the outcome enraged
Cordeiro. He claimed that the Local 192 leadership and the ATU representative, John
Rowland, misrepresented how much members would receive from the cost-of-living
clause in the contract. Cordeiro rounded up signatures of members in an effort to remove
Bone, “the virtual dictator of policy,” from office. Additionally, Cordeiro confronted the
other members of the leadership at meetings in a hostile manner. In a letter to ATU
President John M. Elliott, Bone expressed bewilderment at Cordeiro’s behavior because
he said that Cordeiro had been involved in the negotiations all along as a member of the
negotiating team for the union, so the cost-of-living clause should not have been a
surprise. Eventually, Elliott stepped in and explained to Cordeiro that the steps he was
proposing to take would result in his removal from office and expulsion from the
union.337
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Despite Cordeiro’s behavior during the 1967 contract negotiations, he remained a
popular figure. He ran for president in 1968 and defeated Bone.338 In the same election
Local 192 also elected new office holders in important positions of operating and
maintenance business agents. In light of this turnover, Harold Davis, an ACT manager,
suggested a meeting in January 1969 so that the new officers could have a chance to meet
with ACT management to better understand how the union works with ACT.339
A change had also occurred in ACT management with the promotion of Al
Bingham in from public relations to general manager. Bingham had run the public
relations and marketing for ACT since the creation of ACT in the late 1950s, and he was
credited with attracting ridership to ACT.340 Once he took over as general manager in
August 1967, he maintained a close watch on everything. In particular, he rode the buses
as a passenger. Employees understood that he ran a tight ship, so much so that it was
known as “Al’s Transit” rather than AC Transit. Even though there were assistant
managers, he still had a lot of department heads report directly to him.341 Bingham,
though, had respect from the managers as well as the board. The board knew his skill in
managing ACT, and they knew he would object if they attempted to move out of their
policy mandate into the management realm.342
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Following Cordeiro’s election as president, it wasn’t long before he crossed
swords with Bingham, ACT management, and even Local 192 membership. Some of
Bone’s supporters among the members accused Cordeiro of insulting the ATU and its
leader, and Cordeiro in turn accused Bone and member Robert R. Blair of backstabbing.
ACT decided to cut off communications with Cordeiro because of his aggressive
behavior during meetings, including one at ACT offices when, in the midst of a heated
argument, he banged his hand on a glass table top and cracked it.343
In December 1969, Davis described to Elliott the increasingly unsettling behavior
by Cordeiro directed towards ACT management. Due to Cordeiro’s “threats, insults,
intimidations, and profanity,” the ACT management decided to only deal with the other
officers and not Cordeiro. Davis stressed to Elliott that ACT did not want to disrupt
labor-management relations, especially the labor agreement, but they thought that the
situation had become too volatile. They requested that ATU officials pay a visit so that
everyone could work together on how to once again conduct business in a cordial
fashion. The ATU representative Merlin Gerkin arrived and held a meeting on December
11 that was attended by Local 192 officers and the Local 192 attorney Stanley Neyhart
where they agreed they would meet with ACT management to pledge a more cordial
relationship and also get assurances from ACT that they would address problems Local
192 had with some of ACT management’s practices. This resulted in a December 15
meeting with ACT representatives where they agreed to the creation of a joint labor-
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management committee that would deal with minor disputes about the collective
bargaining agreement instead of handling everything through the grievance process.
Eventually, Neyhart smoothed things over at a Christmas party hosted by Neyhart.
Another issue resolved at that same Christmas party was a Cordeiro dispute with ACT,
which appeared to have been included in the ATU investigation.344
The Local 192 officers appeared to support Cordeiro’s behavior in a December 6,
1969, letter to Davis laden with sarcasm signed by all of them. The ACT superintendent
with the damaged desk sent the glass fragments in a package to Local 192 headquarters.
The officers declined the package because “strict rules of the Union prohibit the President
of the Union from accepting gifts from the District,” and “that these relics could better be
preserved in the archives of A.C. Transit.” The officers pointed out their perception of
irony due to the fact that “the youth of the area who, in an excess of exuberance or a
desire for fresher air, have demolished the windows on buses,” but the ACT management
did not attempt to track down those window breakers and recoup costs like they had done
by asking Local 192 to pay for the table top. Though Local 192 agreed to pay for a new
table, they suggested that the new table top be able “to survive ‘business relationships’
between the District and ATU.” As far as Cordeiro’s abusive language, the officers
thought that his cursing was similar to what Local 192 “members in the course of their
daily tasks at A.C. have had[...]addressed to them in a less affectionate manner by those
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in supervisory positions who have been momentarily vexed by some employee
oversight.”345
The bottom line for the Local 192 officers was that Cordeiro was simply
expressing their outrage at management for two related issues. One issue was the
tendency for managers to send out what the Local 192 officers had heard were too many
disciplinary slips for minor infractions. In addition to this, supervisors berated employees
to the point of embarrassment. All of this led to the filing of grievances over these minor
disputes further causing a deteriorating work climate. Many of the Local 192
membership elected Cordeiro, and continued to re-elect him, because they wanted a more
aggressive approach to dealing with ACT management over what they perceived as a lot
of unnecessary discipline and workplace harassment.
Local 192 recording secretary Michael Chuba portrayed the Cordeiro incident
with the ACT table in a comical fashion in the ATU newspaper, In Transit, when he
quoted a San Francisco Chronicle column that suggested the entire incident was a
laughing matter. Chuba omitted that ATU International had to get involved in the matter,
and it was definitely not funny for ACT management.346 Not all of the rank-and-file
membership approved of disputes between Local 192 and ATU. For instance, a member
expressed displeasure with disputes between Cordeiro and Elliott becoming such a
problem and dragging the rest of the membership into it. At the same time, important
issues like the impact of BART on Bay Area ATU locals were being ignored. The
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member suggested to Elliott that all of this had been overblown because “I have heard
you say: ‘Bus drivers and old women are the worst gossips in the whole world.’”347
Although Cordeiro took an aggressive stance towards ACT management and
Bingham often responded in kind, the two leaders did on occasion work together. ACT
reconstructed the Division 4 parking lot in East Oakland to add more space for employee
cars, which made them less likely to be vandalized when parked on the street. In the
summer of 1969, ACT management aided in the Local 192 summer picnic for members
and their families.348 ACT replaced two water fountains and also installed new doors at
the Division 4 building.349 ACT created a Safe Driver Recognition Program to reward
drivers with the safest records. This was something that Cordeiro had requested, but as
ACT attorney (and later general manager) Robert Nisbet pointed out, these awards did
not really help improve relations between the union and management because there was
no real opportunity for workers to provide face-to-face feedback about their concerns
about how the transit agency functioned on a day-to-day basis.350
The turnover in Local 192 leadership, particularly with the election of Cordeiro,
resulted in a change to a much more challenging labor-management relationship. The
membership wanted a less deferential leadership to challenge ACT management on a
number of issues in addition to contract negotiations, particularly, issues related to
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discipline and bus crime, all of which would put strain on labor-management relations in
the late 1960s. Many members supported Cordeiro’s outspoken nature as important for
moving management on issues.
3.2 Local 192 Pushback Against Discipline and Demand for Safer Working
Conditions
As the vice president of the operating division and later as president, Cordeiro
took on the supervisors, especially those that remained from the Key System. Members
wanted Local 192 officers to provide a more rigorous defense when they ran afoul of
ACT rules, especially those related to driving the buses. New leadership, like Cordeiro,
and members viewed ACT’s stance as being accountable to the public as an excuse to
write up drivers at a higher rate than in the past. ACT also expressed skepticism about
the seriousness of the problems, and Local 192 had to push for these concessions by ACT
management because ACT did not always act as a willing partner. The poor relationship
between the union and the ACT management made working on serious issues like bus
crime more difficult.
A perception shared by some in ACT management was that workers abused work
rules that allowed leniency for missing work and provided multiple chances for
correcting poor driving records.351 Some of the bus drivers that had been with ACT since
the Key System days viewed new hires as lacking their strong work ethic, and they
believed that the union tolerated rude behavior towards passengers and careless
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driving.352 As maintenance workers left, some of those hired to replace them did not
impress the longtime maintenance crew such as mechanic Frank Johnson, who became a
superintendent and manager. The union had a strong sense of pride about the quality of
the work of members in the mechanical shop in the Key System days, but this work pride
disappeared as older workers retired, and new workers replaced them. In Johnsons’ view,
the new hires did not have the same sense of work quality.353
There were racist undertones to Johnson’s views. He claimed that the affirmative
action program led to a lot of unqualified people working in the maintenance
department. He also painted all the Italians that worked on the Key System prior to
World War II as mathematical geniuses. At one point, an equal opportunity state official
came to ACT and questioned why there were no Black foremen. Johnson unconvincingly
claimed that no Black workers wanted that job, but that was not a satisfactory
explanation, and ACT hired some Black foremen. Johnson later charged that they were
hired because of a quota system, and some of them looked the other way when their
subordinates committed timesheet fraud. He said management was able to prevent some
unqualified workers from joining the non-supervisory workforce, but some ended up in
the workforce and displayed violent behavior, particularly towards a Black
superintendent that Johnson had promoted. “They smashed a sledgehammer through his
windshield. They flattened all four tires. They just generally raised hell with
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him[…]They called him all wrong names, that ‘Oreo’ bit and all the other crap. He was
just trying to be a good manager.” He admitted that some hired under affirmative action
policies were good workers and that as some of them matured, this aided in them
becoming more successful in their jobs. The experiences, though, with the worst
employees, according to Johnson, “made an Archie Bunker out of me.”354
Some in ACT management, like ACT attorney (and later general manager),
Robert Nisbet had hoped that their concessions to labor during the creation of ACT
would engender a culture in which the union would generally support disciplinary
measures if needed against poor performing employees. But to the dismay of ACT
management, the union seemed to side more with union members in all cases, even those
that seemed to warrant discipline.355 This reflected concerns that the union rank and file
had about management and one reason they elected Cordeiro to put up a more forceful
defense as opposed to what they saw as a cozier relationship between other officers and
management. New leadership, like Cordeiro, and members viewed ACT’s stance as
being accountable to the public as an excuse to write up drivers at a higher rate than in
the past.356
The discipline issue intersected with another longtime dispute over Local 192
members becoming supervisors and retaining their membership, and in particular
seniority rights, but then being able to simultaneously fire their subordinates. According
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to ATU, some gray area existed because it depended on the level of the supervisor and
what the discipline power consisted of with regards to anything having to do with
suspension or above being the threshold. Cordeiro, on the other hand, viewed this as a
clear-cut issue and believed that supervisors violated the discipline rules when they
issued too many memos to drivers for small infractions. To Cordeiro, these supervisors
should be removed from Local 192 “because we here in Division Local 192 are going to
run a union not a Sunday School.” Cordeiro claimed that the chief superintendent had
told “supervisors to write up between 25 to 30 memos per day on operators over the
lines.”357 The supervisors disputed this and countered that “there has been increasing
evidence of attempts by the President of Division Local 192[...]to impose his own selfcentered interests in lieu of service to the Public, and[...]bolster his own position by
attempting to weaken the authority and position of the supervisory personnel.” For
instance, they claimed they were threatened with fines if they disciplined drivers.
Cordeiro explained to Elliott that the “supervisors are afraid” of “a heavy fine” or that
“some member will file charges against them” under ATU by-laws. Elliott framed the
issue as a contract problem because the contract “does not provide for collective
bargaining rights covering the classification of supervisors.”358
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In February 1969, ATU representative Merlin Gerkin arrived for a meeting with
Local 192 officers, and he advised them to allow for the membership to vote on whether
or not all supervisors should turn in their cards to avoid these problems in the future. The
members who attended the meetings voted 133 to 3 to retain the supervisors in Local
192.359 Despite this show of support from the membership, in April 1969 the thirty-two
supervisors made plans to officially separate from the union. They interpreted this as the
membership supporting how they handled the enforcement of ACT policy.360
In addition to these line supervisors, some of the managers from the Key System
stayed on with ACT. Upper level management that moved over from the Key System
included Robert Shamoon and Harold Davis. According to Robert Nisbet, they brought
over a solid understanding of bus transit operations, but they lacked an understanding
about the differences between a private company and a public agency, particularly “the
need for public relations and dealing with the legislature and all of that.”361 Davis, who
worked on hiring issues, did not make a smooth transition because he still wanted to carry
on the fight against labor. This attitude towards labor led to some unnecessary
confrontations. However, others like Sam Davis assisted with the state public utilities
commission hearings as ACTD negotiated buying the Key System, and some others in
the maintenance department who made a positive contribution in continuing operations
from the Key System to ACT.362
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Cordeiro blamed managers like Davis for the high number of disciplinary
actions.363 The transportation manager, D. J. Potter, also received the ire of Cordeiro
over discharge procedures, filing grievances, overtime, and sick leave pay. When Local
192 officials did not receive a prompt reply to their complaints and requests for meetings,
this would result in more requests, though it’s unclear if Potter ignored these additional
requests or if he was formulating a response to the initial request. In July 1968,
according to Cordeiro, a drunk Potter unleashed a verbal tirade laced with profanities
against a union member. Whether or not he was drunk, Potter aggravated the situation.364
The language used by both sides revealed a thinly disguised hostility. In a
response to Cordeiro over a December 1967 dispute over sick leave rules on providing
documentation for a one-day unexcused absence, Davis said that the claim “that such
rules are unenforceable is erroneous, unsubstantiated and not based on any intelligent
approach to good labor relations.” In a January 1968 exchange about overtime, Davis
wrote to Cordeiro “we find it difficult to rationalize on what basis your letter was
written.” In an April 1968 exchange, Bone told Potter that “we seem to be getting into a
stalemate of not getting any hearings and then you state to us you don’t believe in
arbitration any more.” Davis, in response to the arbitration request by Bone about
overtime pay, stated that ACT “finds it exceedingly difficult to rationalize the present
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posture of Carmen’s Union Division Local 192 in this matter,” and that the overtime pay
matter they demanded to arbitrate “flaunts reality,” though ACT eventually accepted their
request for arbitration. Davis pointed out that he understood the agreement to mean the
two sides could agree to arbitration, but that one side could not force the other into
arbitration.365
One of stranger incidents occurred in July 1968 over Cordeiro alerting state
officials about issues in the women’s restroom in Division 3, specifically that they did not
have stall doors, fans, or windows. According to the Division 3 Assistant Superintendent,
the state inspector “wished that all of the rest rooms were as nice as this.” ACT cited
Cordeiro for violating specific sections in the 1967 agreement because he didn’t report
safety issues to ACT and impeded the successful operation of ACT.366
Supervisor Harold Ellis who answered calls from drivers when they required help
with a situation in the field also antagonized drivers. According to Cordeiro, he used
“very sarcastic, nasty language toward drivers,” and the union demanded that ACT see to
it that he did not communicate in that manner to the drivers. Bingham agreed, but in
emphasizing that neither side should be using that kind of tone, he replied that drivers
shared the blame for escalating the situation.367
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The holdovers in upper management from the Key System appeared to encourage
strict discipline for a range of infractions that Local 192 membership found needlessly
severe. At the same time, Cordeiro’s tendency to lash out at management at every turn
most likely only escalated the situation to a point that made negotiations over discipline
difficult if not impossible. He did the membership no favors by harassing supervisors
who had been in the union since they could have potentially been valuable allies to have
in management to assist with reducing overly punitive discipline.
This poor relationship between the union and the ACT management made
working on serious issues like bus crime more difficult. Cordeiro made assaults on bus
drivers one of his signature issues during Local 192 elections. This problem with
passenger assault on both men and women bus drivers, robbery of bus drivers, and
vandalism had been ongoing issues for decades. As early as 1952, the drivers and the
Key System split the $1.50 annual cost of robbery insurance.368 The Key System paid the
insurance on the stock (the tokens and transbay tickets) while the drivers paid the
insurance for the changers that dispensed change for riders and the wristwatches they
wore to maintain the schedule. This specifically only covered documented robberies and
not money that disappeared without explanation. The insurance to cover non-robbery
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disappearance would have cost much more.369 Other than the insurance, Local 192 paid
attention to what happened to the offenders if apprehended. In 1954, former Local 192
president F. Vernon Stambaugh wrote to the Adult Probation Officer of Alameda County
to express his concern about the upcoming release on probation of two men who had
been jailed for assault and robbery of a bus driver. Local 192 members advocated for
convicted men to stay in jail as long as possible to prevent more robberies and assaults.370
Stambaugh anticipated that former bus driver K. F. Hensel moving up the ranks
would be an important advocate for bus drivers’ safety when ACT General Manager J. R.
Worthington died suddenly in 1962. Stambaugh supported Hensel, an assistant general
manager, due to his work as a bus driver early in his career, and Hensel’s role in the 1960
contract negotiations that resulted in a favorable contract for Local 192.371 The board
agreed Hensel had the experience to succeed Worthington, and he transitioned to the top
post.372
Although sympathetic to the ongoing issue of assault and robbery that continued
into the early 1960s when ACT took over operations, Hensel stressed to Stambaugh the
robbery claim problems that ACT had with drivers over unaccounted money. He claimed
they had “been severely hampered in some occasions by hostile witnesses, while in others
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we have had to recognize peculiar circumstances which called for particularly
circumspect handling.” Presumably, these “hostile witnesses” were the bus drivers
themselves. Hensel stated that ACT was working with police in local jurisdictions to
provide them with as much assistance as possible in their investigation into bus incidents,
presumably both assaults and robberies of bus drivers.373
Besides the assault and robbery, drivers had to deal with an increasingly large
number of school children who rode the bus every weekday. Initially, ACT planned for
the school children to make up a small amount of ridership. By 1965, 52,000 school
children rode the bus daily, much more than the estimated 37,000 per day. To meet this
demand, ACT operated more buses during peak service periods. Since ACT did not
receive any additional money from school districts for this service, this also meant they
needed to find a source of additional revenue for the additional equipment on those
routes. For this reason, ACT raised the fare from 10 to 15 cents for school age
children.374
Local 192 wanted the students to have prepaid fare in some form, such as tokens,
to reduce the fare dispute problem, and they pointed out problems with enforcement of
smoking and radios on buses. For the smoking sign, they suggested a “Smoking
Prohibited By Law” sign rather than “No Smoking” to point out that the rule was a
broader law and not something created by ACT. On that point, ACT pointed out that
drivers needed to also adhere to the no smoking policy, even if they are not driving the
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bus.375 Some riders older than 17 still paid the child fare, and then they disputed the
driver’s attempt to get them to pay the proper fare. Some of these young people then
“ride all over for 10 [cents] and abuse operator and tear up coaches in the process.” This
behavior had the potential to reduce ridership if “adult fares [use] other means of
transportation, because of the fear of trouble.”376
Local 192 contacted the Oakland Public Schools directly to make sure that they
had been working with ACT management on guidelines so that everyone would be in
agreement on acceptable behavior for the school children. The guidelines sent by
Oakland Public Schools official Walton Lee included instructions for proper behavior on
the bus including proper ways to enter the bus, riding the bus, and exiting the bus. One
point specifically said “[s]how respect for public property by not damaging or defacing
equipment.” Local 192 President L. F. Bone responded positively to the guidelines
created by the Oakland Public Schools for students that ride on the ACT buses to and
from school. The key issue for Local 192 was the prevention of vandalism of bus
interiors by student riders.377
In September 1968, Cordeiro wrote to ACT Transportation Manager D. J. Potter
about the continuing problems with students on the school bus routes, or “trippers.”
According to Cordeiro, student threw objects at drivers, broke windows, and activated an
emergency exit that caused the bus to brake. Cordeiro argued that those buses should
375
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have school personnel or parents to monitor the behavior of students because he said that
drivers would begin to refuse to drive these school bus routes if something did not change
to protect them from “these 15¢ punks,” referring to the amount they paid for fare.378 As
the disputes with students continued in the early 1970s, Potter put at least some of the
blame on the drivers. Cordeiro acknowledged that some problems in the past occurred
because of driver behavior, but he said that recent problems arose when students refused
to pay the fares.379
Labor and management had developed a somewhat toxic relationship by the end
of the 1960s, a development that went against the conventional wisdom that the
relationship would become more stable as a result of the transit to public ownership. In
addition to negotiating better contracts, Local 192 wanted a working environment with a
balance between discipline and protecting drivers, a view vocally expressed by Cordeiro.
A distrust of supervisors and management by Local 192 developed over their interest in,
according to Local 192, to closely monitor minor infractions while ignoring driver safety.
The increase in assaults on drivers and demand by Local 192 for a solution only
heightened this tension. Historically, management and labor, including the Key System
era, had cooperated on mitigating the effects of assaults on drivers, such as insurance, but
the severity of robbery and school children behavior for drivers had reached a new level
of concern for Local 192 that solutions of the past no longer met.
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3.3 Demands for Workplace Safety
The workplace safety situation for drivers moved beyond robbery insurance and
fare disputes as drivers faced increasing danger of injury and death in the 1960s. For
Local 192 the dispute over drivers’ protection reached an untenable point when a robber
murdered a bus driver in 1965. Although robberies had been a problem since the 1950s,
the perpetrators became more violent and endangered the lives of the bus drivers. By the
1960s, many drivers on the night shift had been robbed. One group of men even robbed a
division building where there was a larger amount of cash. Since drivers sold commuter
pass books and tokens in addition to making change, they could end up having a large
amount of money on them at the end of a shift. As with other driver protection matters,
Local 192 viewed the slow walk towards a resolution as similar to other safety matters,
and they ratcheted up pressure for a solution.380 Soon after a robber shot and killed bus
driver Perseus Copeland during a robbery on January 20, 1965, Local 192 held a special
meeting, and many strongly urged for the reduction or elimination of money carried by
drivers for change. They also wanted all of the buses to be equipped with radios or alarm
systems.381
The Oakland Police Chief put the blame for violence and robbery on buses on the
weakening of laws to arrest and convict criminals by the California State Legislature and
the Supreme Court. The police generally agreed with the reduction in cash carried by
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drivers and the public announcement of the plan. A police representative at the special
meeting from Richmond remarked that “[m]inorities cause most of the problems.”382
This comment probably served to only increase the tension between drivers and
passengers since bus drivers would automatically suspect “minorities” which likely
referred to Black riders.
In early February 1965, ACT announced a plan to introduce two-way radios on
buses on the most dangerous routes, studying the reduction to less than 50 dollars in
change carried by drivers, and making sure that the “[r]owdies and hoodlums” are held
legally accountable. In addition to this being a response to the murder of Copeland,
ACT also noted the importance of protecting drivers from out-of-control school children,
such as the bus driver that drove a bus of students straight to the Richmond police
department because of their behavior. In a press release, ACT backed this decision, and
noted that “his action has generated the greatest response of public approval of any single
incident in the District’s history.”383 The FCC approved two-way radio communications
for 300 ACT buses in September 1965. An Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA)
federal capital grant assisted in paying for the radios “designed to combat vandalism,
robberies and assaults on bus operators, as well as to assist in bus operations.”384
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In order to address these concerns, Local 192 formed a driver safety and robbery
committee to look into solutions and work with ACT management to implement them.
Local 192 officials argued that ACT focused on catching drivers for low level violations
instead of using those resources for protecting drivers. In a memo, McClure enumerated
multiple issues that Local 192 believed show a lack of cooperation on the part of ACT to
assist with controlling the crime problem. McClure thought that supervisors could
“follow and observe the coaches especially at night and assist the drivers instead of
harassing them with petty crap.” The pledge by ACT to install radios was “just a lot of
baloney so far. There are still only 3 [buses] equipped.”385
ACT attributed the slow status of installing radios to the lack of the right
equipment for the buses. Until the equipment could finally be installed, the Local 192
safety committee suggested installing antennas on the exterior of the buses and placing
signs on the outside of the buses that indicated two-way radios were in use since ACT
would have to do this anyway regardless of which brand of radio system ultimately met
the bid specifications. The buses would at least have the appearance of having radios
until the actual radios were installed. At the end of the line drivers waited in the dark by
themselves until time to begin a new run. This left them vulnerable to robbery, so this
would be a good place for supervisors to assist them as lookouts “instead of hiding out
near some rail road crossing to see if they can write up a driver for not making a complete
stop.” 386
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Local 192 tasked member Donald Ainslie to research strategies for reducing bus
driver robberies and assaults. His research concluded that Local 192 should not expect
any immediate action on the matter by ACT, such as the installation of two-way radios on
all of the buses. Partly this action was due to the cost which ACT could not afford. He
suggested that they look at what was being done with BART and the coordination of
fares with ACT and Muni and the possibility of them all using the same automated fare
system. Ainslie concluded that “this is where the money is and these are the people who
can do something for us.” With the increasing amount of UMTA federal funding
available, Ainslie viewed this as an opportunity to perhaps participate in a joint project to
establish the same automated fare collection system to use in conjunction with BART.387
Local 192 stressed the importance of making money unavailable to robbers. They
did not immediately propose an exact fare requirement, but they did present a proposal
for a combination automatic fare receiver and ticket dispenser. This would eliminate the
need for the driver to carry cash as well as any sort of tickets or tokens for sale. This
complete elimination of money from the possession of drivers was necessary because
Local 192 indicated a problem with repeat offenders. This occurred because often
prosecutors would make plea deals so the robber received less time in jail. Then, the
driver is once again in a vulnerable position because of his defenseless position in the
driver’s seat and isolation on night routes. 388
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Drivers believed that some in ACT management believed drivers were partly to
blame for this crisis, either by instigating conflict with riders or filing false police
reports.389 This illustrated the tension between ACT demands for drivers to enforce rules
and driver concerns about ACT reaction to aftermath. Would the driver be punished for
altercation with riders because they were trying to enforce ACT rules?390 For drivers,
eliminating the money exchange would decrease the likelihood for disagreements over
fares. For instance, Local 192 wanted school children to have bus cards or exact fare to
prevent disputes. Another proposed solution reduced the opportunity for drivers to be
involved with the change handling responsibilities by reintroducing turnstiles at the San
Francisco bus terminal so that riders paid prior to boarding the bus.391 One member of
Local 192 proposed giving change in tickets to eliminate need for carrying money, very
similar to the exact change system eventually implemented.392
ACT management had been made aware of proposals to completely eliminate
drivers carrying change on systems on the East Coast, but ACT management appeared
cool to this idea. ACT expressed more interest in automatic change machines.393 ACT,
like other transit systems, hesitated to completely remove change-making because of fear
the elimination of that convenience would permanently reduce ridership. In addition to
making change for fares, drivers also sold a large amount of bus tokens and used the
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change for that. Riders received a discount when buying multiple tokens, so a lot of
riders took advantage of token sales on buses. Bingham expressed hope for other
solutions such as increasing security in partnership with law enforcement.394 In July
1967, ACT began to consider a project to study different techniques for eliminating
robberies. In February 1968, ACT began the study along with funding from the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) and ATU. The funding assisted with
trying out different plans to collect data to understand which would be the most
effective.395
Although the study as meant to last for a year, ACT was forced to make a
decision much more quickly to implement exact fare. On June 10, 1968, three robbers
held-up bus driver Ralph Livingston. After Livingston gave them the $85, one of the
robbers shot him three times. ACT and Local 192 each offered $1,000 rewards for
information leading to the arrest of the Livingston attackers. Livingston was
hospitalized, but survived.396 The Oakland Police did make an arrest in the case with the
assistance of a witness on the bus and the mother of the suspect.397
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Cordeiro immediately demanded the elimination of money on buses at night. He
met with Bingham to press that money should not be carried by drivers after 6:30 pm,
and he insisted that the ultimate goal should be the complete elimination of money
carried by drivers. “We’ve had 27 holdups of bus drivers in the East Bay since January
1[…]The solution to this thing is to get rid of the money.”398 Cordeiro threatened that if
ACT did not agree, then drivers would refuse to carry change or go on strike. Cordeiro
met with Bingham to demand use of scrip (paper redeemable for currency) by drivers
after 6:30pm and no requirement for them to make change. Washington, D.C., and
Baltimore already used the scrip on nighttime schedules.399 The editorial board of the
Oakland Tribune gave their full support to the drivers and that “[t]he 1,023 AC Transit
bus drivers have every right to ask and expect that maximum efforts be made to insure
their personal safety,” and “[t]he Eastbay community owes more to these men and
women who perform an essential public service, than to merely wait and hope the
problem will go away.”400 He also sent along the results of a local news television station
poll results from the week of June 3 that included a poll from June 11 in which the
question asked if drivers should continue carrying change and 84 percent voted “no”
showing public support for drivers to move away from carrying change.401
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When Local 192 presented the exact fare plan to ACT management, they
appeared hesitant to move ahead with the implementation too quickly, so Local 192
suggested that drivers would simply turn in their change and drive without it with no
other plan in place. ACT management then agreed to start the planning process for an
exact fare system.402 Bingham sent a letter to Local 192 to confirm what was agreed to at
the June 12, 1968, meeting about the implementation of the exact fare system and general
details about how the scrip system would work. Bingham also noted the important role
of the drivers in making a smooth transition by having a cooperative attitude with the
passengers, and also stressing the importance of drivers refraining from bringing money
or any other valuable possessions with them on their shifts. Bingham asked that Local
192 sign the agreement and return it so that it was clear that everyone understood the
plan. He also mentioned that this six-month trial period would be part of the federal
grant on robbery and assault prevention.403
D. J. Potter sent out a bulletin that verified the start date of exact fare to be on July
14, 1968. He gave specific details about changes in transfers and the new scrip system.
As Bingham noted in his letter, Potter pointed out that drivers had an important role in
making exact fare system successful, particularly easing riders into the new system. He
stressed that if drivers wanted the plan to go beyond the six-month period, then driver
cooperation with the implementation would make a difference in ACT considerations to
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make the plan permanent.404 The exact fare plan meant that the only money on board
would be in a locked fare box bolted to the bus floor. This followed the implementation
of exact fare systems in Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Maryland. Cordeiro agreed
with the actions of ACT and the ACT board in support of the exact fare system.405
Bingham announced ACT would move forward with an exact fare system and requested
cooperation from the entire community to successfully implement the program.406 The
ACT newsletter, the Transit Times, portrayed this move as the brainchild of Bingham and
the ACT Board but, in fact, Local 192 had pushed for the exact change plan and
threatened action, even a walkout, if something was not done.
ACT notified the union on June 18, 1968, of the change in fare collection to exact
fare. The union had no problem with getting rid of the change boxes, but they wanted to
be clear about all of the fare changes so that they could be prepared when the new policy
began.407 ACT announced that the “Ready-Fare” plan would begin on both day and night
operations on July 14, 1968, on a Sunday to minimize the disruption. Similar to plans
implemented in Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Maryland, businesses would sell
tokens, and riders must present the correct fare or they would receive a scrip to redeem
for the change at an ACT location.408 ACT published an extensive list of banks, grocery
stores, and other locations in cities across the East Bay that would sell tokens. The list of
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locations that could redeem the scrip was considerably smaller, and there was specific
mention that redeeming scrip could take a long time, so ACT was clearly pushing riders
to have correct change or tokens and to use scrip as a last resort.409 Ralph Livingston
made a “goodwill tour” to thank businesses for selling tokens.410
Drivers received training to handle the switch in order to deal with riders who did
not get the news. ACT created a massive public relations effort to inform the public.
Tokens could be purchased at many businesses and riders could get ticket books by mail.
ACT received editorial support from all of the Bay Area newspapers.411 Mike Chuba
reported drivers as well as passengers had acclimated to the new exact fare system. He
expressed hope that this would bring to an end all of the assaults, presumably because so
many of the incidents towards drivers had to do with fare disputes.412 The American
Transit Association also reported success in the cities, which grew to 13 by December
1968 with over half of transit systems using exact fare and scrip and others only using
exact fare. The public responded favorably, and those transit systems that did use scrip
found that riders often did not redeem the scrip and use of it declined after the
introduction of exact fare.413
Cordeiro led the union through this period by doing what he was elected for and
that was to push for solutions for members that fell outside of the usual issues over wages
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in contracts. Although previous leadership had made efforts at dealing with the problems
of robbery, the issue had moved beyond being a financial matter to be covered by
insurance and became something that threatened drivers’ lives on a regular basis. The
new union leadership demanded solutions to problems not well addressed by other labor
leaders. Local 192, in this era of more militant labor actions by public employee unions,
elected Cordeiro as president, who led Local 192 for much of this time, and his caustic
personality won both praise and derision from Local 192 members, ATU officials, and
ACT management alike as he sought to aggressively challenge ACT management over
issues he claimed they ignored such as workplace safety, negotiations with BART, and
fair contract negotiations.
The success of ACT led to new unionized employees who then elected new
leadership for Local 192. This new leadership sought out solutions for problems other
than traditional wage issues, such as discipline that management justified because of
public accountability. ACT viewed public ownership as a new start because of economic
security that would greatly reduce the threat of strikes. From the management
perspective of the ACT, they thought that the well-paid workforce would be more
inclined to follow policy, particularly the drivers. The drivers, though, viewed the ACT
supervisors as much too focused on unreasonable expectations as part of pressure to be
more accountable to the public with traffic checkers and other new mechanisms that ACT
could implement with increased hiring of new positions. Local 192 didn’t disagree with
the new responsibility as public employees, but they viewed the enforcement of various
policies as unnecessary and even detrimental to their safety because ACT put too much
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emphasis on enforcement of rules and not enough on protecting drivers. The attacks on
drivers that resulted in one death and another near-death created a stark choice for
management from the perspective of drivers: remove the reason for the attacks or
continue to invite attacks on drivers by forcing them to carry change boxes.
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CHAPTER 4: THE IMPLICATIONS OF BART ON ACT AND LOCAL 192

Introduction
U.S. transit systems and transit unions began the 1970s in a promising manner.
An organized environmental movement presented a new opportunity for mass transit
systems to show their value, and transit unions hoped this appreciation translated into
continued financial support from federal, state, and local governments. Both
environmental activists and transit unions found an unlikely partner in the Richard M.
Nixon Administration. By the early 1970s, the consumption of energy by U.S. citizens
made up an increasingly large part of the world consumption relative to its population,
and the automobile epitomized that high use of energy because of oil. Nixon signed the
National Environmental Policy Act in 1971, though this act had to do more with Nixon
attempting to improve his party’s electoral chances in the 1970 midterms rather than a
sincere dedication to environmental protections. Environmental activists viewed Nixon’s
words and actions as a political ploy to diminish criticism. One reason that Nixon likely
developed more environmental policies political pressure. Both the first Earth Day on
April 22, 1970, and the establishment of the Environmental Protection Agency developed
out of his acknowledgement of the energy crisis and the politics it brought to bear. As
Meg Jacobs observed, “[b]oth the administration and the oil industry correctly understood
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that immediate conservation was essential to prevent shortages from becoming a crisis
that would escalate demands for a dramatic government response.”414
However, the oil policy of the Nixon Administration in 1973 left it vulnerable to
the Arab oil embargo.415 Pandemonium ensued with gasoline shortages, long lines at gas
stations, and high prices. Many consumers and politicians put the blame squarely on the
oil companies, and high prices led to a massive protest by semi-truck drivers on January
31, 1974, when groups, including the United Truckers of America, organized drivers to
park their trucks to block gas stations.416 The oil shortage crisis only increased the
attention on finding an alternative to using so much oil, and the existing the federal
support of mass transit fit into this overall plan to use less oil and lessen the damage to
the environment.
In the San Francisco Bay Area, local governments moved forward with
construction on a massive rapid rail system, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART),
partially supported with capital funding from the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA). The acceptance of the UMTA funding meant that BART
would have to navigate collective bargaining protections under Section 13(c) of the
Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 (1964 UMTA). ATU had developed some skill
with 13(c) by this point and knew the stakes of arbitration with BART to resolve issues in
the local 13(c) agreement. A ruling by an arbitrator in BART’s favor could deal a blow
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to 13(c) if other transit systems pointed to that as a reason to challenge local 13(c)
agreements everywhere, weakening ATU locals’ ability to move with their full wages
and benefits over to public transit systems. Another union, United Public Employees
(UPE) Local 390 affiliated with the Service Employees International Union (SEIU), had
already begun to make inroads with signing up BART employees. The main concern for
both ATU and Local 192 was that UPE Local 390 did not know what they were doing
with regards to negotiating with a transit system, and that they were getting in the way of
ATU, Transit Workers Union (TWU), and the other unions that had workers at existing
transit systems and companies from taking advantage of 13(c) protections. From ATU’s
perspective, this unnecessary battle could leave them vulnerable to BART’s efforts to
prevent Local 192 members moving over with their collective bargaining rights and hardwon benefits from ACT. Using the 13(c) process, ATU beat back an effort by BART to
void the ATU’s gains by starting fresh with a new union. Once ATU Local 1555 and
UPE Local 390 settled the representation fight, they focused on negotiation the first
contract with BART.
4.1 ACT and Local 192 Prepare for BART
Though a rapid transit system had been planned for years in the Bay Area, the
system became a reality by the mid-1960s as construction commenced and the system
prepared for operations in the early 1970s. For ACT, the new system presented potential
impacts on its revenue because of the adjustment of the bus system to serve rail stations
as well as reducing service to San Francisco so as not to compete with the trains traveling
in the transbay tube. This second change, the reduction of service, also concerned Local
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192 drivers because they could potentially lose their jobs. Local 192, with the assistance
of ATU, sought to utilize 13(c) to ensure those workers could move over to positions at
BART.
Created in 1957, BART originally included Marin County and San Mateo County.
They withdrew, but the remaining counties, Alameda County, Contra Costa County, and
San Francisco County (which encompassed the city), put the bond issue on the ballot for
November 1962.417 BART district officials took a page from the ACTD playbook and
pursued a 1961 change in the legislation. Instead of two-thirds of district residents, the
passage of the bond issue only required 60 percent of the voters to vote yes.418 Alameda
County, Contra Costa County, and San Francisco voters approved $800 million BART
bond issue in November 1962 for a 75-mile regional network, and ACT and Muni both
became involved in BART planning because of obvious impact on their service and to
develop means of coordinating the three transit systems’ routes and schedules.419
Although BART had been in development for years, it fit into the movement to reduce
automobile traffic, a major reason for the importation of oil and resulting pollution.
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ACT General Manager Al Bingham thought that BART General Manager B. R.
Stokes and BART threw their weight around too much by proposing to control all transit
in the Bay Area including ACT.420 This move would ensure that BART could remake
ACT routes as they saw fit rather than negotiate with ACT. The ACT board of directors
also expressed concerns that BART demands for ACT to drastically reduce transbay
routes would impact their most profitable service while leaving ACT largely as an
unprofitable feeder service. In 1965, for instance, ACT feeder routes for the main trunk
lines lost the most amount of money.421
The merger discussions greatly concerned ACT management as well because they
thought that BART would reconfigure the buses to mainly serve the BART stations to the
detriment of riders that relied on the bus system to get around the East Bay. ACT
management knew that the main ridership focus of BART would to some extent be white
collar workers commuting into San Francisco whereas those riders on ACT buses
typically were captive riders and worked low wage jobs, were students, or the elderly and
disabled.422 The merger plan never went beyond discussions, and ACT followed through
as they had promised they would do in the late 1950s during the ACT bond issue
campaign to reconfigure the system to support feeder lines and reduce transbay routes.423
ACT promised to do this because, at the time of the bond vote, preliminary plans existed
for a rapid transit system, so ACT said they would transition to more of a local system so
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that taxpayers were not paying for two competing transbay mass transit commuter
services. BART expected them to make good on that promise so that BART would be
successful.
In addition to the prospect of new jobs, Local 192 and other ATU locals in the
Bay Area worried that jobs might be lost as a result of the new system, so they sought to
use the leverage of Section 13(c) to ensure opportunities would be available. The ATU
pushed for the (1964 UMTA) to include Section 13(c), “a provision which guaranteed
that any time federal funds were allotted to public transit systems, workers employed by
said system would not see their wages, benefits and working conditions, plus any other
job rights, jeopardized or curtailed.”424 When the federal transit legislation began to
make its way through Congress, ATU successfully lobbied to have 13(c) added to the
1964 UMTA, which more or less stated public transit employees would have the
bargaining rights won by their unions under the National Labor Relations Act. Although
ATU lobbied for 13(c) to primarily protect unions when transit systems became
completely owned by public agencies, it also applied to transit systems accepting federal
capital and operation aid as well. If union officials reported problems between labor and
the company, the Department of Labor (DOL) could hold up requests for funds until the
issues were resolved, so the inclusion of 13(c) would play an important role in the use of
federal funds by public transit systems.425 In addition to preserving collective bargaining
rights, 13(c) also protected existing transit system workers from adverse impact of
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competing transit systems that also received UMTA federal funding. To effectively
coordinate resources for striking a 13(c) agreement with BART, Local 192 joined with
ATU Local 1225 and Local 1380, which represented drivers for Greyhound commuter
lines in the East Bay and on the peninsula south of San Francisco who would likely
experience job losses with reduced commuter service as a result of BART.426
Nationwide, ATU locals in public mass transit systems enjoyed continuation of
collective bargaining rights and steady work provided in part by federal mass transit
funding, though ATU officials understood that they occupied a precarious position. ATU
Vice President Walter J. Bierwagen warned locals to watch out for state legislators who
might try to strip 13(c) protections at the state level even if there was no successful effort
at the federal level to do so.427 Elected officials and organizations indeed sought to alter
those provisions in the late 1960s and early 1970s. In 1968, at the same time that
Congress passed changes to the UMTA to allow for more flexibility with capital funds,
Republicans, led by Representative Gerald R. Ford, attempted to weaken 13(c). The
amendment would have allowed the Department of Transportation (DOT) to ignore the
recommendations of the Department of Labor (DOL) on whether or not a transit system
adhered to 13(c). House Speaker John W. McCormack and the Democrats blocked that
attempt and 13(c) remained unaltered. The ATU journal, In Transit, used that episode to
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underscore the importance of electing representatives who would not try and reduce labor
provisions which had become so important with the transition of private to public
ownership and, as a result, more ATU members now in the public sector.428
Robert C. Stark, the American Transit Association (ATA) Director of the
Statistical Department, had been critical about 13(c) agreements between new public
transit systems and unions, and he warned about what could happen after the
establishment of the transit system and attempts to obtain capital grants. Stark
characterized 13(c) as “a very powerful weapon to force management to bow to union
demands if the capital funds are really desired.” He portrayed it as giving local unions
too much power over the capital grants, but he did admit that the International ATU
office had not hesitated to sign off on grants even if the local divisions had not.429
ATU President John M. Elliott saw all of this interest by ATA in revising 13(c) as
a way to curb transit labor rights while “[t]o our face, they have repeatedly agreed that
the provisions of 13(c) are reasonable, fair and equitable.” Elliott found this whole
development a marked change from the cooperation that labor provided in gaining public
support to fund public transit, but now “this same management group is attempting to gut
the workers’ protections and to cut the throats of our members who are their own
employees.” He pointed to B. R. Stokes, the general manager of BART, as behind ATA
“seeking any and all complaints and situations which might possibly be directed against
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Section 13(c)’s provisions” and called Stokes “the master arch enemy of transit
workers.”430
Stokes had worked at BART since 1958, his first position being in the public
relations department with the purpose of rallying public support, a similar position as that
Al Bingham held at ACT prior to becoming the general manager. Unlike the East Bay
and the desire to replace the Key System, Stokes had to convince voters to support a
completely new rapid rail system, something that had not been done in decades in the
United States. He rose up the ranks of BART becoming the assistant general manager in
1961 and the general manager in 1963 and would lead BART through the early years of
the massive construction project.431 By the early 1970s, Stokes was looking to cut costs
as the over budget project failed to meet operational deadlines. He eyed reducing labor
costs by limiting the number of existing labor union members who could transfer under
preferential hiring under the 13(c) agreement.
The decades-long effort to transform transportation in the Bay Area to rely less on
automobiles and more on mass transit would run into the complexity of transit labor
relations as a result of federal law. Stokes and BART management would claim they had
been duped into signing on to a complex 13(c) agreement with Bay Area Transit unions
in 1968, including Local 192. Local 192 President Ed Cordeiro viewed the 13(c)
agreement not only as a way to preserve jobs for his members, but also as a way to beat
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back organizing attempts by non-ATU unions. A bitter arbitration battle evolved with
ATU determined to simultaneously preserve jobs for members whose jobs would be
impacted by BART service and win rights to represent new BART positions.
4.2 Adverse Job Effects and the Question of BART Representation
ATU would have to navigate two issues with the introduction of BART: the
adverse effect of job losses due to new BART routes that would reduce the need for ACT
and commuter bus jobs, and winning collective bargaining representation of all of the
BART workers. Local 192 officials, particularly Cordeiro, paid close attention to the
issue of adverse effect and put pressure on ATU, ACT, and BART to ensure that
displaced union members could receive preferential treatment to transfer to BART under
13(c). Once placed into BART, Local 192 wanted those employees represented by an
ATU local, a situation that was not guaranteed with the TWU Local 250A that
represented Muni workers as well as the UPE Local 390 signaling that they would also
seek to represent those workers.
For those members that might lose their jobs at ACT, Local 192 wanted
preferential hiring at BART and ensure that those members hired by BART moved with
their seniority. In addition, ATU and the other internationals wanted to become the
bargaining agent for as many of the BART workers as possible. ATU, TWU, and other
unions that worked in Bay Area transit systems agreed to a preferential hiring plan under
13(c) in 1968. There had already been some experience with 13(c) between Local 192
and ACT with regards to acquiring equipment, but they had not negotiated over 13(c)
issues with regards to employment in a new public system. ATU and ACT had avoided
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the impact of 13(c) on employee contracts when the transition took place because the
1964 UMTA had not yet to be passed or even brought up before Congress, but the
creation of BART in the early 1960s caused concern among Local 192 and other ATU
locals because of the possibility of their jobs being eliminated as a result of the rapid rail
transit service. This issue of job losses due to BART had loomed large over the Local
192 election campaign in 1966 with many candidates mentioning it in the in their
campaign literature.
In contrast, there had not been much if anything for Local 192 to dispute in the
early grants for ACT. Bay Area transit systems had become familiar with the federal
transit grants and the approval process. Initially, the two-pronged 13(c) process included
the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the department in charge of
disbursing the grants, though this process transitioned to DOT when UMTA was placed
under it in 1967. The process also included the DOL which approved 13(c) labor
requirements.432 In one of the first attempts by ACT to secure federal funds in 1966,
James J. Reynolds, the Assistant Secretary of Labor, rejected the request by ACT General
Manager K. F. Hensel to try and get 13(c) approval directly from the DOL without going
through the ATU. As Reynolds explained, the DOL had an agreement with HUD to
route the funding requests through ATU and other unions. Hensel had run the capital
grant application by Local 192, so he didn’t understand the purpose of then having it
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routed through the international as well. The grant was finally approved by the UMTA in
January 1969 for 30 buses and radio equipment.433
The language regarding labor protections in the project grant essentially said that
only Local 192 drivers would operate the equipment. In other words, there would be no
job losses or other workers replacing them. At this point, ATU permitted the grants and
did not use them for leverage in contract negotiations, and Local 192 officers did not
dispute this arrangement. In February 1969, another UMTA project grant provided funds
to purchase four bus engines for ACT as well as Muni. Since ATU had already approved
a similar project, their position was that as long as the same language regarding employee
protection was used from the previous UMTA project grant in this new one, then there
was no reason to start over with a new employee protection agreement for the new
project.434 These first experiences with negotiating over equipment and 13(c) resulted in
fairly routine outcomes which was that there was ample evidence that federal grants for
new equipment would not result in any job losses or restrictions on collective bargaining.
This would not be the case with BART which would lead to years of negotiation and
arbitration.
Initially, negotiations proceeded smoothly. In 1967, BART satisfied the DOL
labor requirements under 13(c) in order for BART to receive federal funding to construct
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the rail system.435 On January 25, 1968, signers to the BART labor agreement included
two other ATU Local Divisions, 1225 and 1471, which represented workers in commuter
bus services Greyhound and Peerless Stage Coaches respectively. It also included TWU
Local 250A (Muni), International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) 9th District
representing Southern Pacific commuter rail transit employees, and representatives from
BART.436 The ATU General Counsel Earle W. Putnam notified ATU Divisions in the
Bay Area that an agreement had been reached with BART over the hiring of new
positions, and that the DOL had agreed to it. He still expressed concerns about making
sure that BART followed through with giving the existing transit employees exclusive
right to the new BART jobs. He mentioned that Elliott was planning a trip to San
Francisco for a formal ceremony as well as to lobby the BART board for this exclusive
recognition.437
The agreement spelled out priority employment opportunities under 13(c) for
particular employees who would be hired by BART and set a March 1, 1968, deadline to
resolve employment and hiring issues with BART or go to binding arbitration. The
agreement also made clear that it covered the entire BART system, even those divisions
that did not directly receive federal assistance. The parties agreed to Sam Kagel as the
arbitrator if they passed the March 1 deadline without an agreement.438
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Born in San Francisco and raised in Oakland, Sam Kagel was a well-known labor
arbitrator in the Bay Area and nationwide. He earned undergraduate and law degrees
from the University of California in Berkeley and had a long career in the labor sector
that included organizing work during the 1934 San Francisco waterfront strikes and
mobilization work as a federal employee during World War II. After completing his law
degree, he went on to become the chief arbitrator for the longshoremen’s union in 1948
and held that post until 2002, but he also worked on other disputes including the 1968
San Francisco newspaper strike.439
After the unions signed the 13(c) agreement in Washington, D.C., they still had to
work to get BART to sign on to the agreement as well, and they finally held a signing
ceremony in January 1968. BART still insisted that they would hire from the general
labor pool, and that they would continue to do so because this would provide more
opportunities for non-white workers to apply for BART jobs. Elliott appeared before the
BART Board of Directors in January 1968 and argued that both ACT and Muni had been
hiring black workers for many years, and that they would be adversely affected if they
could not move over to BART with their full rights and benefits. National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) Attorney Leonard Carter presented a
prepared statement to the BART board that supported the BART plan to ignore hiring
union workers. From the perspective of ATU, “BART officers actually could not care
less about the taxpayers, the general public, or the minority groups,” and “neither do they
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give a damn about several hundred of our Negro members losing their existing jobs
because BART has determined to hire young, non-union employees off the street at lower
wage rates and without any rights to vacations, pensions and the like.” With the signing
of the 13(c) by BART, ATU planned to move forward with arbitration allowed under the
agreement since BART did not intend to provide ATU and other existing transit union
workers the preferential opportunity for jobs and move over with their full rights and
benefits.440
In order to receive $80 million in federal grants from the DOT, BART agreed to
sign the 13(c) agreement for to binding arbitration to resolve employment and hiring
issues in February 1968, but the BART board rejected the unions’ demands for hiring
existing transit worker union members. The BART board specifically stated that they
would not show preference in hiring one group over another, which meant that the unions
could not gain the preferential hiring they wanted.
ATU disagreed, claiming that the BART board had committed to hiring existing
transit system employees for BART jobs. ATU simultaneously argued for “equitable
treatment of existing transit employees in the filling of all BART jobs,” but that the
policy would not cover prospective non-union employees. ATU insisted “that BART
honor its commitment to grant this one hundred percent preference unless and until it can
persuade the unions involved or the arbitrator that some lesser form of preference is
appropriate.” Putnam, the ATU counsel, specifically cited a passage of Section 13(c) that
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backed up the ATU argument about allowing current transit employees the opportunity to
fill new transit system jobs.
The meaning of that phrasing from Section 13(c) would have more clarity in
situations such as Atlanta where a new transit system was taking over the existing private
bus system. The situation in Bay Area was different. A new public supported transit
system was not taking over existing private systems, but rather it was going to be in
competition with existing private and public systems, which would mean a reduction in
service and therefore losses or changes in jobs at those public and private transit systems
as a result of BART operations.441
Following Elliott’s appearance before the BART Board of Directors, Putnam and
Local 192 attorney Stanley Neyhart met again with them on March 20, 1968, and pushed
the 13(c) that “requires arbitration of anything less than 100% job preference on
BART.” Without an agreement about how BART would meet these demands for hiring
preferences then ATU and the other unions planned to submit their arguments to the
arbitrator. On April 4, BART responded with two main points about how they would
notify the unions about open positions and criteria to be hired. Broadly, BART said they
would notify the 13(c) unions and allow applications for seven days from those
unions. The unions did not immediately agree to these criteria because they had to
review a number of other details in the preferential hiring plan proposed by BART.442
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Local 192 wanted a resolution to the job issue and representation issue as ACT
moved forward with route adjustment plans to align with BART service. The concern
that Local 192 President Ed Cordeiro had about BART and job losses centered
specifically on the impact of the loss of ACT transbay routes.443 Cordeiro sent Elliott
information on the reconfiguration of bus routes that would take place with the opening
of BART. He and Local 192 kept an eye on this since the elimination or change in bus
routes could affect the employment of bus drivers. Cordeiro requested additional funds
from ATU to hire a specialist to work with ACT on route adjustments444
4.3 Inter-Union Rivalry
In addition to shifting members who could lose jobs over to BART positions,
ATU sought to expand its footprint in the Bay Area by representing the new BART
workers. As a result of the continuing conversion of transit systems from private to
public, ATU membership nationwide increased from 132,554 in 1965 to 140,445 by 1975
due in part to organizing newly public sector workers and also new public transit systems
able to hire more workers for expanding systems with bus and rail.445 Encouraged by
ATU, Local 192 attempted to organize BART workers, though they understood from that
previous experience that it could take multiple efforts. Unlike the successful effort to
organize clerical workers already working at ACT in the 1960s, the fact that BART was a
separate agency along with the unresolved issues surrounding 13(c) complicated the
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organizing efforts. Even more problematic for Local 192 was the head start by UPE
Local 390 and its refusal to respect ATU’s territory.
This was not Local 192’s first fight against a rival union from outside of the
transit sector. The early 1960s expansion of service meant that ACT had to hire not only
drivers and mechanics, but also clerical employees in offices such as the Telephone
Information Bureau which doubled its staff in order to handle incoming calls from the
public with questions about the routes.446 In that previous experience, Local 192 had to
wage an organizing battle against a non-transit union, the Office Employees Union
(OEU) Local 29, and the strategy used by the union led Local 192 p resident F. Vernon
Stambaugh to remark that “Local 29 is going to be quite nasty about this matter.”447 In
the end, neither of the two unions could persuade a majority. In May 1963, 40 of the
workers voted “no” and Local 192 and OEU Local 29 each received 19 votes for
“yes.”448 Local 192 blamed its failure on “propaganda” by OEU Local 29 and an
unresolved issue about vacation time.449
One reason for the vote failure may have been that ACT kept raising pay and
benefits for non-union ACT workers. However, as Local 192 won more generous
benefits and pay through arbitration over the objection of ACT in 1965, it argued that the
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clerical workers would gain more by joining. They lost out on pay and fringe benefit
increases by not benefiting from collective bargaining.450
Using this successful contract negotiation as evidence of the ability of the union
to win higher wages and benefits, Local 192 attempted to once again organize the clerical
workers in November 1965. By this time, there were a total of 80 positions, most in
public relations and information department and in the treasury department.451 Local 192
leadership directly lobbied the clerical workers, and, among other things, they promised
the clerical workers that they would have their own direct representative to union
leadership to push for their particular issues. This time about 78 to 80 out of 110 clerical
workers signed union cards. On January 26, 1966, the clerical workers voted 61 to 9 to
join Local 192.452
In the 1970s, with the transition to public transit ownership happening
nationwide, ATU officials renewed efforts to push local divisions to organize non-transit
workers. A couple of reasons appeared to be behind this move. ATU could bring in
members to strengthen numbers for collective bargaining, and non-transit unions had
been trying and succeeding in organizing transit locals in other cities. If ATU failed to
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organize these non-transit public sector workers in the transit systems, then there was a
strong chance another union would.453
Of course, Cordeiro involved himself in the multiple aspects of this action,
particularly trying to make sure that Local 192 had a strong position against any
encroachment by TWU or SEIU into organizing BART workers. Cordeiro raised
concerns about various machinations going on at the time that could hamper ATU’s
position to organize BART workers. In 1969, ATU Local 1225 in San Francisco had
crossed a picket line set up by Automotive Machinists Union (AMU) Local 1305 at
Greyhound. The ATU contract specifically prevented Local 1225 from joining the picket
line, but when they crossed the line to go to work, this enraged the AMU. Cordeiro
disagreed with the way Elliott handled the situation, and he thought Elliott’s actions
might have played a role in San Francisco Labor Council trying to throw out Local 1225.
Elliott clearly spelled out to George Johns of the San Francisco Labor Council that Local
1225 was working under a no-strike clause and that they were not performing work that
the machinists do because ATU drives the buses and machinists fix the engines. AMU
Local 1305 set up a picket line around the bus garages, so Local 1225 had no choice but
to cross the line to get to work. Cordeiro believed that this dispute weakened ATU’s
negotiation position with regards to the new positions at BART, and that the TWU 250A
in San Francisco would take advantage of this situation by taking over Local 192 and
Local 1225 and then become the bargaining agent for BART.454
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Though TWU had signed on to the 13(c) agreement, that did not mean rumors
ceased about other plans. One of the reasons that Local 192 was nervous about BART
and which union would represent the workers was that, according to Cordeiro, “John
Squires of Local 250A of TWU in San Francisco has been shooting off his mouth saying
he is going to swallow Division Local 192 and 1225 to make it one union throughout the
whole Bay Area, and he figures he will have BART.” Perhaps part of this concern could
be related to the fact that TWU 250A took over the other ATU Division that had
represented some of the Muni workers in 1966.455 Squires never appeared to make a
serious move on this supposed plan, but another union did move forward with attempting
to organize existing BART workers that had been hired.
Surprisingly, it was not TWU 250A but UPE Local 390 that positioned itself early
to represent BART workers. UPE Local 390 had recently become more militant under
the new leadership of Paul Varacalli. He took over what had been a relatively weak
union and would go on to lead UPE Local 390 (later Local 790) for several decades.456
Varacalli bargained aggressively with East Bay governments, and union membership
expanded in the 1970s under his leadership, much as the SEIU had been expanding under
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the leadership of George Hardy in the Bay Area. Hardy had long been a successful labor
organizer in the Bay Area and would become SEIU president in 1971.457
Cordeiro claimed that he was told that UPE Local 390 persuaded BART
employees to join UPE Local 390 by telling them that it was the only union that BART
would recognize. He claimed that Varacalli arranged for “plants” that then passed along
this false information to new employees.458 Varacalli, according to Cordeiro, was “really
pushing his weight around” and secured support from the East Bay Labor Journal and the
Alameda County Central Labor Council (ACCLC) in his organizing efforts.459
Asking BART employees to leave UPE Local 390 and sign cards for Local 192,
Cordeiro made the point that, similar to that of the clerical workers dispute in the 1960s,
UPE Local 390 had not represented transit workers in the past.460 As part of his efforts to
recruit BART employees to Local 192, Cordeiro invited them to attend Local 192
meetings.461 In one flyer used to entice BART workers to join ATU, the Local 192
specifically referred to “its militancy.” Other recruitment materials pointed out that, by
1972, ATU represented the vast majority of U.S. and Canadian transit workers, and they
also had a legislative department to work directly on state and federal legislation that
impacted transit systems. One example of ATU involvement in legislation was the push
for free fare transit. ATU argued that the cost of free fare transit could be made up by
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fewer expenditures supporting the use of private automobiles. They also made the
argument that transit should be supported like other public services without additional
cost to the public, such as police, fire, and schools.462 All of this was an effort to show
ATU’s mastery over UPE Local 390 on the issue of public mass transit funding.
By January 1971, Cordeiro reported that about 60 out of 100 BART employees
had signed UPE Local 390 cards, but there was hope on the horizon because of about 250
new positions at BART.463 Cordeiro suggested that Local 192 was having trouble getting
their members to take BART jobs because of the lower pay compare to ACT. Cordeiro’s
overall concern throughout the 1970 to 1971 period was that the 1968 13(c) agreement
would be useless if UPE Local 390 had already moved in and become the bargaining
agent for BART.464 From Cordeiro’s perspective, UPE Local 390’s absence from the
1968 13(c) agreement with BART meant that UPE Local 390 would be at a considerable
disadvantage with regards to collective bargaining.
Elliott contacted the leadership of the UPE Local 390 parent union, SEIU,
directly, then referred the matter to the AFL-CIO. But he feared that UPE Local 390 had
a fast start on organizing BART workers, so there was not going to be great success at
keeping them out.465 Elliott saw UPE Local 390’s effort to organize BART workers as an
illegitimate invasion of ATU’s turf and a violation of Article III, Section 3, of the AFLCIO Constitution because UPE Local 390 activities “directly infringe upon the
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organizing jurisdiction of this International Union.” ATU had a long history of
organizing transit system workers and stayed within those boundaries, limiting its growth
outside of the transit industry. Furthermore, SEIU had no history with organizing transit
workers and understanding the needs of those workers. Elliott pointed to the ATU role in
getting 13(c) at the federal level and negotiating with BART in 1968 to agree to 13(c)
protections. These 13(c) protections were critically important for Bay Area because
BART was highly likely to result in job losses among other transit unions so it was vital
for them to have first chance at the BART jobs.466 SEIU argued that they did nothing
improper by signing up BART employees and that their representation of BART
employees did not interfere in the issue of 13(c) and displaced workers.467
Unlike the common situation of a new public transit authority taking over an
existing private system or combining a private system with a new rapid transit system,
BART existed as a new standalone rapid transit system. As it barreled towards 13(c)
arbitration, Local 192 had inserted itself into an ATU battle on two different fronts with
regards to BART. Cordeiro sought information from ACT about job losses in order to
successfully arbitrate with BART over position guarantees. He also wanted to prepare
for a later battle over representation of workers at BART, an increasingly fraught task
with UPE Local 390 aggressively expanding their nascent representation of existing
BART workers. The main concern for both ATU and Local 192 was that UPE Local 390
(and SEIU) didn’t know what they were doing with regards to negotiating with a transit
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system, and they were getting in the way of ATU and the other unions that had workers at
existing transit systems and companies from taking advantage of 13(c) protections.
4.4 BART, 13(c), and the Preferential Hiring Decision
The main trigger for public transit officials to complete a local 13(c) agreement
with unions had been a new authority, or district, taking over a private system. The
situation with BART was different with a completely new system that would, ATU
feared, lead to the elimination of members’ jobs with no opportunity for them to move to
a BART position before that happened, adverse effect. They believed that the 13(c)
agreement with BART stipulated that BART must give ATU members and the other
union signatories preferential hiring for similar job before non-13(c) unions. The
downside of 13(c) led to both sides had their own understanding/interpretation of 13(c)
and how the hiring would proceed. This preferential hiring issue was complicated by
UPE Local 390 which did not want to see any potential jobs for its members go to ATU
locals because of the pay disparity and other perks from the existing union jobs at ACT
and the Greyhound services. The stalemate to resolve these differences would lead to the
matter going before an arbitrator, a high stakes affair that could lock Local 192 members
out of BART jobs with their existing wages and benefits and leave their adversely
impacted workers at a disadvantage if they transferred to BART and at the mercy of UPE
Local 390, a non-transit union unfamiliar with 13(c).
Stokes was eager to move past the labor disputes according to his terms, begin
operations, and bring to fruition his many years of work. In an attempt to follow the
1968 13(c) agreement, BART began the notification process of open positions under
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13(c) for preferential hiring in the fall of 1970. A total of 274 Local 192 members filled
out applications for BART clerical jobs by April 1971. The jobs all appeared to be
clerical workers in support of BART’s construction activities and preparing the system
for use, rather than the employees that would actually perform the transit work such as
train operators and station managers.468 This all developed too late for Stokes who
pointed out that, in addition to resolving the employment issue with operations
commencing soon, that Kagel would be appearing before the State Conciliation Service
regarding BART union representation. Stokes pointed out that there had been no action
on resolving “the extent of employment priority to be accorded employees of existing
mass transit systems” since March 1, 1968, which was the supposed deadline for reaching
an agreement on hiring priorities before either side could request final and binding
arbitration on the matter. With the beginning of BART operations approaching, Stokes
stated he would be moving the process out of the agreed upon recess that had been in
place since March 1, 1968, because BART needed to be fully staffed for operations.469
Frustrated that there had been little or no response to his May 1971 request to discuss
13(c) and preferential hiring, he moved ahead with scheduling a June 18, 1971, meeting
with Kagel to resolve the preferential hiring issue prior to requesting arbitration.470
In September 1971, BART notified the unions involved that it had contacted
Kagel about proceeding with arbitration because they had not been able to come to an
468
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agreement about preferential hiring according to the 13(c) agreement. The list of
organizations notified of this request included organizations other than ATU locals
reflecting the potential impact on unions and organizations, like the NAACP, that
preferential hiring of ATU union members would have.471 The bottom line for Stokes
was that BART was not interested in offering priority employment before BART began
operations and characterized the process as one in which adversely affected transit
workers had to go through a process of “arbitration for claims and disputes” after they
experienced displacement.472
BART Labor Relations Representative Mark K. Bowers believed that BART had
been misled about the complexity of the 13(c) requirements. Bowers was not the labor
relations representative in 1968, so he attempted to perform clean-up duty. From his
perspective, BART should not have had to deal with 13(c) because, as a brand-new
system, BART had no plans to acquire any existing private transit systems. In addition,
he thought that “organized labor was successful, due in large part to the misunderstanding
and complexity of 13(c), to entangle the issues of priority with those of adverse effect to
the detriment not only of BART but potentially of national transit as well.” Bowers
believed that they had pursued “[a] reasonable interpretation and implementation of
priority, and one which we applied in good faith between April of 1968 and April of
1971,” though BART offered those 350 positions at wage levels lower than those at
existing transit systems. Bowers thought that the unions suggested to their members that
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they should not move over to BART and wait for arbitration instead. All of this caused
chaos from his perspective, and he brought up the same points as UPE Local 390 about
two different employment tiers, one for union members from existing transit systems and
another for existing BART employees. Bowers also didn’t like the probationary period
that allowed the union members to return to their former transit systems because “these
13(c) employees will have the ability to stay with BART only until such time as
recognition is granted, participate in the election, and then return to their former
employer.”473
Like Bowers, Stokes expressed buyer’s remorse to the UMTA Administrator
Carlos Villarreal. He claimed that they did not know what they were getting into with the
13(c) agreement, and “that the statutory requirements and their past applications are
unrealistic and inappropriate then applied to a completely new transit system.” Stokes
argued “that the unions intend to expand the adverse [effect] provisions of 13(c) at
considerable cost to the taxpayer,” though he did admit that BART could have an adverse
impact on Greyhound workers, but they were reluctant to hire based on purely
preferential hiring.474
He complained about priority employment for non-adversely affected workers
because of the mostly white male workforce, especially Greyhound, but admitted that the
other two systems have much more racially diverse workforces. More concerning for
Stokes was “the floor for negotiations with whatever labor organization wins an election
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is fixed prior to any negotiations taking place.” Stokes clearly wanted to start at a wage
scale of their choosing to control costs which would be difficult with unions dictating the
floor. Stokes framed this as “a device for unions in existing systems to gain an
organizing and negotiating advantage and forecloses employment opportunities for
persons suffering from past patterns of discrimination,” though he had already admitted
that ACT and Muni had diverse workforces. He argued that systems like BART should
not be subject to the full range of 13(c) provisions, and that the DOT should scrap
“priority requirements for non-adversely affected employees of existing transit
systems.”475
UPE Local 390 viewed all of this as BART capitulating to Local 192 demands
and disregarding existing BART employees. The ACCLC Secretary Groulx convinced
UPE Local 390 not to strike against BART until he could talk with the BART directors
and try to work out an agreement. A UPE Local 390 union bulletin referred to “BART
officials and their pussyfooting attitude in dealing with the legitimate complaints of the
membership.”476 However, UPE Local 390 had benefited from BART hiring nonunion
employees, some of these hired before the 13(c) agreement, and SEIU targeted them for
organizing.477 UPE Local 390 did not want to lose their favorable position on being the
only union organizing BART workers, and, if BART hired workers already in other
unions, this would complicate their strategy.
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In fact, BART was pushing back on Local 192’s projections of job losses. In
August 1971, in order to counter Local 192 claims about job losses, BART labor
representatives Paul Cooper and Mark Bowers met with Harold Davis and Al Shamoon
from ACT to discuss their estimates of the potential for adverse effect on Local 192
members when BART commenced operations. The ACT managers relayed to BART
managers that they had discussed this same topic with Local 192 members to try and
allay their fears of massive job losses as a result of BART. Essentially, ACT anticipated
that there would be 17 additional drivers required when BART opened the first line, and
they anticipated job losses of 44 driver positions, which meant that the net loss of driver
positions would be 27. ACT didn’t anticipate any job losses in the office or mechanical
divisions. Cooper calculated that, when taking into account normal turnover, that “[t]
union estimates do not spear valid. A very slight or ‘zero’ reduction in force is probable
as attrition and controlled hiring should offset the projected net reduction.” Therefore,
they did not agree with the job loss estimates put forth by Local 192.478
ACT pointed to the January 1971 report on the realignment of all 112 ACT bus
lines as evidence of the continuing need for drivers.479 Of the total 38 transbay routes,
ACT proposed eliminating seven transbay lines, reconfiguring five to provide service to
BART stations, and using ten other routes to provide service to BART stations as well as
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local and transbay service. They also proposed retaining 16 lines as dedicated transbay
service with most operating only during commuting hours.480
Cordeiro expressed to Bingham his concern that Local 192 was not being kept
informed of all the talks between ACT and BART, especially in regards to the loss of
transbay bus lines. Cordeiro wanted assurances that displaced drivers could be trained
and compete for positions at BART “in accordance with seniority.”481 Bingham did not
accept Cordeiro’s argument that ACT had made any missteps in keeping Local 192
informed of the negotiations, assured Local 192 that ACT and BART were not in
competition and that BART service would not result in job losses but rather additional
employment opportunities and equipment upgrades due to ACT creating new service to
BART stations from various points in the East Bay.482 Bingham’s attempts to allay Local
192 fears of job losses did not work.
With regards to BART, ATU viewed their complaints as a smokescreen for
denying workers their collective bargaining rights. ATU dismissed the discrimination
argument and these actions by Stokes as anti-labor. Elliott criticized Stokes’ 13(c)
complaints, which Elliott viewed as an example of the transit industry attempt to strip
workers’ rights and simultaneously continue to receive federal funding. At the same
time, he painted Stokes as generally incompetent because the BART construction delays
and cost overruns under Stokes’s leadership meant that “we have not too much to fear
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from his rambling, disconnected dissertation on the evils of giving any consideration
whatsoever to the transit worker.”483
In March 1971, Cordeiro finally submitted 1,009 names and requested application
forms for them to fill out. By submitting practically all the eligible members’ names, he
was attempting to meet BART’s deadline. He also expressed concern about whether
BART would maintain the members’ current wage scales if BART hired them because
the positions described by BART had lower rate of pay. Cordeiro requested in writing
“what steps you intend to take to protect employees from adverse effects” because “[a]s
we understand your obligations, you must give them comparable wages and working
conditions.”484 Local 192 eventually submitted over two hundred applications, but this
was too late for BART’s timetable with operations approaching, and they requested
arbitration from Kagel in September 1971.
Local 192 sought preferential hiring for all members, even those that did not fall
under adverse impact. BART argued that there had to be some constraints on how many
workers they hired or else they might run afoul of the NAACP with a disproportionate
number of white male workers, a claim Local 192 viewed as an excuse to back out of the
13(c) agreement. Furthermore, BART didn’t want to admit adverse job loss unless they
had proof of such thing happening. Preferential hiring would be more comparable to
BART taking over an existing private system, which was not happening, so the two sides
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had to go to arbitration with Kagel to work out just what preferential hiring meant in this
case with respect to adverse job losses. ATU had not experienced this kind of test of
13(c) as BART appeared to want to avoid bringing over adverse employees with full
benefits and instead offer whatever wage they wanted for their open positions.
4.5 Arbitration Helps the ATU
By the fall of 1971, all of the parties involved in the 13(c) agreement began to
prepare to present their cases to Sam Kagel. The priority employment hearings wrapped
up on December 21, 1971, then the parties sent opening briefs to Kagel in February
1972.485 The standoff between Local 192 and BART illustrated the stakes in the
arbitration. Union workers’ ability to move over to BART with wages and benefits in
tact was at stake for all the unions in the 1968 agreement. UPE Local 390 was looking at
this from the outside as a union not in the agreement. Furthermore, this would set the
stage for a representation battle that would lead to a later Kagel decision.
BART wanted to limit 13(c) protections to “enumerated conditions” and disregard
expansive language found in the UMTA 13(c) rule. BART attempted to only follow
through with the minimum protections found in the 1968 13(c) agreement. For instance,
BART wanted to reserve only ten percent of jobs for existing transit system workers, and
they argued that other jobs should be reserved for underrepresented workers including
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African Americans. BART expressed concerns that by following through with priority
hiring, this would only continue a pattern of discriminatory hiring.486
Essentially, BART argued two main points. One was that neither 13(c) under the
1964 UMTA nor the 1968 13(c) agreement allowed for unlimited positions to be filled by
existing transit union members even before BART began operations and warned that
bringing those workers over “with exiting wages, hours, and working conditions on
BART is impractical and chaotic.” The second major issue was that this adherence to
strict seniority would worsen a white, male dominated workforce and a discriminatory
workplace. In this discriminatory workplace argument, BART relied on the demographic
makeup of just the drivers and mechanics, although if they had included clerical, then this
would have certainly included more women, which makes it appear as though BART was
cherry-picking how they were analyzing demographics. They also made an argument
similar to UPE Local 390’s which was that there would be two tiers of employees: those
with the seniority and benefits of the ATU members and those hired directly by BART
without those same benefits. This, BART argued, would “destroy the very flexibility of
assignment so necessary to BART’s success.” In other words, BART management
wanted to set wages and benefits lower than what existing transit union members enjoyed
at area transit systems. Another problem with BART’s stance was that it also excluded
ACT from their argument about discrimination against nonwhites and women. BART
seemed to be using anti-discrimination laws as a way to keep out ATU rather than a real
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desire to promote fair hiring practices. For one thing, they ignored ACT statistics that
showed a high rate of minority employment as well as ignored clerical and other jobs that
often had more women than men possibly because these jobs did not pay as much as
mechanics and drivers, the craft union jobs.487 BART argued that they would be
violating federal equal employment laws in the case of Greyhound which was
predominantly white and male for preferential hiring at BART. This indicated that the
main problem for BART and UPE Local 390 was with ATU Local 1445, not Local
192.488
The NAACP also submitted a statement in support of BART’s position. The
NAACP outlined multiple times they had expressed their concern that the preferential
hiring of union members for BART jobs would violate civil rights of blacks and other
minorities. They requested data from the unions so they could have proof of the ethnic
composition of the unions which could show evidence of previous discrimination in
hiring by the transit agencies and companies.489
The labor movement and the civil rights movement in California had not always
moved in unison, and the civil rights leaders viewed the unions as more interested in
protecting their white members than fighting for equality on issues such as fair housing.
In 1958 during the Proposition 18 Right-to-Work campaign, proponents tried to convince
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black voters that non-compulsory union membership would open up more employment
opportunities for them by reducing the power of racist unions. Another benefit to black
workers would be for those in unions since a portion of their wages would no longer go
to support racist politics of union leadership. Although Proposition 18 did not pass, it
laid bare the conflict between equal employment and the unions maintaining closed shops
and seniority systems. This uneasy relationship between civil rights groups and labor
was tested once again in 1964 with Proposition 14 vote to end the short-lived 1963
California Fair Housing Law. Much to the disappointment of civil rights groups, union
members voted for the repeal in large numbers. Civil rights groups questioned their
support for labor if labor did not support their struggle for equal rights.490 In the 1950s
and 1960s, the industrial jobs decreased in San Francisco and increased in the East Bay
and this disproportionately benefited white workers. Black workers could not move to
some areas of the East Bay due to housing discrimination, and they did not have the
resources to commute to those jobs because they required a lengthy and costly commute
by public transit or the purchase of a car.491
Similar to the struggle over jobs in the Key System the late 1940s and early
1950s, the NAACP wanted more opportunity for black and Latino workers to gain
employment in BART instead of all jobs being awarded to mostly white union members.
It argued there was high unemployment in the black community of the Bay Area that
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justified this preference for people of color before giving union members preference.
According to the NAACP, “this agreement could leave the BART system open to a
massive civil rights lawsuit” because it would violate the U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Griggs v. Duke Power Company as well as the 1866 Civil Rights Act. The NAACP
specifically called out the past discrimination in unions as another reason not to give
union preferences to the union, and they wanted assurances that BART jobs would have a
certain number of non-white workers in each job category and that unions should provide
the ethnic demographic breakdown of their employees. They suggested that if the unions
could show that the hiring preference would be non-discriminatory, then perhaps a
lawsuit would not be necessary.492
In response, ATU pointed out that ACT had a better record of nonwhite hiring
than BART. In the ACT driver category, there were 725 white drivers, 335 black drivers,
and 58 drivers of likely Spanish descent based on their surnames. Out of the total Local
192 membership of 1,454, the membership consisted of 357 black members, 68 Spanish
surname members, and 16 of American Indian descent. Both the number of drivers and
the total union membership consisted of greater than 30 percent nonwhite compared to
the 18 percent of nonwhite workforce hired at BART. In the matter of Greyhound,
although the workforce had a lower percentage of nonwhites than Local 192 and ACT,
the fact of the matter was that Greyhound had a much larger service area, and the low
percentage of nonwhites working still exceeded some of the service area. ATU argued
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that the priority system could result in more hiring of blacks by BART than they
currently had in their workforce. From the perspective of ATU, there was no
discrimination in hiring that could be proven, but, even if BART could prove that, the
union argued that this was irrelevant to the 1964 UMTA because the purpose of the act
was to preserve the job protections of current transit system employees.493
On the matter of how many workers should be hired from which system, ATU
suggested that the proper way to do this would not be as BART suggested to allocate jobs
equally, but to examine which workers would stand to lose the most from BART
operation. In order to make a proper determination, ATU argued that the arbitrator
should ask for a list of prospective employees from the existing transit systems to aid in
figuring out allocation. Until these employees, particularly Greyhound and ACT, had the
opportunity for priority hiring and working at BART, a representation election should not
be held. This point was critical to ATU because they pointed to all of the work that went
into the 1968 13(c) agreement, and that BART simply brushed that aside and attempted
“to unilaterally compose a work force” rather than follow the agreement.494 This
arbitration argued that job losses will be across all departments of ACT, much of it due to
the elimination of transbay lines. Additionally, ATU argued that it was not clear that the
feeder lines to BART stations would be successful.495
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In Local 192 bulletins, in September and October 1971, Local 192 leaders
suggested that they might only experience workplace disruptions due to the
reconfiguration of service rather than outright job losses. Though ATU brought up the
possibility of job losses as the main issue, the other issue of representation no doubt
loomed behind all of this. It’s likely that ATU believed that BART’s unwillingness to
follow the 13(c) agreement was merely a ploy to avoid hiring ATU members so that
BART could negotiate from scratch with a new union (or no union) and negotiate for
lower wages and fewer benefits to try and not burden the system which had already gone
over budget in the construction phase. Cordeiro suggested that they should consider
refusing to provide service to BART stations if they did not receive a favorable
arbitration ruling.496
In June 1972, Kagel made a “partial award” decision in favor of the unions in the
1968 13(c) agreement. As a condition of the award, existing ACT workers had to fill out
a questionnaire; until that happened, BART could not hire new employees.497 By July
15, 1972, Kagel had made his full decision based on the union members that could be
impacted the most by the elimination of service that overlapped with BART. He ruled
that the Peerless Stage (ATU 1225) employees would be given first priority, then
Greyhound West (ATU 1471), followed by ACT (ATU), Muni (TWU), and finally
Southern Pacific (IBEW) commuter train employees. Based on the questionnaires
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returned, the ruling impacted 1,200 employees: drivers, clerical workers, and
maintenance personnel.498
Stokes sought to reassure the existing workers that the hiring of these transit
union employees would not affect their status, apparently in an effort to tamp down
criticism from UPE Local 390 officials who claimed that the incoming union members
with their benefits retained from their current jobs would create a two-tiered system of
haves and have-nots. Those from existing systems could retain nearly all of their
seniority such as pensions, vacation time, and driving shifts, but they would have to start
over in rank. The still unresolved issue of which union would represent all of the
workers remained, and that decision would be handled by the California State
Conciliation Service.499
For wages, if the workers brought over wages higher than the BART rate, they
were to be “red-circled,” meaning they would have 7 percent added to those rates that
would then be placed in the employees’ BART pension plan until the BART wage caught
up to the wage brought over from the former position. The arbitrator ruled that
Greyhound and Peerlesss Stages employees would be paid $5.35 per hour because they
were previously paid per mile. This meant that Local 192 employees might not be paid
as well as those other ATU union members initially.500 Local 192 was expecting a 6
percent increase by ACT effective July 1, 1972, so this assurance of full compensation
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was important.501 Local 192 enjoyed some of the highest transit wages in the country,
which explained their desire to make sure that members did not receive less if they
moved over to BART.502
ATU warned members interested in applying for jobs at BART to watch out for
UPE Local 390 misrepresenting itself as the bargaining unit for BART. Although they
had members at BART, UPE Local 390 had yet to become the bargaining agent for
BART. They also pointed out that UPE Local 390 had fought against existing transit
system union members being able to apply for jobs without first showing evidence that
their jobs had been adversely affected. ATU also argued that UPE Local 390 claims of
job losses were not accurate, and that their threats to strike and pursue legal action were
meant to intimidate Kagel.503
UPE Local 390 wrote to Kagel and asked that he reconsider his partial June 20,
1972, ruling in favor of ATU. They argued that bringing in the outside transit workers
would continue to bolster the largely white demographic and interfere with the progress
that had been made with the BART program to hire from non-white groups. They argued
that this new group coming in with higher wages and better benefits would then create a
two-tiered, unequal system with a largely white workforce with higher pay and better
benefits and a non-white workforce with lower pay and benefits, but in many cases they
would be working the same positions. They also pointed out that there was no way to
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solve this disparity by collective bargaining because the collective bargaining agent had
not been determined and probably would not be by the time BART operations began.
They demanded that if any workers came to work at BART through the priority hiring
system, then BART workers should receive those same higher wages and more generous
benefits.504
Local 192 workers had the option of returning to ACT if things did not work out
at BART within a six-month period. They were essentially on a leave of absence from
ACT.505 Sixteen Local 192 members transferred over to positions at BART.506
Approximately one-third of 54 prospective BART job seekers from Local 192 were listed
as being from nonwhite populations.507 In total, 1,105 applications came from all of the
unions in the 13(c) agreement following the June 1972 decision. But only 73 applicants
out of 600 from ATU locals actually began work at BART.508
ATU could claim a victory in the arbitration with all three locals receiving the top
three preferences to seek BART jobs. This did not come without costly arbitration and a
souring of labor relations with BART, who appeared to be seeking a way to restructure
labor relations to favor management priorities of controlling costs by getting out of 13(c)
arrangements they agreed to 1968. They attempted to rely on historical animosity
between African Americans and labor unions though that did not have much to do with
resolving the 13(c) issue as the Kagel ruling indicated since he did not appear to take that
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argument into consideration. The bitter dispute with BART and UPE Local 390 may
have led to a reduced number of applicants actually transferring over because of wage
issues. If so, this was a win for BART. From ATU perspective, Local 192 had not
practiced discrimination and BART sought to get out of its 13(c) by arguing that ATU
was racist and would perpetuate that at BART which would expose BART to civil rights
lawsuits.
ATU had a lot more skill with 13(c) by this point, understood the stakes of the
arbitration, and that a ruling in BART’s favor could really deal a blow to 13(c) because
then other transit systems could point to that as a reason to challenge local 13(c)
agreements everywhere and weaken ATU locals’ ability to move to public transit systems
with their full wages and benefits. In a sense, the 13(c) process worked as it should have
with ATU members receiving wages and benefits and seniority as they moved to BART.
The difference was that they were coming from a mix of private and public systems so
those at the public system already had high wages unlike situations where financially
strapped private systems had been taken over and could immediately offer higher wages.
4.6 ATU and UPE Strike Together
BART began operations in September 1972 and ACT shifted buses off of some
routes that duplicated BART service. As ACT had agreed to, they removed some
transbay routes, but they also retained most of them. As Bingham had suggested to Local
192, a service expansion for ACT did occur with the opening of BART. The largest
service changes occurred in the East Bay. ACT reorganized many of their routes to serve
as feeder lines to BART stations, and they eliminated East Bay express routes that
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offered service similar to BART routes. ACT established the East Bay local service in
the suburbs and operated it, but a combination of federal and state funding meant that
ACT did not have to fund it. BART plans included eventually building stations more
accessible to East Bay communities, so BART sought to establish a base of ridership for
those future stations. This new ACT service, though, occurred in less populated areas,
while ACT gave up service in the more heavily populated areas.509 ACT found this
arrangement with the cities in Contra Costa County difficult to maintain because requests
for service changes and other modifications that ACT could not meet. ACT pushed back
on county demands because Bingham did not want to add more employees to handle the
service, geographically the cities were just too far out from the core service area of the
transit district, and ACT thought that BART often ignored suggestions about improving
coordination.510 A major coordination effort took place when ACT had to call in buses to
substitute for BART service when President Nixon and Pat Nixon rode BART in
September 1972, soon after BART service commenced.511
Local 192 members may have had second thoughts about transferring when ACT
introduced the promised East Bay feeder service that helped offset the reduction in
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transbay routes.512 In addition, some serious safety questions about the BART automated
train technology emerged. Three weeks after BART began operations, a train ran off of
the end of the platform at the Fremont station, derisively known as the “Fremont Flyer.”
Investigators found the cause of the accident to be the automated train control system,
which had been a major reason for cost overruns and the delay of BART beginning
operations. Stokes, already under fire for the cost overruns and delay of the system
opening, departed in May 1974 when the Bay Area state legislators insisted on his
removal in exchange for BART to receive more state funding.513 He soon found a
position as the head of the ATA successor, the America Public Transit Association
(APTA), where he would continue his crusade against 13(c).
ATU President John M. Elliott, a critic of Stokes’s leadership, piled on additional
criticism of the automated train control. He ridiculed BART as a tax-funded effort to put
transit workers out of work at the same time as the country faced rising unemployment,
so for other cities “[t]o spend further billions of dollars to create further unemployment is
both stupid and ridiculous.” In addition to threatening transit worker jobs, this
automation threatened the lives of passengers, and “[a]ll those responsible for allowing
the BART trains to operate under the control of mechanical gadgets instead of under the
direct control of a motorman, are guilty of gross negligence.”514
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Despite his criticism of the BART engineering shortfalls, Elliott recognized the
opportunity and importance of ATU establishing a strong representation presence after
years of work. Elliott visited the Bay Area in March 1973, and Local 192 hosted a dinner
for him to meet BART workers following the certification by the state of California for
clerical, transportation, maintenance, security, and supervisory groups to participate in a
representation election. The certification specified that the clerical, maintenance, and
transportation units would negotiate together as a joint council. In April, Kagel assisted
in planning the BART elections. Cordeiro, a veteran of multiple elections, offered his
services. In addition to Local 192, officers in the other ATU Locals 1225 and 1471 and
ATU International officers assisted in the push to organize BART workers. ATU
established Local 1555, and it won the representation vote for transportation with 142
votes out of a total of 209. UPE Local 390 received the second most with 45 votes. UPE
Local 390 performed better with clerical and maintenance workers and won
representation for those two groups. As ATU and Cordeiro had feared, UPE Local 390
gained a foothold in the representation battle by signing up BART workers early on, and
they ended up with over 800 members in the clerical and mechanical units.515
The following year, in June 1973, both Local 1555 and UPE Local 390 threatened
to strike over new BART employees lack of equal pay with those who had moved from
existing transit systems. The pay gap resulted in some employees being paid more than
$2 per hour more than others. BART management planned to bridge the pay gap, but
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they could not do so all at one time and cited of severe budget constraints as the
reason.516 Although ATU charted the new local as Local 1555 for the operators and
terminal employees, the immediate need for negotiations on behalf the local meant that
they had to hastily appoint a negotiating committee rather than elect a full leadership
slate. The negotiating team rejected the offer by BART, but BART negotiators insisted
that their offer be put to a vote by the full membership despite the negotiating
committee’s rejection of the offer. The membership rejected the offer by a large
margin.517 This synchronicity between the two unions was a remarkable development
considering the acrimonious arbitration proceedings. However, once both unions found
themselves under the same transit authority, they found common cause over reaching a
consistent wage scale.
The negotiations went nowhere as management claimed that union demands
would cost $5 million. After negotiations failed in July 1973, approximately 800 UPE
Local 390 workers and 300 Local 1555 workers went on a strike. The strike
inconvenienced approximately 35,000 daily BART riders in the East Bay. ACT put
special bus routes into service to attempt to make up for the loss of BART trains. The
strike resembled the past strikes by Local 192 with massive traffic backups due to
automobile traffic over the Bay Bridge, though this time the traffic jams appeared parallel
to rapid transit tracks. Additionally, the reduction in commuter bus routes meant that
commuters had even fewer options.518
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Although Cordeiro was not part of the negotiating team, he provided assistance
with his experience in multiple contract votes and also offered any other assistance the
Local 192 office could provide.519 Both Local 1555 and UPE Local 390 unions dropped
the demand for equal wages for both transferring employees and new employees, but
BART insisted that the new negotiating point remained too expensive.520 After the strike
had dragged on for almost a month, all sides finally agreed to a three-year contract with a
wage increase and a prohibition on strikes or lockouts.521 The Local 1555 membership
voted in favor of the contract 163 to 8 on July 31 and UPE Local 390 voted 304 to 124 in
favor. The contract resulted in an immediate raise for ATU 1555 operators from $5.34 to
$5.98 per hour and projected to be over $8 per hour in the third year with the cost-ofliving adjustments. The contract also included specifications on a host of working
conditions and fringe benefits.522
The wage increase won by the unions exceeded the Nixon Administration’s
Economic Stabilization Program standards, but the review concluded that the contract
was the result of an attempt to bring those workers up to wage standards found in the rest
of the mass transit systems in the Bay Area. Still, new BART employees made 13.3 to
39.3 percent less than the workers who transferred from other systems.523 Section 13(c)
was not mentioned during the negotiations and strike, but 13(c) negotiations led directly
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to the 1973 BART strike because of pay disparity that resulted from the 1968 13(c)
agreement being enforced. At the same time, UPE Local 390 ended up representing more
divisions at BART than ATU, so they could claim a victory of sorts. Though ATU and
UPE had fought over the transferring employees, ATU attempted to get rid of the twotiered system since it now affected their new members as well as UPE members. Though
far fewer existing union members from Local 192 and other unions transferred to BART
than perhaps UPE Local 390 President Paul Varacalli feared, Local 1555 joined with
UPE Local 390 to strike in a failed attempt to eliminate the two-tiered system Varacalli
had raised concerns about.
Conclusion
The bitter arbitration battle left both sides unsatisfied, but ATU ultimately won
rights to BART positions and established a new ATU local to represent BART workers.
A massive mass transit project meant to reduce automobile use, it also led to
jurisdictional labor union dispute and contributed to a backlash of 13(c) as BART
management characterized the efforts of Local 192 as holding up the operation of the
system over unreasonable demands for BART to hire any Local 192 member, and BART
dismissed the adverse impact on jobs that Local 192 claimed because BART had not yet
begun operations. In the short term, BART management appeared to be correct as Local
192 members did not appear to have lost much with the introduction of BART service.
ACT did make some route reductions in the transbay service, but they successfully
retained some routes and expanded service in both Alameda County and Contra Costa
County to transport commuters to outlying BART stations. This expansion of service
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meant job stability for drivers as well as the other members including mechanics and the
clerical departments. The large job losses feared by Local 192 did not happen. The low
number of Local 192 members that decided to take BART jobs probably had something
to do with the lower pay offered and joining a completely new local. Also, the fact that
ATU only gained representation for the operating department meant that workers in other
departments would be represented by UPE Local 390, which, considering all of the bad
blood that had developed during the drawn-out negotiations, probably did not appeal to
those members when they could remain with ACT and benefit from the generous
contracts Local 192 managed to win from ACT in the early 1970s. The 1968 13(c)
agreement ended up ensuring that Local 192 workers transferring to BART in the
operations department continued to receive their current wages as well as provided an
argument for UPE Local 390 and Local 1555 to demand the same for other BART
workers. Once ATU Local 1555 and UPE Local 390 settled the representation fight, they
could focus on negotiating the first contract with BART. Yet this high-profile episode
left questions about local 13(c) agreements and the streamlining of the determinations of
adverse impact, an issue that would take on even greater importance in the 1970s with
operating funds as well as capital funds available from the federal government for
publicly owned transit systems. Those transit systems would come to rely on that federal
funding more and more as the increasingly poor economy in the 1970s impacted local
and state government resources that could be allocated for transit, and elected officials
looked to curb budgets in cities like Atlanta.
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CHAPTER 5: LOCAL 192 LABOR MILITANCY, THE LIMITATIONS OF THE
STRIKE, AND THE TAX REVOLT IN THE 1970S

Introduction
By the 1970s, ACT managers had moved a long way away from the early, more
cooperative, days with Local 192. The rosy financial outlook of the early and mid-1960s
began to darken with the introduction of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system,
cuts to the profitable transbay service, and the need to shift more resources to BART
feeder lines in the East Bay in the mid-to-late-1970s. In addition to altering service to
meet the demands of BART in the early 1970s, ACT management also found themselves
locked into increasingly more expensive contracts with Local 192. The relatively easy
negotiations of that first contract seemed long ago by the 1970s when the union went on
multiple strikes.524
Local 192 president Edward A. Cordeiro led the push for more generous
contracts, and ACT agreed to arbitration to resolve disputes. When arbitration results
continued to favor Local 192, ACT began to push back on Local 192 demands,
particularly for cost-of-living increases. Often tied to the Consumer Price Index (CPI),
the cost-of-living increase became a key provision in contracts because it was keeping the
value of the pay constant over time if prices increased depending on the baseline year for
calculating the CPI. In addition to boosting wages, Local 192 also desired the inclusion
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of the cost-of-living clause to bring their contracts up to the level of the Transit Workers
Union (TWU) at the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (Muni).
Local 192 reaped financial rewards from maintaining and improving the cost-ofliving clause in contracts, but ACT management, with the encouragement of the ACT
board, began to resist the inclusion of the cost-of-living clause. This clause—combined
with rising gas prices, legislative actions, and voter initiatives—put the squeeze on the
ACT budget by the mid-to-late 1970s. The state legislative actions and voter initiatives
were in part due to Local 192 and other public sector unions’ hefty contracts and militant
activity.
By 1970, 18 percent of the labor force worked in the public sector, and public
sector union membership had reached unparalleled heights. Those four million workers
did not hesitate to demonstrate this strength by going on strike hundreds of times a total
of 478 in 1975, a remarkable increase from 15 in 1958. This union activity in the public
sector drew comparisons to the private sector unionism of the 1930s. In the 1960s, some
larger cities, including New York City and Philadelphia, began bargaining with public
sector unions, and Executive Order 10988 signed by President John F. Kennedy in 1962
allowed for more than 2 million federal workers to participate in collective
bargaining. During the same decade, 22 states allowed for public sector collective
bargaining. Though these laws represented a step forward for public sector unions, they
often included restrictions that private sector unions did not have. Public workers created
a strike wave from 1965 to 1975 in response to the inadequacy those existing laws as well
as the absence of laws in other states. Labor leaders argued that without the proper
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mechanisms for collective bargaining, they could not bargain effectively and the strikes
by rank-and-file would continue to occur.525
The souring economy also fueled the strike activity in private sectors such as
automobile manufacturing, airlines, and mining.526 One of the reasons for the rise in
union militancy against companies was the difficult situation many companies ended up
in by the late 1960s. They were unwilling to meet labor demands for wages and benefits
at the same level that they had provided in the early 1960s when the economy soared
partially due to government spending on the Vietnam War. The war spending began to
have much less of a positive effect on the economy by the end of the 1960s and inflation
caused prices to rise.527
As the 1970s dragged on, states and municipalities ended up in similar situations.
Public employee strikes increased both in the number of strikes and the number of
workers involved, particularly with regards to establishing collective bargaining rights.528
Unlike the transition from private to public experienced by mass transit workers, other
public employees had to expend more of an effort to establish collective bargaining such
as teachers and nurses, so there was somewhat of a different purpose.529 Perhaps the
most significant strike of this period was the 1970 postal strike, an example of a wildcat
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strike by rank-and-file.530 This strike led to recognition of collective bargaining rights
and many beneficial concessions on wages.531
The American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFLCIO) established the Public Employees Department (PED) in 1974 as a result of the large
public sector union membership and the need for coordination. A Government
Employees Council had existed since 1945, and the PED merged with that existing
group. The PED held its first convention in November 1974. AFL-CIO President
George Meany urged militancy and that the same tactics used against private employers
applied to public workers because “if that guy happens to be the mayor of the city or the
governor of a state, it doesn't make a damn bit of difference.” Among other things, the
PED sought to keep tabs on “legislative activities at all levels of government.”532
The AFL-CIO found it difficult to wrangle public unions’ competing interests
until it created the PED to organize a cohesive strategy, even so deep divisions remained
among the group. The Service Employees International Union (SEIU) and American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) had already been at
odds over territory with regards to organizing public sector workers, and the SEIU
disagreed with the strategy to draw up an entirely new law protecting public sector unions
and advocated for amending the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) to include public
sector unions instead. AFL-CIO in-fighting prevented a cohesive strategy with bad
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feelings between AFSCME President Jerry Wurf and Meaney over Vietnam War policy
and support of Democrat George McGovern’s presidential campaign in 1971.533
Just as important as developing a strategy for organizing would be to push back
against traditional anti-labor forces, such as the National Association of Manufacturers
(NAM), as well as the growing conservative movement in the 1970s. For instance, the
conservative Richard Viguerie, who ran a mailing list and fundraising operation, helped
elect Republican Orrin Hatch of Utah to the Senate in 1976, and Hatch soon played a
leading role in filibustering labor law reform. However, politicians looking to be elected
in either party could potentially be sympathetic to that ideology. One Democratic senator
warned that this “radical” movement should not be ignored because it “does not appeal to
reason or tradition to make its case” and “appeals to emotion, to elementary fears and raw
prejudices.”534 This anti-union activity would contribute to an anti-tax group in
California in the 1970s that would, among other things, target public employees as part of
the problem with high property taxes, and lead to the passage of Proposition 13.
Local 192 president Edward Cordeiro continued his aggressive stance towards
ACT management, and everyone else it seems, and led Local 192 through two strikes in
1970 and 1974 over wages and benefits. A financial scandal and disputes with other
members led to Cordeiro’s resignation in 1975, and voting irregularities marred the 1976
election. The new president and the first African American Local 192 member to hold
that office, John Wesley, unwisely led Local 192 into another strike in 1977-1978, which
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ended up being largely unsuccessful against effort a defiant ACT that had to deal with
budget constraints. The passage of Proposition 13 in 1978 dealt a financial blow to ACT,
beginning a period of transit system contraction.
5.1 Cordeiro and the Strike Strategy
In the early 1970s, Local 192 members continued to be employed in a valuable
public service that continued to receive funding. Increased air pollution, overbuilt
expressways, and the energy crisis created a climate of support for more mass transit. In
addition to commuter routes with riders who might choose mass transit instead of driving,
many recognized mass transit’s public service role for those who could not drive: the
young, the elderly, and the disabled.535 This public service mission, however, did not
mean that Local 192 eased off its demands. Cordeiro proved to be a wily negotiator at
the bargaining table with ACT, particularly when it came to securing cost-of-living
provisions. ACT sought to restructure the cost-of-living provision as inflation drove up
prices more than they expected, but Local 192 wanted to maintain the provision and
requested terms more favorable to the union. When ACT balked at these demands,
Cordeiro made good on promises to strike despite running the risk of angering the public
over public employees causing rush hour mayhem.
The 1950s collective bargaining agreement for the transit district favored Local
192 with discretionary arbitration, collective bargaining, and no specific language on the
right to strike.536 Moreover, some in management, like ACT attorney (and later ACT
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president) Robert Nisbet, believed that it was in the best interest of ACT to pay workers
well, especially since they had been so underpaid by the Key System.537 This strategy
prevented strikes, but, by the late 1960s, the ACT budget began to show signs of
inadequate revenue to support ever expanding wages and benefits even with the rising
operating revenues as a result of the service expansion. The main driver of the operating
expenses were wages and benefits that, by 1964, consumed 66.3 percent of the total
revenue. In September 1965, an arbitration panel awarded Local 192 wages and benefits
that increased the ACT budget for personnel by 6.5 percent, leading ACT to raise
transbay and children's fares. In 1967, ACT managed to stay in the black due to higher
transbay travel, anticipated higher property tax revenue, and reduced diesel fuel costs due
to state tax relief.538
In 1967, the first major dispute between Local 192 and ACT recalled some of the
animosity between Local 192 and the old Key System. ACT offered Local 192 a 15
percent increase in wages and benefits, but Local 192 turned this down because,
according to ACT, Local 192 wanted everything to be the same as Transit Workers
Union (TWU) Local 250A received from Muni, an unrealistic demand according to ACT.
From ACT's perspective, Local 192 backed away from an earlier commitment to
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compromise, and ACT also stressed its obligation to run a system for the public good
rather than for profit. ACT pointed out that negotiations based on the Muni wages was
not good policy because wages were set by city charter that pinned their wages to the two
highest systems in the country, one of those being New York City, where the outcome of
the 1966 strike left the city paying the transit systems workers very high wages. ACT
viewed binding arbitration as the only remaining solution since the union did not accept
the ACT offer, and ACT believed that a strike would only result in reducing the ridership,
perhaps on a permanent level.539 A state conciliator arrived to work out a compromise,
though Local 192 members participated in a brief strike after the contract expired on May
31. The strike lasted only hours before membership voted to approve the three-year
contract that meant bus drivers became the highest paid in the nation. The contract
included a cost-of-living adjustment that would begin in January 1969 and potentially
raise drivers’ wages to $4.03 per hour rather than the $4.50 per hour requested by Local
192.540
The ACT board voted to increase the transbay fare and East Bay token fares by
five cents effective July 1, 1969, because of a projected deficit due in large part to labor
costs that made up 76 percent of the budget. These East Bay token fares had been in
effect since the Key System, and ACT pointed to the labor as the reason for the fare
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increase.541 Cordeiro denied that wages were to blame for ACT’s projected $4 million
deficit for the 1969 fiscal year, pointing instead to problems with collecting fares and
other issues.542

Figure 1: ACT Expenditures 1969-1970 Source: Transit Times, June 1969

By 1970, ACT decided that they could no longer meet union demands. Although
the union asked for a lower wage increase than ACT offered, they wanted the wage
increase immediately rather than spread out over two years, and they also wanted a larger
cost-of-living increase, twice as large as ACT offered.543 In an April 1970 letter to the
Alameda County Central Labor Council (ACCLC) requesting a strike authorization,
Cordeiro clearly stated that the “goal is parity with San Francisco.” Cordeiro believed
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that if Local 192 voted for a strike before the May 31 deadline, then that would persuade
ACT to move towards the Local 192 position.544
Cordeiro understood that ACT wanted to avoid a strike, and he sought to use that
as leverage. Unlike his predecessor, K. F. Hensel, who had largely met the demands of
Local 192 in the 1960s, ACT General Manager Al Bingham pointed out that the labor
demands of the new 18-month contract “would represent an increase in our total annual
labor cost of nearly seventy percent!” Bingham also made the point that ACT’s offer
would be the least expensive in terms of raising the property tax. Bingham suspected
ATU wanted to get wages higher than TWU to have the strongest hand in getting support
from BART workers for representation.545 ATU General Executive Board member
Merlin Gerkin, in town for negotiations, denied this.546
Rather than arbitration, the two sides submitted their claims to a fact-finding
panel, though that the panel’s recommendations would not have to be honored by either
side as would a decision by an arbitrator.547 The fact-finding panel did not make much
progress to stop the strike, partly due to Local 192 officials walking out of the meeting
when ACT officials refused to rule out taking the union to court.548
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The negotiations failed, and the strike began on June 1, 1970, led by the “militant
Division Local 192 president,” as the Oakland Tribune referred to Cordeiro.549 After 11
days of the strike, ACT rejected a proposal from Local 192 arguing that the money didn’t
exist to give the wage increases in addition to the cost-of-living formula. Bingham
suggested that the strike might be illegal under state law, and that the negotiations should
continue after the workers return to their jobs.550
The 200,000 daily riders affected by the strike included 35,000 transbay
commuters and 27,000 school children. As with other strikes, the captive riders—the
elderly, the poor, and the disabled—suffered the most.551 Despite this inconvenience, one
member of the riding public expressed her support to the ACT board of directors for
paying Local 192 members the same as Muni because of what she considered the
excellent service they showed her.552
Nisbet went to court to request a restraining order against Local 192. He argued
that a strike by public employees was not allowed under the California Public Utilities
Code, in addition to lower court decisions with conflicting views on the legality of public
employee strikes.553 The judge agreed, but Nisbet didn’t seriously pursue using the order
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against the union. One reason was that he didn’t see how they would get the entire union
thrown into jail for noncompliance, and another reason was that ACT had already had
enough negative press coverage due to the strike that they didn’t need any more
reminders for the public of their inability to resolve the strike. The union challenged the
restraining order in the court system, and that resulted in Superior Court Judge Robert L.
Bostick siding with the union on their ability to strike.554 He decided that the transit
district law did not specifically prohibit the union from striking. Though Bostick
disappointed ACT management with his ruling, the ACT newsletter Transit Times
credited Bostick with acting as an unofficial mediator to convince both sides to end the
strike and then continue negotiations. On June 20, the buses commenced operations after
ACT and Local 192 agreed to arbitration based on the fact-finding committee. ACT also
agreed to pay an interim wage increase.555
In November 1970, an arbitrator ruled in favor of Local 192, and they received a
one-year contract with generous raises that would later prove problematic for the ACT
budget. One other provision in the arbitrator’s decision related to notices to see
superintendents for infractions, and the decision specifically stated that they “shall be
kept at a minimum.” The decision also stated that drivers should be paid for the time
they spent talking to the superintendents, unless the discussion related to an accident that
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the drivers had.556 This adjustment to discipline procedures had been long sought after
by Cordeiro and others.
In March 1971, Bingham sought to alter the contract rather than simply extending
it. ACT, he believed, could no longer afford the generous wages and benefits of previous
agreements. In addition, ACT notified Local 192 of their intent to use binding arbitration
for any issues that they could not work out through the regular negotiation process.
Although the transit district law had allowed for this option all along, the ACT board of
directors decided to develop a more formal policy.557
The 1971 contract negotiations once again collapsed as the union voted to reject
the ACT contract offer during a June 22, 1971, meeting.558 An agreement was eventually
reached for a one-year contract and then negotiate on a new two-year contract in 1972.
As Local 192 prepared for 1972 contract negotiations, they planned to push ACT to
match benefits and working conditions with Muni and Golden Gate Transit, a public
commuter bus service to counties north of San Francisco represented by ATU Local
1225. They also wanted to raise wages for the mechanical department. In the pages of
the ATU newspaper In Transit, driver A. T. “Buddy” Holland made the point that the
mechanical department “are union brothers and just because the company tries to play
‘pork barrel’ politics by offering a crumb to the majority (operating) hoping that the
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minority (mechanical) will be outvoted is no reason we should fall for such tactics. This
is a labor organization and our attitude should be ‘one for all and all for one.’”559
Policies coming out of Washington, D.C., further complicated these contract
negotiations. The involvement of the Richard M. Nixon Administration in energy policy
moved beyond many previous administrations, and Nixon showed that he would take this
regulatory stance further when he instituted wage and price controls to combat inflation, a
move that directly contradicted his stance in the 1968 campaign. Nixon viewed this
support of price controls as a way to assure his re-election.560 However, Phase II
complicated contract negotiations because of the limits on wages imposed by the Pay
Board. This impacted unions that wanted to increase their wages to meet rising inflation
that meant their contracts negotiated several years ago could be meaningless due to
inflation. As a result, unions sought to improve non-wage areas of fringe benefits such as
health insurance and pensions.561
The wage and price controls did not sit well with ATU local divisions such as
Local 192 as they negotiated contracts and then had to postpone wage increases. In order
to avoid a cap on what they could potentially earn due to the wage controls, Local 192
won Nixon Administration Price Control Phase II approval for the cost-of-living contract
provision that meant they received some of the highest transit wages in the country from
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hard fought contract negotiations “and not given through the generous attitude of the
company.”562
These negotiations proved successful for Local 192 as they achieved an average
raise of 6.2 percent for all members in addition to the cost-of-living increases granted
after the Pay Board appeal. The increased wage placed the bus drivers among the top six
highest paid in the major transit system in the country.563 In addition, Local 192 won
better pension benefits through arbitration in July 1972.564 While a benefit for
employees, this new contract put ACT under additional strain with a budget estimate that
forecasted revenue losses as a result of providing additional service to BART stations and
losing riders that changed travel patterns in order to only ride on trains.565
The two sides required further arbitration to resolve the formula for the retroactive
cost-of-living payments, and the arbitrator ruled in favor of Local 192. ACT had to pay
a total of $2.5 million in cost-of-living to Local 192 members. This resulted in each
member being paid $1,050 retroactive pay to October 1972 and $1.13 per hour in
additional pay going forward. ACT disagreed with the arbitrator’s decision, Local 192’s
attorney advised them to take the matter to court following the arbitrator’s ruling, and a
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judge ordered ACT to begin the payments. This boosted the pay of drivers to $6.62 per
hour (the highest in the country) and mechanics to $8.03 per hour.566
None other than former BART adversary United Public Employees Local 390
Executive Secretary Paul Varacalli supported the stance of Local 192. In a July 1974
letter to the Oakland Tribune, Varacalli pointed out that this dispute over the cost-ofliving increase was self-inflicted because ACT accepted it “with a full understanding of
its implications.” ACT “were banking on (a) the cost of living tapering off or (b) the
federal wage control board to bail them out.” When ACT began paying, they portrayed
this as meeting their obligation, but Varacalli found this insufficient because this “should
have been received all along during the past year.”567 Local 192 outmaneuvered ACT in
contract negotiations and forced arbitration, and ACT mistakenly believed that economic
forces would reduce their obligations to Local 192.
For the upcoming contract negotiations, ACT decided that they had to develop a
new strategy because, in addition to the labor contract, ACT faced a bleak financial
picture due in large part to fuel prices projected to double in the next year. ACT sought
to control this by raising transbay and special service fares, renegotiating the contract
with Local 192, and seeking more support from the state.568 The ACT board of directors
thought that the contracts had become much too generous and they would not be able to
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afford constantly escalating wages and benefits every two years.569 Some board members
sympathized with the union and wanted to meet their contract demands, but, when they
looked over the financial situation of the transit agency, they didn’t see how they could
meet such high wage demands and still fund the rest of the system.570 ACT management
and the board argued that drivers received the highest wage in the nation at $6.62 per
hour, and that increasing that to meet the union demands would completely blow up the
budget and saddle ACT with a $46.7 million deficit. This added cost would also lead to
property tax increases. ACT pointed out that even just the wage increase it offered would
be a drag on the budget by forcing ACT to dip into its reserve funds.571
In order to reach a contract that they believed to be more reasonable, the ACT
board of directors brought in John A. Dash, a Pennsylvania-based labor relations
consultant and transit economist, to organize the ACT side of the negotiations. Dash had
recently been involved in other negotiations, including some involving 13(c). He
encouraged the board to take a hard stand against the union. ACT did not want the strike,
but Dash strongly pushed to negotiate a lower contract with the union, which may not
have been a good strategy.572 Cordeiro believed Dash had been brought in because he
“has openly expressed hostility to the wage levels and benefits granted transit workers
and employees generally on the West Coast.”573
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They were on the verge of going into arbitration to resolve the contract dispute,
but the ACT board of directors did not agree with the union’s demands for choosing the
arbitration board, and the union voted to strike beginning on July 1, 1974.574 On July 19,
Local 192 held a rally with members and their families then marched to ACT
headquarters to demand to see Bingham. Up until this point, Bingham had been relying
on the managers to handle negotiations and he had largely stayed out of the discussions.
As over 1,000 marchers crowded into the ACT headquarters, the size of the crowd in a
small hallway caused windows to break as they chanted “We want Bingham!” Bingham
and other managers met with Local 192 leaders, and he assured them that he would be
involved in future discussions with the management negotiators. Cordeiro trumpeted this
success, and then announced the availability of the first strike relief checks from ATU
which members received after three weeks on strike.575
A group of citizens organized the AC Transit Get Em Rolling Committee, and
they circulated a petition that advocated using the courts to force the Local 192 members
back to work while negotiations continued. Businessmen in Oakland and Berkeley also
looked to the courts to force workers to return, and they considered using the MeyersMilias-Brown Act which governed collective bargaining between public agencies and
public employee unions. Both of these groups represented the frustration of the 200,000
daily commuters impacted by the seemingly endless.576 Although BART had begun
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operations, it did not have the same coverage as ACT did into the two East Bay
counties.577
The July negotiations produced a contract offer of a 53 cents per hour increase
over a three period to $7.15 per hour for a basic wage as well as a 26 percent cost-ofliving increase over the same period. Local 192 leadership did not fully support the offer,
presented it to the membership, and they voted down the proposal 554 to 349. Local 192
held a second vote and this vote also fell short of approval 793 to 727. The strike
continued into August with the addition of two other members in the negotiating team,
Oakland Mayor John Reading and State Conciliator Thomas Nicolopulos. Reading
began meeting with both sides around August 23 in an informal capacity, and met with
both the Local 192 negotiating team and the officers. Meanwhile, the ACT budget
drifted into the red due to the lack of operating income, and directors began to consider
raising property taxes.578
Sensing a situation spiraling out of control, ATU President Dan Maroney had
insisted on the second Local 192 contract vote because of reports that the first election
had been conducted in a way that unduly influenced members to vote a certain way and
had not been done in secrecy. Cordeiro agreed with Maroney’s characterization and
observed that “many of the members didn’t understand provisions of the new contract
and some members didn’t want them to understand.” The Local 192 team that negotiated
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with ACT consisted of both officers and rank-and-file members, and they all thought that
the contract was a good deal and encouraged membership to approve it. This proved
difficult to do because the “meeting was interrupted by boos, catcalls and thumbs-down
gestures while Cordeiro was reading a summary, and other officers tried to defend it.”579
In addition to the shouting and intimidation during the meeting, not all members used
voting booths for privacy, and Local 192 officers not on the negotiating team stationed
themselves near the voting area and voiced their displeasure with the proposed
agreement. In addition to ordering a second vote, Maroney also requested the State
Conciliation Service observe the second election to prevent the sort of behavior that
marred the first one. An editorial in the Oakland Tribune urged more of the membership
to come out to vote since the first election only saw less than 1,000 of the total
membership of 1,656 vote.580
By August 15, the situation did not appear to be improving, Dash returned to
Pennsylvania, and ATU International Vice Presidents Mel Schoppert and James LaSala
also returning home. Each side accused the other of misrepresenting the facts. Cordeiro
accused Dash of taking control of all aspects of negotiations and taking off the table ACT
concessions for higher wages, more generous benefits, and a favorable cost-of-living
formula. ACT management argued that Dash served an advisory capacity only, and
“[t]hat’s just incredible, because Dash is not in that position. He doesn’t make
decisions.”581
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The negotiations finally led to an agreement, and Local 192 approved a new
contract on August 30 that improved on the previous base pay offer to $7.27, though the
cost-of-living clause remained largely the same from the first contract offer with the
potential for drivers to receive up to $8.25 per hour. Local 192 members approved the
contract by 1,153 to 357. In addition to retaining the $1.13 per hour cost-of-living
increase from the previous contract, Local 192 won additional wage and cost-of-living
increases.582 The contract replaced the cost-of-living formula from the old contract and
contained one that would eventually be a “straight percentage increase” based on
quarterly increases in the CPI.583
Cordeiro expressed confidence that the strike had been worth it to obtain the wage
increase and have the highest paid drivers in the country. He pointed out that Local 192
did not get everything they wanted in the area of fringe benefits to match contracts at
Muni and Golden Gate Transit. He placed the blame for the strike squarely at the feet of
ACT management when he declared that “[i]f management was realistic—and I hope
they will be in the future—they could have prevented the 200,000 commuters being
inconvenienced.”584 In addition to drivers, Local 192 members in the mechanical and
clerical departments also received raises, and even non-union personnel received raises,
which probably would not have happened without the Local 192 increases. Although the
benefits did not meet exactly what workers at Muni and Golder Gate Transit received, the
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new three-year contract did improve dental benefits and vacation as well as
improvements payout to pensioners.585
Even though the wage increase worked in the favor of Local 192, ACT officials
pointed out that with the members lack of pay during the strike, they would not see the
benefits of that increase for around 23 months since each driver lost $2,681.10 on
average.586 However, ACT’s strategy to avoid wage and cost-of-living increases by
refusing arbitration failed. ACT Board of Directors President William J. Bettencourt
proposed creating a committee to look into preventing future strikes because of the public
relations damage that ACT now had to address. Although ACT directors raised transbay
fares and property taxes, they had already decided to do so because of the financial
situation even before the strike settlement. The strike simply delayed the implementation
of these measures.587
The ACT board of directors chose to avoid raising local East Bay fares because
their research showed that this would lead to over 33 percent of the riders abandoning the
buses. In the September 1974 issue of the Transit Times, the placement of the property
tax and fare increase story next to the story on the strike settlement and wages increases
was most likely intentional by Bingham to suggest that the immediate effect of the strike
settlement were the property tax and fare increases. The story specifically mentions
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“labor costs,” although the property tax and fare increases had been approved months ago
by the ACT board of directors, but they had not gone into effect due to the strike.588
By the mid-1970s, the issue of cost-of-living clauses in contracts had become the
key negotiation issue. ACT initially agreed to cost-of-living clauses as a way to
minimize regular wage increases. As labor costs increased because of it, Local 192
sought to retain it and make adjustments to it in their favor. The financial picture meant
that ACT had to raise property taxes to afford the union contracts without raising fares.
The legal framework of the transit district favored the union in contract negotiations with
the arbitration provision, so Cordeiro saw no reason to back down from hefty wage and
benefit demands. Although this strategy worked in Local 192’s favor, ACT management
and state legislators viewed this arrangement as unsustainable and considered how to
prevent future strikes.
5.2 Impact of Continuing Violence and Workforce Diversification
In addition to fighting for higher wages, Local 192 sought to respond to day-today issues that fell under workplace safety and working conditions. Cordeiro and Local
192 leadership pushed ACT for solutions to bus driver attacks that continued despite the
exact fare policy. Although not as widespread as the exact fare problem, the incidents
required attention because the spontaneous nature could put the drivers in just as much
danger as being robbed. A greater number of those drivers consisted of women,
particularly after ACT began to hire women as drivers once again in the early 1970s after
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facing a lawsuit. Though Local 192 did not have much of a role in the hiring issues, they
did attempt to resolve issues over dress codes and other matters where they could. In
both cases of safety and working conditions, Local 192 found ACT management to be
generally receptive to issues being brought forward, but then Local 192 thought that ACT
did not follow through fast enough or that their solutions did not meet the need.
Exact fare had proved to be effective for the majority of the driver of attacks, but
this did not stop riders attacking drivers over fare disputes or random outbursts of
violence. All of the drivers had to be on alert for passenger violence even with the
implementation of exact fare.589 In 1971, the results of the Department of Transportation
(DOT) sponsored study begun in 1968 that included ACT and other transit systems,
showed that the exact fare policy proved effective across all of the systems, and that other
transit systems should also implement it. With regards to continuing issues such as
disruptive school children and random attacks, the study suggested that conflict
resolution strategies could be more effective than emergency alarms and two-way radios
to decrease the likelihood that drivers would unintentionally escalate a situation. By the
time the driver used one of those technologies, then they would probably already be in
danger.590
The American Transit Association expressed alarm at the crime and vandalism as
well, and the organization sponsored a study in the early 1970s in order “to quantify the
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extent and seriousness of crime and vandalism on urban mass transit systems.” What the
authors found by studying 37 transit systems was that “the problem of crime on transit
systems may be proportionately more serious that has been generally credited,” and this
made the transit systems dangerous for workers and riders as well as expensive for transit
systems in repairs and insurance costs.591
In Transit directly addressed the bus crime in issues, and how the crime drivers
experienced appeared to be random and difficult to identify unlike the issue with robbers
demanding money from drivers because they carried change until 1968. Maroney
pointed out that ATU was concerned first and foremost with crimes committed against
members, but that this crime could impact the well-being of transit systems because it
jeopardized the safety of riders. “You can have the best and fastest system in the world,
but no one is going to ride it or operate it if they fear they’ll get mugged, raped, or
murdered.” He requested crime statistics from all of the locals so that ATU could present
it to the federal government and local transit system management as evidence for their
safety improvement demands.592
Around this time, ATU and allied transit groups pushed for the implementation of
free fares which would eliminate the arguments over fares altogether. ATU envisioned
free fare transit as part of a nationwide comprehensive plan that included raising the tax
on gasoline to 50 cents per gallon, charging commuters who used commuter parking lots
$1.50 more than what they currently paid, and purchasing twice as many transit vehicles
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than currently existed.593 Transit groups also viewed free fare as a strategy to confront
the energy crisis during the 1970s.594
Legislators in the California State Legislature began to bring up free fare with
more frequency in the in the late 1960s and early 1970s, which would work by reducing
the cost of running transit because there would be no cost associated with collecting fares
and the accounting of that. The operating revenue would all come from taxes such as on
gas.595 Some on the ACT board of directors, like Kimiko Fujii Kitayama, also argued for
eliminating fares altogether to make the ACT system attractive to the largest group of
people as possible and get the maximum number of people as possible out of their
cars. She made the direct comparison to the police and fire departments and thinking
about it less as a utility and more as a public service.596
Despite these arguments for free fare transit, the immediate reality for Local 192
was that drivers faced ongoing danger related to fare disputes with riders of all ages, not
just school age children. Bingham worked with Local 192 on a sign display for buses
that clearly stated proper fares for school children and fares for changing zones. Though
this sign solution seemed to be more of a superficial change since it was still possible for
a driver to get into an argument with a teenager over whether or not the teenager was 17
and no longer eligible for a child fare during school days. These signs did not ultimately
solve the problem as disputes and violence flared up again in 1971. Local 192 officials
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contacted ACT Assistant General Manager D. J. Potter and others in ACT management
to demand a meeting about recent cases of violent behavior by some riders towards bus
drivers over the collection of fares. In El Cerrito, a rider pulled a switchblade on a driver
when the driver requested additional fare when the bus crossed from one zone into
another. Fortunately for the driver, another rider intervened, and the police arrested the
rider with the switchblade. Other drivers had not been so fortunate, and they suffered
physical assaults. Local 192 proposed a plan for ACT to publicize this problem widely in
the Bay Area newspapers and that the public must pay fares and not assault bus
drivers.597
Drivers did not think that ACT central dispatch operators acted appropriately
when they called in such incidents. Instead of taking their reports of threats seriously,
drivers viewed dispatchers as dismissive of their concerns which put them in even more
danger.598 In February 1972, a rider injured a bus driver by hitting him on the head in the
middle of the day. A supervisor took the driver to the hospital, and, while in route to the
hospital, an ACT manager contacted the supervisor to ask that he bring the driver to see
him. According to George Garcia, Local 192 vice president and operating agent, the
driver had not fully recovered which Garcia thought was outrageous because the manager
essentially accused the driver of being at fault, possible because the manager suspected
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that the driver initiated a verbal altercation with the rider. Although this attack occurred
during the day, drivers were much more likely to be assaulted at night.599
Local 192 officers, along with a representative from the ACCLC held the first
meeting with ACT management on November 27, 1972. The union demanded that ACT
install plastic shields around drivers or hire security guards for those problematic night
routes and publicize these efforts as a deterrent. Additionally, the union asked for better
communication with central dispatch to increase the odds of catching the offenders. In a
letter to members, Cordeiro praised the drivers that attended the meeting for explaining
the problem, and he also thought that ACT expressed a genuine interest in working with
the union on a solution.600
In December 1972, Cordeiro notified members that he had met with ACT
manager Harold Davis a second time about more security on buses, and he pledged to be
an aggressive advocate for getting something implemented. Davis said that ACT would
study the most problematic routes and target those for the security measures. According
to Cordeiro, Atlanta had been the first to implement on-board security with plainclothes
police officers, and he had been in touch with them. If ACT did not follow up with plans
for security, then Cordeiro pledged to speak out to the public “because they are the
taxpayers who are paying for these vandalisms.”601
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Drivers nearly went on strike over the security issue in March 1973. Cordeiro
attended a March 28, 1973, meeting of the ACT board of directors because he had not
heard from Bingham about a request that ACT begin additional measures to protect
drivers. Those two measures included silent alarms for the drivers to alert the police to
danger on the buses and a removal of the requirement for drivers to ask for additional
fares when crossing zones because these requests sometimes led to confrontations
between the drivers and riders. Instead, Local 192 suggested that ACT post the
appropriate fare and expect the rider to pay rather than insisting the driver sort it out with
the rider. The board did not think Cordeiro’s presentation warranted keeping the meeting
open any longer, so they adjourned while he was still talking.602
Local 192 continued to push for more security, and, in response, ACT hired a
private security firm and also installed cameras, though some of the cameras did not
actually function because ACT could not afford real cameras on all buses. The cameras
served as more of a deterrent rather than actually providing evidence to convict
passengers of committing crimes, though the union as well as the public expressed some
uneasiness with the cameras as an invasion of privacy.603 In addition to the cameras, the
buses had already implemented two-way radios and emergency alert alarm buttons on
buses. The downside of the alarm was that dispatchers had to figure out the location of
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the driver in distress based on where the bus should be based on the schedule.604
Additionally, the security company could be slow to respond to incidents.605
Local 192 identified the collection of zone fares as an ongoing cause for disputes
that could quickly escalate into violent confrontations, and they sought changes to that
policy. In one case, as a driver collected fare zone fares and walked backed to his seat,
several riders attacked him and fractured his jaw.606 ACT dropped zone fares on local
routes in the East Bay after a survey showed that riders were not making many trips
between zones, especially with the operation of BART. In addition to removing the
possibility of conflict, this would also mean that buses would not be slowed down on the
routes due to pausing to collect zone fares from riders. ACT framed it as a cost-savings
on “supplies, handling and industrial compensation claims, plus the costs for security
services and supervision.”607
As with exact fare, eliminating the source of the dispute could be just as or more
effective than communication technology and other measures to protect drivers.
However, drivers continued to find themselves in dangerous situations with some
passengers beyond fare disputes, and so Local 192 continued to push for technology
improvements. Though management did collaborate on solutions, Cordeiro found them
to be tone-deaf and focused on the bottom line. ACT management viewed their actions
as good faith measures short of eliminating fares altogether, something that they never
604
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appeared to take seriously, though they also took shortcuts such as installing nonfunctioning cameras. With the likelihood that they would always have to deal with fares
and disputes, Local 192 sought to use any and every tool available to protect drivers and
defuse potentially explosive situations.
Bingham used the potential for violence against drivers as a pretext for refusing to
resume hiring new women drivers even though women had operated transit equipment as
members of the union since World War II. By 1951, 300 women worked for the Key
System as drivers and conductors, which was at least a quarter of the total of those
positions. During the Korean War, the Key System required a special Defense
Production Permit issued by the state under the Defense Production Act that capped the
hours women could work to 9 hours per day or 48 hours in one week. One of the main
aspects of the permit was that it did not allow women to work more than eight hours and
fifteen minutes per day unless they chose to work those overtime hours on a voluntary
basis.608
By 1956, 125 women worked as drivers, but, in the following year, the Key
System management adopted a policy of hiring only men for driver positions. For some
of the men drivers, this did not make sense. As one driver argued, the Key System
“needn’t like the unhealthy, the unintelligent, or the inexperienced, but they have no
justification for denying employment to women as such.”609 The men in ACT leadership
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that continually supported this policy were Davis and Bingham. Robert Nisbet, the ACT
attorney, warned Bingham that this practice would not stand up to a challenge in the
courts.610
Nisbet found the whole situation completely frustrating. The lawsuit developed
as women applied and were turned down, and also women drivers had daughters who
applied and they were also turned down. Then Nisbet had to represent ACT in court and
argue against hiring women drivers while there were already women that had driven
buses in ACT for years since the 1940s and 1950s. A lawsuit, Pate vs. AC Transit,
resulted. The judge ruled that ACT had to hire more women.611
By January 1973, ACT had begun hiring women again, and ACT highlighted the
hiring of the first African American women in the Transit Times. The new hires
consisted largely of black women and they faced verbal harassment by both coworkers
and passengers such as sexually suggestive comments and accusations of taking jobs
from men. Some of the harassment by passengers escalated into physical assaults.
Passenger assaults on drivers were not uncommon on Division 3 and Division 4 routes at
night in Oakland and Richmond.612
The discrimination also occurred in Public Information (PBX) over dress codes.
Supervisor Zada Malinak insisted that women wear dresses, not pantsuits, to give the
office staff a uniform appearance. This, she asserted, was appreciated by visitors who
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frequently came to observe the PBX office because of the respect people in the transit
industry had for it. The representative from ACT acknowledged that PBX was the only
department with this dress code and that it was a department policy, not an ACT policy.
The ACT arbitrator, General Manager for Operations Robert Shamoon, also suggested
that once you allowed pantsuits then women would begin to wear all sorts of different
outfits as they did in other departments.613 In addition to disputes over uniforms, Local
192 went into arbitration and won as a result of 1976 grievance over PBX clerks not
being paid for holiday work. The union won the arbitration and in 1978 and employees
received holiday pay from July 1, 1973 onward.614
This discrimination extended to women involved in other aspects of ACT.
According to Kitayama, when she became president of the ACT board of directors in
1975, there was an adjustment period for some men on the board and in ACT because a
woman had not been president before. For Bingham it was difficult to even call her
“president.”615 The Pate decision led to a written Affirmative Action Plan on July 1,
1975, in order to properly follow a May 1975 consent decree to avoid the past practices
of essentially excluding women drivers based on unequal criteria, and additional class
actions lawsuits would occur in the 1970s with regards to hiring and promotions of Black
and Hispanic employees.616
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With the continuing violence against drivers and ongoing workplace
discrimination, workers benefited from Local 192’s persistent demands for solutions,
though the violence issues fit much better into Local 192 area of expertise whereas their
handling of discrimination complaints were limited to issues like uniforms, not hiring.
Local 192 was less effective on discrimination issues tied to ACT hiring policies and
promotion which had less to do with union practices and more to do with ACT
management. For dealing with hiring and promotion, workers turned to lawsuits to force
change. In both cases of workplace safety and discrimination, this highlighted the
importance of working conditions that workers expected in addition to their wages and
benefits.
5.3 Internal Local 192 Politics and the 1977-1978 strike
Cordeiro’s leadership of Local 192 during his multiple terms as president
(preceded by his term as vice president and operating agent) illustrated the rank-and-file
appreciation of his vocal representation on behalf of the membership. At the same time,
his tenacity that proved to be so effective in winning concessions undermined the
stability of Local 192. His management style led to accounting irregularities, and his
contract negotiation strategy set up his successor for failure in the 1977-1978 strike.
Although Cordeiro successfully led Local 192 to victories in contract negotiations in the
late 1960s and into the early 1970s, his confrontational behavior and apparent lack of
administrative oversight eventually led to his resignation as president in August 1975.
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Local 192 reelected Cordeiro as president in 1970 (after facing a rematch by L. F.
Bone and another challenger) and in 1972, and he won enough votes in the first round in
1972 that he did not have to face a runoff election which showed the majority of the
union backed his success in contract negotiations and general approach to confronting
ACT management about discipline issues and safety.617 The membership elected
Cordeiro to a fourth term in the fall 1974 elections, Lloyd Hadden as financial secretarytreasurer, Dave Boerner and Ed Jackson as vice president-business agents, and O. W.
Perdue as recording secretary. Jackson, along with Hadden, Oscar Owens and John
Wesley, both line executives (shop stewards) were all African American.618 Except for
Cordeiro, these officers won their first elections.
The chaos of 1973 possibly explains this new leadership group, and the fact that
membership reelected Cordeiro proved once again the popularity of his agenda. The
membership suspended Cordeiro and Mike Chuba, then the secretary-treasurer, from their
offices over the lack of proper financial procedures. Local 192 set up a trial committee,
and, though the November 1, 1973, trial outcome was disputed, Cordeiro retained the
office of president but Chuba did not retain his office. On November 13, ATU President
Dan Maroney insisted that Local 192 make changes to their accounting practices. To get
started on this process, Local 192 hired an accountant to audit their books. On November
27, the Local 192 Executive Board approved the new policy of strict accounting of the
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financial matters of the union, and the Local 192 membership approved the same policy
at the December 3 meeting. Later that month at a union meeting, Cordeiro and Wesley
came to blows when Cordeiro cut off questioning by Wesley about the by-laws. Wesley
approached the stage when Cordeiro adjourned the meeting after not being able to
establish order, and Cordeiro and Wesley began arguing and grabbed each other and had
to be separated.619
By February 1974, Hadden had replaced Chuba as secretary-treasurer.620 Hadden
complained that “Cordeiro’s abuse has been felt by practically everyone in this office,”
and he “burst angrily into my office almost daily, disrupting my schedule and my
bookkeepers[’] schedule.” Hadden also revealed that Cordeiro did not want Maroney
elected and claimed that if he had been at the ATU convention in 1973 in Florida, then
Maroney would have not defeated former ATU President John M. Elliott. In both cases,
Hadden argued that Cordeiro should “realize the election in Florida is over and also the
election for Financial Secretary-Treasurer of Local 192, Oakland, is over.” By January
1975, Hadden had stopped performing his financial duties at the office and took his work
home, which further enraged Cordeiro. Maroney responded to Cordeiro that there was
nothing wrong with Hadden working from home, and that some local financial secretaries
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did so since there was not always available space for them at the union office.621
Meanwhile, the outside auditor was charging extra to untangle Local 192’s sloppy
bookkeeping.622
In August 1975, amid this mess Cordeiro resigned as president, planning to return
to driving buses after completion of training.623 On September 12, with an ATU
International monitor looking on, Local 192 elected George Garcia.624 Cordeiro didn’t go
easily. By December 1975, he had set up a separate group for Local 192 consisting of
himself and Howard V. Dolan as chairmen. Cordeiro’s title was Temporary Chairman
and Prior President Resigned, and Dolan served as the Co-Chairman of the Organizing
Committee of the United Majority Rank and File Members of Local 192. In addition to
setting up this competing leadership group, Cordeiro also filed a $300,000 lawsuit against
Hadden and Local 192. Cordeiro attempted to reach out to Maroney for support, but
Maroney pointed out that the ATU General Executive Board received charges against
Cordeiro, so “we do not believe it would be proper at this time for this office to make
further comment.”625 It’s unclear how far the lawsuit progressed, but Cordeiro died of
lung cancer in August 1977 at the age of 44.626 Even after Cordeiro left office, the
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lingering financial reporting problems continued into 1977, when ATU threatened to
withdraw Local 192’s bond if it did not receive Local 192’s financial audit report from
1976.627 By the fall of 1977, Local 192 was keeping detailed financial statements and
releasing information each month.628
The financial mismanagement and other unattended matters factored into
candidates’ election platforms. In running for business agent in the 1976 election, Oscar
Owens pointed to a number of problems he wished to work on, among those being the
poor attendance at meetings and the poor financial condition of the union, both of which
he in part attributed to the election of unqualified leaders. As a line executive in Division
4, he did a lot of work on improving communications, such as publishing the OO Express
newsletter, setting up an orientation session for new employees, speaking with workers
on a regular basis, and reducing the high number of disciplinary problems. He also
stressed the need for better representation of clerical workers and dispatchers which he
believed had not had their voices heard.629
As if on cue with these administrative concerns voiced by Owens and other
candidates, voting irregularities in the 1976 election brought up more disagreement and
accusations. Garcia was in a runoff with Wesley for president in the December 1976
election. Garcia won, but then a recount showed that Wesley won. Orlin W. PerDue and
Robert Raby claimed that some of the members in charge of the ballot boxes were drunk
627
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and then ballots went missing during transit, and that they had received death threats for
complaining that Wesley received a recount but they did not. PerDue had lost for
president, and Raby had lost to Owens for vice-president and business agent for operating
and clerical. After an investigation found numerous violations of union by-laws and
constitution, Maroney ordered a new election on February 16, 1977, to be supervised by
the ATU Vice President, Charles Penman.630 Apparently, the new election went
smoothly, and Penman reported that he thought Local 192 pulled things together despite
the reluctance to hold the election all over again.631 Following the second election in
February 1977, the membership elected Owens for vice president and business agent for
operating and clerical, and John Wesley for president, the first African American member
to hold that position.632
Wesley’s single term as president and his consecutive losses in 1978 and 1981
might have been due in part to the disastrous 1977-1978 strike that he led Local 192 into
that lasted several months.633 The contract expired on July 1, 1977, and, by November, it
had become apparent that Local 192 and ACT would be unable to come to an agreement,
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primarily over the pension issue. From the perspective of Local 192, pension plan
negotiations were long overdue because ACT and Local 192 had not worked on revising
the pension plan to provide for more payout to retirees since 1966. In subsequent years,
the pension plan was not addressed during contract negotiations because of all of the
other issues that consumed much of the negotiations leaving the matter of pension
benefits out of the final agreement. By 1977 Local 192 laid out their position to make
sure that the pension plan would be clearly on the table for renegotiation. Local 192
argued that one of the reasons for the decline in payouts was the poor financial
administration of the accounts which led to lower rates of return that meant less payouts
for retirees. The union also accused ACT of playing older workers off of younger
workers during negotiations by waiting until the last minute to negotiate pension payouts
because ACT figured that the existing workers would not place the pension payouts to
retired workers as a high priority.634
Serving as a negotiator on behalf of ACT, Assistant General Manager for
Operations Robert Shamoon confirmed that the pension issue had become the focus of
the inability to reach an agreement, and he specifically pointed to drivers retiring early to
take advantage of generous pensions leaving ACT with filling those positions with
inexperienced drivers and other workers who would require training and this would
impact operations, so ACT refused to add more to the pension beyond the modifications
offered. Wesley dismissed those concerns and argued that the bottom line was about
pensioners not having sufficient income from their pensions in retirement and potentially
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“go on welfare or to the poorhouse.” Because of this unresolved issue, Wesley refused to
even take the offer to the membership for a vote, though ACT had increased the total
contract offer from $10 million to $12 million including a raise of 26 cents per hour to
$8.29 retroactive to July 1 for drivers as well as a cost-of-living provision that could
potentially put that wage well above $9 per hour by the end of the three yar
contract. When Shamoon insisted that Wesley take the proposal back to the membership
for consideration, he shot back that Shamoon “may run AC Transit, but I will run 192,”
and he said that the negotiating committee could call a strike on behalf of the
membership.635
The strike began the next morning on November 21. As Local 192 members set
up pickets at bus yards and ACT headquarters, the strike left 115,000 daily riders without
transportation, including approximately 20,000 commuters to San Francisco and 30,000
East Bay school children. To meet the commuter demands, BART added train cars to
boost capacity and announced free parking at the Oakland Coliseum to access the station
there. Despite these efforts, car traffic still increased and the rainy weather led to
accidents causing backups for the Bay Bridge. Some commuters who used ACT buses to
reach BART stations faced long walks.636
Meanwhile, State Assemblyman Bill Lockyear began discussions with other Bay
Area legislators to consider slashing public funds from ACT during any strike thereby
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reducing the amount of money Local 192 could hope to get from negotiations. Those
legislators were likely reacting to the outpouring of complaints by constituents from
nearly every city in the East Bay from local officials and private citizens urging a
resolution. ACT service had become a vital part of the transportation system for riders
beyond the commuters. On behalf of the captive riders who relied on ACT every day, the
East Bay mayors pleaded with both sides to return to negotiations, and civic groups on
aging also wrote in support of a quick settlement. One private citizen stressed that “[b]us
drivers, riders and merchants and their families are all waiting for someone to get off
their ass, and get the buses rolling.” Another private citizen pointed out that “[m]any do
not even know people with cars that they could get rides with.” Though this citizen also
expressed sympathy with the union and suggested that the larger public did not
understand “the difficulties AC employees are facing with AC’s short-sightedness and
intransigence.” He suggested that Local 192 needed to do a better job of communicating
directly with the public to explain their position. Not all citizens were as supportive.
Complaining to California Governor Jerry Brown, a bus rider demanded that the state
pass emergency legislation to get the buses operating while negotiations proceeded. She
argued that “[t]he people’s tax money contributes a very high percent of the cost of
operating A/C Transit, so what about the bad use of that tax money while this strike
continues and there is no A/C public transportation serving the Bay Area?” Additionally,
she questioned the funding scheme for the Local 192 pension plan since they did not have
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to contribute to it, and she did not think the union was being reasonable for demanding
even more from ACT without having to contribute.637
Carey Walker, a bus driver, believed that the lack of financial resources for ACT
to meet pension as well as other demands could be tied to the fare remaining the same for
so many years. While the local East Bay fare had remained 25 cents since 1962, wages
had increased, so that was one main reason for the financial problems faced by ACT. He
also suggested that the ACT board of directors was not acting properly by paying for an
arbitrator. Instead, he said that the board should be directly involved with negotiations.
John L. McDonnell, the president of the ACT board of directors, pointed out that the
board did not know enough about labor negotiations to properly negotiate, so the
arbitrator and his expertise was necessary to bring about an expeditious end to the
strike.638
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Local 192 and ACT met in December to try and hammer out a deal to bring the
strike to an end. The two sides made some progress, but at a meeting on December 20,
Wesley confronted ACT over the inclusion of John Dash on their negotiating team.
Wesley believed that Dash would just influence ACT to take a tougher stance, just as he
had in 1974. At the meeting, Wesley reportedly told Dash to “get your tail out of town if
you think the union is going to give in on these issues.” Shamoon then began arguing
with Wesley and said that Dash was there just the same as Local 192 had their labor
attorney Stanley Neyhart. Wesley said that if ACT had money to pay a fancy consultant,
then surely they had enough money to meet the contract demands.639
ACT presented an offer on January 15 that many workers found lacking with
regards to pensions and other matters. A group of Local 192 members called Concerned
Members Local 192 did not think the contract negotiation process had been transparent,
they didn’t think they would be receiving the full total cost-of-living increase that they
should have received retroactively, and they claimed that there is no increase in base pay.
On top of that, the smaller annual percentage increase for new hires meant that they
would be even further behind. All of this meant that ACT could hire new workers and
pay them less, while current workers would receive less overtime, reducing their income
and ultimately their pensions. New restrictions on using sick leave would punish many
genuinely ill workers to get at the small number abusing the sick leave system. ACT,
they argued, saved money on the backs of workers.640
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A second group, Concerned Drivers, expressed similar displeasure at the January
15 offer because they did not think the revision in wages would keep up with inflation.
In fact, they thought that they might even end up in a worse position than before the
strike. Additionally, they had concerns over the pension, sick leave, and wage scale
progressions, particularly in the first three years for new drivers and other employees.
They suggested that if management was so concerned with costs than they should take a
salary reduction.641
The union submitted a counter proposal, but reported it had gone nowhere
because ACT “will not put another penny into this contract.” Local 192 membership
voting against the contract 697 to 397.642 After the vote for the contract failed on January
16, members met again on January 27 and agreed to a slightly better contract by a vote of
986-811, which included a retroactive cost-of-living increase tied to each worker’s wage
rate rather than an identical lump sum. Although the contract had the potential to go up
based on the CPI, it would not come close to making up the $6 million in lost wages due
to the strike. After interviewing both ACT officials and union members, the Oakland
Tribune labor beat writer Mike Libbey concluded that Local 192 had not ended up with
significant gains to justify the strike. He said that Wesley had developed an unrealistic
strategy based on past union contract victories, and that ACT decided they could not keep
meeting all of the union demands as they had in the past. Another related issue was the
arbitration award from the early 1970s that locked ACT into paying Local 192 much
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more than they had wanted or ultimately afford. In the end, the 69-day strike only
yielded members $400,000 more.643
In an additional effort to bring the strike to a close, Metropolitan Transit
Commission (MTC) Executive Director Lawrence D. Dahms reminded ACT and Local
192 about the implications of AB 1107 and additional legislation that could become law
in response to the strike, AB 2240. Dahms noted that AB 1107 already required that
labor contract increases be covered by increases in revenue. The reason for this, he
argued, was that because AB 1107 was meant to provide a stable source of funding in
exchange for more constrained contract increases. By continuing to increase labor costs,
ACT and other agencies ran the risk of not having enough AB 1107 funds, and he pointed
out that the state legislature was not going to pass legislation for more funding. If the
strike continued and AB 2240 passed, then ACT could find itself in an even more dire
situation because the reduction in property tax revenue could put them in in jeopardy of
losing federal funding. It’s not clear if this put any pressure on the union wrapping up the
strike, but it’s likely that Wesley made the membership aware of MTC’s position and its
warning. Considering that the union did not like AB 1107, they probably were not likely
to be thrilled with the possible passage of the even more severe AB 2240.644
With all of those factors in play, a sense of resignation fell over Local 192, and
the second vote on the contract was much more subdued than the first. Some Local 192
members viewed the ACT offer as the best that they would receive as well as concerns
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over the threats from the state legislature to cut tax revenue. Members such as mechanic
Adrian Moreira voted against the contract because of changes in the sick leave policy and
changes in how long a new employee had to work to reach the top pay level. Essentially,
though, the contract had not changed much from the initial parameters offered by ACT in
the fall which included improved pension benefits, drivers would receive a total of $8.35
per hour, a cost-of-living increase, new hires would receive full classification in the third
year after starting the first year at 70 percent of the classification rate, and the contract
would last for three years from July 1, 1977, to June 30, 1980.645
Local, regional, and state officials, as well as the local media took little solace in
the contract agreement and had become fed up with transit strikes. As public employees,
they argued Local 192 members shouldn’t be striking at all because that meant that
taxpayers were being cheated out of their funding for the system. KRON-TV aired an
editorial critical of the strike shortly after it ended. The editorial essentially argued that
ACT workers should not be permitted to go on strike because this directly harms the
public that pays their wages and benefits.646 City of Alameda Mayor C. J. “Chuck”
Corica agreed pointing out that taxpayers should not be paying for services not
received.647
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At least Wesley made it through the strike alive. The stress of the strike most
likely contributed to Bingham’s massive heart attack that caused his death on January 3,
1978. He had high blood pressure and a propensity to resort to angry outbursts when
things didn’t go his way.648 After serving as interim general manager for six months,
Nisbet became the permanent general manager in July 1978.649
Local 192 membership clearly appreciated Cordeiro’s mastery of contract
negotiations and ability to confront ACT management. At the same time, Local 192
found those same attributes highly problematic when it came to internal union matters.
In addition, his success with ACT management saddled ACT with high contracts which
began to attract the attention of the state legislature. By the time Wesley attempted to run
the same game plan, ACT had restrictions by state as well as budget issues. Wesley came
into power at the exact same time that ACT had decided that it would no longer meet all
of the demands of Local 192 and overplayed his hand. ACT could simply not afford
contracts of previous years, and the budget would only get worse as voters passed
Proposition 13, in part a reaction to those same voters fed up with strikes by public
employees.
5.4 The State Legislature, Proposition 13, and Financial Constraints
By the 1970s, the era of transit union friendly legislation had come to an end as
labor and other costs associated with operating mass transit soared in the Bay Area and
Los Angeles. The California State Legislature began to look at controlling those costs
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while also continuing to provide targeted financial assistance. By the end of the decade,
these efforts would appear generous compared with Proposition 13 and other measures
passed by voters that would land a devastating blow to Local 192’s collective bargaining
strength.
In 1974, the legislature began assisting Bay Area mass transit systems. This
initially began with assistance to BART in the form of operating costs from a special
half-cent sales tax on the three BART counties. The legislature then studied providing
permanent support for BART because the system had not brought in sufficient revenue
from fares after beginning service in 1972. The legislature also examined the situation of
ACT and Muni as well, and they found similar problems in all three with regards to
escalating costs and “fare revenues[...]not being fully utilized.”650
The legislature pinned the financial problems on two interrelated policies. One
was the expensive labor contracts and the other was the dependence on non-farebox
revenue. Once ACT began expanding service in the 1970s, frozen fares began to become
a problem because the revenue from state and federal sources could no longer support the
union contract and the expanded service. For example, from 1972 to 1978, the top hourly
ACT bus driver wage rate increased 63 percent.651
In 1977, the legislature came up with stable revenue source in the form of AB
1107. Maroney expressed alarm at AB 1107 as targeting ATU Local 1555, ATU Local
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192, and TWU mass transit unions in the San Francisco Bay Area by restricting the use
of Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC) public funds for mass transit agencies to
spend on wages and benefits by mandating “fare level adjustments to offset the full cost
of labor settlements negotiated on or after January 1, 1978.” As Maroney put it, “the bill
itself, for all practical purposes, destroys collective bargaining.”652 Maroney was
concerned that ACT and BART would use the law as an excuse to set limits for wages
and benefits.
The funding gave BART 75 percent of the permanent half-cent sales tax revenue
order for it to have a stable revenue source similar to Muni and ACT. The remaining 25
percent of the sales tax revenue went to all of the transit systems specifically for service
improvements. The MTC determined how much each system received. In exchange for
this additional source of revenue, the transit systems had to “achieve specified ratios of
farebox revenue to operating costs.” ATU expressed concern over this language because
the law would restrict their collective bargaining power for higher wages. The legislature
later amended AB 1107 so that the 33 percent farebox revenue to operating costs ratio
would apply to all three transit systems together and that any local contributions could
also be included in calculating farebox ratios.653
As much as AB 1107 caused problems, an even more problematic law would
come from a statewide referendum called Proposition 13 championed by the conservative
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anti-tax activist Harold Jarvis. During the 1970s, California property owners sought tax
relief from property taxes used to fund various utility and other districts. Some of the
most important political support came from the East Bay suburbs in places such as
Fremont. By the early 1970s, residents of Fremont paid more in property taxes than
those in Oakland. Part of the reason that residents of Fremont paid such high property
taxes had to do with a longtime strategy of placing a higher tax burden on residents in
order to attract industries with low business taxes. By the 1970s, this strategy left
residential homeowners with, in their view, an unfair tax burden as industrial growth
slowed, the value of property increased, and more of the state budget came from property
taxes. Conservatives blamed expensive public services, like ACT, as a major reason for
these high taxes.654
After the consolidated tax rate reached a high of 53.6 cents per $100 of assessed
valuation in the 1975 fiscal year, the ACT board of directors decreased the property tax
rate for three consecutive years down to 43.3 cents in Alameda County, 42.9 cents in
Contra Costa County, and 33 cents in Special Service District 2 for Fremont and Newark.
This reduction was largely due to the increase in the property values, so ACT did not
have to maintain the same tax rate as they had in the past, and property owners may not
have seen much if anything in a reduction in their overall property tax bill. In Special
Service District 1 that included 11 municipalities from Hayward to San Pablo, the
property tax increased seven percent.655
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ATU expressed concern about Proposition 13. They understood the arguments
for tax reform, but they pointed out that Proposition 13 meant that taxpayers would no
longer be able to deduct state taxes for public services like transit and that big businesses
received the most benefit. Furthermore, with the restraints on spending would most
likely result in a financial spiral like transit systems experienced in the 1950s and 1960s
with higher fares and service cuts to make up for the loss of tax revenue.656 The AFLCIO Public Employee Department (PED), the California State Labor Federation, and the
ATU all worked together to rally members to defeat Proposition 13 because of the
adverse impact it could have on labor unions such as Local 192 since ACT received so
much of its revenue from property taxes. 657
On June 6, 1978, voters approved Proposition 13 with an overwhelming 67
percent of registered voters voting 64.6 percent in favor to 35.4 percent voting no.
Statewide, the passage of Proposition 13 meant the loss of $7 billion in revenue from
property taxes.658 The passage of Proposition 13 had a devastating impact on the budget
of ACT. The ACT board of directors scrambled to come up with funding to replace the
reduced property taxes. They raised the local fare from 25 to 35 cents as well as other
fares. In addition to raising local fares, ACT also raised transbay fares between 10 and
40 cents, and they raised youth fares from 15 to 25 cents. The fares for the elderly,
disabled, BART express, and contract services in Contra Costa County remained
656
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unchanged. The board voted on these fare increases at the July 12 meeting to go into
effect on July 23. Fare increases brought in $5 million for ACT and reconfiguring the
transit lines reduced costs by $2.5 million. They received assurances from state
lawmakers that they would receive $17 million from the state Transportation
Development Act (TDA) and $5.5 million from property taxes. That still only allowed
ACT to operate at 60 percent of full operations, and Nisbet feared that if those assurances
by state lawmakers fell through for some reason, then ACT could end up suspending
operations because the financial model they operated on depended on tax revenue to
make up the difference from the farebox. There was no way ACT could operate off of
farebox revenues without raising the fares so much that the transit system would be
unaffordable.659
The dramatic decline in the ability of the ACT board of directors to obtain
property tax revenue was evident beginning in the 1979 fiscal year. The new law
restricted the property tax rate to 2.6 cents per $100 of the assessed value of property.
Additionally, the funds could only be used for paying off the principal and interest on the
bonds used to purchase the old Key System. This bond was scheduled to be paid off by
September 1980. In 1979, the ACT board of directors was able to raise the tax
percentage slightly to 2.7 percent.660
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Local 192 looked to some sign of hope with supporting friendly ACT board
members. Local 192 supported Roy Nakadegawa for director at large of the ACT board
of directors during the election on November 7, 1978. In a congratulatory letter to
Nakadegawa, Wesley reminded him of the Local 192 financial contribution to his
campaign, and that Local 192 would be sure to contact him in the future if issues they had
worker issues to discuss with him. Over his six years on the ACT board of directors for
Ward 1, Nakadegawa developed a favorable reputation as “a friend of labor” among
Local 192 members because of his willingness to meet with them. At a meeting prior to
the election, Nakadewaga pledged to work with management to ensure that Local 192
had more opportunities for input on working conditions and performance expectations as
well as worker considerations about the bus operations in general.661 But even with the
friendliest of directors, labor could not do anything about the reality of the gigantic hole
in the ACT budget as a result of Proposition 13.
In the 1978 fiscal year, ACT brought in $21,425,748 from the property taxes. In
the 1979 fiscal year, this dropped to $7,141,667 and could not be used for
operations. State financial assistance made up for the loss of $14 million annually from
its budget. That funding, though, was not annually guaranteed. Following the passage of
Proposition 13, the legislature passed AB 842 which loosened the restrictions on the AB
1107 sales tax revenue so that transit systems had more flexibility to maintain service
levels and avoid cuts which would likely lead to a decrease in revenue. By the 1979 –
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1980 fiscal year, this had stabilized with an increase in farebox revenue along with
revenue from AB 1107, the TDA, Bay Bridge tolls, and operating funding from the
federal and state governments. The situation became tenuous once again following the
passage of Proposition 9 in 1980 which appeared to mean that ACT would receive even
less from the state. At the same time, the passage of Proposition 11 promised some relief
through funds from taxes on oil, but a dedicated funding amount could not be relied upon
annually which made planning difficult.662
As much as they tried to avoid reducing service, ACT eliminated about 400 hours
of service per day out of 6,000 hours. They had to hold hearings about cuts in service,
and they also ran afoul of state environmental impact laws because the cuts essentially
meant that people would potentially use more cars which would cause more
pollution. ACT worked on gaining an exemption from that law that they eventually
achieved.663 ACT faced an inability to hire more employees to the passage of Proposition
13. The shortage of employees to fill positions and the inability to hire led to ACT to
notify Local 192 that they had to use supervisors to fill positions, but that they were not
trying to purposely violate the contract with Local 192 about not using supervisors in
non-supervisory positions.664 During a meeting between Wesley and an ACT manager
about the employee shortage, Local 192 agreed to changes in employee assignments that
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did not follow the contract. This showed the flexibility on the part of Local 192 while
also setting ground rules for the changes to avoid misunderstanding since making job
assignment changes was not in compliance with the union contract.665
Proposition 13 allowed ACT to recoup lost property tax revenue through state
surplus funds from the state TDA and Bay Bridge tolls. The state legislature put a
restriction on the funds so that agencies could not receive the funds and also pay workers
cost-of-living or wage increases during the 1979 fiscal year, which included a year that
Local 192 had already bargained for and made an agreement with ACT for increases. In
July 1978, Local 192 attorney Stanley Neyhart discouraged Local 192 from going on
strike over the cost-of-living increase. He argued that a strike could backfire and that
other state employees, including those in transit districts, faced the same issue but had not
gone on strike. 666
As Shamoon explained to Wesley, Local 192 members would still receive a costof-living increase, but it would be less than in the current agreement. If agencies went
over that amount, then they would be ineligible for state funding which would in turn
imperil the federal funding, a potential loss of $10 million. Without this full funding
from both the state and federal governments, ACT might have to lay off employees.
Rather than risk this, Local 192 agreed to put the monetary equivalent of the cost-ofliving increase into an interest bearing account until ACT received better guidance from
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the state.667 In March 1979, the California Supreme Court ruled the moratorium on the
cost-of-living to be unconstitutional, and ACT began paying the increase and also paid
workers what they should have been receiving.668
Eventually, in 1981, ACT did lay off 65 part time and 50 full time bus drivers due
to the ongoing financial problems in the wake of Proposition 13.669 In May 1982, ACT
announced it would cut employees by 140 down to 2,100 as a result of less financial
resources from federal, state, and local governments. In addition, Central Costa County
began their own bus operations rather than contracting with ACT. ACT also adjusted
routes and raised fares to address the shortfall. ACT received some relief from the state
when Governor Brown signed legislation, SB 1335 and AB 2551, to provide additional
state dollars for the 1983 fiscal year.670 While ACT and Local 192 welcomed this state
support, that would simply not be enough to recover the massive loss of the property
taxes. For Local 192 this meant an abrupt end to years of contract wins. Rather than
expanding, ACT was undeniably in a state of contraction.
At the same time as Proposition 13 and state legislation hindered ACT financially,
ACT leadership changed hands for the first time in ten years. When Nisbet assumed the
role of general manager, he decided to take a different approach to communicating with
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the union by asking for more input on the actual operations of the transit agency. This
marked a change from the past such as Bingham maintaining a distant relationship and
interacting with the drivers on “award” basis, such as awards for driving safety and bus
rodeo winners.671 According to Donald Larson, the manager of research and planning at
the time, Nisbet included more of the middle managers in the decision process and
allowed them a lot of freedom in carrying out their work whereas Bingham had a much
more controlling style of management. This new responsibility occurred at a time when
middle managers had to be much more careful with the budget because of Proposition
13.672
For instance, the maintenance of bus equipment presented maintenance
personnel with additional challenges. The procurement process changed in the early
1970s, and ACT began looking for the lowest bid on buses. Since GM buses cost more,
ACT began cycling through several different manufacturers during the 1970s. The lower
upfront cost masked the long-term maintenance cost because the buses did not have the
same high-quality manufacturing as the GM buses purchased in the 1960s. Furthermore,
some of the companies did not honor warranties. ACT expanded its fleet too much from
a maintenance point of view, and some of the poor-performing maintenance staff
exacerbated the bus maintenance issues because this delayed the return of the buses to
normal operations. ACT management did not always like to hear the fundamental
problems with the bus maintenance, so many problems went unresolved during the 1970s
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and into the 1980s.673 For instance, the 120 Flexible Corporation buses purchased in
1974 and 1975 might have been the lowest cost for ACT, but, by 1977, they had
developed cracks in the front axles.674
The maintenance of the buses only became more complicated with the demands
for fully accessible buses in the wake of the passage of the Rehabilitation Act in 1973,
especially Section 504 that tied federal funding to accessibility. The passage of the
federal Rehabilitation Act included Section 504, which stated that mass transit facilities
with equipment purchased with federal funds be accessible to riders with disabilities,
particularly those who used wheelchairs. Transit management found this to be an
unreasonable demand and worked with the American Public Transportation Association
(APTA) to get it overturned, but a court ruling upheld that the federal government’s
requirement. After hearings and pressure from community groups over how to
implement an accessibility program, ACT agreed to present to the board a plan to make
the entire system accessible rather than just some of the buses, which the disabled
community didn’t like because that would restrict their ability to choose which bus to ride
and get around for employment, shopping, and other needs.675 The disabled community
also did not like the idea of paratransit because, again, it would relegate them to second-
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class status. They argued that they should be able access a regular bus at any stop just
like other riders.676
Local 192 disagreed with paratransit service because they viewed it as a backdoor
for hiring non-union drivers. In 1976 Local 192 George Garcia wrote to UMTA to
express his concern about plans for federal funding for paratransit services. He argued
that paratransit services should be part of existing public transit services rather than run
separately. Garcia suggested that the plan would “circumvent transit union scale wages”
and “unlawfully omit employees from Section 13(c) protection.” Maroney wrote to all
ATU locals and encourage them to use the boilerplate letter to send to the UMTA under
the local union letterhead. Maroney expressed concern about what the Ford
administration might try and push through during the last months of the administration.677
Finally, ACT developed a strategy as part of their five-year plan to integrate
accessible buses into their annual bus replacement plan. Typically, they acquired 15 to
30 new buses per year, depending on the available funds. They presented their needs to
the bus manufacturers and requested all new come with lifts installed.678 In 1978, ACT
began with using lifts on a limited basis in Concord to test out the technology before
ordering a large number of buses and using them system-wide. In 1979, ACT placed an
order for 175 buses with entry door lifts and the ability to lower to the curb. The first of
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these buses arrived in October 1980, and ACT unveiled the new buses in June 1981 along
with complete service information.679
In addition to the maintenance employees’ reservations about adding mechanical
assistance to buses, some of the drivers also viewed the lifts as complicating their jobs by
potentially causing delays during their runs. Management took a proactive approach by
training the drivers on using the lift, using both actual disabled customers and drivers
sitting in wheelchairs. The management understood the problems with the wheelchair
technology, but they also had to work the technology as best as possible because the
accessible buses would be a permanent feature of the system and something the drivers
would have to figure out how best to use. The process to integrate accessible lifts into the
buses but to also integrate the service in general involved departments across the entire
system. Even with all of the other projects and needs, ACT devoted a large number of
resources to creating an accessible system. For instance, they worked with the city of
Oakland to make sure that once riders using wheelchairs disembarked from the buses that
they could maneuver on the sidewalks.680 While these accessibility improvements
opened up ACT to more of the community, the additional costs strained an already tight
budget as a result of union contracts, state legislation, and Proposition 13.
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The financial impact of state legislative actions and ballot propositions ended any
illusion Local 192 had about continuing tough negotiations of the early 1970s. The
financial patchwork that ACT had to pull together to keep the bus system functioning
meant that labor costs would be a main source of that contraction. In addition, the
obligations that the system faced for purchasing buses and following federal guidelines
also constricted the budget. Although Local 192 members received some relief with the
reinstatement of cost-of-living increases, Wesley understood the dire situation and that
they would have to be flexible on work rules and other matters with ACT to avoid
massive layoffs.
Conclusion
By the late 1970s, stagflation followed by the tax revolt severely disrupted the
relationship between ACT and Local 192 as a combination of state legislative actions and
voter initiatives severely curtailed the crucial source of funding from tax revenue. This
loss of tax revenue meant that the transit system would have to make hard choices about
the level of service it provided since the fare box revenue could not provide enough to
fully fund the system. At the same time, ACT was expected to provide more service to a
larger geographic area and control costs at the same time.
Cordeiro’s stance on bargaining for as much as possible combined with ACT
agreeing to arbitration that often led to decisions that favored Local 192 had set
unrealistic expectations for the Local 192 membership. These high cost contracts
attracted the attention of state lawmakers who saw no reason for state tax revenue to go
towards transit systems that used such as large portion of their budget on paying these
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generous contracts. They attempted to put in some cost constraints through new laws, but
they had no intention of doing something as drastic as Proposition 13 which sent public
officials scrambling to reduce the damage to special district and other budgets across the
state.
Initially, it appeared that both ACT and Local 192 would benefit from the 1970s
economic instability because many viewed mass transit as part of the solution to the oil
crisis, but that economic instability also put pressure on ACT meeting contract demands
and Local 192 ended up going on strike over contract disputes because the economic
environment made it increasingly hard for ACT to justify the wage increases mandated
by arbitration agreements.
By the late 1960s and 1970s, Local 192 members found themselves in the middle
of this charged atmosphere of economic instability, rising public sector labor militancy,
and tension between ATU locals and transit management over arbitration and wages.
ACT and Local 192 found themselves locked increasingly difficult contract negotiations.
By the end of the 1970s, the new African American president of Local 192 found an
unfavorable contract negotiating environment as a result of ACT refusal to meet contract
demands and state laws that restricted the amount of funding ACT received from
property taxes. ACT and Local 192 ended the 1970s in a remarkably different place than
at the beginning of public ownership with blaming and collapse in transit managementlabor relations.
The initial success in the early 1970s faded as ACT faced significant challenges
that included bus crime, rising costs, and expanding service to meet the demands of the
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BART system. Meanwhile, younger, more diverse workers began to challenge Local
192’s old guard and their perceived cozy relationship with ACT management. They
played a role in shaping how ACT responded to challenges which by the 1970s included
long strikes that worked in the short term but became an increasingly poor negotiating
tactic by the late 1970s. In particular, the public support for Local 192 that existed in the
early 1970s had vanished by the time of the 1977-1978 strike.
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CHAPTER 6: ATS, LOCAL 732, AND THE MARTA REFERENDUM

Introduction
By the early 1960s, the Atlanta Transit System (ATS) had settled into a pattern
developed in the 1950s to maintain operations and meet labor contract demands by
pursuing financial restructuring to create more liquidity. While this strategy maintained
service and labor peace, the company began to run a deficit that imperiled the company’s
solvency. As plans for the creation of a rapid transit system began to materialize and
receive consideration from the Georgia General Assembly, ATS management developed
their own plan that featured bus technology in hopes that they could be the recipient of
federal funds.
In contrast, many boosters of rapid transit envisioned a heavy rail system like the
Bay Area Rapid Rail Transit (BART) system in the Bay Area. This plan eventually won
support of legislators, and, after multiple attempts, voters approved the creation of the
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA). Like both ACT and BART, the
next step for MARTA required voter approval of a referendum to fund the new authority
so that it could build the rapid rail system and perhaps purchase ATS.
In contrast to Local 192 in the 1950s, Local 732 viewed all of this creation of a
public transit agency and their transition to public employment status with some unease.
They could not receive verification that they would be able to move over to MARTA, a
public transit system, with their collective bargaining rights in tact from ATS, a private
transit system. ATU had worked hard to ensure that transit workers could do so under
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Section 13(c) as part of the 1964 Urban Mass Transportation Act (1964 UMTA), and
Local 732 had no intention of supporting a referendum if MARTA could not guarantee
they would allow these rights to transfer.
In the 1950s, ATU viewed with alarm a number of legislative actions at the state
and federal level that would limit their ability to resolve contract disputes with private
transit systems through arbitration and diminish their ability to strike. Furthermore, the
Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU) and Transit Workers Union (TWU) became
concerned that members, in becoming city employees, would lose their bargaining rights
altogether. In Oakland, Local 192 President Vernon F. Stambaugh called attention to this
matter and managed to rally support for favorable labor provisions in the ACTD
legislation in the 1950s. During this same time, another issue confronting all unions
including ATU was the right-to-work movement that sought to introduce legislation at
the state level to restrict union organization and collective bargaining, a possibility due to
the Taft-Hartley Act passed by Congress in 1947. Although the labor movement in states
like California had enough political support to turn back this effort, conservative
politicians in southern states like Georgia supported “right-to-work.” ATU identified the
1964 UMTA as a way to insert labor-friendly provisions in order to protect collective
bargaining rights in states like Georgia that had right-to-work laws. This could also lead
to something close to a nationwide collective bargaining agreement which would end the
disparity between locals at larger and smaller systems so that they could all enjoy the
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same working conditions such as a 40-hour work week and 8-hour day.681 Unlike Local
192, Local 732 transitioned to public ownership after the passage of the 1964 UMTA and
benefited from ATU’s successful efforts to include labor protections in that legislation for
unions in states without labor collective bargaining protection for public employees.
In the early 1960s, ATU Vice President Walter J. Bierwagen viewed the John F.
Kennedy Administration’s interest in supporting mass transit as a recognition that mass
transit had to be concerned with “people rather than profits.” At the same time, the ATU
had to fight for the labor protections for their people, and the apparent lack of interest in
the Kennedy Administration to assist in this endeavor led ATU President John M. Elliott
to publicly lambast it and Congress at the 1963 ATU convention. After the Senate passed
the UMTA in 1963 following considerable lobbying by ATU and other transportation
unions, they turned their attention to the House of Representatives to ensure those
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protections remained in the final bill. In June 1964, a version of the UMTA with labor
protections supported by ATU passed the House.682
In the early 1960s, courts had refused to intervene in a Florida case in which Dade
County (Miami) had taken over a transit operation and restricted workers’ rights to
bargain and strike. This situation provided a perfect case for ATU to push for the 1964
UMTA to include Section 13(c) 683, “a provision which guaranteed that any time federal
funds were allotted to public transit systems, workers employed by said system would not
see their wages, benefits and working conditions, plus any other job rights, jeopardized or
curtailed.”684 The inclusion of 13(c) would play an important role in the transition to
public ownership and the use of federal funds by public transit systems. When the
federal transit legislation began to make its way through Congress, ATU successfully
lobbied to have 13(c) added to the 1964 Act, which more or less stated public transit
employees would have the bargaining rights given to their unions under the National
Labor Relations Act (NLRA). Although 13(c) had been sought to protect unions when
transit systems became completely owned by public agencies, it also applied to private
companies accepting federal capital and operation aid as well. If union officials reported
problems between labor and the company, the Department of Labor (DOL) could hold up
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requests for funds until the issues were resolved.685 The passage of the legislation
provided some good news for officials in ATU locals which had experienced an uptick in
unauthorized wildcat strikes. In April 1964, ATU stressed the importance of going
through the proper channels to resolve issues perhaps because they wanted to show that
they were honest partners in this new era of federal funding for transit and would follow
future regulations appropriately as public employees.686
By 1964, a lobbying group, the Urban Passenger Transportation Association
(UPTA), had formed and included concerned citizens, municipal officials, transit
management, commuter railroads, and organized labor. The Lyndon B. Johnson
Administration moved transit aid to the top of the legislative priority list as they realized
the support of mass transit meshed well with other ideas associated with the Great
Society programs such as health care and civil rights. Johnson signed the Urban Mass
Transportation Act into law on July 9, 1964.687
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As transit workers moved into the public sector, they joined a rapidly expanding
unionized workforce. During this time in the early 1960s, public sector employees joined
unions in greater numbers than ever before, and ATU saw an opportunity to influence the
collective bargaining rules of transit employees if they worked for public transit
authorities. In 1962, President Kennedy issued Executive Order 10988, which authorized
limited collective bargaining for many federal workers. While the executive order did
not cover state workers, local public sector organizers viewed the order as sign of
support, and this likely influenced ATU’s push for 13(c) in the UMTA 1964 Act because
they had more confidence it would be enforced by the federal government. From 19661976, when transit systems largely shifted from private to public, the number of public
sector workers in unions numbered nearly doubled. Despite AFL-CIO President George
Meany’s pessimism in 1959 that workers could ever successfully bargain with state
governments, 33 states allowed collective bargaining and 49 percent of state workers
worked under collective bargaining agreements by 1981.688
The future of the new era of public transit employees continued to look bright
when, on September 8, 1966, President Johnson signed the amended UMTA. Although
the programs begun by the 1961 and 1964 Acts received $375 million, this amount paled
in comparison to the $24 billion spent on roads, airports, and water transportation during
the same period of time. The 1966 UMTA provided for $150 million for capital
improvements during 1967 to 1969 in addition to more money for demonstration
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programs. The 1966 UMTA also released funds to assist in studies of planning,
engineering, and management.689
This federal legislation occurred at the same time that political and business
leaders in Atlanta worked on state legislation to create the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid
Transit Authority (MARTA). Initially envisioned as a separate entity from ATS, changes
to the legislation permitted MARTA to take over the ATS and allowed MARTA to use
federal grants to acquire the existing private system. For MARTA, this made
coordination of the bus and the rail system easier than in the East Bay where ACT,
particularly in the case of transbay commuter service, operated as a competing, rather
than complimentary, transit system to the Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART). Due
to ACT’s status as an existing public system, BART did not seriously pursue acquiring
ACT.690
ATU had become aware of the importance of paying close attention to these
matters based on experiences of locals such as Local 192 that had been involved in public
transition prior to the 1964 UMTA. This matter of retaining collective bargaining and
other rights allowed under 13(c) was particularly important in right-to-work states like
Georgia.691 As the mass transit legislation worked through the Georgia General
Assembly, Local 732 consulted with ATU on strategy to ensure the legislation included
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those rights they had as part of a private transit system. When voters finally approved the
referendum in 1971 to allow MARTA to purchase ATS and build the rapid rail system,
Local 732 played an important role in supporting the referendum because it included
important labor provisions.
6.1 Atlanta Growth and ATS
Without being absorbed by a public transit authority, in the 1960s, ATS managed
to function while also successfully negotiating with labor demands to avoid strikes, but
ATS struggled to match that growth with adequate service due to the limits of private
financing. Throughout the 1960s, though, a push largely by politicians and business
groups led to a series of state legislative actions to allow for a public transit authority to
build a rapid transit system that would operate independently of ATS. ATS also
presented their own vision for expanding mass transit in the rapidly growing Atlanta
metropolitan area.
Atlanta experienced a boom in both in population and economic activity in the
1960s. The workers in the 1.175 million greater metropolitan population contributed to
the region’s transportation, communication, manufacturing, and government (both state
and federal) sectors. Nonagricultural employment increased from 320,300 to 474,000
jobs from 1955 to 1965, and as the economy grew, so did the pay that workers took
home. Workers welcomed the rise in wages since the cost-of-living had also increased,
especially from 1964 to 1965. In addition to wages, they experienced a rise in fringe
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benefits as well.692 Improving mass transit made sense because of gridlock in and out of
downtown on a daily basis.693
The suburbs north of Atlanta in north Fulton County, Cobb County, and Gwinnett
County experienced rapid growth due to a number of factors. Federal highway and
housing policies, white flight from Atlanta partially in response to desegregation of
public spaces, and people moving from outside of the Atlanta metropolitan area resulted
in communities that were overwhelmingly white and more affluent than the city. As
Kevin Kruse observed, the language and character of segregation “could be easily shared
by middle-class whites who had no connection to the segregationist past but who gladly
took part in crafting the suburban future.”694
By the early 1960s. ATS buses transported a third of the commuters in and out of
the city on 120,000 trips.695 As an effort to modernize the system and save money, ATS
President Robert Sommerville announced plans in 1962 to replace all of the trolley buses
with diesel buses. His plan included purchasing over 200 diesel buses for $6 million and
partly offset the cost through the sale of the overhead copper wire used to power the
trolley buses. In order to purchase the diesel buses, ATS requested approval from the
state public service commission to take out a $5.3 million loan. Sommerville said that
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the company leased 270 trolley buses, more trolley buses than they actually required,
because of the repair problems that resulted in a significant number being regularly out of
service. Diesel buses would be more reliable and provide better service, and this also
meant that ATS only had to maintain one type of vehicle. Sommerville believed that
these conversion plans received positive comments from elected officials and community
leaders, in part, because of the removal of the overhead wires and poles. He also cited
the failure of the 1962 vote on the state constitutional amendment to allow the creation of
a transit authority to operate a rapid transit system as another reason to ensure that ATS
provided a reliable system in the near future since uncertainty existed with regards to a
new rapid transit system.696
In addition to reducing maintenance costs, the benefits to passengers were that
they could ride the bus without transferring at the end of the power line like they had to
with trolley buses. The company also turned to buses to deal with the lower population
density and keeping costs as low as possible. In 1954, ATS operated 364 miles for a
population of 525,300 and in 1963 this grew to 797 miles for 667,600, which mean that
the system grew 119 percent for a population that only grew 27 percent. For this low
density, buses worked better from a financial standpoint because of no electrical
infrastructure to maintain. This lower density meant that ATS looked for ways to utilize
those buses as much as possible. Following rush hours, 44 buses ran “Servants Limiteds”
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to transport maids and other domestic workers out to the suburbs. The service also
operated in the evenings to return those to the stop workers downtown.697
ATS continued in the 1960s as it had in the 1950s by attempting to reduce its
financial costs to maintain and expand operations. However, the company was running
out of options to do so. At the same time, political and business leaders began to move
on to other solutions to meet the mass transit needs of the growing Atlanta region, much
as a similar group had done in Oakland in the 1950s. They would eventually settle on
supporting the creation of the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA).
6.2 Local 732 and ATS Contract Issues and Other Matters
Even with the changes to reduce operation costs, ATS did not have the same level
of financial flexibility enjoyed by the property tax-supported ACT which could
simultaneously expand service, purchase new equipment, maintain low fares to attract
customers, and meet union contract demands. With these financial impacts on expanding
service and lack of equivalent ridership increase, ATS looked to cut costs with regards to
labor contracts. They went through several contentious negotiations with Local 732 in
the 1960s. The negotiations did not require arbitration, but the two sides did not reach
agreements easily, and Local 732 nearly went on strike twice.
In 1960, Local 732 successfully negotiated for a wage increase in a three-year
contract. After weeks of negotiations, workers received a 26-cent per hour wage increase
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that would be implemented over the three years of the contract. This meant that drivers
could potentially make $2.26 per hour in the third year of the contract.698
In 1963, Local 732 again negotiated with ATS for weeks but could not reach an
agreement over wages and vacation benefits. Eventually, Local 732 leadership called on
the members to accept the offer presented to them which ATS had deemed their final
offer.699 Local 732 members voted to go on strike, but they accepted the contract without
following through on that threat. The wage increase, 25 cents per hour, a slightly lower
increase than the 1960 contract, but they did receive more vacation days and a new
benefit for bereavement leave.700
In June 1966, negotiations once again came down to the wire before management
and labor came to an agreement that ended the potential for a strike.701 In 1966, the
union worked under a strict no-strike clause with ATS and the ATU leadership advised
them how to negotiate contracts so that workers could still potentially strike if a contract
did not meet their approval.702 An agreement was reached on a three-year contract, and,
by the final year of the three-year contract, drivers could earn up to $2.84 per hour, a 33cent per hour increase. The 33-cent per hour increase was much more than the 9-cent per
hour increase proposed by ATS. Local 732 had wanted an increase of 80 cents per hour
as well as a shorter contract term, but they agreed to this contract because ATS improved
vacation and health insurance benefits.703
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Local 732 had established an effective working partner with ATS president
Robert Sommerville, but that came to abrupt end when, in March 1968, Sommerville died
unexpectedly when he suffered a fatal heart attack while recuperating from an earlier one.
An editorial in the Atlanta Constitution praised him for challenging MARTA’s plans for
the rapid transit system “like the proverbial bull in the china shop” and he broke “some
crockery, but when it was all put back together again MARTA emerged much stronger
and less inflexible.”704
Local 732 noted in In Transit the productive working relationship they had with
Sommerville, describing him as “a great friend to the working man, and too, a great
friend to labor.” They also pointed to William P. Maynard, his successor, as someone
they could work with as well.705 This praise of both Sommerville and his successor
marked a real change from past Local 732 relationships with Georgia Power Company
(GPCO) transit management, and Maynard had been a longtime employee of the transit
system back to the GPCO days. He started out as an equipment engineer in 1945, and he
received a promotion to assistant general manager in 1954. In 1962, he became the
assistant to the president, then executive vice president and general manager in 1964.
The drivers had become accustomed to encountering Maynard on the buses as a frequent
rider. 706
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With Maynard, Local 732 continued to have success with contract
negotiations. In 1969, Local 732 again won a three-year contract that increased their
wages by 64 cents on the base wage rate to $3.55 per hour. This agreement represented a
compromise between the two sides with Local 732 asking for 90 cents per hour and ATS
asking for 45 cents per hour. The members voted 472 to 166 in favor of the contract that
also included a cost-of-living increase.707
Like other private transit systems, ATS struggled to meet all of the union
demands for wage increases, and ATS navigated these negotiations, in part, by offering
more in fringe benefits rather than wages in attempt to control personnel costs. The
negotiations, though, showed that Local 732 wanted to continue to increase wages well
beyond what ATS found reasonable. For ATU, these contract negotiations illustrated an
ideal labor-management relationship. Although Local 732 did not receive everything
they wanted, they avoided costly arbitration and strikes. ATU wanted a continuation of
this situation if a public transit authority took over ATS which looked increasingly likely
as the 1960s progressed. ATS perhaps believed they would soon benefit from some
combination of state and federal funding as it began to run out of options to restructure
which impacted maintenance and increased calls for MARTA to buy ATS as the system
became run down.
6.3 Path to MARTA in the 1960s
The efforts to create a rapid transit system laid bare various tensions in Atlanta
and the region. State and local officials had different ideas of proper funding, and the
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white residents in the suburbs in Atlanta wanted nothing to do with a public transit
system in their counties. Questions also swirled about whether ATS would be part of this
new authority or if it would become the operator of the system in a contractor situation.
Among the most important to try to move the plans for rapid transit forward
would be Atlanta Mayor Ivan Allen, Jr. Allen began his mayoral career in 1962 and
distinguished himself immediately when he made several moves towards desegregation
and equality in city services, such as the removal of “white” and “colored” signs in city
hall, hiring practices in the fire department, and allowing Black police officers to arrest
white suspects, though he also bowed to pressure from segregationists and allowed the
construction of a barrier between white and Black residential areas in southwest Atlanta,
later ruled to be unconstitutional. Allen settled into the traditional Atlanta mayor role of
simultaneously leaving race relations unresolved and enabling the city’s growth. He
pushed for an increase in downtown construction projects during his eight years in office,
and he brought in professional sports teams in baseball, football, and basketball. A new
mass transit system fit into this plan of making Atlanta into a major city.708
By the early 1960s, groups had begun releasing plans on creating a mass transit
system to meet the needs of the growing metropolitan area. The Metropolitan Transit
Commission had released several plans in the 1950s that pointed to the need for a longterm rapid transit plan. The successor to that group, the Atlanta Regional Metropolitan
Planning Commission released the Atlanta Region Comprehensive Plan - Rapid Transit
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in 1961 that called for the creation of a public authority to operate a 60-mile system
estimated to cost $215 million. ATS also released its own plan Rapid...Atlanta that
described a smaller 16-mile system that would use a “carveyer” system in the downtown
area that would transport riders in elevated cars. The report also recommended a public
authority would hire ATS to operate this new system, a similar arrangement in the failed
state legislation in the 1950s.709 In addition to arguing for government funding for the
construction of rapid rail and operating costs paid by the riders, it also outlined how ATS
would redesign routes and service to coordinate with the new rapid rail service. In a
statement to the U.S. Senate in April 1962 in support of the UMTA transportation bill,
Sommerville pointed out that, despite equipment upgrades and improvements, ATS was
losing customers even as the area population increased. He stated that this was in large
part due to the number of people that used private automobiles for commuting, though he
also argued that ATS continued to be an important part of daily transportation needs for
those without automobiles such as domestic workers.710
In 1962, the Georgia General Assembly involved itself, first by creating a
commission and then hiring Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade, and Douglas (PBQD) to plan
the system.711 PBQD studied the creation of a rapid transit system in Atlanta and
presented a proposal for a $300 million system of six lines. The Georgia General
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Assembly passed a constitutional amendment in 1962 that permitted the creation of
transit authorities, but voters in a statewide election voted against that. In 1964, the
Georgia General Assembly passed a constitutional amendment for the five metro Atlanta
counties to vote on in November 1964. If the voters agreed, then the Georgia General
Assembly would pass an enabling act for the creation of the actual transit authority.
Transit boosters succeeded the second time in 1964 when the constitutional amendment
vote occurred only in the counties potentially affected by the system. Boosters of the
constitutional amendment had not yet put forward plans to take over the ATS or create a
competing bus system.712
In March 1965, the Georgia General Assembly passed the Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) Act, then the counties voted on participating in the
new authority. The vote produced mixed results. Confusion over vote tabulation
occurred in DeKalb and Fulton Counties because the City of Atlanta straddled both
counties. Cobb County voters turned down inclusion in MARTA, though there had been
indications that voters would do so.713
The vote revealed a split in the region’s support of a mass transit system. Atlanta
downtown business boosters supported the MARTA rapid rail project to make Atlanta a
“real” big city. They saw the rail system as an important part of the redesign of
downtown in areas located near the planned rapid rail stations. The plans included
712
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zoning laws to restrict construction to high density simultaneously reducing automobile
dependence and improving the traffic flow of automobiles which would reduce the need
for new road construction.714
The suburban counties viewed MARTA with suspicion because of the potential to
open up the suburbs and surrendering their segregated residential areas and facilities to
federal laws. Cobb County Commissioner Emmett Burton proclaimed that he would turn
the Chattahoochee River into a piranha-filled obstacle.715 Despite these setbacks, enough
voters approved of supporting MARTA. As in Oakland and ACTD, a much tougher fight
awaited proponents when they had to convince skeptical voters to support a funding
package to build rapid rail and acquire ATS.
6.4 Local 732 and the 1968 MARTA Referendum Vote
Just as ATS navigated uncertain terrain with MARTA, Local 732 had reservations
about another management upheaval like the early 1950s and surrendering a relatively
stable relationship with ATS management. Unlike Local 192 and the Key System, Local
732 had a much better relationship with ATS, and Local 732 turned out to be a much
more reluctant partner. They had been keeping an eye on developments with regards to
the proposed rapid rail system, especially the potential impacts on members’ jobs. In the
beginning, ATU did not support the 1962 constitutional amendment since the plan for the
transit authority did not include details about the continuation of collective bargaining.
Bernard Cushman, the ATU General Counsel, warned Local 732 that the rapid rail
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system supporters appeared likely to continue to push a constitutional amendment that
would not have labor protections. Cushman said that ATU would need counter
“propaganda designed to elicit support for a transit authority which will not be
empowered to engage in collective bargaining.”716
In 1963, Local 732 dispatched its attorney, Thomas Carter, to the Georgia State
Senate to argue for the retention of collective bargaining for those employed by the new
rapid transit system. The union worried about problems that workers could have with the
new system management because it would not be run by a private company. The union
also worried about bus drivers and mechanics losing their jobs because the existing
number of buses and routes would not be necessary with rapid transit a similar concern to
the BART impact on Local 192 members. Among other arguments, Carter brought up
Executive Order Number 10988 concerning collective bargaining rights for Federal
employees. Cushman cautioned against using that because “employees of publicly
owned transit facilities enjoy a system of labor relations closer to that prevailing in the
private industry.”717
Between those initial votes on the constitutional amendments and the 1968
funding referendum, the 1964 UMTA Act had passed with 13(c) protections. In June
1968 ATU President John M. Elliott answered concerns from the new Local 732
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president, Curtis J. Jacobs, about protecting worker rights through state legislation in time
for the November 1968 bond referendum. He advised that there was little chance of such
a law protecting transit workers passing, but he pointed out that MARTA would have
trouble existing without federal assistance. The use of federal funds meant that MARTA
would have to meet and agree to 13(c) requirements.718
Jacobs had recently won the election for president, defeating the incumbent W.
W. “Bill” Haley in the December 1967 election with his supporters reciting the slogan
“Everything is Jake” that reflected a desire for “peace and harmony” in Local 732. Along
with Jacobs, several other members defeated incumbents for leadership positions in the
1967 election. A Navy World War II veteran, Jacobs began work for GPCO as a
mechanic in 1944 and would prove to be a popular president, winning re-election
multiple times in the 1970s.719
During last minute discussions in October 1968 between MARTA General
Manager H. L. Stuart and Jacobs, Stuart assured Jacobs that MARTA would be honoring
13(c) such as seniority and arbitration. In return, the MARTA manager requested a nostrike clause and for the union to support the rapid rail system. Stuart also pointed out
that with more buses and routes to supplement the rail system that there would be more
job opportunities, but he also indicated that the plans for MARTA and ATS had not been
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finalized, so Local 732 still could not determine if they would become part of MARTA or
if they would lose jobs.720
Jacobs dismissed assurances by Stuart that Local 732 workers would have
adequate labor protections without state legislation, and he encouraged both the Atlanta
Labor Council and the Georgia State AFL-CIO to oppose the 1968 funding referendum,
which they did. Additionally, Jacobs publicly expressed support for an expanded rapid
bus system that could be constructed faster and at a cost far below rapid rail.721 Though
Jacobs raised cost issues, the absence of collective bargaining rights in the state
legislation drove the objection to the referendum. In addition, Local 732 raised concerns
about adverse effect if MARTA competed with ATS rather than purchasing and taking
over the ATS operations, a similar concern expressed by Local 192 in their dispute with
BART management on priority employment.
Local 732 placed an advertisement in the Atlanta Constitution that stated the
opposition by the Atlanta Labor Council and the Georgia State AFL-CIO and urged
voters to not support the referendum. The advertisement warned that homeowners and
renters would end up paying for the system for decades through property taxes, an
argument similar to that made by the Contra Costa County Central Labor Council during
the ACTD bond vote. They also framed the new system as one in which Local 732
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members would lose collective bargaining rights and other working conditions under
MARTA in addition to losing ATS jobs because of the competition from MARTA. “This
kind of thing is what causes marching, strikes, and demonstrations. We certainly don’t
need any more of these things in our country.”722 If the referendum passed without labor
provisions, then Local 732 threatened they would be forced into adding to the upheaval
of the late 1960s that included civil rights protests, sanitation strikes, and anti-Vietnam
War demonstrations.723 Although not outspoken in their support of those strikes,
demonstrations, and protests, Local 732 seemed to suggest that the labor peace that had
prevailed between them and transit management could come to an end under a public
system management that did not guarantee collective bargaining and other rights. They
could just as easily contribute to the upheaval as any other group. Despite the years since
the last strike, this policy of labor-management cooperation encouraged by the ATU
leadership could change if the state removed their rights.
This lack of labor support would prove to be a final nail in the coffin of a
lackluster campaign for the referendum. Since 1966 MARTA had run a public relations
campaign that included speakers sent out to present to community groups, a newsletter,
and hiring a public information director. They also displayed a rapid transit vehicle
similar to the one that would operate in San Francisco. Although they had this multi-year
public relations campaign, the actual political campaign for rallying support for the
referendum in 1968 lasted for a much shorter period of time. MARTA officials had to
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make a major recalculation of the total system cost because of what had happened in San
Francisco with the BART cost inflation. This then required further discussion with local
governments to figure out the cost share before they could present a final figure to the
public for the campaign.724
A private group that supported MARTA, Rapid Transit Now!, did not produce
campaign brochures until mid-October in 1968, hampering plans to deliver the brochures
to voters’ homes. This resulted in a more limited system of volunteers handing out
brochures in public. When MARTA officials received airtime on radio and television to
discuss the positive aspects of expanded mass transit, opponents complained that they
should also have equal time to present their argument against it. This provided opponents
with the opportunity to sow doubt among voters that the MARTA plan had not properly
evaluated less expensive options.725
The support for the rapid transit system was simply too shallow in part due to
MARTA public relations not reaching enough of the voting public and those efforts also
not explaining the technical process. Some of the misunderstanding about the technical
aspects had to do with the lack of detail in the MARTA campaign literature. For
instance, some voters didn’t even know about the feeder bus system that would take
riders to rapid transit stations. This point was especially crucial to garner support from
the Black community since they expressed concern that their neighborhoods had too few
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stations compared with white neighborhoods. They especially did not like that MARTA
rapid rail would not extend to the Perry Homes housing project. Both the radical
Metropolitan Atlanta Summit Leadership Congress and the moderate Atlanta Summit
Leadership Conference, opposed MARTA based on the belief that their views had been
ignored in the planning process, and that whites in support of MARTA viewed them as
reliable voters rather than true partners. An example of this lack of outreach was
MARTA hiring a Black liaison to the Black community immediately before the election
rather than weeks or months prior.726
MARTA supporters had disagreed about holding the vote for MARTA in
November 1968 or waiting until 1969 to hold a special election. Those who favored a
special election in 1969 believed that the focus on a single issue would be more likely to
convince voters rather than the competing issues of a general election. The MARTA
board moved forward with the November 1968 plan despite the presidential election.727
Sensing a doomed campaign, Mayor Allen thought that the 1968 vote would be too
rushed, and he did not express full public support.728 In addition, the plan that the
MARTA board presented to the public in 1968 contained several problems: no plans to
include the bus system, notifying the public only a few months prior to the vote, and a
funding plan supported by property taxes.729
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In November 1968, voters rejected handing the bond-issuing authority to
MARTA by 58 to 42 percent in Atlanta, 64 to 36 percent in Fulton County, and 54 to 46
percent in DeKalb County.730 A coalition of labor unions, the Black community, and
conservative voters prevented its passage despite the strong support from the areas most
populated by the white business elite. In particular, Black voters rejected it by 2-to-1,
and this showed their ability to pressure the white business elite for better terms on such
projects that they found unacceptable.731 Additionally, the use of the property tax to fund
the system was not viewed favorably by homeowners of diffuse demographic groups.732
Local 732 along with other unions proved to be a major reason for the vote
failure. Local 732 specifically did not see how their collective bargaining rights would
be preserved under the new system. Elliott congratulated the Local 732 on their efforts to
defeat the November 1968 bond proposal for MARTA. Elliott argued that the union
should not support funding for MARTA executives who will “secure finances which will
in turn assure them of establishing for themselves well-paying jobs” while Local 732
members have few or no guarantees for collective bargaining rights.733
Several different conservative individuals and groups campaigned against the
rapid transit system. Although they did not coordinate their activities under an umbrella
organization, they did present similar arguments about the financial underpinnings of the
plan. Alderman G. Everett Millican had served in Atlanta area politics for decades,
730
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beginning as an alderman in 1927 and later as a state senator representing Fulton
County. Throughout his career, he had made efforts to reduce what he saw as
government waste, particularly through consolidating city services and reducing the
number of elected offices.734
Millican voiced concerns about financing and expressed skepticism with the
reliance on federal funds and how they might not be available in the future as planned.
He advocated alternative proposals for expanding expressways and dispersing businesses
from the central core. He also questioned converting ATS from private to public since it
would no longer pay franchise fees nor be under the regulations of the Georgia Public
Service Commission (PSC) like other utilities.735 The other two critics, conservative
conspiracy organization the John Birch Society and segregationist Georgia Governor
Lester Maddox, agreed with Millican’s assessment and raised concerns about MARTA’s
accountability to the public and whether the cost of the system could balloon far beyond
the estimates provided by MARTA.736
As governor, elected in 1966, Maddox made his objections to MARTA known by
vetoing amendments to the MARTA Act in April 1968 that the Georgia General
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Assembly overwhelmingly passed.737 Maddox didn’t like the amendments because he
and others believed that low interest rates would lead to MARTA selling a large amount
of bonds thereby placing a financial burden on taxpayers. He also didn’t like allowing
MARTA to take over ATS or any other private system. MARTA officials protested that
this would restrict how long it would take to sell bonds and end up costing taxpayers
more because of construction delays.738 In 1969 Maddox vetoed another amendment
similar to those passed in 1968, and he stressed his opposition to funding MARTA
through property taxes.739
Perhaps MARTA should have done more to advertise their procurement of new
buses as an example of how they could make improvements without burdening tax
payers. MARTA leased buses to ATS, and then planned to use ATS payments on the
lease to repay the loan. MARTA approved of this new method of acquiring buses in May
when the board worked with a local bank on a loan for the buses, and then accepted the
low bid from General Motors in June. In July 1968, the ten new buses purchased by
MARTA arrived in Atlanta to be leased and operated by ATS. MARTA officials
explained that the new buses included modern air conditioning and advanced engine
design to operate more effectively in a variety of traffic conditions. The buses also
fulfilled MARTA’s goal of providing a balanced transit system of both rapid rail and
buses.740 Of course, a problem with pursuing this model without federal funding was the
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distinct possibility that ATS would be unable to generate the revenue to meet the
repayment obligations.
This funding situation would not be sustainable for building a rapid rail system.
The MARTA movement failed with a bad public relations campaign, a reluctant
coalition, and an unfriendly governor undermining the process. MARTA boosters would
need to regroup and hope for a more favorable political climate in the future. Local 732
showed their strength in the process and that they would not be willing partners since
they had a good relationship with ATS, unlike Local 192 and Key System. They clearly
understood their power to make demands for collective bargaining in a public system as
Local 192 had done with the creation of ACTD.
6.5 Bus Crime and Financial Problems
As the political movement for MARTA stumbled along, the situation for ATS
became increasingly dire. As in Oakland, a surge in crime on buses presented an image
of a dangerous transit system, the last thing a bus system with an increasingly poor
financial situation needed. Workplace safety was among a number of issues that rankand-file transit workers began to raise with more frequency by the late 1960s and early
1970s.
The hard currency drivers carried had long made drivers targets for robbery. In
the early 1930s, Atlanta bus drivers and trolley operators experienced a surge of hold-ups
during the Depression. This continued to be a regular occurrence in the following years,
particularly at the end of the trolley lines, though serious injury did not occur and the
company was more concerned with bus drivers carelessly losing the money. This issue
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escalated dramatically in 1959 when robbers shot and killed a trolley operator, and armed
robbery increased in the 1960s.741 The robberies had become so frequent that the
concerns about driver safety had led to a shortage of drivers at night because drivers
simply quit rather than work night shifts.742 From April through May 1968, the bus
drivers faced increasingly dangerous situations with armed robberies on the buses. In
several robberies of the change boxes, bus drivers were beaten with pistols before being
robbed and one was shot twice.743
In October 1968, ATU dispatched Vice President R. C. Wallace to Atlanta to
work with Local 732 on a solution to robberies after Local 732 contacted ATU for
assistance. Wallace had experience with how other locals had confronted this problem,
particularly using the exact fare system like the one in Oakland, so he could provide
guidance to Local 732 on working with ATS on a solution.744 ATU called a meeting for
October 24, 1968, to discuss the rash of bus driver robberies; the union discussed whether
drivers should refuse to carry the cash that made them such a tempting target. “Since we
can’t seem to obtain adequate protection for our members, while we are working for our
livelihood, it is time we take action on this matter.”745
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Attempts to deter the crimes or capture the perpetrators failed. The two-way
radios installed on the buses on the most problematics routes did not deter criminals even
though bus drivers had direct contact with the dispatchers. The cash rewards offered by
ATS for information about the robbers produced some leads, but nothing that satisfied
Local 732’s concerns about the safety problem. Local 732 stated that the drivers would
not carry $100 in change. ATS also became aware that about half the night drivers
carried handguns, which made a dangerous situation even more alarming. With drivers
refusing to carry change, armed drivers, increasing rates of robberies rather than
elimination of robberies, ATS approached the Public Service Commission (PSC) for
permission to change the policy. The ATS asked that passengers either have the required
fare or that they would have to accept a voucher if they overpaid. Passengers could still
purchase tokens ahead of time to use on the buses. When ATS requested this change in
November 1968, the exact fare plan was already in use in other major cities, including
Oakland. The PSC agreed and ATS implemented the exact fare plan on December 1.
Riders had to have the exact fare, or they would receive no more than five dollars in the
form of a refund slip that they would have to turn in to the ATS offices. As had occurred
in other cities such as Oakland, the plan essentially eliminated the bus driver robberies.746
Editorials in local newspapers supported this change, and Tom O. Duval, the ATS
superintendent of transportation, marveled at the change, and also noted the improved
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boarding times as an unintentional benefit.747 Even with the exact fare plan, drivers
remained vulnerable to random and unprovoked attacks, such as issuing reminders about
the bus rules. By October 1969, ATS had established a group to address school bus
vandalism.748
Even with addressing the bus crime issue, this could not solve the main ATS
structural problems. Unlike ACT in Oakland, ATS did not have a property tax revenue
stream which created a need to fund the system through higher fares. ATS argued that
the rising labor and other costs of operating the system coupled with the decline in
revenue required them to ask for another fare increase so that they could maintain
something close to reliable service for the riding public. Organizations speaking on
behalf of riders, such as the Legal Aid Society and the Fulton County Democratic Party,
insisted on no more fare increases and reduced fares for senior citizens. They argued that
these fare increases harmed the most vulnerable in the community that depended on
transit every day including domestic workers, school children, college students, and the
elderly. They argued that the PSC was not allowing for enough hearings to understand
the ATS demands for fare increases and if the company genuinely needed the fare
increase to 35 cents to operate or to make a profit.749
Rider advocates also criticized the routing of the bus system as inadequate
because of the hub-and-spoke system that routed all buses into a central area downtown
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where riders transferred to another bus. This system did not serve those riders who
needed to travel across the city without going through downtown. With the fare
increases, riders would pay more for a transit system that did not serve their needs in an
urban area no longer concentrated in downtown Atlanta.750
In addition to rising fares, riders also had to deal with inadequate infrastructure.
An incident that occurred at a downtown bus stop illustrated this issue. A dispute on
February 15, 1971, developed into a small riot with fights and property destruction. The
incident was traced back to the uncovered and overcrowded downtown sidewalk areas
where riders had to wait for buses. To make matters worse, those frustrated riders often
found arriving buses packed tight. MARTA pointed to the rapid rail system as a solution
to meet the demand for mass transit.751
The PSC believed a private bus system dependent on making a profit was simply
no longer possible and that Atlanta needed either some sort of heavy tax relief or direct
support of the current bus system. One commissioner noted the futility of continuing to
raise fares as the ridership declined and the importance of public operation to halt the
cycle of decline and raising fares.752 Supporters of public funding included UMTA
Administrator Carlos Villareal who encouraged MARTA to buy ATS because otherwise
it would cease to exist.753
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The PSC ordered ATS to investigate government tax relief as well as offering the
company for sale to a government transit agency, and, in January 1970, the state tax
commission acted on the relief request and removed the three percent sales tax on transit
fares. By March 1970, MARTA began studying the acquisition of ATS, although the
ATS president pointed out at the PSC hearing in March 1971 that he knew such action
would not come immediately and argued that the fare increase must be allowed so that
the transit system could continue to operate in its present form.754
As a result of the dire financial situation, ATS submitted a 5-cent fare increase
from 35 to 40 cents to the PSC in November of 1970. ATS argued that the spiraling
labor and other costs of operating the system coupled with the decline in revenue required
them this fare increase to maintain reliable service. ATS estimated that they would
operate at a loss of $1 million without the fare increase. Maynard, the president of ATS,
pointed out that the system had operated for 16 years without making a profit. The PSC
itself recognized the problems with operating the ATS in the current climate of inflation,
and ultimately did allow for a fare increase, with the exception of school children fares.755
The riding public expressed skepticism such as in an editorial in the African
American newspaper Atlanta Voice. The author dismissed the ATS claims of financial
insecurity by pointing to the parent company of ATS, Southeastern Capital Corporation,
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and that the company made enough in profits to pay a dividend to shareholders. In his
view, there was no need to pay “40 cents to ride one of those lurching monsters.”756
By the early 1970s, the situation for ATS had become exceptionally dire. After
solving the crime problem, the financial problem presented a daunting challenge. The
solutions to those financial problems, other than raising fares, had appeared to have been
exhausted, and ATS could no longer maintain the system. Although the drivers had
benefited from the ATS financial plan, they now operated on an increasingly dilapidated
system with unhappy riders. Although they no longer had to fear the bus robberies, there
was now the possibility that the bus system might collapse.
6.6 New Mayor, New Governor, and the Final Push for MARTA
A successful vote to fund MARTA needed both the labor and the Black
communities. A change in city leadership aided in building that coalition. In 1969,
voters elected Sam Massell the first Jewish mayor. Ben Massell, Sam’s uncle, had been a
well-known developer in the Atlanta building industry. Massell was elected with strong
support from the Black community, and he saw the passage of MARTA as a way to
maintain that support. He proposed a busway for connecting Perry Homes, a public
housing community populated largely by African Americans, with the rapid rail system
and funding the system through an income tax rather than a property tax.757 Along with
Massell, voters elected Maynard Jackson as Vice Mayor, and he would go on to become
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the first Black mayor of Atlanta in 1973 when he ran against Massell and won.758
Jackson had been one of the most vocal critics of ATS fare increases and their impact on
the Black community. Jackson argued that “[i]f the Atlanta Transit System is unable to
pay its bills without continuously and callously raising its bus fares then it ought to get
out of the business.” Those who had to depend on the ATS unreliable service on a daily
basis were the least able to afford the fare increases, and “the pleas of the elderly and the
working poor for relief from outrageous bus fares have received a lot of mouth, but [no]
action.”759
As part of their efforts to build up support for MARTA in the Black community,
MARTA hired Morris Dillard, an opponent of the 1968 referendum and who had worked
for the NAACP. Dillard worked specifically with Black community groups for input into
how the system could best meet their needs, and he cited fares as one of the most pressing
issues. If MARTA did not lower fares, then the new system could end up losing even
more business without reasonable fares to attract passengers.760 Although the white
neighborhood groups focused more on design aspects of the system and construction,
they also agreed on the need for lower fares.761
Another constituency, organized labor, also required a different strategy by
MARTA to gain their support. The lack of collective bargaining protections was a major
reason that Local 732 did not support the 1968 referendum. To bring Local 732 in as a
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supporter, MARTA officials supported including collective bargaining protections in the
revised state legislation.762 Massell also sought to shore up support among labor by his
appointment of John Wright, President of the AFL-CIO Atlanta Labor Council, to the
MARTA board when Massell essentially pushed out MARTA Board Chairman Rawson
Haverty, a move some construed as retribution against Haverty for not supporting
Massell’s mayoral campaign. In the past, labor representatives did not ever receive these
posts, so this was a significant move and showed the importance that Massell placed on
winning over the labor vote. Wright would go on to become MARTA board chairman in
1975 and serve until 1978 when he resigned to run for a seat on the Fulton County
Commission. Although Wright had obvious ties to labor, he maintained distance over
matters concerning contract negotiations while on the MARTA Board.763
The election of Jimmy Carter as governor in 1970 proved to be a pivotal moment
in pushing MARTA through, though Maddox remained in power as the lieutenant
governor. Maddox used his power in the state senate to shape the legislation, particularly
on the funding of the system. There seemed to be no doubt that Maddox would have
scrapped rapid transit if he had been governor instead of Carter.764 Maddox denied that
he tried to kill the legislation, and he claimed he supported rapid transit, but he clearly did
not really have a grasp on how all the moving parts were essential to making the bus
system improvements to bring in riders before the beginning of rapid rail. He thought
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that the sales tax would end up with $1 billion extra which would amount to a slush fund,
but this money was essential because of the inflation and cost overruns experienced by
BART meant that MARTA wanted to have more money for unexpected inflation.765
Carter made a deal to remove state sales tax support but to boost local sales tax
support to one cent, with the idea being that people from all over the state visit Atlanta
and would spend money and pay the sales tax.766 Maddox strong-armed the senate to
allow for the one-cent sales tax to go down to half cent after 10 years and only for capital
costs.767 The house passed the legislation that permitted MARTA to purchase ATS in
addition to other measures to allow MARTA to receive federal funding and the
adjustments to the bonds that Maddox had twice vetoed as governor in the late 1960s.768
In March 1971, Carter completed the process by signing the bills.769
In April 1971, MARTA released a statement that clearly outlined their intentions
for purchasing ATS and transitioning Local 732 members into the new public system.
The proposed plans included establishing the bus routes as a feeder system for the rapid
rail system, and an improved bus system that would reach areas that had been receiving
inadequate service. The two-pronged approach included two plans: one short-term and
one long-term. The short-term improved the bus system by making route and equipment
upgrades, and the long-term plan integrated the enhanced bus service with the rapid rail
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for a balanced system. With the plans, MARTA sought to improve the transit system
everywhere so that it would be a more attractive option, particularly to commuters who
owned cars. Assurances by MARTA for a smooth transition process included a contract
for the period in between private and public ownership and that “ATS employees will
become employees of MARTA.”770
This time, Local 732 found MARTA’s assurances of labor protections to be
convincing enough and they threw their support behind the November 1971 referendum.
MARTA also received the support of another important union, the National Domestic
Workers Union (NDWU). The NDWU proved to be effective community partners to
encourage a strong turnout in favor of the plan. Increasingly poor bus service and high
fares particularly affected the members of that union, and takeover and infusion of funds
into the bus system appealed to them.771
With the labor vote appearing to be more secure, Black support for the 1971
referendum required changes to the MARTA plans to provide adequate service to
predominantly their neighborhoods.772 MARTA changed the plans for rapid rail, in part,
to meet a key demand. The Black community disapproved of an east-west busway to
predominantly Black areas while white areas enjoyed north-south rapid rail. MARTA
altered the plans to include an east-west rapid rail line and an extension to Perry Homes.
MARTA also stressed the importance of upgrading ATS to make the proposal acceptable
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because many in the Black community used the bus system and desired new equipment to
replace the rundown fleet.773
The MARTA supporters needed every last one of those votes to pull off the
narrow victories in Fulton County 55,736 to 53,725 and DeKalb County 39,441 to
36,100. The attention paid to the Black community aided in increasing their support,
though they did not overwhelmingly vote in favor. White voters in higher income
Atlanta neighborhoods made the difference by voting in favor.774
As expected, Clayton County and Gwinnett County voters overwhelmingly
rejected the opportunity to join MARTA. White voters in the southern sections of Fulton
County and DeKalb County viewed the rapid rail system as another way to desegregate
housing and public spaces, much like voters in Clayton County and Gwinnett County.
Clayton County and Gwinnett County officials publicly argued that the main issue for
voters was the additional sales tax to pay for a system that would not serve their needs
because of the lack of stations and the subsidizing of the 15-cent fare since residents in
those counties would not ride the bus, though this could have been a not-so-subtle way to
say that whites did not want to subsidize the bus fares for Blacks.775
The main opponents of the rapid rail system expressed displeasure over the
outcome and pledged to continue the fight against it. They raised issues about how the
vote took place with paper ballots and proponents distributing misleading information.
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Millican went as far as suggesting that Atlanta officials programmed the traffic signals to
create traffic jams on purpose so that voters would be more inclined to support mass
transit. The head of the Truth About MARTA Committee, Bernard McIhany, hinted at
future legal proceedings to probe the financial underpinnings of MARTA.776
Despite these threats of legal action, a great sense of optimism existed following
the passage of the 1971 referendum. The MARTA General Manager Henry L. Stuart and
MARTA Deputy General Manager Terrell W. Hill expressed their appreciation for the
support of Jacobs and Local 732 during the campaign to pass the bond. The gentlemen
proclaimed that they were “now well on our way to developing the world’s finest
transportation system and residents of the metropolitan area will be proud of its greatly
expanded and improved services.”777
Conclusion
The bus system purchased by MARTA would require extensive refurbishment
and upgrades. Between the time of the 1968 and 1971 votes, the ATS fell into an even
more severe state of disrepair. Although the bus system would be an integral part of the
new transit system by providing service to the rapid rail stations, the wrangling over the
rapid rail planning and financing delayed the ability of MARTA to assume control of
ATS. Rather than striking, ATU advised Local 732 to put political pressure on officials
to ensure collective bargaining rights under 13(c) which would, in turn, allow MARTA to
receive federal funding and flexibility to continue operations and meet labor contract
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demands. This period of time provided Local 732 with some leverage to ensure that their
collective bargaining rights would be preserved as they made the transition to the public
employee sector.
Local 732 turned out to be a reluctant, yet pivotal, partner in the push for public
transit. They had managed to squeeze out wage hikes and increased benefits from ATS
and saw that ability to collective bargain under threat by MARTA. They were a key
constituency that MARTA had to win over to finally pass the bond in 1971. This was a
contrast to Local 192 that embraced the movement to public ownership because the
president F. Vernon Stambaugh secured collective bargaining rights in the state
legislation that created the transit district. By withholding their support during the 1968
referendum, Local 732 put pressure on MARTA to revise the transit legislation to
guarantee collective bargaining rights by the time of the 1971 referendum. The overall
effort to pass the referendum played out in more of a similar fashion as it had in Oakland
and the East Bay. On the vote to pass the referendum, ACT supporters also had to target
the referendum to those voters where the transit system would operate and, following the
referendum vote, fend off lawsuits from anti-tax groups. Although Local 732 was slower
to embrace public transit that Local 192, its decision to finally do so was as every bit as
important for shaping MARTA in Atlanta as Local 192’s stance was for shaping ACT.
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CHAPTER 7: MARTA BEGINS OPERATIONS AND MEETING
EXPECTATIONS OF LOCAL 732 AND THE PUBLIC

Introduction
The successful referendum vote in 1971 meant that the long-planned rapid rail
transit system could now become a reality. More importantly for the members of Local
732 and the bus riders was that the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority
(MARTA) could purchase the Atlanta Transit System (ATS) and fund much-needed
improvements in equipment and infrastructure which would lead to a system with better
service. The transition to public ownership, though, would be uneven with MARTA
facing lawsuits over the referendum vote, workers adjusting to their new roles as public
employees, and contract negotiations became more intense with Local 732 looking to
achieve more with a financially secure transit system and MARTA wary of being
perceived as careless with taxpayer money.
Local 732 leadership not only had to deal with a new MARTA management
during contract negotiations, but also with an increasingly group of militant workers.
They expected better wages and benefits after throwing their support behind the 1971
referendum. As Local 732 president Curtis Jacobs appeared unable to meet this demand,
Local members sought to push him out either at the ballot box or by trial.
MARTA had to meet the demands of riders to maintain low fares and improve the
service. They had to attract new ridership, but also give the mostly Black riders who had
voted for the transit system improved equipment and service along with a fare reduction
as promised. In order to meet these rider expectations, they relied heavily on the local
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sales tax voters approved in the 1971 referendum as well as federal capital and operating
grants which depended on continuing to honor Section 13(c) as well as Congress
continuing to fund mass transit grants and the President signing legislation.
The 1970s presented ATU with plenty of challenges with shifting political winds
in Washington, D.C., for support of mass transit and collective bargaining. Following the
resignation of Vice President Spiro Agnew, Gerald R. Ford accepted that position in the
Richard M. Nixon Administration, and, with the resignation of Nixon on August 9, 1974,
this left ATU with the prospect of dealing with a new Ford Administration. With an
unresolved fiscal crisis, Ford had little room for political maneuvering with the economy
in terrible shape and high gasoline prices.778 Ford had been no friend of labor nor of
legislation that aided mass transit as a Republican member of the U.S. House of
Representatives in the late 1960s. As expected, the Ford Administration advocated for
cutting operating subsidies from the National Mass Transportation Assistance Act
(NMTAA) legislation, and ATU attributed this, in part, to the easing of the oil crisis that
made supporting mass transit less of a priority. ATU stressed the importance of
Democrats gaining seats in the November 1974 midterm elections to ensure that the
federal legislation included the operating subsidies. An editorial in In Transit stated,
“For now, we will exert all efforts to defeat President Ford’s recommendation on mass
transit subsidies. It definitely is not a better idea.”779
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Unlike previous mass transit legislation that only included capital funding, the
NMTAA bill included funding for capital and operating grants for both urban and rural
mass transit projects and systems. The capital grant required 25 percent contribution
from local and state governments for 75 percent from the federal government, while the
operating assistance required each contribute 50 percent. The bill also continued the
13(c) protections.780 Ford made his opposition known publicly at a speech at the Sixth
International Conference on Urban Transportation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He
admitted that transit systems required assistance, but he did not like the current model of
federal grants and “feeding the fires of inflation by busting the federal budget.” The
NMTAA originally totaled $20 billion, and the Ford Administration orchestrated a
reduction to $11 billion, and Ford stated he did not want the $11 billion transit bill passed
by the House to increase at all in the Senate. Also, he didn’t like the idea of shifting
money from the Highway Trust Fund for local mass transit operating subsidies that
would mean a greater federal role in local transit and “greater costs and less
efficiency.”781
The American Public Transportation Association (APTA), which had feuded with
ATU over 13(c), was among the groups pushing for operating assistance. With greater
use of mass transit as a result of the energy crisis, transit systems required operation
funding in addition to capital costs. This would aid transit systems to meet the heavy
demand during morning and afternoon commuting periods when they experienced much
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of the ridership increase. APTA also pointed to conservation of natural resources going
forward with greater use of mass transit.782
The likelihood of NMTAA passing increased when the November 1974 midterm
elections resulted in devastating losses for the Republican party as Democrats won a
theoretically filibuster-proof majority of 61 seats in the Senate.783 Overwhelming
Democratic majorities that passed the NMTAA led to Ford signing the $11.8 billion sixyear funding bill consisting of $7.8 billion for capital costs and $4 billion for operating
costs. The act provided flexibility for transit authorities to use the operating funding for
capital costs which would give them access to more federal funding since the government
matched 80 percent to 20 percent local contribution for capital grants and only matched
50 percent for operating grants.784
ATU President Dan V. Maroney hailed the bill as a boost for mass transit systems
to fund operations as well as a boost for ATU member employment. In 1973 Maroney, a
Greyhound bus driver, defeated John M. Elliott, only the third president in ATU history,
marking the first time an incumbent was defeated. After Maroney’s election, some
restructuring of the relationship between headquarters and the local divisions did take
place, but there was no great upheaval as happened in other unions when the old guard
was defeated.785 For instance, Maroney did not deviate from the traditional ATU view of
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the importance of binding arbitration. In a March 1974 statement, Maroney argued that
binding arbitration and avoiding strikes was even more important now that transit
systems directly received taxpayer money. He did remark on the need to update the
arbitration process to avoid frustration between transit management and locals.786 While
Maroney acknowledged arbitration as an important tool of contract negotiations, he also
noted that it could be overused by public sector unions if they don’t want to go on strike
or are prohibited from doing so. He argued that if management and labor continuously
resort to arbitration as a way to avoid hard choices during collective bargaining, then that
could lead to unproductive and expensive arbitration proceedings by a third-party that
might not leave locals with the best outcomes.787
While mass transit systems and ATU members enjoyed increased funding for
public transition, operations, and capital costs, ATU understood that the ground
underneath them had changed due to issues surrounding arbitration. Local 732 would be
one of the unions to test out how much they could push a public transit system to increase
wages and other benefits, and Local 732 used wildcat strikes as well as arbitration to
make MARTA meet their demands while MARTA began to struggle financially even
with the additional grant funding from Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA) to supplement the local sales tax funding. ATU wanted compromise at the
bargaining table, instead Local 732 resorted to strikes and arbitration.
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7.1 Transition to MARTA
Following the purchase of the Atlanta Transit System (ATS) in February 1972,
MARTA began operating ATS on March 1. MARTA moved quickly to reduce the bus
fare from 40 cents to 15 cents, a promise repeated by MARTA officials leading up to the
1971 referendum vote. Rather than the property tax used by ACT, the new one percent
sales tax in DeKalb County and Fulton County and the City of Atlanta made the fare
reduction made possible and attracted ridership. In addition to subsidizing the fares, the
tax also funded physical improvements of the current bus system and future costs of the
rapid rail system. MARTA officials also worked to secure capital funds from UMTA to
supplement the local funding. In conjunction with the new rapid rail service, MARTA
planned to increase fares to 20 cents in 1979, 25 cents in 1980, and 30 cents in 1981, and
the sales tax would decrease to one half of one percent.788
Over the course of the first year of operations, passenger numbers increased 6.4
percent, revenue increased 6.2 percent, and vehicle miles increased 10.6 percent. The
passenger numbers averaged closer to 6 million per month, similar to the numbers from
the mid-1950s.789 Based on a survey conducted by MARTA, transit officials discovered
that approximately 50 percent of the new transit riders were traveled by choice on the
buses rather than drive. This shift from a largely captive ridership was important for the
future success of the transit system. The survey also revealed some demographic changes
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in the ridership with more male riders and white riders from higher income levels. The
new riders also indicated that they would have decided to ride the bus even if the fares
had not been decreased all the way to 15 cents, and that they were inclined to continue to
use transit once fares returned to 40 cents.790
In April 1973, MARTA reported that the combined sales tax revenue and fare
revenue of $4.5 million exceeded expenditures of $2 million (excluding capital
expenditures). MARTA pointed to their fuel price negotiations which meant that they
paid several cents lower per gallon than other transit systems. They trumpeted the
increase in passenger numbers compared to April 1972 as a success and revenue
passenger numbers that increased 19 percent. The system expanded service miles by 34
percent which also contributed to this ridership and revenue increase.791
The healthy revenue stream demonstrated the importance of the sales tax. During
the first year of operations from approximately March 1972 through June 1973, the
revenue from sales taxes totaled $47.5 million while revenue from fares brought in just
under $9 million, and UMTA capital grants contributed nearly $70 million.792 From July
1972 through December 1973, MARTA revenue of $34 million included $25.4 million
from sales tax receipts and $4.7 million from fare box revenue. What remained after
expenditures MARTA put towards system improvements.793 Although the revenue and
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total passenger numbers increased in 1973, the farebox revenue decreased compared to
1972 because the fare decreased to 15 cents. This justified the need for the sales tax
revenue to maintain the fare that attracted passengers and expanded the system.794
The upgrade of the bus system, called the Short Range Transit Improvement
Program, included plans to purchase new buses and bus shelters, construct two new bus
maintenance facilities, and open three park-and-ride lots. Altogether MARTA would buy
490 new buses, and 125 of those began operation in January 1973. These new buses
increased the total size of the fleet to 603. Additional UMTA funding, along with
funding from the sales tax, supported the long range plans for rapid rail construction and
provided $48 million to purchase land for right-of-way, $30 million for utility relocation
work, and $20 million for design work.795
At the groundbreaking for the Brady Avenue maintenance facility on May 1,
1973, MARTA and government officials, including Georgia Governor Jimmy Carter,
wore hardhats and grabbed shovels for the ceremonial groundbreaking. At the ceremony,
UMTA Administrator Franck C. Herringer praised the work that MARTA had done since
taking over ATS. The reduction in fares and the expansion of the system had brought in
more passengers. He declared that “MARTA could serve as a model for the entire
country.”796 In September 1976, the opening of the Browns Mill maintenance facility
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marked the near completion of the $57 million short range program to upgrade the bus
system after purchasing ATS.797
ATU trumpeted the lower fares and increased business in In Transit as proof that
“passengers go up when fares go down.” This in turn benefited Local 732 members due
to “the increased number of runs and the job security such increased work provides for
the future.” In addition to Atlanta, decreases in fares in Sacramento, California, and
Minneapolis-Saint Paul, Minnesota, also led to increases in passenger numbers, and they
encouraged members to support policies that reduced or eliminated fares.798 This boost
in ridership provided evidence for then-ATU President John M. Elliott’s statement before
Congress in which he advocated for free fare and complete public support for transit
rather than simply fare reduction.799
Elliott contrasted the expense of federal support for complicated projects such as
the “people mover” with the more practical idea of a federal demonstration grant of
providing fare free transit in Atlanta based on the recent success of ridership gains with
the lowering of fares due to sales taxes. Essentially, the sales tax revenue made up for
the loss of the fare revenue, so Elliott suggested going all the way by zeroing-out fares to
see what happens. He mocked the people mover as another example of a “windowdressing” project, and that companies involved in the construction of the people mover
were the real beneficiaries rather than the public which did not benefit from reduced
traffic, pollution, and other benefits from strengthening existing transit systems. This
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matched similar criticism by Elliott about BART following the “Fremont Flyer” accident
when he also complained about expensive mass transit infrastructure construction and
attempts to reduce costs by getting rid of drivers.800
In Atlanta, the fare reduction tied directly into the future rapid rail system because
MARTA needed to reconstitute a ridership that would then use the new rapid rail system
along with a reconfigured bus system. Following the 1971 referendum, the 15-cent fare
came under threat because of lawsuits. If successful, the lawsuits had the potential to
remove the sales tax as a source of revenue, and MARTA signaled that they would have
to raise the fare as a result. Atlanta Mayor Sam Massell cautioned against such a move
after so many had voted on MARTA based on that fare guarantee.801 MARTA disclosed
these lawsuits to UMTA as part of the grant application process because a decision in
favor of the plaintiffs could reduce the amount of money available to MARTA to match
the federal funds for planning and building the rapid rail system.802
In February 1972, the lawsuit Everett Millican and Atlanta Alderman Henry
Dodson brought against MARTA moved to the Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
following a December 1971 ruling by U.S. District Judge Sidney O. Smith that dismissed
the lawsuit. Millican and Dodson brought the lawsuit because they claimed “voting
irregularities, intimidation of voters by pro-rapid transit workers passing out literature at
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the polls and lack of [constitutionally] guaranteed due process of law in state
courts.” Another lawsuit filed by their same attorney demanded a recount that resulted in
an increase from a 461 vote margin to a 471 vote margin in favor of rapid transit.803 The
ruling in favor of MARTA by the Fifth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals at the end of May
1972 essentially signaled the end of the court challenges to MARTA.804
The end of the lawsuit threat meant that MARTA could proceed with obtaining
critical federal funding for rapid rail construction. In December 1973, MARTA applied
for an initial $291.3 UMTA grant for the rapid rail system, and, in November 1974,
MARTA officials received some good news when they learned that the U.S. Congress
passed the NMTAA. MARTA officials hoped to receive $1.5 billion of that in the form
of federal grants to fund 80 percent of the project. The remaining amount would come
through the sales tax and bonds. With estimates for the construction of the rapid transit
system rising to over $2 billion, officials advocated extending the one cent tax past 1982
when it was scheduled to drop to a half-cent. Officials argued that extending the tax
would enable the local governments to issue more bonds to cover rising costs without
interrupting the construction schedule.805
MARTA received a $3.9 million grant in July 1975 from UMTA to purchase 60
more buses, including 10 articulated models. By November 1974, the majority of buses
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at each of the three garages had air conditioning. Despite the acquisition of new buses,
those that had yet to be replaced experienced various problems.806
One goal of the bus system was to establish a service for commuters that they
would later use with rapid transit. The park-and-ride lot was one way to accustom riders
to such a system. By July 1975, MARTA had opened its second park-and-ride lot, this
one in north Fulton County. The first one opened in DeKalb County, and, after six
months, it was operating at near capacity.807
The drivers played an important role in this transition as the front line of public
interaction. To persuade drivers to brush up on their public relations skills, MARTA
hosted an event in August 1975 featuring “[t]wo of Eastern Airline’s lovely ladies...for
your education and enjoyment a special customer-relations and grooming program.”808
In addition to the public face drivers also alerted supervisors to mechanical malfunctions
on older buses such as broken speedometers and rear doors malfunctioning, though Local
732 President Curtis J. Jacobs complained to MARTA that management appeared to
ignore the notifications.809
Along with equipment and shelter improvements, MARTA added new services
such as a traffic watch and special school bus routes. MARTA began the traffic watch
program on September 2, 1975, that included on the route reports from bus drivers of
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general traffic conditions as well as major incidents. The program worked by bus drivers
radioing in to MARTA dispatchers who then would then give that information to radio
stations for reporting during the morning and afternoon commutes.810
MARTA provided school bus service with dedicated routes, although this caused
extra work for drivers since they had to watch out for children in ways they did not with
regular passengers. Some buses operated multiple routes while others might complete a
school bus route, then return to a regular route.811 Despite the MARTA buses with
school bus signs on the front and rear and the use of the bus emergency flashing lights,
cars did not stop even though it was against the law to do so when buses released
children. Because of this problem with cars ignoring the law and the lack of police to do
anything about it, Duvall reminded the drivers that “one way we can prevent this from
happening is to WARN THE CHILDREN NOT TO CROSS IN FRONT OF THE
BUS.” Duvall stated that these techniques had worked for the past five years, so with the
new school year starting, he thought he should issue this reminder once again since this
“could prevent some crippling ACCIDENTS or DEATH.”812 For the 1975-1976 school
year, MARTA made public outreach efforts and upgraded the signage on all of the buses
to improve safety. A public service campaign on radio and television reminded riders
that MARTA buses are just like regular school buses if they have their school bus signs
displayed.813 MARTA management saw these services as important for the taxpayers
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that voted for the funding for the new public system. They needed public support to
continue their goal of building the rapid rail system and maintaining a viable bus system
that would later connect to that rapid rail system was key to the overall success of
MARTA.
The dedicated school bus routes ended in August 1977 when MARTA began to
allow any rider onto a bus operating on a school bus route in accordance with new
UMTA regulations. The new “tripper service” would no longer display any school bus
signs on the front or back, but they would have basic route numbers for the tripper
service. Duvall stressed that drivers should continue to be mindful of the school children
to ensure their safety as much as possible.814
The student transportation service was a special challenge for drivers, but
MARTA also made overall safety a key personnel program. One of the first programs
implemented by MARTA was a rigorous driver training program. The driver training
appeared to be effective as MARTA won APTA mileage safety awards and driver safety
competitions also sponsored by APTA in the 1970s. Valtman also recognized the drivers
for meeting mileage goals without accidents, and MARTA held its own bus rodeos, or
safety competitions.815
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As effective as safety training could be, some drivers did not always adhere to
safety and other rules. MARTA sent out a notice that warned drivers not to speed when
they might be tempted to do so in the newer buses that could go much faster than older
models. They pointed out that police officers would issue speeding tickets. Additionally,
they also claimed, perhaps as subterfuge, that they had “equipped our radio supervisors
with a very accurate radar device and speed is being checked frequently on all lines.”816
Operations management issued multiple notices for reminders about picking up
passengers on express routes, proper attire, failing to pull up to the curb, and completing
mileage cards and transfer envelopes.817 These infraction notices did not go
unchallenged, so MARTA allowed review of personnel file by the employee. They put in
place multiple steps to do so and some restrictions, such as not allowing employees to
remove documents and protecting the privacy of individuals that reported incidents.
Also, the employees had to review these files on their own time such as during lunch.818
Drivers that wanted to protest the classification of their accident could meet with G. T.
Cole, the Assistant Division Manager, to issue a formal protest. MARTA then set up a
date and morning and afternoon time slots for drivers that had had accidents in the past
several months to meet in Cole’s office.819
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Although MARTA had managed to achieve the public funding victory MARTA
management believed that Local 732 had an important role in the newly refurbished ATS.
Drivers needed to match what MARTA promised to provide along with new equipment
and expanded service. The accountability to the public was something that MARTA
wanted to make sure that they instilled in the drivers because of the contentious
campaigns to support MARTA funding and the aftermath. Although drivers found some
of the new regulations onerous, for their part, drivers appeared to understand the
importance of safety and the safety awards illustrated that commitment, though the focus
on minor driver infractions echoed the early transition problems experienced by Local
192 and ACT.
7.2 Disruptive Passengers
In order to follow these procedures for safe driving, drivers themselves demanded
a safer work environment. The bus drivers faced a rise in passenger disruptions on buses
in the fall of 1972. These disruptions had been going on ever since MARTA took
over.820 On September 24, 1972, some Local 732 members met with MARTA
management to discuss potential solutions. Local 732 wanted MARTA to hire security
personnel for the buses to prevent the attacks. W. L. Boyd, the Local 732 Financial
Secretary, argued that MARTA already had plans for a security force on the rapid transit
system, so they should go ahead and hire them and put them on the buses that have the
most problems.821 By October, MARTA announced plans for the installation of radios on
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buses. This would allow drivers to communicate directly with the central dispatcher.
Maynard declined the Local 732 requests for armed guards, most likely due to cost. He
did point to a half dozen hand-held radios, route adjustments, and increased MARTA
security for routes where drivers had faced the greatest threats to their safety.822
According to Dorothy Bolden, the head of the NDWU, some of this may have
been due to drivers lack of restraint and inadvertently escalating situations. She noted
that domestic workers had observed a variety of behavior and that bus drivers should also
be expected to act courteous if that was being asked by the passengers. Bolden herself
sued MARTA after a bus driver deliberately closed the door on her arm and then drove
the bus away from the stop with her still trapped.823
In the fall of 1972, MARTA had agreed to hire plainclothes transit police officers
on buses to combat attacks on drivers, an important victory for Local 732 because the
strategy had not been widely implemented. MARTA further pledged to equip all buses
with two-way radios and place security guards on problematic routes. Jacobs and most of
the membership expressed satisfaction with these efforts, but other members thought that
additional measures should include protective shields for the drivers “and deputizing
drivers in order that they may legally carry guns,” a tactic employed by the old Georgia
Power Company that resulted in bus drivers shooting and killing riders which MARTA
had no interest in reviving.824 On February 8, 1974, Kiepper and Motorola signed a
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$1.86 million agreement to install two-way radios as well as emergency alarms and other
equipment for as many as 860 buses as part of a larger $6.18 million UMTA capital
grant.825 By April 1975, buses had silent alarms that drivers could activate with their heal
under the seat, but MARTA stressed that drivers should only activate it when they were
in emergency situations and to remain silent because the alarm had no voice
communication capability.826
The Georgia General Assembly passed a law that addressed conduct on public
transit and took effect on July 1, 1976. The law made a number of activities
misdemeanors including disrupting the bus driver, entering through the rear door to avoid
paying fare, playing music through a device without an “earphone,” and littering. A first
time offender could face a $50 to $100 fine, then any violation after that could result in
more fines or up to ten days in prison. Duvall sent out guidance about enforcing the law,
and instructed drivers that if they notice such behavior to tell the passenger that they
violated state law. If the rider “does not take action to correct the violation (pick up litter,
use earphones with the radio or cassette, or pay his/her fare) you should continue your
trip and report the violator to Central Dispatcher by radio. The Dispatcher will
immediately dispatch a MARTA supervisor and the police to intercept your bus along the
route.” Duvall stressed the importance of this law to “make our buses cleaner and more
desirable for our customers,” but he also warned against drivers taking matters into their
own hands which could only lead to more problems.827
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Even with this change in the law, drivers didn’t view it as dramatically changing
their day-to-day encounters. In 1975, the fare collection process continued to be a source
of some contention between labor and management. In February and October 1975,
Duvall sent out orders to remind drivers of multiple tasks to keep in mind. The problems
all appeared to stem from passengers not having the correct number of coins for the fare,
which had led to passengers boarding for free, drivers making change out of their own
pocket, passengers placing dollar bills in the fare machine that could not process paper
money, and drivers not checking that the correct amount of fare had been deposited into
the machine in the inspection plate.828
The fare collection issues led to discipline disputes between MARTA and Local
732. MARTA disagreed with an arbitrator’s decision in the case of driver Willis Maurice
Martin who had been accused of stealing fares after a MARTA investigator reported that
he placed fares into his pocket. Martin argued that he had been making change for
customers, not stealing fares, though MARTA specifically prohibited drivers from
handling fares.829 A similar dispute over collection of fares arose between the union and
the MARTA management in December 1977. Local 732 officials argued that the drivers
did not receive enough protection on buses and that resulted in passengers boarding
without paying fares. Drivers worried that they risked personal injury if they pressed the
issue too much. MARTA management indicated that they thought drivers simply let
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people board for free so that they would not be troubled by collecting fares and holding
up the boarding process and delaying the route time.830
MARTA did consider further reducing the need to handle fares with the
introduction of rapid rail. The fare collection MARTA decided to implement with the
rapid rail system would be designed to encourage the use of a monthly pass that would be
read magnetically at rail stations and shown to bus drivers. However, riders would also
be able to use coins and tokens as well, but the plan was to not have any fare vending
machines nor change machines in the MARTA stations. They did look at moving to an
honor system like in continental Europe but decided to use fare gates at stations and
presenting passes on buses.831
MARTA planned for a police force for the rapid rail system, but did not mention
if that same force would be used for buses. The focus appeared to be on the rapid rail
transit because that was where they wanted to attract new customers that may not have
had much experience riding on public transit and would need assurance of safety, though
MARTA stressed that there was a greater fear of danger on rapid transit systems than
actually existed.832 By June 1979, MARTA had their own professionally trained police
force that could be dispatched to assist bus drivers with problem riders.833
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Along with success in attracting riders and upgrading equipment, MARTA and
Local 732 experienced challenges in labor-management relations. MARTA expected the
drivers to closely adhere to policies in order to maintain and grow that ridership in
anticipation of the rapid rail system. Local 732 expected MARTA to be responsive to
their safety and fairly apply the rules. This relationship would be further tested by
contract negotiations throughout the 1970s.
7.3 1973 Strike
In addition to disputes over day-to-day working conditions, MARTA would find
itself at odds with Local 732 over contracts that governed wages and fringe benefits.
What soon became clear was that the success MARTA experienced could be impacted by
labor contracts if they became an unaffordable part of the budget as had occurred at ACT
in Oakland. The ATU Local 732 and MARTA began having disputes over the contract in
1972, which culminated in a six-day wildcat strike in 1973. “Wildcat strikes” were most
common during the late 1960s and 1970s. These strikes consisted of workers deciding to
go on strike without the explicit authorization of the local or international union.834
The MARTA purchase of ATS meant that it would be assuming the obligations of
the three-year contract (June 21, 1969 to June 20, 1972), and ATS initially operated as a
subsidiary of MARTA rather than an integrated bus system. On June 18, Local 732
members voted 375 to 142 to agree to the one-year contract (June 21, 1972 to June 21,
1973) that included a 50-cent per hour wage increase for drivers, although 25 cents of
that total would be contingent on the approval of the Nixon Administration Pay
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Board. Similar to the drivers, mechanical department workers would also require pay
board approval for a 20-cent per hour increase. Local 732 membership also successfully
bargained for increased health insurance benefits.835
ATS attorneys wrote to the pay board to appeal the ruling by the District Office
for Stabilization because the contract they negotiated with Local 732 exceeded 5.5
percent increase set by the pay board. The contract they negotiated increased the base
wage rate by 14.4 percent and the district office could only allow up to a 7 percent
adjustment. In their argument for allowing this wage increase, the ATS attorney pointed
to the November 9, 1971, vote that allowed the one percent sales tax. Along with the
federal funding, this allowed MARTA to reduce bus fare from 40 to 15 cents, purchase
new equipment, and expand service. This increase in service meant that it was crucial for
MARTA to be able to offer an attractive wage and fringe benefits package. With the
purchase of buses and the expansion of the route network, “the Transit System anticipates
the need for hiring a total of 370 new drivers and 78 new mechanics.” This meant a
nearly 50 percent increase in drivers and 37 percent increase in mechanics. MARTA had
continuously operated with a shortage of drivers throughout 1972, so to only be able to
offer 7 percent more than the previous contract “would stifle its efforts to retain its
competent employees and to attract additional qualified employees.” Additional Atlanta
regulations on employment meant that MARTA “may not employ as a driver a person
835
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who has been convicted of any of several crimes, or one who is not in good physical
condition or lacks excellent vision. Such requirements result in the need for a highquality type of employee.” They also pointed out how much less MARTA paid drivers
and mechanics compared to other large cities such as Dallas, Cleveland, and
Chicago. Those cities paid well over four dollars per hour for drivers whereas the drivers
in Atlanta earned $3.72 per hour, so the requested wage of $4.22 per hour in Atlanta
would still be less than those cities. Also, the requested wage of $4.78 per hour would
put mechanics more in line with those cities. In addition, the competition for drivers in
the Atlanta area meant that MARTA also competed with truck driving companies and
other similar companies. Without this expansion of the workforce, then MARTA would
not be able to operate the system as promised to the taxpayers.836
Despite these arguments, MARTA could not get the increase approved by the pay
board due to Phase 2 wage controls imposed by the Nixon Administration. MARTA
could not fully implement the wage increase until the Nixon Administration removed
those controls in January, and they argued that they still could not do so until given
permission by the Pay Board, an argument the Local 732 officials did not believe.837
Local 732 drivers called for a strike in February 1973 when they did not receive the 23cent per hour wage increase. The drivers voted for the strike 772 to 17, but they never
actually went on strike because the Pay Board approved the wage increase at the last
minute. A member of the Pay Board personally called Jacobs to inform him of the
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decision to approve the wage increase, and this avoided a strike that would have left
130,000 daily bus riders with no transportation.838
By March 30, 1973, Local 732 and MARTA again found themselves at the
negotiating table over a new contract.839 MARTA argued that they had been generous
with the contract negotiations in 1972 when they approved a 64 cents per hour increase,
including cost-of-living, that led to a wage rate of $4.36 just behind the wage paid to
drivers in Miami, the highest in the Southeast. Mechanics received an increase of 84
cents per hour, and all workers received a 20 percent increase in fringe benefits. By the
end of the contract period in June, the two sides remained apart on wages with the union
proposing a raise of 50 cents per hour for a one-year contract and MARTA proposing a
raise of 60 cents per hour over a two-year contract period. Along with a demand for 22
cents per hour in cost-of-living increases, MARTA argued that the total cost would be
around $700,000 more for a one-year contract compared to MARTA’s two-year
contract. This would mean “[m]onies that are diverted from the tax to pay operating
subsidies reduce the amount available for local input into the capital improvement
plan.” MARTA argued that the local 13(c) agreement they signed with Local 732 “that
arbitration under provisions of this agreement would preclude a strike by the union.”840
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Rather than look only at cities in the Southeast, Local 732 negotiators cited data
that showed drivers in Atlanta earning less than other big cities nationwide.841 They
rejected the offer to raise salaries by 60 cents over a two-year period because of concerns
that the economy would sour, and then they would never see the full raise. They instead
continued to insist on the one-year contract with a 50-cent raise. As the date of the
contract expiration approached, the membership voted on June 17 to not work without a
contract.842
MARTA wanted to extend the contract to July 11 to ensure that operations would
continue so as not to inconvenience the riders. Local 732 rejected this offer as well as
MARTA’s follow up offer to go into arbitration.843 MARTA took the matter to court
because Local 732 refused “to honor its obligations under Section 13C of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964 wherein it is agreed to arbitrate issues and not strike.” Local
732 had not formally rejected the arbitration request, but the membership had already
voted not to work without a contract, so it appeared to MARTA that a strike could be
imminent.844
MARTA requested a restraining order to prevent the drivers from striking, and
they argued that they wanted to go through the arbitration process they believed should
be followed under the 13(c) agreement between Local 732 and MARTA to prevent a
strike. Additionally, they cited a state law prohibiting state employees from striking.
841
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Local 732 officials were determined not have any case decided through state courts, and
they challenged the original MARTA petition in Fulton County Superior Court. As a
result, the case ended up in U.S. District Court.845 This illustrated the uncertainty over
how the state law impacted 13(c) agreements and which courts had jurisdiction to decide.
On June 20, 1973, Judge Albert J. Henderson of the U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Georgia issued a temporary restraining order against Local 732 going
on strike. The judge agreed with MARTA about the potential for massive disruption as a
result of a strike, and he ordered Local 732 to restrain from “calling, instigating,
directing, encouraging, causing, assisting or participating in any strike, work stoppage,
slow-down or interruption in the operation of the plaintiff’s bus transportation system.”
Although Jacobs said he would follow the restraining order, he admitted that convincing
the members to also follow the order would not be a guarantee.846 Kiepper requested that
the employees honor the federal court order to not participate in a strike. He also pledged
“to continue to participate in the collective bargaining process in good faith.”847
The two sides did not reach an agreement, and workers went on a wildcat strike
on June 21, 1973, ignoring the U.S. District Court order. The drivers picketed MARTA
headquarters while chanting “When the money rolls in, the buses will roll out.” They
believed that instead of dismissing their contract proposals, MARTA should be meeting
their wage demands since Local 732 backed the 1971 referendum.848
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A key leader of the group, Johnny Clyde Reynolds, known as J. C. Reynolds,
argued that they were not, in fact, on a strike. He argued that workers voted to not work
without a contract, and that they did not vote to strike. “A strike would be illegal, but we
just refused to work without a contract because MARTA officials had our proposal for 60
days and they did not give us an agreeable proposal in time so we just refused to work
without a contract.”849 Reynolds began working as a bus driver for ATS in 1966. He had
a diverse education background with an undergraduate degree in business and continuing
education in theology.850
The strike caught MARTA off-guard, and they rushed out a statement on the
morning of June 21. Atlanta Mayor Sam Massell urged commuters driving to pick up
bus riders who appeared to be stranded. In addition to disrupting commuters who relied
on the bus service every day, the shopping foot traffic dropped noticeably during the day
at downtown stores because daytime shoppers didn’t have the buses. Outside of the daily
traffic, the strike hampered plans to transport people to the Billy Graham crusade because
groups had chartered MARTA buses and drivers.851
The editorial staff of the Atlanta Constitution published a blistering editorial that
emphasized an impatience with public sector employees going on strike and
inconveniencing the public without exhausting other avenues of resolution with
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management. Under the byline “Fire Them!” the editorial questioned the “IQ
requirements” of MARTA for its drivers. While the editorial did not try and figure out
which side was right on how much drivers should be paid, the writers pointed out that the
drivers needed to be aware of the public they served and the inconvenience of the
strike.852
The AFL-CIO Civil Rights Department Southern Director E. T. Kehrer responded
that such “frenzied editorials leads one to wonder what the motives are in fanning the
flames of an already raging fire.” While the AFL-CIO did not condone wildcat strikes,
Kehrer argued that firing all of them would be the worst solution. Rather his experience
suggested that MARTA should “get the employees back to work and then start the
process of re-building the relationship to that wildcats are not required to get problems
resolved.”853 Atlanta Constitution Associate Editor Harold S. Guillver pushed back and
assured Kehrer that they supported collective bargaining. “We spoke out against the
illegal strike itself, not[...]suggesting that the workers did not have the right to seek better
pay.” Kehrer’s criticism appeared to have some effect when an editorial came out in
response to the news of the contract settlement, and the editorial reiterated their support
for collective bargaining Gulliver made to Kehrer.854
After being on strike for nearly a week, the drivers returned to work after being
threatened with a $50 per day fine by Judge Henderson on any individual driver that
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remained on strike. Both Jacobs and the Local 732 attorney stressed that the members
should return to work and vote to accept a new contract offer, which the MARTA board
had approved. The attorney also stressed that members could face jail time if the judge
ordered them back to work and they refused. At a June 26 meeting, several hundred
mostly Black members walked out upon hearing about the terms of the contract that
included a raise of 66 cents per hour over the two years of the contract. Around 30 to 40
percent of the 1,100 union membership was Black. Reynolds, described by the Atlanta
Constitution as the “militant” leader of that group, did say that he endorsed going back to
work regardless of whether members voted to approve the contract or not, though, due to
lack of Black members in leadership positions, Reynolds thought that their concerns
about the contract were not being properly addressed.855 He would continue to push for
leadership change in the union and became the first Black president of Local 732 in
1978.856
Local 732 voted against the contract narrowly 468 to 423.857 Following further
negotiations, Local 732 membership approved the new offer 661 to 233 on July 12. They
received a 70-cent wage increase over the two-year contract. The two-year contract
would increase the base pay from $4.36 to $5.06 per hour over the course of the
contract. Local 732 won a cost-of-living increase with the one-cent cost-of-living
increase based off of the 1967 Consumer Price Index (CPI) rather than the 1957-1959
855
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CPI. They also made gains in a wide variety of fringe benefits including holidays, sick
leave, life insurance, and injury pay.858 Even though MARTA and the union completed
negotiations and finally agreed on a contract, the Georgia General Assembly expressed
displeasure with the process and looked into legislation to prevent the union from going
strike ever again.859
The drivers argued that they believed that they would see wages rise since
MARTA received some of its income from public funds unlike the privately run ATS,
and they claimed that MARTA representatives said so prior to the 1971 referendum.
They were just as frustrated with the Local 732 officials as evidenced by the unauthorized
strike in 1973. Although ATS had operated a failing bus system, some drivers waxed
nostalgic about the ease with which problems were resolved without mediation, court
injunctions, and accusations between management and labor. MARTA argued that it
needed to restrict spending on higher wages because of the cost of buying land and
building the new rapid rail system, and they were attuned to meeting service to the public
that the Atlanta Constitution editorial alluded to. Reynolds pointed out that this rule on
pay restrictions apparently did not apply to executives like Kiepper and others hired from
out of town.860
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The strike revealed multiple divisions in this new era of publicly-owned mass
transit in Atlanta. A group of African American drivers viewed their critical support for
the 1971 referendum and demonstrated their ability to hold MARTA officials to those
promises. Local 732 leadership like Jacobs had to manage these expectations while also
figuring out how they could reach reasonable agreements with MARTA, though
Reynolds would suggest that his tactics resulted in contract concessions from a stubborn
MARTA. This early dispute caught MARTA officials by surprise because they believed
that the local 13(c) agreement reached with Local 732 would avoid strikes over contract
disputes. This would begin MARTA officials to rethink what they had signed up for.
7.4 Local 732 Labor Disputes and Expansion of Membership
After the resolution of the strike and contract, disputes arose over matters other
than wages as they navigated the transition. Much like Local 192 and ACT, MARTA
stressed the importance of public accountability while Local 732 criticized the discipline
system as too punitive. For MARTA management, any perception that they would be
perceived as careless with taxpayer money could invite unwelcome scrutiny as evidenced
by the groups responsible for the lawsuits over the 1971 referendum. Although some
Local 732 members thought that leadership did not push back enough, Jacobs pursued
reinstatement and other measures when he believed that MARTA had been too punitive.
He no doubt wanted to prove the benefits of being represented by Local 732 as he
planned to organize the secretaries and clerks to expand membership as a result of
MARTA hiring more employees in those categories.
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From Valtman’s perspective, MARTA had to enforce the rules in order to keep
the system running consistently. Sick leave had been an ongoing issue that MARTA
management targeted for reform to prevent what they characterized as abuse of the
benefit. In October 1973, management and Local 732 agreed that doctor notes would not
be necessary for one day or less of sick leave. The agreement noted that a supervisor
could decide to request a note on a case-by-case basis, and that MARTA would be
keeping close tabs on how much of these types of absences that employees used. By
February 1974, Valtman expressed alarm at the high rate of one-day sick leave use after
the new policy went into effect on November 1, 1973. The one-day sick use skyrocketed
75 to 100 percent over what had been used before the policy took effect, and some
employees were “repeatedly hitting the sick list the day before and/or the day after
holidays, pay-days, and regularly scheduled days off.” Although he understood that
“some of the membership is getting uptight about management reneging on past
agreements,” he pointed out that the sick leave agreement “clearly stated that if abuse
occurred, the agreement would be terminated,” and he promised to do so if the trends he
outlined continued. In March 1974, MARTA issued a new policy that required doctor
notes for one day or less. Apparently, some Local 732 members tried to get around this
policy by asking MARTA clinic employees to sign forms even if they had not treated the
members, and MARTA issued further guidance in June 1974 that the clinic doctor could
not sign for an employee that he had not examined.861
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If violating MARTA policies resulted in a discipline action, then a procedure
allowed employees to dispute that action, though confusion over that led to an August
1974 exchange between MARTA and Local 732 over the process for submitting
grievances. MARTA reiterated that the grievances start with frontline foremen then
progress up the chain to reach Valtman by referral from Labor Relations Manager Gary
M. Hayes. In addition, Local 732 members could not return to work during a suspension
just because their suspension had entered the grievance process.862
Further disputes arose within Local 732 about handling discipline imposed by
MARTA. In December 1974, Local 732 member J. P. Eason complained to ATU
President Dan V. Maroney about what he saw as inadequate attention by Local 732
officials to his grievance dispute with MARTA. Eason disputed his termination to
Maroney about being fired for a non-preventable accident and argued that discrimination
played a role. He said that other “blacks have been removed without justification but
nothing has been done about it. Thus, this type of racial discrimination continues to take
place on different [occasions].” He thought that Local 732 should pursue the case
further.863 Apparently, Eason did not show up at a Local 732 meeting, so his case did not
receive a vote to pursue the case into arbitration. The case had gone through the standard
grievance process, but Boyd argued that Eason had to attend the meeting to argue for
further action from Local 732.864 Maroney reminded Jacobs of the importance of
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handling grievances through a documented decision-making process by the Local 732
executive board because some locals “experienced some stiff court costs simply because
this procedure has not been followed.”865
Despite the perception among some members that Local 732 officials did not do
enough to push back on MARTA discipline, Jacobs regularly expressed concerns to
Valtman about firing without just cause. In fact, Local 732 reported to ATU cash flow
problems due to expenditures on arbitration.866 One of the main discipline issues
revolved around “lose outs,” drivers not showing up for shifts. Jacobs thought that
MARTA administered unfairly and complained about this to Valtman. Valtman
dismissed the concerns because only a small number of drivers habitually missed shifts,
so this was no reason to change the discipline policy. Despite this small number of
drivers that regularly faced discipline for this infraction, Valtman argued that these
infractions could “contribute to late operations, assignment of replacement drivers to
potentially unfamiliar routes, increased cost of operations,” and those drivers should not
“take precedence over MARTA’s obligation to tax-paying passengers to provide regular
dependable transit service.”867
MARTA management realized that labor relations had begun to consume much of
Valtman’s time. They decided to create a Director of Labor Relations position to deal
directly with Local 732 and report to Valtman. They probably also anticipated that
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relations with Local 732 would only become more complicated as it expanded its
representation and membership.868
In the 1970s, the transition of ATU locals from the private to the public sector
meant that they faced even more competition to represent workers in non-transportation
roles, and sought to avoid what had happened with Local 192 and BART. Beginning in
the fall of 1974, ATU Local 732 reached out to MARTA clerical workers when they
complained about not receiving the wage increases at the same level as men in other parts
of the agency. Local 732 officials seemed particularly eager to finalize the vote because
of strong interest from the Office and Professional Employees International Union
(OPEIU) Local 31 to organize the MARTA secretaries and clerks.869 Local 732 efforts to
organize clerical workers reflected the priority within ATU to expand locals by bringing
in additional public sector workers, and ATU took a leading role to create the Public
Employee Department (PED) of the AFL-CIO in 1974.870
The MARTA employees in this group largely, or perhaps entirely, consisted of
women, and many recognized the importance of unions as a way to gain equality in the
workplace. The 9to5 organization that originated in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1973
expanded across the country in the 1970s. Although there would not be a formal 9to5
Atlanta chapter until 1980, the women in clerical jobs at MARTA saw as much of an
opportunity for equality as Local 732 and ATU saw for membership expansion.871
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Jacobs reached out to ATU for assistance in organizing the MARTA office
employees as well as some other local transportation services. Maroney advised Jacobs
that ATU organizers could not assist Local 732 at the time because of other organization
activities in cities such as New Orleans. He suggested that Local 732 proceed to create
an organizing committee for the office workers, and he left it up to Jacobs to determine
the composition of the committee from members, officers, or some combination, but he
stressed the importance of taking this step so that the process could begin prior to the
arrival of an ATU official to assist.872
This work paid off and, the following year, a majority of the clerical workers
voted 60 to 54 to be represented by Local 732 on March 12, 1975. A group of the
clerical workers made the vote close because they petitioned at the last minute to delay
the vote to consider how MARTA might improve wages and other issues on their own,
but the agreement for holding a representation election had already been agreed to by
MARTA and Local 732. Jacobs argued that the election was final, and that another union
like OPIEU Local 31 could take advantage of the confusion and nullify Local 732’s
victory.873
The election stood, and, on April 14, 1975, the MARTA Board of Directors
“recognized the Union as the authorized representative of the Authority’s clerical
employees for purposes of collective bargaining.” This meant that going forward the
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clerical employees would be included in contract negotiations.874 Jacobs wrote Maroney
for advice on making sure clerical workers were covered under 13(c) agreement between
MARTA and Local 732 in new contract negotiations in 1975. Due to the status of
Georgia as a “right-to-work” state, the 118 clerical workers did not have to join ATU in
order to be represented.875 In the end, 74 clerical workers out of the total 118 chose to
become Local 732 members.876
Valinda Johnson, representing the clerical unit, sought to clear up some initial
misunderstandings with MARTA because they had not begun to receive the same
benefits such as health care and retroactive pay. Similarly, they paid union dues but did
not receive the same pay increase. They requested elimination of the deductions because
“in the land of the free, how can there be taxation without representation.” Kiepper
pointed to a December 11, 1975, memorandum on benefits, and that they would
“continue close coordination with Division Local 732 officials relative to the benefits and
personnel administrative procedures for all represented employees and specifically the
represented Clerical Unit.”877 Beginning in January 1976, the represented clerical
employees began participating in the union pension plan and group insurance that
covered health, life, and short-term disability. The employees paid 3.89 percent of their
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pay into the pension plan every pay period and MARTA contributed 7.13 percent. For
the group insurance, MARTA covered all of the costs.878
A rocky relationship developed between Local 732 and MARTA following the
transition to public ownership. In addition to controlling costs through contract
negotiations, MARTA also sought to ensure that the drivers provided consistent service
to build up and retain a ridership. While pushing back on what they viewed as reasonable
discipline, Local 732 also sought to take advantage of the growing MARTA workforce
and moved to represent the growing clerical workforce. This success at organizing the
clerical workers expanded the Local 732 membership, and Local 732 prevented another
union from representing MARTA workers. Though just as the new workers joined the
union, Local 732 and MARTA entered into a difficult period of negotiations that would
alter their relationship permanently.
7.5 1975-1976 Arbitration
Around the same time as the clerical workers voted for Local 732 representation,
Jacobs contacted Valtman about negotiations for a new contract. In addition to MARTA
employees already represented by Local 732, the contract one would have to include
newly organized clerical workers.879 A variety of factors complicated negotiations. A
total of 1,110 drivers operated buses in February 1975, an increase of 12.8 percent from
the previous February, and the base wage of $5.66 per hour had increased 13 percent
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compared to February 1974.880 Diesel fuel continued to be a major issue for MARTA
and increased from 17.30 cents per gallon to 31.02 cents per gallon from June 1973 to
February 1974.881 The cost increases meant the MARTA management would be looking
to cut costs and would put up a fight over Local 732 contract demands.
At the same time costs increased, revenue declined. MARTA attributed revenue
decline to multiple factors, among them the poor attendance at Atlanta Falcons
professional football games which meant fewer passengers on the special bus service to
the games.882 Similar to actions by the California State Legislature, the Georgia General
Assembly passed a law in 1974 that restricted the use of the sales tax revenue to only 50
percent of operating costs.883 By 1975, the revenue from the one-cent sales tax had not
brought in sufficient operating funds to subsidize the 15 cent fare.884
In the midst of these unsteady economic numbers, Valtman cautioned Jacobs that
MARTA would not be meeting all of the contract demands of Local 732. In the current
“depressed economic times, the taxpayers of Fulton and DeKalb Counties can be
expected to be more disinclined to tolerate a continuance, let alone expansion of
contractual provisions which provide for time-not-worked.” Instead, the contract
negotiations should focus “on improving the efficiency and productivity of our work
force and thereby reassuring the taxpayers that they are receiving a dollar’s value for each
MARTA tax dollar they are being assessed.” Unlike 1973, Valtman wanted to avoid
880
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binding arbitration so he hoped he could convince Local 732 to negotiate “in a climate of
pause, introspection, and give-and-take on both sides.”885 MARTA officials warned that
meeting the higher salary demands of the drivers and mechanics, as well as the newly
organized clerks and secretaries, would likely put an end to the 15-cent fare that officials
hoped to maintain until 1979.886
As a last ditch effort to avoid arbitration, the MARTA negotiating team released a
statement aimed at Local 732 rank-and-file to make the case that they were giving them a
reasonable contract offer and “to separate fact from rumor and tell you plainly what
MARTA’s offer is and what it isn’t.” In the area of driver wages, MARTA pledged to
maintain both the cost-of-living and the wage increase that had been added over the
course of the previous contract. To that, they would add increases that would bring the
top pay rate of $5.74 per hour up to $6.14 per hour over the course of the first year of the
contract. They also pledged to improve medical and fringe benefits for all represented
employees. MARTA requested the elimination of five minutes of “lay-up time,” or time
the bus was not being used, because of upcoming changes in federal law that would
consider that overtime. They would still keep 10 minutes of preparation time, which
would then pay time-and-a-half and meant that drivers would still get the same amount of
pay despite the loss of lay-up time. They also proposed changes to the sick leave because
they believed that a small number of employees regularly abused the benefit. MARTA
argued that they viewed negotiations as a “two-way street” and “it’s opportunity, as well
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as the Union’s opportunity, to correct inequalities, eliminate outdated conditions, and
modify provisions in our Labor Agreement in the best interest of both parties.” Although
arbitration could be an option, the union might not necessarily end up with a better
contract, and “arbitration is expensive for both sides.” In closing, MARTA argued that
they were, in fact, offering wage increases and more benefits, but “it is being said that
your wages will be reduced and you will take home less pay. For the life of us we cannot
see how any present employee will take home less pay and certainly each employee will
take home more pay as soon as the contract is signed. Now, what’s your view?”887
Negotiations began in April 1975, and Jacobs expressed his concern to ATU,
particularly over the apparent inclusion of John Dash, the same labor negotiator hated by
Local 192, on the side of MARTA. “With John Dash in the background, we are
expecting a rough time,” and he requested James LaSala from ATU to assist with
negotiations.888 The two sides could not agree on a contract, and, under the terms of the
July 13, 1973, labor agreement between MARTA and Local 732, Valtman requested
arbitration since they could not come to an agreement. Valtman indicated that what
Local 732 requested was not in line with what MARTA could agree to as a public agency
with “the fixed level of subsidization of operating costs from sales tax receipts.” He
reminded Jacobs about the parameters for each side choosing an arbitrator and also that
Local 732 agreed to no strikes during this arbitration period.889
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Management and labor agreed to begin arbitration on November 10, 1974, the
first time management and labor had used arbitration since 1947 when Georgia Power &
Light owned the transit system.890 One of the main issues was MARTA’s proposal to
suspend the cost-of-living increase for the first year and a half of the three year contract.
MARTA also denied the union request for a 30 percent increase in bus driver wages.891
Both sides knew the importance of the cost-of-living as a key factor for wage
increases. The raging inflation at this time made cost-of-living a major issue for unions
to retain in contracts. Dash argued that an essential part of this new contract had to be to
structure the cost-of-living clause so that it would not be such an expensive part of the
labor contract because of how much it had boosted wages since MARTA took over. As
he explained, “The union is really out for the kill in 1975 – they want the best of all
possible worlds.”892 Many transit systems across the country sought to restructure costof-living increases to battle inflationary increases in fuel and costs not associated with
personnel. Transit system managers nationwide embraced this strategy to substitute wage
boosts for cost-of-living increases in the first year of the contracts, then tie future cost-ofliving increases to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and not guarantee them.893
The negotiations drew scrutiny from the local media, and they demanded more
access. The arbitration panel allowed reporters and members of the public access to the
hearings, and an Atlanta television station cheered the decision. The television station
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editorial pointed to the public interest due to the sales tax money that goes towards the
bus driver and other employee wages and suggested that Local 732 did not want the
hearings to be open specifically because of driver demands for wages to increase from
$5.74 per hour to $7.40 per hour. They argued that MARTA employees made plenty
with the current wages, and that bus drivers were greedy to ask for more.894 The Atlanta
Constitution editorial staff continued with its criticism of the union. A February 1976
editorial argued that bus drivers are paid too much when compared with teachers. An
ATU member wrote a letter in response pointing out that bus drivers worked more
months per year than teachers, and that the editors appeared to be more interested in
placing the working class at odds with each other rather than arguing for higher wages for
workers.895
The clerical workers were not impressed with the pace of the negotiations and
complained to Maroney about what they saw as the ineffective representation by
Jacobs. They said that he excluded one of their benefits from the draft of the new
contract, and that this occurred with no clerical representation at the meeting.896 The
clerical unit did succeed including unpaid maternity and the guarantee for them to be able
to return to their jobs following maternity leave.897
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Maroney also began to lose patience with the pace of arbitration, and he expressed
bewilderment that the arbitration panel made plans to go to Naples, Florida, to finish the
contract arbitration in January 1976, apparently the idea of MARTA’s arbitrator.
Maroney believed that the delay “is simply another abuse of the arbitration process,
extending the cost to the taxpayers, and more important, to the membership of our
organization.” He sarcastically concluded that if this control by the arbitrators over the
location of talks “is allowed to continue, I assume the next trip would be to Hawaii or
some other place of greater travel interest.” He recommended making sure that future
contract negotiations include restricting the location of talks.898
Regardless of where the arbitration panel made their decision, Jacobs contacted
Maroney about Local 732 concerns that MARTA would not abide by the arbitration
awards, and Boyd followed up because “after thinking it over I don’t believe he stressed
enough the dilemma we are in.” If MARTA refused to follow the arbitration award, then
he believed Local 732 would “be forced into some kind of drastic action,” presumably a
strike, but “any action of any kind should be taken until we have received our main
contract awards.”899
The arbitration finally concluded in March 1976, and the Local 732 members
voted against the contract. The union was displeased that they did not receive the wage
increases they wanted, and they also did not like the suspension of the cost-of-living
adjustment even though the suspension was reduced from 18 months to 12 months.900
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Jacobs voiced his disapproval and hinted that the union might not vote to accept the
contract and go on strike instead, but that threat was unlikely to change the contract
because both sides agreed going into the arbitration that the agreement would be binding
on both parties.901 The union finally approved the contract after clarifying some points
with MARTA management. One of the sticking points had been whether the recently
unionized clerical workers would also receive retroactive pay.902
On March 12, 1976, negotiators received the arbitration award, and Kiepper found
“[t]he conditions of the award, particularly in the second and third years of the three-year
contract[...]very complex.” Kiepper outlined the changes for the first year and promised
to begin figuring out retroactive pay due to wage increases for the first year of the
contract, June 28, 1975 to June 27, 1976. Drivers received a basic increase of 40 cents
per hour spread out over four increases the first year (an increase of the top wage of $5.74
per hour to $6.14 per hour), and other represented employees received a percentage
ranging between 1.66 percent and 1.74 percent also spread out over four times during the
year. However, neither group received a cost-of-living adjustment in the first
year. Drivers also received hourly wage increases of 25 cents in the second year and 35
cents in the third year for a high rate of $6.74. For mechanics, they would receive $7.21
per hour by the third year. The arbitrators did eliminate the pay for the five minutes of
turn-in time for drivers. The new hire wage scale paid new drivers 80 percent of the top
wage, then increased five percent every six months until the driver reached 100 percent
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of the top hourly wage. Medical benefits increased as well as pay after being injured on
the job.903 Also in April, as a result of the contract arbitration, MARTA began giving
employees a paid holiday for their work anniversary.904 By April 1, 1976, MARTA
began issuing paychecks as a result of the arbitration, though the April 29 check would
include union costs for the arbitration.905
ATU sought to avoid these kinds of long, expensive arbitration negotiations. In
his editorial column in the April 1976 issue of In Transit, Maroney acknowledged the
important role arbitration had played in the history of ATU, but he cautioned against its
overuse and pointed to ATU’s first president, William Mahon, stating all the way back in
1913 that arbitration did not always produce the best outcome. While Maroney knew that
presidents and other local union officials could “face hostile members at union
meetings,” he stressed that the officers had an important role to play in tempering those
members’ expectations and persuading them to accept a well-negotiated contract rather
than going “into arbitration as a face-saving device.” He then went on to point
specifically to the Local 732 arbitration as another problem with arbitration with the
insistence by the arbitrator to hold the executive sessions outside of town and adding to
the cost of the proceedings.906
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Jacobs criticized Maroney’s characterization of the Local 732 arbitration award,
and Maroney responded that the article simply reflected ATU’s position “that we believe
it is much better, whenever possible, to reach an agreement thru hard collective
bargaining as we certainly do not have a guarantee when we go into arbitration that we
are going to come out ahead of the game.” Maroney described the results of the Local
732 arbitration as a blueprint for management at other transit systems to justify
demanding unfavorable working conditions for ATU local divisions during contract
negotiations. Maroney pointed out that this most likely would not have happened if
Local 732 had continued direct bargaining with MARTA instead of turning everything
over to arbitration.907
Following the completion of negotiations for the new contract, Boyd requested
financial arbitration assistance from ATU allowed under Section 66 of the ATU
Constitution and General Laws. Local 732 submitted $45,426 in expenses for ATU
consideration, most of which were payments to the Labor Bureau of Middle West. ATU
made a point that they would not consider the trips to Naples and Tampa, both in Florida,
for arbitration meetings by Jacobs, Boyd, and Parsons. ATU sent Local 732 the
maximum amount of $5,000 they were eligible for based on the Local 732 per capita tax
payment to the Defense Fund for the previous two years.908
Valinda Johnson contacted Kiepper in April 1976 about the ongoing issue of
clerical workers not receiving the correct pay calculation to account for the pay increase
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as a result of the arbitration award. In addition, she did not believe that management was
prepared to give them the fringe benefits like sick leave and leave on birthdays and work
anniversaries. She met with the MARTA Director of Accounting Calvin Meeks and did
not think he was correctly calculating the salary increase. If MARTA did not address
these issues, then “the clericals do not intend to continue work until such time as these
computations are disbursed and received by us, the working force of this transit
system.” Boyd and Jacobs essentially undermined her efforts when they contacted
Valtman “to tell you the action taken by [Valinda Johnson] was not authorized by
Division Local 732,” though they pledged to Maroney that they would look into the issue
with the salaries. Kiepper notified Jacobs of his decision to hand over all labor relations
between the clerical workers and MARTA to Director of Personnel Claire G. Buckelew,
most likely a response to Johnson’s displeasure with MARTA inaction on her concerns
and to have a centralized way to handle disputes.909
In August 1976, Jacobs complained to Maroney about MARTA’s failure to meet
the June 23, 1976, Supplemental Arbitration award decision to the original award from
March 12, 1976. Jacobs asked the Labor Bureau of the Middle West to advise on how to
compel Valtman and MARTA to pay the appropriate classification increases for
mechanical workers and cost-of-living adjustments for clerical workers. By August,
Jacobs had run out of patience. Maroney, in this case, suggested that Jacobs might have
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to submit this to “final and binding arbitration” in order to sort out the disagreement over
carrying out the details of the supplemental agreement.910
By November 1976, the problem with the clerical workers and their arbitration
award remained unresolved, and Jacobs and Boyd met with Kiepper. By this time, a new
director of personnel, Franklin Thomas, had begun working there, and Kiepper promised
that he would review the history of the pay and benefits negotiated and the
implementation of the arbitration award. Kiepper said this review would take 30 to 45
days to complete.911
The parties finally resolved all the arbitration stemming from the 1975 contract
negotiations in February 1977. In a personal note to “Jake,” Kiepper proposed a public
relations opportunity for labor and management to sign the agreement in Kiepper’s office
“with an appropriate ceremony.”912 In June 1977, the final contract for June 28, 1975,
through June 27, 1978, included the clerical workers and also included some changes in
the grievance procedures that gave MARTA “three (3) working days to investigate a
complaint against an employee. At that time the employee will then sign the report as an
indication of the employee’s knowledge of said report.” The contract finally went into
effect on July 1, 1977.913
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By this time, MARTA had hired Thomas P. McKavitt as Labor Relations Chief,
at least the third person to work on labor issues for MARTA in a position that had
changed titles just as many times. He soon began working with Jacobs on various issues
over the course of several days in May 1977. These issues included pay for operating LBuses (buses with accessible lifts), filling clerical positions, the cost-of-living pay for
downgraded clerical positions, the placement of summer employees on the driving shift
board, and the revision of pension plans for both retirees and active employees. Most of
these issues had been in some state of arbitration, and these agreements sought to either
resolve the need for arbitration or postpone arbitration while MARTA worked on the
issue with Local 732.914
The long and costly arbitration severely damaged the relationship and trust
between MARTA and Local 732. The arbitration also illustrated why ATU sought to
limit arbitration in this era of public scrutiny and pressure on both unions and transit
management to control costs with wages being a key factor in costs. Despite their
attempts at finding a consistent way to deal with Local 732, MARTA had a rotating staff
and office name for doing so. This may have contributed to the outcome of costly
arbitration and dissatisfaction over the outcome for both sides illustrated the peril of
arbitration. That was then followed by a long period of MARTA intransigence over
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implementation of the contract, which only created more tension between MARTA
management and Local 732 officials. In addition, this delay stressed the relationship
between the newly organized clerical workers and Local 732 leadership. All of these
problems illustrated why ATU viewed arbitration with more of a burden and less of a tool
for success. Finally, Maroney viewed the experience of Local 732 as an illustration of
the potential for the results of expensive contract arbitration to turn out to include transit
management demands detrimental to local divisions such as the suspension of the cost-ofliving.
7.6 1978 Contract and the End of Jacobs
The cumulative effects of various disputes between Local 732 and MARTA led to
mounting criticism of Jacobs’ leadership. Jacobs managed to navigate the 1975-1976
contract negotiations, and he won re-election in 1977. In his sixth year as president,
Jacobs thanked membership for their support in overcoming the recent challenge from a
group within Local 732. This turmoil over the contracts and other matters led to some
members to question Jacobs’ leadership abilities and push for his removal from office.
As early as 1974, Jacobs had experienced challenges to leadership.915 This 1974
challenge had arisen as a result of a group led by J. C. Reynolds during the 1973 strike.916
His sometimes rocky relationship with rank-and-file would grow into a sustained effort to
remove him as they blamed his contract negotiation skills for poor results.
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In addition to the clerical workers, other union members also viewed Jacobs’
negotiations as disappointing during the 1975-1976 negotiations. In November 1976,
Local 732 member L. C. Atkins brought charges against Jacobs with over a dozen
members signing onto the charges. Atkins cited the ATU Constitution and General Laws
Section 22.5 that allowed him to bring charges, which he listed as “Incompetent” and
“Alcoholism.” This brief statement did not offer context or evidence that backed up his
charges.917 Jacobs wrote to ATU saying that he had done nothing wrong with regards to
signing anything without the approval of the Local 732 Executive Board and believed
that he was going to go on trial on false charges. Furthermore, Jacobs argued that the
procedural maneuvers employed by Atkins and others were “illegal and ask that the
International take steps to rectify this unfortunate situation as soon as possible.”918
On December 6, 1976, the Local 732 Executive Board voted for ATU
International Vice President Ivey Smith “to make a [thorough] investigation of our
Arbitration Award in its entirety,” indicating unhappiness with the contract that Jacobs
agreed to with MARTA. ATU Executive Vice President John Rowland replied that he
would dispatch Smith to conduct an investigation into the claims. Jacobs contacted
Rowland separately to request that Smith report directly to Local 732 about his findings
in the investigation. Rowland rejected this proposal and said that “Smith will make a
report regarding his findings to the International President, which in turn, will then be
made known to the officers and members of Local Union Local 732.” Jacobs also
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wanted Smith to take an even more active role beyond the investigation which Rowland
also rejected because “it would be improper for us to inject ourselves in matters of a
Local nature, especially those dealing with so-called charges against officials or members
of Local 732.”919
Despite these headwinds, Jacobs won the presidency again in December 1977,
and Kiepper congratulated Jacobs on his reelection in December 1977. Jacobs thanked
him and said that he looked “forward to working with you over the next three years to
keep MARTA and [its] employees continually moving forward so that we may be better
able to furnish quicker and better service to the public of Atlanta.”920 These pleasantries
masked the troubled environment Jacobs faced.
The rank-and-file displeasure with Jacobs’ negotiating skills in 1978 would play a
major role in his final act. MARTA hoped that stabilizing the labor relations position
would reap rewards for new contract negotiations in August 1977. McKavitt proposed
some updates to language and the structure. The language mostly pertained to removing
“‘sexist’ language in the contract,” and the structure referred to “a general portion of the
contract which relates to all bargaining unit employees” and “other sections which pertain
to specific parts of the bargaining unit such as operators, mechanics, clerical,
etc.” McKavitt expressed hope that this could be completed before negotiations in June
1978.921
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Negotiations did not result in an agreement before the contract expired, and
Jacobs claimed that MARTA delayed making a final offer. When presented with the
contract, Local 732 members overwhelming rejected it by 848 to 35, and they gave no
indication that they would go on strike. In addition to dissatisfaction with the wage
increase, Local 732 leaders did not endorse the contract because of the reduction in pay
for new drivers and extension of the time for them to reach the top wage. The contract
also did not change the cost-of-living from the previous contract which meant that drivers
would not receive as much of a boost in income.922 MARTA stressed that they would not
approve any contract that would lead to the fare increasing over 25 cents in
March. MARTA had already approved to increase the fare from 15 cents to 25 cents
beginning in March 1979, and further contract concessions could lead to even more fare
increases as well as service reductions.923
Local 732 members turned down a second contract that offered the same 30 cents
per hour wage increase, and said they were still not happy with the fringe benefits offered
by MARTA.924 The second contract rejection followed many on the Local 732 executive
board disagreeing with Jacobs’ support of the contract.925 According to Local 732
member Ralph Green, Jacobs was guilty of a number of issues, and contract negotiations
was chief among them. Green claimed that Jacobs did not do a good job of negotiating
the contract in June 1978 and “he acted in a juvenile and disruptive matter” with the
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negotiating committee, then he attempted to pass it off as a great contract to membership
who did not want to even hold a vote on it. Jacobs also failed to push back on
disciplinary actions by MARTA, and that he encouraged MARTA to fire two members
who spoke out against Jacobs. He also said that Jacobs had not been supportive of
members at the new Avondale maintenance facility by discouraging organizing efforts
and also being dismissive of worker concerns in general.926 The two sides prepared for
arbitration with MARTA naming John Dash as their selection for the arbitration panel.927
Facing another arbitration like the one in 1975, the frustration of the ATU Local
732 membership boiled over and they suspended president Jacobs without pay in October
1978. With the union and management on the verge of going through another round
costly arbitration hearings like those in 1975, the membership decided that Jacobs had not
done enough to win a favorable contract, and they called for an investigation and even
changed the locks at the union office to prevent Jacobs from entering.928 About two
weeks following the suspension, an ATU Local 732 panel found him guilty of a number
of issues, including assisting MARTA with firing two employees. Shortly after this,
Jacobs’ 11-year tenure as president came to an end when the union membership voted
him out of office by a vote of 352-72. Jacobs returned to his job as a bus mechanic.929
Local 732 members voted to accept the contract in December 1978, with the
MARTA plans to include John Dash as their arbitrator likely encouraging Local 732 to
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make a deal. Acting Local 732 President Mike Hawkins acknowledged that the
possibility of another long and costly arbitration contributed to the union’s acceptance of
the new three-year contract which also included improved fringe benefits. MARTA
Board of Directors Vice Chairman William Probst expressed concerns about the longterm impact of the contract because of the unknown potential of the cost-of-living
increase which could mean a top bus driver wage of $9.50 per hour up from $7.43 per
hour. Local 732 received a better deal by continuing negotiations after turning down the
previous offer that increased top wages to an estimated $9.30.930
This success came as the membership removed Jacobs from office after he once
again appeared to be unable to bring them along to vote for the contract and arbitration
appeared likely. The failure to push through the contract signaled a last straw for the
Local 732 membership that had clashed with Jacobs over a number of other issues
besides contract negotiations. This outcome most likely pleased Maroney and other ATU
officials since Local 732 negotiated for higher wages, more fringe benefits, and quarterly
cost-of-living increases without going into costly arbitration as they had done in 1976.
Though Local 732 membership may not have been pleased with the results, a change in
leadership appeared to have some impact on convincing membership to accept the
contract.
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7.7 Reynolds Dispute
Jacobs’ removal opened up election space for the rise of the first black president
of Local 732. J. C. Reynolds, a Black bus driver and member of the Local 732 Executive
Board who clashed with Jacobs, joined the union in the mid-1960s and was known as one
of the leaders of the 1973 wildcat strike. In 1978, he publicly denounced the contract
along with others in the union that led to the ouster of Jacobs.931
Reynolds and Jacobs had just gone through a recent ordeal regarding a discipline
case against Reynolds, and Jacobs leadership on his handling of this dispute had drawn
the ire of Maroney. Reynolds had been fired by MARTA for using sick leave while
working on union business. When Maroney insisted on Local 732 using ATU Vice
President Charles Penman for assistance, Jacobs informed him that they had not asked for
Penman’s help with resolving the dispute between Reynolds and MARTA. Maroney
became fed up with the mixed messages from Jacobs and Local 732 officers. Maroney
believed that their many exchanges over this matter “aggravates this case even more, I
am, by copy of this letter, assigning Vice President Penman to work with Local Union
Local 732 in the Reynolds arbitration case.”932
Maroney insisted on Penman’s involvement because he viewed the Reynolds
arbitration case as particularly serious after he spoke with Local 732 officers. Maroney
believed that MARTA management had potentially roped Local 732 into entrapping
Reynolds. Reynolds had been working on an arbitration case that Local 732 paid him
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for, and he also received sick leave pay from MARTA. From Maroney’s perspective,
MARTA “deliberately paid the man sick pay to set up a case that in their judgement was
reason for discharge” because they had “full knowledge that he was, or would be, paid by
the Local Union on February 2, 1977, for serving as an arbitrator.” Maroney argued that
ATU had “a legal, as well as moral, obligation to protect the interest of all members as
well as all Local Unions; and you can rest assured we will make every effort to fulfill this
obligation.” Maroney’s advice moving forward was to put to the entire Local 732
membership the question of hiring an outside attorney to resolve the Reynolds case since
MARTA had apparently acted with such underhanded behavior.933
Jacobs and the Local 732 officers responded to Maroney “to inform you that you
have been totally misinformed in the J. C. Reynolds case” so they wanted “to give you
that whole background not only in his case but matters leading up to the sorry situation
this Division is now in.” They explained that Reynolds had been sowing dissent ever
since the last election in 1975 “with the result that we have a divided membership for
Marta and everyone else to see.” Among Reynolds’ disruptive actions was his tendency
to go against the recommendations of the arbitration board and “we wasted a lot of our
membership’s money on cases which we, of course, lost.” As an example, they pointed
to the arbitration case of Willis Martin that became much more complicated as a result of
Reynolds’ participation on the arbitration panel. Despite these actions by Reynolds, the
officers pledged that he would still receive appropriate representation, and that he only
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matter that they ever needed advice on was because “Mr. Reynolds was running for an
Executive Board position and we did not know what the rules were involving a fired
employee serving as an Executive Board member.” From Jacobs’ perspective, “if there
was any entrapment, it was done in our opinion deliberately by Brother Reynolds.”934
Despite Jacobs’ lack of support, Reynolds won his arbitration case and went back to
work, though without backpay.935
Following Reynolds’ successful appeal of his dismissal, in December 1978 ATU
Local 732 members elected Reynolds as the first black president in the 62-year history of
the union. Reynolds, his fourth attempt at the presidency, defeated his white opponent by
522 to 415, which reflected the demographics of the union that was over 50 percent
black. He defeated Mike Hawkins who had served as acting president since the removal
of Jacobs. Reynolds stressed his displeasure with the recently approved contract because
he wanted higher raises for all members and better health care coverage, though he
signaled no plans to interfere with the implementation of the contract.936
Jacobs wrote to Maroney in May 1979 to appeal his removal from office, and that
he wanted to present his appeal at the ATU convention in September 1979. Jacobs
argued that the process of his removal was completely unfair, and he believed that other
presidents could also have this happen to them in the future. According to Jacobs, “[t]he
charges were trumped up; the so-called trial was a kangaroo court; and the findings were
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illegal - especially the one that states I not be allowed to run for office again.” ATU
agreed to hear his appeal, and they also notified the Local 732 financial secretary because
that was a required part of the process that Jacobs had not completed.937 By this point,
though, Local 732 had moved on and nothing happened with Jacobs’ appeal.
The Reynolds story illustrated that the rank-and-file sought a change in leadership
due to the concerns over contract negotiations and the handling of discipline disputes by
Local 732 leadership. Reynolds was also the face of nonwhite militant workers that
ascended the leadership ladder in the local to finally become president. Like the first
Black Local 192 president John Wesley, he would face a much more difficult negotiation
climate at the end of the 1970s and early 1980s that would hamper his leadership tenure
because Local 732 could no longer achieve that same contract success. Still, the election
of Reynolds marked a major achievement for the Black membership.
7.8 MARTA Employment Discrimination
Reynolds’ ascendency marked an achievement for Black employees, but his
involvement in the 1973 strike and public disagreement with Jacobs and MARTA
management must have been concerning for MARTA management based on their
conflicting statements and actions regarding nonwhite employees. Equality in the
workplace had been an ongoing issue since MARTA took over ATS. In 1973 MARTA
came under criticism from Black leaders, including Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson, and
a group called the Atlanta Consortium for the lack of Blacks employees at the
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administrative and supervisory level. Overall, minority employment increased at
MARTA after the takeover of ATS from 19 to 33 percent, and 355 of the 471 black
employees worked as bus drivers which meant that over half of the bus drivers were
black. Elsewhere in the authority, especially in supervisory positions, this percentage
dropped. The Atlanta Consortium pushed for an overall equal percentage between whites
and Blacks.938
As a result of this higher number of Black drivers, MARTA encouraged more to
become managers. In an attempt to get more Black workers into management positions,
MARTA started a two-year program to cross-train participants in different management
positions in MARTA. The first trainee, William Earl Callier, a nine-year employee, had
worked as both a bus driver and a dispatcher.939
The efforts to elevate Black workers into management contrasted with hiring
discrimination. The election of Reynolds by a majority Black union signaled a shift in
the changes that had taken place in the rank-and-file of ATU Local 732 over the years.
Some on the MARTA Board, though, viewed the high number of Black bus drivers with
alarm. Almost a year after the election of Reynolds, an internal audit by MARTA
revealed that the employment office arranged for white driver applicants to move ahead
of Black applicants in the hiring process.940 In 1977 and 1978, some MARTA board
members saw the large number of Black drivers as a problem because that could lead
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potential white applicants to not apply because they would think that MARTA only hired
Black drivers. By November 1978, MARTA began placing white applicants “minimally
qualified” ahead of Black applicants with similar qualifications.941
In response to this revelation, J. Lowell Ware wrote in his Atlanta Voice editorial
that throughout all of the inconveniences of MARTA construction, fare increases, and the
one-cent sales tax, the Black community dealt with it because of the promise of a better
system with rapid rail. The revelation of the hiring discrimination “is a grave and serious
act,” and he put the MARTA Board Chairman Daniel Patillo on notice to “deal with them
right now. If he doesn’t know who makes the hiring policies and who implements these
policies, he needs to get out of town before the complete audit is revealed.” Ware went
on to point out that he found the argument that MARTA policies discriminated against
whites to be ridiculous. Rather “[m]ost whites cannot work side by side with blacks who
are their equals. They don’t even want to ride with blacks. Whites have been boycotting
the transit system in Atlanta ever since the courts removed the ‘colored’ sign.” Because
whites chose not to ride the transit system, “[w]e (blacks) are MARTA’s best
customers. They know this. They would like to change it but it will take an act of GOD
or OPEC to do it. Whites don’t like to be part of anything they can’t control.” With this
in mind, MARTA “can ill afford to be enticing whites with special concessions while
blacks stand in the unemployment line.”942
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The audit uncovered that white applicants had been able to move forward in the
hiring process ahead of thirteen Black applicants. Following the audit, MARTA
announced in December 1979 a formal probe into the hiring process. The hiring practice
had been going on for about a year from October 1978 to October 1979. Reverend Ted
Clark, a civil rights activist, appeared before the MARTA Board of Directors and pointed
to documents he had that proved Kiepper along with board members Ken McMillon and
Harold Sheats had knowledge of the revised hiring system. Not all board members
agreed with that policy, particularly Black board members such as Joseph E. Lowery, and
he pointed to this policy as a reason he did not fully support Kiepper. As an initial step to
reduce the likelihood of this happening again, the board resolved to centralize hiring at
the headquarters rather than having a transit operations hiring office located in the
Browns Mill Bus Operating Facility that had been the home of the hiring office since
MARTA began operating ATS.943 As the critics suggested, in December 1980 MARTA
revealed the details of the investigation that found that Kiepper pushed a policy to hire
more white bus drivers after the board worried that MARTA would be perceived as an
“all Black organization” since bus drivers were the most visible MARTA employees.944
Conclusion
By the end of the 1970s, MARTA’s attempt to serve the public and attract white
ridership had apparently played a role in employment discrimination. More Black drivers
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transported a largely Black ridership in the city despite the desire by some on the
MARTA board to not have a “Black” transit system. The financial burdens of the rapid
rail construction and the uncertain nature of the future of the sales tax led to some
MARTA board members to fear that white passenger racism, as indicated by Ware’s
column, required a change in the perception of the employees and the perception of the
ridership. Ware pointed out that no amount of rigging the system could change racist
outlook of some white passengers and disinclination for whites to apply for driver jobs in
similar numbers as Black driver applicants. Furthermore, he pointed to the importance of
the Black ridership to the bottom line of MARTA, so it made no sense to stab them in the
back after their support both politically through voting for MARTA and financially
through fares as well as the sales tax.
The union viewed this relationship with MARTA through a similar lens: they
supported the MARTA vote in order to have more stable employment through a public
system. They demanded wage and benefit increases with the understanding that the
public funding meant that MARTA should be able to meet their demands in ways that
ATS could not. MARTA management, however, viewed the transit authority as
accountable to the public in a way that ATS did not, and they had to control costs and
have employees that operated a reliable system. The drivers, for the most part, did not
find the expectations for rules to be unfair, but they expected MARTA to continually to
meet their contract demands, even though both MARTA and ATU warned Local 732 that
MARTA could only go so far at the negotiating table and still maintain the 15 cent fare
and fund the rapid rail construction. This would all preface a confrontation between
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Local 732, ATU, and MARTA over 13(c) that would drag on through the courts in the
1980s.
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CHAPTER 8: CHALLENGES FOR PUBLIC TRANSIT AND THE LIMITS OF
LABOR RIGHTS IN ATLANTA

Introduction
After completing the upgrade of the bus system, MARTA management could turn
more of their attention to the construction of the rapid rail system. This process would be
considerably more complex than the short-range bus upgrade as they had to acquire
private property for right-of-way and oversee massive construction projects for the
downtown underground stations. At the same time, they had to maintain, or even expand,
the ridership so that they would have a ridership base ready for the rapid rail system.
To successfully do this, MARTA management required Local 732 cooperation in
two areas. To keep the riders happy during the construction, the drivers had to be nimble
navigating downtown and aware of route changes to keep on schedule as much as
possible. This included adapting to the reconditioned and new buses with accessible lifts,
a requirement as part of accepting capital and operating grants under the 1974 National
Mass Transportation Assistance Act (NMTAA).
MARTA‘s second area of concern focused on continued access to the capital and
operating assistance grants in a timely fashion. The funding from the capital grants
maintained the rapid rail construction schedule, and the operating grants allowed
MARTA to keep the fares low and maintain ridership. If Local 732 raised concerns
about Section 13(c) issues, then this could delay the grants from moving through the
approval process with Department of Labor (DOL) and the Department of Transportation
(DOT). ATU generally wanted to move grants along while Local 732 leadership,
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particularly president Curtis J. Jacobs, believed that ATU prevented them from using
13(c) as a cudgel against MARTA. ATU president Dan V. Maroney warned Local 732
about such maneuvers because they could face a backlash from forces aligned against
13(c), jeopardizing their collective bargaining rights.
The 1964 Urban Mass Transportation Act (1964 UMTA) and the inclusion of
13(c) provided transit unions like Local 732 with an advantageous position to transition
to public transit and retain collective bargaining rights. Although the 13(c) did not cause
problems in the first decade of the 1964 UMTA, this was not the case in the 1970s as
13(c) took on new meaning with federal funding for operating expenses available
following the passage of the National Mass Transportation Assistance Act (NMTAA) in
1974, and as transit authorities, the DOL, the DOT, and the unions worked through how
13(c) applied to approval of federal funds for both capital and operating
grants. Typically, local transit authorities worked with local unions to negotiate an initial
local 13(c) agreement which stated that collective bargaining would be in effect for
contracts in order for the transit agencies to receive federal funding, then future grant
applications would essentially reaffirm those 13(c) protections were still in place. ATU
and other transit unions had successfully used 13(c) to their advantage by retaining
collective bargaining rights, and they found themselves in a more advantageous position
than other public sector unions by the 1970s.945 The mutual support by the (American
Public Transportation Association (APTA) and ATU for the NMTAA in 1974 made
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greater resources available for transit systems but also led to a decade-long fight over
13(c). Even before the NMTAA there had been calls for change by APTA, and they had
long viewed labor protections as an impediment to transit systems being able to quickly
access capital, and now operating funds, available through NMTAA.
By the 1970s, transit system management, such as MARTA’s, began to view
13(c) agreements with local unions as a nuisance and pushed for reform and even
stripping 13(c) from federal legislation. The 13(c) approval process for grants went
through the DOL and the DOT, sometimes dragged on, and left transit systems in the
lurch waiting for capital funds as well as operating funds. Transit system management
also viewed the federal government as an unreliable funding partner. Urban Mass
Transportation Administration (UMTA) Administrator Frank C. Herringer, in a speech to
the National League of Cities (NLC) on December 3, 1973, expressed doubt that UMTA
would be able to provide the same level of funding for all capital project requests in the
future. He didn’t think that funding would disappear completely, but that “projects will
have to be funded on a priority basis.”946
Faced with this possible lapse in funding and based on their experience with
capital grants and the 13(c) approval process, transit system management pushed for
improvements to the process so that the operating grants would not be held up by 13(c)
approval. They wanted to speed up the process by limiting the time that the DOL could
consider the 13(c) agreement, and they also wanted to allow for existing 13(c)
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agreements to be the basis for extension of capital grants and the operating grants so that
they would not have to begin completely new negotiations. APTA expressed the view of
some transit system management that there was not a danger of job loss as a result of
grants after the establishment of public transit systems, and that the quick approval of
grants meant that they would keep those jobs rather than lose them.
Transit system management from all over the country urged the APTA to pursue
changes to 13(c). They found a receptive audience with APTA President B. R. Stokes
who had been in charge of BART during the 13(c) arguments over ATU hiring
preferences. From Stokes perspective, 13(c) led to higher costs for BART due to
arbitration expenses and the delay in beginning operations. In a February 1974 speech to
the APTA management seminar, Joseph Kaufman, General Counsel for the Mass Transit
Administration of Maryland, urged the audience to take care of local 13(c) agreements
early in the federal grant process instead of waiting until the last minute, otherwise “the
union has you exactly where it wants you,” implying that the union could extract unfair
concessions from the transit system.947
Historically APTA did not play an active role between management and
labor. The organization primarily shared information between transit systems, but it
became more involved with labor negotiations by the 1970s as the importance of the
13(c) became apparent.948 Beginning in the early 1970s, APTA (then known as the
American Transit Association prior to its merger with the Institute for Rapid Transit in
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1974), began to look into correcting what they viewed as overreach by unions due to
13(c). They complained that the length of time it took for the DOL to approve 13(c)
agreements associated with UMTA capital grants, although this negative experience with
13(c) did not represent the experience of all transit systems. APTA solicited input from
transit system management on their experiences with 13(c), and, other than a few outliers,
they did not report much complication beyond the time-consuming, bureaucratic process.
Most transit systems reported no problems, and that they had eventually agreed on 13(c)
local agreements. The few problems though illustrated the local variety of strategies that
APTA pointed to as a reason to have a national agreement, such as the Toledo, Ohio,
transit system where they reported the union using 13(c) as leverage to tie management’s
hands during contract negotiations.949
Since 1964 UMTA became law, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), then DOT beginning in 1967, routed applications to the DOL
which then approved them based on 13(c) agreements between the transit agencies and
the local unions. What had not been made clear was the role of the unions in the grant
approval process. This changed following a request on August 28, 1972, from the
president of the United Transportation Union (UTU) to the Secretary of Labor. He
requested that the secretary make it clear that the unions would be allowed to weigh in on
13(c) protections before the DOL notified the DOT.950
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ATU viewed APTA’ s desired alterations to 13(c) as a backdoor to erode
collective bargaining rights. ATU leadership stressed the importance of labor
cooperation to pass legislation to fund mass transit and ensure that 13(c) remained part of
those bills. They hailed the 1973 Federal Aid Highway Act for including 13(c)
provisions and argued that, without the intervention of ATU, the act might not have
included 13(c). In addition to the inclusion of 13(c), the legislation provided $4.1 million
over three years in capital funding to local mass transit projects and adjusted the costsharing formula to 80 percent federal and 20 percent local rather than one-third local and
two-thirds federal.951
Due to the expectation of the NMTAA passing, ATU and APTA began discussion
in October 1974 for a nationwide 13(c) agreement that would cover the length of the
operating assistance federal funding for all six years of the NMTAA.952 According to
Stokes, the operating assistance grant in the NMTAA presented a new potential problem
because “under the capital program 13(c) negotiations were necessary only on an
occasional project basis, while under the new operating assistance program there was a
possibility of requiring 13(c) certification as often as on a fiscal year basis.” Stokes
described an effort “to serve the interest of all by attempting to reach agreement on a
‘national 13(c)’ - an agreement which could be used by the Secretary of Labor in issuing
‘automatic’ certifications in all but the most unusual cases.”953
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In 1975, APTA began to work with DOL, DOT, ATU, and other transit unions to
reach a National 13(c) Agreement. Among the transit system officials working on this on
behalf of APTA was Donald Valtman, along with three other MARTA officials, involved
due to MARTA’s recent 13(c) agreement with Local 732.954 They failed to reach an
agreement because Stokes claimed that labor demands “exceed the statutory intent and
infringes on the most basic management rights,” and “terms desired were unrealistic and
suggested an attitude of overreaching.” Stokes framed the problem as transit
management being “compelled to accept terms and conditions they felt unfair at the risk
of possible denial of Federal assistance” without much specifics on those demands,
though it likely had something to do with arbitration over wages and benefits.955 By June
1975, Stokes reported that they could not come to an agreement with the union
negotiators on a national agreement. Without this national agreement, APTA thought
that transit systems could end up having delayed operating funds due to individual
negotiations with local unions.956
Eventually DOT and DOL worked with the parties to reach a consensus and they
signed the National 13(c) Agreement signed on July 23, 1975.957 In addition to ATU and
APTA, other signers on the National 13(c) Agreement included UTU, the Transit
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Workers Union (TWU), and the Railway Labor Executives’ Association (RLEA). DOL
expressed satisfaction with the agreement as well as the negotiations that led to the final
agreement. To have all the stakeholders involved in crafting the agreement meant, they
hoped, it would more likely succeed as opposed to the DOL unilaterally imposing rules
and regulations for 13(c). ATU’s national leadership provided the agreement to locals in
transit systems that received federal assistance and encouraged the locals to sign the
agreement along with their transit system management. Only after both the local officers
and the transit system management signed the National 13(c) Agreement would ATU
then use it in the federal grant approval process. ATU Attorney Earl Putnam viewed the
National 13(c) Agreement as essentially pulling together protections that had existed in
many of the local 13(c) agreements for 10 years since the passage of the 1964
UMTA. Even if the locals did not sign the National 13(c) Agreement, the language for
protection could be transferred into local agreements and would be acceptable to the
DOL, and hopefully reduce the haggling over the language and speed up the grant
process. TWU President Matthew Guinan agreed and further commented that the
national agreement “takes away from reactionary members of Congress the opportunity
to change or dilute Section 13(c) protections.”958
ATU, TWU, and UTU all agreed to push for locals to implement the National
13(c) Agreement, but many municipal and other officials dismissed the agreement as
confusing and did not support it.959 Transit management complained that the voluntary
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agreement did not do enough to speed up the approval process. As the 1970s progressed,
APTA turned first to the Ford Administration and then the judicial branch to seek relief.
In Atlanta this situation would play out with MARTA becoming increasingly tired
of delays to federal funding, sometimes due to Local 732 fighting with ATU over the
meaning of 13(c). As MARTA moved into preparation for and actual rail construction,
they required timely access to capital funds. For the bus system, the operating funds
would allow MARTA to maintain a sufficient level of services for buses to maintain the
ridership. In most aspects, the MARTA takeover of ATS resulted in a much better bus
system. The public flocked to it as a result of expanded service, new equipment, and
lower fares, and MARTA envisioned the end result of the transformation would be to
create a customer base for the rapid rail system.
As MARTA moved from stabilizing and improving the bus system to the
construction and opening of the rapid rail system, they did not receive sustained
cooperation from Local 732 that they had hoped they would receive. The two sides failed
to sign the National 13(c) Agreement, and, during the 1970s and 1980s, they continually
faced off over a number of other issues, first at the bargaining table, then at the Georgia
General Assembly, and finally at the courts. ATU Local 732 was reflective of larger
struggles of transit unions during the 1970s to maintain collective bargaining protections
under 13(c) as well as an example of how ATU and transit authority interpretations of
13(c) played out at the local level.
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8.1 Rapid Rail Construction and Maintaining a Bus System
The flow of federal capital funding would be critical for the completion of the
rapid rail system. Following the 1971 referendum, MARTA showed that it could fulfill
the promise of turning around the bus system and attracting ridership. Fulfilling the
promise of a rapid rail system proved to be much more complicated. To succeed,
MARTA required the continuation of public support, political support, and union support,
all of which had been strained during the transition of the bus system to public transit.
In 1974, MARTA created a communications and marketing position and hired T.
William Swinford, the former UMTA director of public affairs, to handle the
responsibilities of the increased interaction with, as well as accountability to, the
public.960 Swinford oversaw the media relations and publications, special events, and
community relations. Special events usually included groundbreakings, and community
relations played an important role since many meetings took place to discuss the
construction and gather required input from the public.961 To encourage the participation
of minority contractors, MARTA published The MARTA Connector “to provide minority
firms maximum opportunity to participate in the construction of the rapid rail system and
in the provision of goods and services.”962 To keep the public informed about its
progress, MARTA published a newsletter called The MARTA Third Friday as well as
annual reports.
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In 1975, MARTA reorganized in order for General Manager Alan Kiepper to
have more time in his schedule to focus on the construction of the rapid rail system. Two
positions reporting to him took over day-to-day operations, a deputy general manager
who supervised all of the internal operations, principally the Department of Transit
Operations, and an assistant general manager for planning and public affairs to handle
external affairs such as communications and marketing as well as interactions with the
UMTA.963
Unlike the upgrades to the bus system, the construction of the rapid rail system
required a much larger budget that heavily relied on federal funding. The dire predictions
of those opposed to MARTA appeared to be coming true as the Richard M. Nixon
Administration appeared at times to be backing away from previous federal funding
commitments to mass transit. In the spring of 1974, MARTA officials expressed alarm at
the Nixon Administration’s proposed Unified Transportation Assistance Program
(UTAP). This program threatened to reduce the funds available to MARTA which would
mean they could not build the system promised to voters. Atlanta Mayor Maynard
Jackson pointed out that this amounted to a bait-and-switch after “being encouraged and
even enticed by the federal government to undertake our local commitment to mass rapid
transit, only to find later that we were the object of a very bad joke.” Kiepper traveled to
Washington, D.C., to testify before the US Congress at the House Public Works
Committee and to meet with Georgia’s congressional delegation to explain the
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importance of maintaining the current funding.964 The House Public Works Committee
put forth a $4 billion per year transit and highway bill, but the DOT Secretary Claude
Brinegar dismissed it as too expensive and likely to be vetoed by Nixon.965
By November 1974, the cost estimate for the MARTA rapid rail system had
ballooned to $2.099 billion from $1.791 billion, largely due to inflation but also because
of changes to the design.966 MARTA officials breathed a sigh of relief when Congress
passed the NMTAA and Ford signed it. The NMTAA provided $11.8 billion in capital
and operating funds over six years. This included $7.325 billion for capital funding and
$3.975 billion that could be used for operating or capital. If the funding went to
operating costs, then the federal share would be 50 percent, but for capital costs, then the
federal share would be 80 percent. This legislation also included a provision that elderly
and handicapped passengers pay no more than half of the fare during non-rush hours.967
The Ford Administration signaled that rapid rail projects would face more scrutiny in the
future. UMTA Administrator Patricelli warned about the limitations of UMTA funding,
and that the UMTA would insist on cities to evaluate all possible mass transit system
options going forward that made the most sense for their situation.968
MARTA anticipated the rapid rail groundbreaking as an opportunity to reset its
public relations. The groundbreaking occurred on February 19, 1975, although
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construction did not start immediately on that day.969 Construction of the rapid rail
required a substantial purchase of land and demolition of buildings. The total cost of
nearly $144 million included the relocation of “2,200 families, businesses and
individuals.”970 MARTA reported the construction delay because of condemnation
proceedings as a result of disputes over the fair market value that MARTA offered to
land owners.971
The comparison to the BART construction loomed over the early days of
MARTA rapid rail construction. Not long after the groundbreaking, California State
Senator Alfred Alquist warned Georgia state legislators to keep a close watch on the
activities of MARTA because of the construction and cost overruns with BART.972 In
the summer of 1975, the DOT Secretary visited Atlanta for the National Urban League
Convention and expressed optimism in MARTA’s plans. When asked how he thought
MARTA was progressing with the rapid rail system construction, he remarked “I think
they have learned from the past. You know, in the BART system in San Francisco there
were problems -- I think that Atlanta to the best of its ability has built in checks so as to
avoid those problems. I think there’s a great commitment here.”973
One indication of MARTA’s success during the construction would be the
agency’s ability to maintain an attractive bus system. As the rapid rail construction
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commenced, buses had to make adjustments to minimize the impact of the construction.
In May 1976, Director of Transportation Thomas Duvall issued a notice to drivers and
supervisors about the beginning of rapid rail construction downtown. He warned about
the challenges to maintaining a reliable bus schedule over the next few years, so “we
must diligently observe all schedules both inbound and outbound and make necessary
schedule adjustments that will best serve our patrons.”974
MARTA hoped that technology upgrades would aid in efforts to maintain good
service during construction. Duvall sent out rules for the best use of the Motorola radio
system because he considered “the vehicle you drive and the two-way radio to be the two
primary tools of a bus operator’s profession.” The rules mostly concerned the best way
to communicate with the dispatcher to ensure clear communication. The most important
communication revolved around bus schedule delays, accidents, and accidentally
triggering the emergency alarms which often happened accidentally because of the
location of the triggers. Paradoxically, these radios that allowed drivers to coordinate
route adjustments in response to construction delays also posed a danger to drivers.
MARTA sent out a notice in January that warned drivers to not use the radios in an area
of downtown due to rapid rail transit construction that involved the use of
explosives. The workers activated the explosives with electric detonators, and MARTA
warned that radio use could also trigger the explosives. The construction workers placed
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signs warning about radio use in those areas, so Duvall stressed the importance of being
aware of those signs.975
Though drivers had to navigate those construction issues, they had optimism for a
chance at new MARTA rapid rail jobs. Unlike the Bay Area, MARTA avoided a
complex 13(c) battle over displaced employees and representation primarily due to the
fact that the private bus system had been acquired by MARTA, similar to the acquisition
process of the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) in the
Washington, D.C., area. In 1977 Jacobs began meeting with MARTA management about
first opportunity jobs in the rapid rail system. ATU attorney Alexander Cohn pointed out
that “the first jobs will probably be sweepers, janitors, or cleaners needed for the first rail
maintenance and/or computer facility, which I believe MARTA will open very
soon. This is Local 732’s work,” and the structure for bargaining for these positions was
spelled out in the August 1971 13(c) agreement. In March 1977, Jacobs requested ATU
assistance with negotiations with MARTA for jobs in the rapid transit system. Jacobs
also notified MARTA that Local 732 would be looking to represent the workers hired for
the rapid rail system.976
In August 1978, Assistant Director of Rail Transportation William K. Rabren
contacted Jacobs to notify him about MARTA’s plan for bus drivers that wanted to
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transfer to rail operator positions. Rabren planned to begin training in September 1978,
and they developed a process for drivers to sign up for this training. They did want to
interview drivers first before they decided to begin the training because management
believed that some drivers might decide to remain as bus drivers.977
The first leg of the new rapid rail system finally opened on June 30, 1979. The
trains ran on a 6.7 mile line East Line from the Avondale station in Decatur to the
downtown Georgia State University station.978 MARTA implemented a feeder system
for the East Line in October. They followed the same pattern with the opening of the
West Line in December and operating a bus feeder system for it several months later.979
By June 1979, MARTA operated 800 buses, managed routes that covered 31
million miles and carried 81 million passengers per year.980 It was important for
MARTA to provide a reliable bus system while rail construction was ongoing so that they
would have the existing ridership base to use the system upon completion. While the
rapid rail construction was ongoing, MARTA continued to expand bus service to
maintain ridership. MARTA had to meet demands for fully accessible buses in the wake
of the passage of the Rehabilitation Act in 1973, especially Section 504 that tied federal
funding to accessibility.981 This became more explicit with the NMTAA 1974 operating
assistance grants that mandated reduced fares for elderly and disabled riders as well as
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using buses equipped with lifts, usually integrated into the front door entrance. The
implementation of the reduced fare and lifts led to friction between Local 732 and
MARTA.
In June 1975, MARTA began the half fare program and preferential seating for
senior citizens and those with accessibility needs. The half fare policy was a requirement
of the NMTAA while the preferential seating was a policy that MARTA
implemented. MARTA recognized that drivers may not be sure of the status of a rider
claiming one or both of these, so they told drivers to handle disputes in the same way as
transfers, which was to require full fares and report the matter to MARTA customer
services.982
Drivers wanted to make sure that they did not get into trouble with regards to
MARTA management insistence for drivers to accurately collect all fares according to
the various categories. Riders already argued over the payment of regular fares, so
drivers did not want to have added potential for even more fare disputes. In order to
solve this potential problem, Jacobs requested that Valtman arrange to produce cards for
elderly and disabled riders so that they could present the cards to bus drivers when they
paid their discount fare of seven cents.983 MARTA management agreed with Local 732
about the problems with properly identifying those eligible for the reduced fares, though
they expressed more concern about estimated revenue loss of $1.1 million per year due to
the federally-mandated reduced fares rather than problems with disputes between drivers
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and passengers. Kiepper pointed out that MARTA already had a low fare which he
believed the creators of the NMTAA overlooked in their demands for further reduced
fare.984
The other part of the accessibility program included equipping buses with lifts.
Similar to ACT, MARTA found this requirement burdensome, and they clashed with
Local 732 over the implementation. Duvall notified drivers that MARTA would begin
accessible bus service with lifts, and that drivers that worked with such buses would have
to take training on how to use them.985 In order to try out installing a wheelchair lift,
MARTA used a bus from its “mothball fleet” to test out the new service because a
conversion cost $20,000 to $25,000 per bus while a bus with the lift already installed in a
new bus cost $60,000 to $70,000. MARTA projected beginning special bus service in
1977.986 MARTA received UMTA grant funding for assistance with purchasing a new
bus and renovating older models for elderly and disabled.987
In October 1976, Jacobs and Valtman had a tense exchange over the issue of
buses equipped with lifts for people with disabilities. Jacobs proposed raising wages for
drivers who had to operate those buses, and Valtman, frustrated about the financial
aspects of the federal law, suggested that he might consider reducing those drivers’ wages
instead.988 By 1980, MARTA had buses, the 2000 and 3000 series bus models, and each
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had an integrated “kneeling device” that drivers could operate for accessibility. Duval
asked drivers to anticipate whether or not a passenger would need the lift before being
asked, and he acknowledged that frequent use of the lift could mean that their buses could
end up running behind schedule. “[H]owever, we have a commitment to make a special
effort to make transit service accessible to MARTA’s elderly and handicapped patron.”989
The need to provide accessible bus equipment and the reliance on the federal
government to provide financial assistance was one example of how public transit
systems provided more comprehensive service to all citizens on one hand, but on the
other hand this also presented more costs which made the federal grant assistance so
important to fulfill this service. Both MARTA management and Local 732 agreed with
disability rights advocates about the importance of this type of service for the public.
However, they both found aspects of the service problematic. For MARTA, it was the
cost, and, for Local 732, it was the additional job responsibilities, additional pressure of
fare category collection, and route delays.
The rapid rail system presented MARTA with a test of its ability to
simultaneously build a brand new rapid rail system and also maintain progress made on
revitalizing the bus system. This appeared to be easier than in the Bay Area since they
already had an established relationship with Local 732 to work as a partner on
maintaining good bus service. Also, they could more easily coordinate work on the new
system and avoid 13(c) issues with regards to new rapid rail transit jobs.
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8.2 Local 732, 13(c), and MARTA
For MARTA to acquire equipment, they had to be successful in the application
process for UMTA federal grants, which meant continuing to meet the collective
bargaining demands of labor to receive federal assistance for operating grants as well as
capital costs. Although the federal infusion of money definitely helped struggling transit
systems, the continued inclusion of 13(c) in federal legislation presented an ongoing
challenge.990 In addition to MARTA, Local 732 found themselves at odds over 13(c)
with ATU, which sought to swiftly move grants from the DOL to the DOT in order to
show their commitment as partners in securing federal funds for transit projects.
The projects that included 13(c) in the late 1960s and early 1970s had proceeded
with no dispute. The city of Atlanta used UMTA capital funds to establish a shuttle
between the civic center and the central business district. This grant used the same 13(c)
labor protections from a 1969 League of Cities Summer Youth project to transport
summer youth in jobs. In both of those cases, the City of Atlanta had to get ATU
approval because the special services agreed to use workers at ATS and that ATS should
provide the services.991
After MARTA took over, 13(c) issues arose with more frequency. Confusion
over what the local 13(c) agreement did and did not cover led Jacobs to assume the rule
provided more protection than it actually did. In March 1974, Jacobs requested ATU
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provide information on whether MARTA could move around Local 732 members to
different departments under 13(c). ATU Executive Vice President Edward Oliver replied
that this situation didn’t appear to apply to 13(c) so “it is impossible for this office or our
legal department to render a ruling relative to your 13(c) agreement.”992
Local 732 officials were eager to leverage 13(c) to pressure MARTA during
contract negotiations, but ATU officials cautioned them on what power they could
actually wield. In June 1974, Jacobs accused ATU of leaving Local 732 “completely in
the dark” about the 13(c) negotiations between ATU and MARTA general counsels
regarding a UMTA capital grant, and, in October, Jacobs demanded that “all projects be
looked at by this Division before approval is given” because “the serious situation of
Division #732 demands that MARTA realize that their grants will have to go through this
Local.”993 ATU President Dan V. Maroney pointed out that neither the local division nor
the international union could actually block a UMTA application, and that the DOL had
the final say in matters regarding the implementation of 13(c). The role of the union was
largely limited to writing letters of support or protest with regards to particular UMTA
grant applications.994 Maroney notified Local 732 of his approval of a grant in February
1975 and allowed the DOL to use conditions from the June 18, 1974, 13(c) agreement in
order to certify this new grant despite Jacobs’ complaints about being left out of the
process.995
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Jacobs’s tactic to use 13(c) throughout the 1970s for discipline disputes and
holding up UMTA grants increased in use during the tense 1975-1976 contact
negotiations and in the immediate aftermath. After losing the cost-of-living increase in
the new contract, ATU Local 732 sought to hold up federal funding for new buses.
During the difficult contract negotiations in 1975-1976 with MARTA, Boyd and Jacobs
contacted Maroney for advice on how to resolve their problems with MARTA. In
response to Boyd’s statement about taking “action” against MARTA, Maroney responded
that “the only action open to the Local Union that we know of is to prepare to fight the
action of MARTA in the courts,” and that Local 732 membership should decide if that
was an appropriate course of action. Jacobs wanted to use 13(c) to force MARTA to
change its position on arbitration awards, but Maroney again pointed out that “13(c) was
never intended for this type of grievance settlement.” He understood Jacobs’ concern
about MARTA disregarding legitimate concerns presented by Local 732, “but all of our
members where there is not appropriate state legislation would be in very serious danger
if we were to lose the federal 13(c) protection.” If Local 732 won in court, then Maroney
believed that “MARTA would learn their lesson.” Maroney viewed Valtman as full of
bluster with “his blistering letter to the arbitrator” that outlined “a windfall at the
taxpayers expense to the grievant, while he does not hesitate to waste the taxpayers
money in such a ridiculous court case.”996
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Local 732 also viewed 13(c) as governing certain employee disputes with
management. In June 1976, the union threatened to strike when an arbitrator ruled that
an employee should be reinstated, but MARTA refused. Local 732 argued it was in
direct contradiction with the 13(c) agreement between Local 732 and MARTA because it
went against a labor dispute ruling.997 In September 1976, the union complained that
MARTA was not following a policy outlined in a February 1976 memo for agreeing on
which positions should be represented by the union.998 When a new maintenance
position was posted in June 1977, the union argued that it should have been posted
through the union rather than as a non-bargaining position. The union brought up 13(c)
as a reason to comply with union position demands. Labor Relations Chief Thomas
McKavitt explained the discrepancy as an oversight due to an outdated list of nonbargaining unit positions. In fact, these issues that Jacobs brought up appeared to have
more to do with the contract between Local 732 and MARTA that covered bargaining
unit positions rather than the 13(c) agreement.999
Jacobs raised a number of issues about “harassment and undue pressure,” and,
once again, it was not clear he had his facts straight about what 13(c) did and did not
apply to. In January 1976, Jacobs contacted Maroney about MARTA ignoring the ruling
of the arbitrator in two disciplinary cases of Local 732 members. Jacobs seemed to be
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hinting at using 13(c) and potentially denying MARTA federal grant approval as long as
they did not comply with these sorts of rulings. Jacobs asked “that any request for
Government Grants put in by MARTA must be presented to this Division in plenty of
time for us to communicate with you and the Under Secretary of Labor if
necessary.” Maroney dismissed Jacobs’ strategy and pointed out that “the 13(c)
provisions cannot be used for the purpose you outline in this letter. The proper
protections provided by 13(c) are now under attack throughout the United States and we
will not be a party to further jeopardizing this all important protection of our
membership.” Maroney told Jacobs to go through the grievance process that Local 732
had with MARTA.1000
To emphasize this point, Maroney pointed to a New York Times article that had
been reprinted in newspapers across the country. The article mischaracterized complaints
about 13(c) disputes holding up transit projects and adding costs to mass transit
operations because of transit unions’ insistence on transit systems to accept their contract
demands or they would refuse to give the DOL their approval. Maroney did not want to
give the US Congress and the Ford Administration any further reason to strip out labor
protections in future mass transit bills. In the New York Times article, Los Angeles
County Supervisor Pete Schabarum specifically pointed to his view of ATU insistence
that the Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) sign the National 13(c)
Agreement and accused Labor Secretary John Dunlop, who negotiated the National 13(c)
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Agreement, of “bureaucratic extortion which leads counties of this country into the same
bankruptcy court now populated by the nation’s railroads and many cities which through
the years have capitulated to similar labor agreements” and “intimidating” local mass
transit systems into agreeing to labor demands under the UMTA.1001 Appointed by
Governor Ronald Reagan in 1972 to fill a vacant seat, Schabarum won the next election
and became known for his outspoken right wing conservative views on the liberal Los
Angeles County Board of Supervisors.1002 Maroney viewed this sort of reactionary
thinking potentially developing into a national movement, so ATU local divisions had to
be wary of further antagonization of such forces.
To prove to Schabarum and similar opponents that they misinterpreted the union
position, ATU promoted the National 13(c) Agreement as their willingness to cooperate
with transit systems on fair collective bargaining. As with other locals, ATU requested
Local 732 sign on to the National 13(c) Agreement. As of February 1976, Local 732 had
not signed the agreement, sent it to MARTA, and forwarded it to ATU. ATU attorney
Alexander Cohn responded that they had not “received a copy of MARTA’s endorsement
of the National §13(c) Employee Protection Agreement. This agreement, as you know, is
applicable to §5 operating assistance grants.” This was a necessary step, Maroney
argued, so that the ATU attorneys “will be in a better position to negotiate with MARTA
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in attempting to require them to sign the 13(c) Agreement. We are certain this would be
in the best interest of the membership of your Local Union.”1003
Valtman, though, had other ideas, and he contacted Jacobs about approving the
existing local 13(c) agreement between Local 732 and MARTA for requesting operating
assistance under the NMTAA rather than signing on to the National 13(c) Agreement.1004
As early as 1973, MARTA had been leery of signing onto a National 13(c) Agreement
because they saw their situation as fairly straightforward with the local 13(c) agreement
they had with Local 732. While they did not find anything in an early draft of the
National 13(c) Agreement to be unreasonable, they didn’t think they needed to change to
something while their original agreement appeared to work fine. “We have had no delays
or problems in receiving Grant approval with anything pertaining to the 13-C
Agreement.” For example, J. H. Higgins, the Acting Assistant General Manager of
Department of Transit Operations, indicated that MARTA appeared to have a less
complicated relationship with the Local 732 than BART did with multiple unions, so a
national agreement did not make sense for transit systems like MARTA.1005
Jacobs expressed concern to ATU over continuing to use the existing local 13(c)
agreement because it might not cover employees hired by MARTA since they had signed
the initial local 13(c) agreement in 1971.1006 MARTA did not sign the National 13(c)
Agreement, so ATU moved forward with updating the 1971 13(c) agreement between
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MARTA and Local 732 instead. On August 23, 1976, ATU sent Local 732 copies of the
updated 13(c) agreement for a UMTA capital grant. The capital grant provided funding
for 100 new buses, upgrades to existing buses, maintenance vehicles, and other
equipment. After ATU received signed copies, they began the process with the DOL,
and Jacobs and Boyd then forwarded the agreement on to MARTA. When several weeks
passed and Local 732 had not received any response, they conferred with ATU on the
next steps. The two sides continued to negotiate the language of the agreement into late
November 1976.1007
In 1976 MARTA officials essentially agreed that the local acceptance of 13(c)
agreements would be enough for the DOL to sign off on them. This apparently ended the
standoff that had occurred between MARTA, ATU, and the DOL. MARTA attorney
Robert P. Cochran thought they had achieved a victory by receiving confirmation from
the DOL that they would allow local negotiations to proceed unhindered although it
doesn’t appear that the DOL was all that anxious to get in the middle of those
negotiations anyway.1008
In January 1977, ATU attorney Alexander Cohn informed Jacobs that ATU had
updated the 13(c) agreement with MARTA to include changes that had occurred since the
signing of the original agreement in 1971. These updates included events that had taken
place, such as the acquisition of ATS, and substantial changes such as “recognizing the
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‘AMTRAK’ level of protections (dismissal, displacement, moving allowances,
etc.).” The clerical employees now appeared in the agreement in relation to the first
opportunity of employment clause.1009
Despite warnings by Maroney and updates to the local 13(c) agreement between
Local 732 and MARTA, Local 732 officers continued to pursue their agenda using 13(c)
as an offensive tool rather than a defensive one. As they tried to expand its use, ATU had
to continually remind them of the limits of 13(c) and the danger of pushing so hard that
the rule could be replaced. In March 1977, ATU informed Local 732 that they would be
approving the MARTA request for 100 buses using federal funding for grant GA-030017. The local did not want the project to move forward because they did not think it
adequately covered 13(c) issues. Maroney argued that the 13(c) agreement negotiated
with the bus project was indeed good for the union. He also expressed concern about
holding up funding because ATU recognized public transit authorities were increasingly
frustrated with what they perceived as unnecessary delays due to 13(c) issues.1010 Jacobs
continued to push the issue and in May 1977 requested guidance from ATU on how the
union should oversee the implementation of federal grants under the 13(c) regulations.1011
Maroney thought that Local 732 held up this grant with no justification and
moved to approve it anyway, and he also expressed concern about another grant, GA-054010 for operating assistance. Jacobs claimed that Local 732 had never held up a grant
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for 13(c) reasons, but their “only concern we have concerning the 13(c) so far is if either
one of these grants changes our position concerning the right to strike or not under the
Georgia Law and the specific MARTA Act enacted by the State Legislature of Georgia in
1965.” He said they wanted to know one way or the other before making a decision on
whether to support the grants, and “we would like this information in writing as soon as
possible.”1012
For GA-03-0017, the capital grant for the 100 buses, Maroney informed Jacobs
that he moved forward with the DOL certification process because “the provisions of the
Section 32.2 of our Constitution which vests in me final authority to approve or
disapprove §13(c) agreements between any Local Union and any employing company or
applicant for federal assistance under the Urban Mass Transportation Act.” Maroney
remarked that “[i]t is regrettable, indeed, that in this instance we have not had your
cooperation in this important matter.” He reiterated the improvements in the agreement
outlined by Cohn. Maroney did not think any of the objections raised by Jacobs provided
an “adequate justification” to not certify the agreement, so he moved forward because
“we can ill-afford to give any additional ammunition to the anti- §13(c) protections and
our rights to negotiate protective arrangements, at a time when they have been subjected
to a virtual barrage of criticism from the industry and from all levels of
government.”1013
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For GA-05-4010, the operating assistance grant, Maroney informed Jacobs that
ATU would “request certification on the basis of the most recent capital grant §13(c)
arrangement between” MARTA and Local 732 since they both “rejected the National
§13(c) agreement which almost every ATU Local Union in the country, and their
managements, use.” The DOL told ATU that MARTA sought fast approval for the
grant, so that meant that ATU would use the February 14, 1977 13(c) agreement between
Local 732 and MARTA for GA-03-0017.1014 This meant that ATU chose to override
Local 732 on two grants indicating that ATU did not see blocking grants as a wise or
practical negotiation strategy, though Maroney also seemed to be overstating the number
of transit systems that adopted the National 13(c) Agreement.
Jacobs notified Maroney of the results of a vote by Local 732 members “to write a
letter to International President protesting the action taken on the 13(c) agreement. Vote:
157 For, 0 Against.” A vote at the meeting the next day also resulted in a unanimous
decision to express displeasure. Maroney responded “that we have not as of this date
received from you, as requested, on numerous occasions, your objections or problems
with the 13(c) Agreement,” but “we have only your statement by telephone that your
Executive Board overrode you and made the decision.” He reminded Jacobs of the
perilous condition of the 13(c) protections in light of apparent activity in the federal
government to strip those protections from the UMTA. He stressed “that the delay of a
grant without justification to the Department of Labor would simply result in certification
by the D.O.L. without an agreement.” He noted in particular the anti-13(c) efforts of the
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National League of Cities (NLC) and the United States Conference of Mayors
(USCM).1015
Jacobs questioned if a grant approved by ATU would impact the ability of Local
732 to go on strike under Georgia state law and the MARTA Act. Jacobs requested that
Maroney provide him “a notarized letter” with the justification for ATU to be able to
approve 13(c) grants as well as sending officers to assist the local “so that I may be able,
as a duly elected President of Division 732, to govern this Division accordingly.”
Maroney stated that the 13(c) agreement for this new grant was the same as the original
agreement from 1971, and that it had nothing in it about the right to strike as it pertains to
state law. Maroney saw no reason to hold up the grant any longer and sent ATU’s
approval to the DOL. He pointed out that he had this authority under the ATU
Constitution and General Laws and that Local 732 received copies of these. Exasperated,
he added that “[a]ll you need to govern your Local Union properly Brother Jacobs, is to
read the Constitution and General Laws, your own Bylaws, and act accordingly.”1016
In the Atlanta situation, the delay in approval of federal grants with regards to the
13(c) process had less to do with disputes between Local 732 and MARTA and more to
do with squabbling between Local 732 and ATU. Much of this could be laid at the feet
of Jacobs who refused to believe that 13(c) could not be used as a weapon despite ATU
warnings about pushing 13(c) matters too far with MARTA. Local 732 would continue
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to ignore that advice and push for 13(c) remedies to problems that would not be
appropriate. While ATU pushed back on Local 732 attempts to sink UMTA grants based
on 13(c), this resistance by Local 732 to allow ATU to move the grants forward to DOL
in a timely manner constituted one of the complaints by transit system management
nationwide of 13(c). Maroney specifically warned about the Ford Administration altering
13(c) regulations to meet demands of APTA and other allied groups. Maroney urged
Jacobs to take seriously the opposition to 13(c) and the perils of obstructing the grant
approval process, to no avail.
8.3 13(c) Pushback
This dispute between ATU and Local 732 over the meaning of 13(c) and its use
against MARTA was more than a local dispute between an ATU local division and a
transit system. It illustrated the growing battle over labor rights and the continuation of
public transit funding. The scenario that Maroney feared began to play out during the
Ford Administration as transit system management nationwide insisted on changes to
13(c) due to various issues such as those in Atlanta.
After several years of dispute between the DOL, DOT, and organizations such as
APTA and the National Association of Counties (NACo), the Ford Administration
attempted to tackle the issue of 13(c) compliance.1017 Fortunately for ATU, they had a
skilled advocate on their side in the Ford Administration. William J. Usery, Jr., held
positions in the Nixon Administration as the assistant secretary of labor and director of
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the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS), and he then served as Secretary
of Labor in the Ford Administration. He advocated for the strengthening of public sector
labor laws, even going so far as to push for municipal and federal workers to have the
right to strike. Usery himself came from a labor background including a leadership role
in the International Association of Machinists.1018 At a speech during the ATU
convention in September 1969, Usery remarked that he considered 13(c) “one of the most
beneficial labor provisions on the books today.” With the declines in ridership and a 40
percent decrease in the mass transit workforce, he viewed the protections as crucial for
job protections for these workers transitioning from the private to the public sector. As a
result, ATU had “the widest spread, geographically, and represents more workers than
any other labor organization, in terms of grants made by the Federal Government,” and
those projects totaled $1 billion by 1969. These protections did not impede the federal
grants since 196 of the 250 projects had been approved as opposed to the rejection of just
three due to the inability of the transit systems to meet 13(c) labor protections.1019
Usery understood the importance of establishing strong public union law for
worker protections. He sought to leverage the strong position of the Democrats in
Congress and his position as DOL secretary to push for nationwide public union rights.
This effort ultimately failed due to public displeasure with the public sector strike wave,
rise of conservatism, and a breakdown in the “labor-Democratic party alliance.” The
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Supreme Court ruling in National League of Cities v. Usery on June 24, 1976, denied the
right of Congress to extend the FLSA to states, and therefore made the passage of the
National Public Employees Relations Act exceedingly unlikely, because as Joseph
McCartin pointed out, “without the power to set minimum wages for local and state
government employees, it was surely unable to extend to them the right to organize and
bargain collectively.” The group that did come out of the experience with momentum
was the conservative movement, the anti-tax and anti-labor groups in particular,
including those that would go on to put Proposition 13 on the ballot in California.1020
Usery’s strong support of nationwide public employee collective bargaining rights
informed his support of 13(c) and to maintain that by fighting off opposition from
Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman, APTA, and other groups.
Coleman had come in with the Ford Administration and began work on
addressing the transit industry concerns about 13(c). Coleman, a Republican, had worked
as a civil rights attorney early in his career, and he later gained expertise in transportation
law which led to his appointment in the Ford Administration, making history as the
second Black cabinet member. As DOT secretary, Coleman tended to lean towards
conservative thinking, and the dispute over 13(c) would be one of those issues.1021
APTA Executive Director B. R. Stokes, the former BART manager, saw his
opportunity to strike down 13(c) forever. He complained to Coleman and Usery that
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13(c) led to local unions gaining unfair leverage over transit systems by holding up
federal grants based on 13(c) disputes. Stokes argued “that the present procedures with
respect to 13(c) certification are totally inadequate, burdensome, and unduly time
consuming, notwithstanding the adoption of the National Model Agreement negotiated
by and between APTA and various labor organizations.”1022 APTA attorney David E.
Fox pointed to problems with arbitration which he believed should be entirely separate
because “[w]ages, hours and conditions should not, in most instances, be impacted by
13(c) considerations.”1023 Stokes pushed a streamlined process whereby the transit
system could provide a “declaration” that there would not be job loss as a result of a
grant, apparently trying to bypass unions. This would essentially meet all of their other
concerns as well. Coleman agreed with making changes to 13(c) but that the Ford
Administration preferred executive action rather than legislation.1024
In March 1976, Secretary to the Cabinet James Connor notified Coleman and
Usery that the Domestic Council would be coordinating a joint memo by them to the
President to propose changes to the 13(c) process.1025 Coleman had been involved in
efforts to create the National 13(c) Agreement after he came into office in March 1975
when he worked with the previous DOL Secretary John Dunlop to develop the
agreement. While noting this achievement, he also acknowledged “its provisions are now
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raising problems of their own.” Coleman then addressed the problems with 13(c),
specifically that it no longer seemed relevant when public transit systems applied for
grants that had nothing to do with transitioning from private to public and impacts on
continuing collective bargaining. In fact, he argued that the experience with UMTA
grants led to job stability rather than job losses. He then claimed that labor had
unreasonable sway in the 13(c) certification process and bashed the process as more
evidence of federal “clumsy management.” Coleman argued to speed up the process by
removing opportunities for labor to contest local 13(c) agreements, ideally through
legislation, though he acknowledged that completely eliminating 13(c) would not be
realistic.1026
Usery issued a blistering response to the DOT and dismissed their concerns,
mostly out of lack of evidence of unions having the level of influence that DOT claimed.
For one thing, “the Department of Labor has made in excess of 1350 certifications. In
only a handful of cases has the Department been unable to make the required
certification.” Usery had a point because an APTA survey revealed that most transit
agencies did not experience problems with 13(c) procedures. In response to an APTA
survey that asked about issues between management and labor due to 13(c), most
agencies reported few or no problems with most of the problems being delays with
grants.1027
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He furthered argued that some of the desired changes “are contrary to the specific
letter of the law. Others run counter to the statute’s spirit and intent.” The DOL and
DOT could not make these changes, “but instead would require amendment to the
existing legislative requirements.” Usery cited a UMTA report from 1975 “that if 13(c)
had never been enacted, the problems and issues facing the industry in the area of labor
relations would be similar, if not identical in magnitude and composition.” In reference
to transit systems being held “hostage,” Usery said the DOL “would be interested in
reviewing any factual situation supporting this allegation, however it is our belief[...]that
abuses of the process have been virtually nonexistent.” Usery also dismissed claims
about employee protections beyond the scope of the federal projects, inflexibility of the
National 13(c) Agreement in different areas of the country, and that protections resulted
in “stifling innovation.” With regards to the DOT proposal that 13(c) be limited to
transition from private to public, Usery pointed to Congressional intent from reports on
the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1963 that workers should be protected from
operational and technological changes. Usery essentially did not agree that any changes
to the 13(c) were justified. He suggested waiting on the completion of five studies, three
of which the DOT funded, that would provide more information on 13(c).1028
The respective staffs of DOT and DOL began meeting, and came to an agreement
on some of the problems, but they did not agree on two of the biggest issues for APTA
which were the issues of negative declaration (an expedited approval process for grants
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that did not affect labor union work issues according to transit management) and a fixed
time schedule for approval. Cannon filled in Ford and characterized the accusation “that
unions use the 13(c) requirement and management’s need for the UMTA funds to
indirectly raise bargaining issues unrelated to the UMTA grant” as a “feeling[...]not well
documented, but then it is not the kind of matter which lends itself to documentation.”
He painted a bleak picture of the negotiations because the “representatives of the two
Departments could not even agree on the issues to be discussed or the facts surrounding
the implementation of 13(c).” He acknowledged that while “some critics of Section 13(c)
would like us to assault its philosophic underpinnings, legislative change is clearly
unattainable and probably undesirable.”1029
Usery saw the negative declaration as moving too much power over to the transit
management. Also, he thought that the DOL had already been allowing for previous
13(c) agreements to be used to move the process along faster, and that the widespread use
of the National 13(c) Agreement would be more practical. However, he saw no problem
with including more definitive language in the guidelines that would establish a clearer
timeline for grant approval.1030
Following Democrat Jimmy Carter’s victory in the 1976 presidential election, the
Domestic Council continued to ensure that the DOL followed through with publishing the
guidelines even as the Ford Administration was on its way out of the door. DOL posted
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the guidelines in the Federal Register at the end of the Ford Administration on January
18, 1977, which meant that they would be implemented under the Carter
Administration.1031
The APTA attorney, David E. Fox, reported to the APTA 13(c) committee that
APTA intended to try and stop the guidelines from begin implemented and described
them as “directly opposite that which APTA requested” and “[t]o ignore the validity of
our request and to install guidelines which may even create new difficulties is a
travesty.”1032 The final guidelines appeared in the Federal Register in March
1978. Responding to APTA complaints that the final guidelines did not specify a fixed
time period for 13(c) negotiations, DOL argued that they “refrained from adopting fixed
time limitations because in our opinion they would encourage the resolution of disputes
by government action, rather than through voluntary agreements by directly involved
parties.” Assistant Secretary of Labor Francis X. Burkhardt pointed out that the
guidelines did provide the DOL with the flexibility to use time schedules where
necessary.1033
Stokes expressed displeasure that the guidelines did not address all of their
complaints, and he noted that they included an additional hurdle for transit systems to
“include an estimate of the effects of the project on mass transportation employees.” He
also noted the inclusion of the National 13(c) Agreement for operating assistance grants,
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though this would only apply if both sides had signed it already. Stokes’ attempts to hold
up the regulations for changes favorable to APTA ultimately failed. Richard Page, the
UMTA Administrator, assured Stokes that DOT would meet regularly with DOL to
ensure that these new guidelines were being followed. He viewed the new guidelines as
“a modest step forward and, therefore, I have urged Assistant Secretary Burkhardt to
publish them.”1034
ATU found the final version to be acceptable and expressed relief that they could
prevent what they viewed as the “attempt to gut” 13(c). They expressed relief that the
final version did not include the negative declaration which would have meant that “the
applicant for the transit funds would merely state that in the federal grant application that
the project would have no adverse impact on employees. Thus, no Sec. 13(c) protections
would be needed.” Alternatively, they viewed as acceptable that the guidance
encouraged the use of the National 13(c) Agreement for a more streamlined process to
approve continuation of operating assistance grants. They also trumpeted that the
guidance clearly stating that the 13(c) agreement between the transit system and the
union “must be the product of collective bargaining negotiations” between the two
parties. Although the final version did not include strict time limits for grant approval,
the inclusion of time schedules for specific circumstances concerned ATU because of
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potential manipulation by transit system management to, but they viewed that as
something to keep an eye on as to the impact.1035
ATU continued to monitor transit legislation during the Carter Administration in
order to run interference against legislation that threatened 13(c). In August 1978, ATU
sent out a legislative alert about just such an effort. ATU stressed the importance of the
local divisions to support the Thompson Amendment to remove Section 325(d) from
HR11733 Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1978. The problem, as ATU saw it,
was that Section 325(d) would allow, under the guise of assisting small urban and rural
areas, the DOT secretary to waive important parts of the UMTA ACT such as 13(c).1036
This work paid off for ATU when Carter signed the Mass Transit Act in November 1978
that included 13(c).1037 An article in In Transit celebrated the four-year transit bill
because of the preservation of 13(c) as well as the funding of multiple new programs
such as the construction of transportation terminals for different types of transportation
vehicles.1038
While ATU celebrated the continuation of 13(c), they also knew the effort to
undermine it by APTA and others would not cease. ATU warned local divisions such as
Local 732 about the consequences of misinterpreting 13(c) and interfering with the grant
approval process using 13(c) as leverage in negotiations and grievances and other matters
would only lead to more scrutiny. This situation changed considerably with the
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introduction of operating grants in the NMTAA in 1974. The delays that had sometimes
occurred with approving capital grants due to the sign off by ATU and DOL prior to the
DOT releasing the funds had been inconvenient but not critical to operations. The
operating funds, on the other hand, became an important part of public transit system
budgets by the mid-1970s, and the delays could potentially mean service cuts.
Fortunately, ATU had a champion for 13(c) with Usery at DOL, and they avoided the
elimination of collective bargaining rights at least at the executive branch level. This
backlash against 13(c) signaled that ATU would have to be just as diligent going forward
to protect 13(c) rights.
8.4 13(c) and State Legislature
While ATU had success at the federal level with gaining additional federal
funding that included 13(c) protections, Local 732 and other labor unions faced a hostile
environment in Atlanta both at the local and state level. Though Local 732 enjoyed 13(c)
protections in right-to-work Georgia, the same efforts employed at the federal level to roll
back protections became more probable in an era of backlash to public employee unions.
Elections at the state and local level mattered more than ever.
In the late 1970s with city budgets stressed, even politicians considered allies to
labor could become opponents. In Atlanta, Democratic Mayor Maynard Jackson’s
hardball tactics with AFSCME during the 1977 sanitation strike gave other city
government officials confidence to confront public service unions in their cities. The
militancy inspired by the 1960s new left appeared to be waning in the face of city budget
woes and governments viewing the workers’ salaries and benefits as prime targets for
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cost-cutting. During the late 1970s, state courts and legislatures also began to take a
hardline against unions by penalizing striking public sector workers.1039 In New York
City, the Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) refused to meet TWU Local 100 contract
demands in their attempt to reverse concessions from the 1976 contract, and the union
went on an eleven-day strike in April 1980, a major inconvenience to several million
commuters. Democratic Mayor Edward I. Koch received praise for publicly urging the
MTA to not give in to union demands. To the displeasure of Koch, the MTA did increase
their wage offer, but still far under union demands, though the union ultimately accepted
the contract.1040
Locally in Atlanta, Douglas Brooks, president of AFL-CIO Atlanta Labor Council
(ALC), recognized the need for more action on the part of unions.1041 Brooks warned
unions that “enemies of labor have started a negative campaign” that “was invented by
the ‘new right.’” This and other campaigns like it “are not only anti-labor but are antigovernment, anti-poor people and anti-minorities.” He stressed the importance of strong
voter turnout to prevent these anti-labor forces from taking office because they would
most likely move to overturn all of the gains made by labor.1042 The hard work paid off
and almost all of the candidates endorsed by the ALC won. Ed Johnson, elected as a
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state court judge of Fulton County, specifically pointed to the support by organized labor
that gave him overwhelming win.1043
Just like the City of Atlanta, MARTA found itself short on funds by the late
1970s. With no indication that 13(c) would be changed at the federal level, state
legislatures began to become involved. This would be the case in Georgia since MARTA
fell under the jurisdiction of the Georgia General Assembly rather than the City of
Atlanta or the Fulton County government. The financial fortunes of MARTA had gone
up and down in the 1970s with the intersection of the sales tax, the construction of the
rapid rail system, and meeting union demands would impact the financial bottom line of
MARTA. MARTA also had to make sure that it met the state law requirement that it
could only use a specific percentage of the sales tax revenue on operating expenses.
MARTA’s fiscal woes began in the mid-1970s, a significant problem with the
reduction of the sales tax on the horizon. MARTA reported a decline in sales tax revenue
for the 1976 fiscal year. The sales tax revenue declined by 3.5 percent from the same
first five months in fiscal year 1975, and the sales tax revenue had come in at 7.2 percent
less than projected.1044 MARTA did report an increase in ridership in 1975 over the 1974
number. The ridership totaled 75.5 million in 1975 versus 73.6 million in 1974.1045 It
seemed as though they might not meet the threshold set by the state legislature to meet a
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specific passenger revenue number, but the situation turned around by the end of the
fiscal year 1976.1046
By fiscal year 1977, MARTA reported that the sales tax revenue had turned
around and sought to extend the one percent sales tax. In early 1977, MARTA asked for
an extension of the one percent sales tax beyond April 1982 when it was slated to drop
from one cent to half of a cent. They requested this change for two reasons: to complete
the rapid rail transit system faster and to continue subsidizing the 15-cent fare. The rapid
rail system would be completed faster because they could go ahead and sell bonds before
receiving federal funding. At the same time, they could continue offering transit service
at the same fare rate.1047
In the meantime, the MARTA board soon decided that they had to take some
immediate action with rising inflation and increasing labor costs. MARTA announced a
meeting for May 1977 to hold a public hearing on raising the fare from 15 cents to 25
cents, and, the following year, the board voted in favor of raising the fare to 25 cents in
June 1978 to go into effect in March 1979. The MARTA board initially considered an
increase to 35 cents, instead they cut the bus mileage to facilitate the lower fare increase.
By waiting until 1979, the MARTA board maintained the pledge for a 15-cent fare for
seven years.1048
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In July 1980, MARTA raised fares to 50 cents, though this included a free
transfer. The service to and from Clayton County and Gwinnett County increased to 75
cents. By October 1980 MARTA had to reduce bus service that included the cancellation
of bus routes and service adjustments. Management pledged that they would be able to
prevent major job losses and that workers would be able to work overtime according to
work rules. They did stress that they would enforce their rule on the effect of outside
employment, such as the outside employment preventing drivers “from having at least
eight (8) consecutive hours off in every twenty-four (24) hour period.” Duvall reminded
drivers that they “have a well-deserved reputation of providing safe, smooth, comfortable
service with a friendly and helpful attitude,” that they “are the key to MARTA’s
success,” and stressed the bus service as central to MARTA’s existence.1049
These twin actions of fare increases and service reductions raised concerns at the
state level. The state legislature focused on the fare increases and pushed for MARTA to
challenge Local 732 on contracts. In June 1980, MARTA officials appeared before the
General Assembly’s MARTA Overview Committee, and they pointed to cost-of-living
wage increases and higher fuel prices for the rapid increase in the regular fare to 50 cents.
Legislators expressed anger that bus drivers could be paid up to $10.25 per hour and
potentially earn $30,000 per year including overtime. They insisted that MARTA could
simply turn to an inexperienced, part-time labor pool of students because, according to
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Democratic Senator Joe Lee Thompson from Cobb County, “I think it’s ridiculous to pay
someone $30 an hour to drive a bus with as little education as that requires.” Republican
Senator Bob Bell from DeKalb County ignored the argument that fuel prices had a major
impact and focused squarely on wages because “[i]t’s not the Arabs forcing up the
fares[…]You’re dealing with a contract worse that the impact of oil costs.” Kiepper
pledged to be more aggressive when negotiating for the next contract in June 1981, and
he indirectly blamed 13(c) for having to wait until then. Labor received some support.
Democratic Senator Julian Bond from Fulton County pushed back on an argument by
MARTA Board Chairman Dan Patillo that the driver wages should be reduced to teacher
salary levels. He suggested that it was teachers who should be paid more rather than
reducing bus driver wages, but his support of workers appeared to be in the minority.1050
Responding to editorials critical of Local 732 in the May 21 and May 22 editions
of the Atlanta Constitution, Local 732 President J. C. Reynolds argued that instead of
blaming Local 732 for the MARTA financial woes, the public should look to decisions
made by MARTA management. For instance, some in management commuted in
vehicles from the MARTA fleet while at the same time earning very high salaries. He
also pointed out that MARTA could eliminate costly overtime by hiring more fulltime
drivers, and he cited the unwillingness on the part of MARTA to find lower prices for
replacement bus parts. He also criticized the excessive spending on public relations and
cost overruns on building the rapid transit system.1051
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MARTA board members, too, expressed frustration with Kiepper’s financial
management skills, particularly the cost overruns during the MARTA
construction. Those critics saw some expenditures, such as costly stations, artwork
displays, and unnecessary station construction costs as unaffordable. This could, in turn,
lead to higher fares which would then drive away riders from the rapid transit system as
well as the bus system.1052
The personnel costs, though, remained the focus of the MARTA board and the
state legislature. Bell, at the request of the MARTA board, endorsed state legislation that
would require an arbitrator for a wage dispute between MARTA management and ATU
to be from the Dekalb County and Fulton County area rather than from a list of the
American Arbitration Association. This would mean someone who might be less
inclined to agree with increasing the wages of bus drivers.1053 Pattillo even believed that
MARTA might be better off without $8 million in federal funding for operations if that
meant they could have more flexibility for negotiations with Local 732 because they
would not have to be restricted by a 13(c) agreement.1054
The MARTA Overview Committee voted in favor of a resolution to freeze
MARTA employee wages, and legislators pushed bills and a resolution to try and limit
MARTA salary increases. The bills outlined limiting MARTA increases so that they
would not be more than state employee salaries. MARTA bus driver salaries increased
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39 percent from 1978 to 1981 while state employee salaries increased 22 percent over the
same period of time. Reynolds disagreed with this reasoning and pointed to higher fuel
costs and more expensive equipment as contributing to rising costs as well. Reynolds
“objected to [Chairman of the MARTA Overview Committee Representative John]
Greer’s asking the bus drivers to ‘subsidize’” MARTA’s rising costs by forgoing
raises. Reynolds also said that Local 732 would not budge on its objections to MARTA’s
proposal to hire more part time drivers. Reynolds and Pattillo did agree on phasing out
the TransCards on buses and replacing with bus tokens. Although the TransCards
allowed riders to use one fare card for both rapid rail and buses, the weekly cards reused
colors every few weeks, so drivers could not identify if the cards presented by the riders
had been used in previous weeks. Reynolds argued that MARTA was losing money
because of this.1055
The bill that emerged, HB 55, would essentially move the labor-management
bargaining out of MARTA and into the Superior Court of Fulton County and also weaken
the arbitration process. An attorney Local 732 hired to analyze the bill predicted that this
would be in violation of 13(c) and restrict the federal funding for MARTA. Furthermore,
the attorney believed that the bill would also be unconstitutional under federal and state
law because “[o]nce MARTA entered into a 13(c) Agreement with the Union, the
Agreement cannot be displaced by state policy or state law which contravenes or violates
Section 13(c) of the Act.” The attorney further observed that some in the state legislature
viewed labor reform as a way to undo collective bargaining rights for Local 732, such as
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the 13(c) agreement between MARTA and Local 732, originally agreed to in 1971 and
amended in 1977, that labor-management relations would be subject to “a ‘protective
arrangement’ for the employees affected by any federal assistance.” This was important
for public employees in right-to-work states like Georgia because “were it not for the
protective arrangement stated in 13(c), the right to enter into a 13(c) Agreement and a
Labor Agreement would not be available to MARTA employees.”1056
Maroney wrote to state senators to warn them of dire consequences that would
result from the passage of amendments to HB 55. He pointed out that the bill “would
render MARTA unable to comply with 13(c) commitments to arbitrate and to preserve
existing collection bargaining and arbitration rights as provided in presently applicable
state law and labor agreements.” This would mean that “MARTA may no longer be able
to qualify for future federal assistance and it may also be forced into default on
contractual commitments attached to prior grants.” He reminded them that Local 732 had
a long history with the transit systems in Atlanta that had resulted in “27 successive
collective bargaining agreements with both private and public employers, including the
last four under public ownership.” The reason that this relationship continued from
private to public ownership was “that the collective bargaining rights enjoyed by
MARTA employees accrued originally in the private transit industry[...]were extended to
the public sector through the MARTA enabling legislation.” He warned that “labor
unrest and work stoppages would almost certainly follow” with the passage of this
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amendment and hobble the operation of the transit system to the public.1057 Maroney’s
efforts appeared to have some effect as the Georgia General Assembly failed to pass HB
55 during the regular session.
MARTA continued to pursue contract concessions from Local 732. When
MARTA rolled out the fare increase to 60 cents in May 1981, Kiepper cited the contract
with Local 732 as the main reason. Altogether, the wages and benefits for both union and
non-union employees consumed 73 percent of the budget, according to Kiepper, with the
union costs being the largest share. He wanted to completely remove an automatic costof-living from the new contract, but he acknowledged that “if I were a union member, I’d
be reluctant to give it up.” Without removing cost-of-living, then the fare increase could
be even more.1058
MARTA proposed to Local 732 to keep 75 percent of the cost-of-living from the
previous contract period if the union agreed to allow part time drivers. Reynolds found
both of these proposals unsatisfactory because he did not want to give up wage gains and
simultaneously allow for part time employees. MARTA attorneys believed that they
could eliminate the cost-of-living increase because it did not meet the definition of a
benefit that must be maintained under 13(c).1059 They could not reach an agreement
when the contract term ended, though Reynolds pledged that drivers would go to work
without a new contract as well as take the matter to court.1060
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Local 732 won a victory for drivers when U.S. District Court Judge Marvin
Shoob ruled in July 1981 that MARTA had to continue paying drivers the $2.52 per hour
cost-of-living increase while the two sides went through arbitration over the new
contract. The judge didn’t see how MARTA could take away the cost-of-living increase
since that had been negotiated and agreed upon from the last contract. Kiepper predicted
that MARTA would have to raise fares even more than they had just done when fares
went up from 50 cents to 60 cents on July 1. This ruling would mean that they would
have to negotiate with drivers based on $10.34 per hour rather than the base pay of
$7.83. Kiepper still wanted to avoid arbitration altogether and reach an agreement
through direct negotiations.1061 The victory for Local 732 was fleeting. The 11th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that MARTA did not have to pay cost-of-living while
negotiations continued between MARTA and Local 732 after the contract expired in June
1981.1062
The two sides agreed to arbitration, though MARTA management reluctantly
agreed after what happened in the 1975-1976 arbitration. The arbitrator returned with an
award that MARTA thought heavily favored the union, and MARTA refused to accept
the contract drawn up by the arbitrator that provided for a wage increase for drivers to
$11.02 per hour by July 1, 1982, in a new three-year contract. On February 22, 1982,
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faced with this wage increase in addition to cost-of-living increases, MARTA walked
away from the arbitration and refused to sign the contract.1063
Local 732 accused MARTA officials of stalling until the passage of HB 55 in a
special legislative session, an accusation they denied. Local 732 sued MARTA claiming
that management did not have the legal right to back out of the agreement. The 11th
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled on January 29, 1982, that state law trumped federal law
with regards to contract negotiations between Local 732 and MARTA. Using that
decision, MARTA officials argued for the restraining order on the February 1982
arbitration award because Georgia state law allowed for a last minute decision to not
agree to a contract, such as MARTA did. Fulton County Superior Court Judge Luther
Alverson allowed for a temporary restraining order that officially ended Local 732 and
MARTA contract negotiations. Reynolds slammed these actions by MARTA as those of
a sore loser because of the gains that Local 732 made in arbitration. He pointed to
“mismanagement by MARTA’s top officials” which results in “the riding public and
taxpayers[…]being flim-flammed out of millions of dollars in legal fees (and) public
hearings.” Once again, though, he viewed a strike by drivers as unlikely because “in our
opinion a strike is not in the best interest of the public.”1064
As Local 732 had feared, the state legislature revisited HB 55 in a special session.
In February 1982, an editorial in the Atlanta Constitution trumpeted HB 55 because it
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would mandate that an arbitrator for MARTA and Local 732 contract negotiations
include one member from DeKalb County or Fulton County where MARTA
operated. The legislation also placed restrictions on wage negotiations by taking into
consideration local wages and if the wage increases would lead to fare increases. The
editorial essentially pointed out that MARTA would not be able to operate much longer
because the economic environment had changed due to reductions in federal operating
assistance and funds did not exist to meet the Local 732 contracts. As they saw it,
MARTA “does not need to be saddled any longer with outmoded legislation that allows
organized labor to dominate the mass-transit system while the riding public must
suffer.”1065 In addition, HB 55 also allowed for MARTA to hire part time workers as a
way to decrease overtime costs. The state legislature finally passed HB 55 in the special
session in March 1982, and Governor George Busbee signed the bill.1066
MARTA management expressed relief with the passage of HB 55, but with the
departure of Kiepper in April 1982 and questions surrounding the ability to pay a possible
windfall settlement to Local 732 and finishing the rapid rail system, they faced a difficult
situation to meet their mission.1067 Local 732 announced that they would seek an
injunction and file a lawsuit over the new law because they argued it directly contradicted
collective bargaining protections under the UMTA, in particular the law’s stipulation that
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arbitration only be used for non-wage bargaining and restrictions on MARTA’s ability to
agree to higher wages.1068
After the failure of 13(c) relief through the Ford Administration, the Georgia
General Assembly had stepped in to reform arbitration between MARTA and Local 732.
At the same time, MARTA sought relief from state and federal courts to walk away from
arbitration agreements that they found to be a financial burden. The years of warnings by
ATU began to become reality as 13(c) protections faced assault on multiple fronts. Local
732 attempted to shift the Georgia General Assembly’s investigation of financial
problems to MARTA management, but the MARTA overview board viewed high wages
tied to cost-of-living increases as the main source of the MARTA financial woes, a
common refrain in an era of public hostility to public employees and their unions. In
addition, some legislators employed the tactic of playing one group of workers off on
another, in this case public sector teachers against public sector transit workers.
8.5 13(c) Court Battles
APTA utilized the courts as the third venue for the assault on 13(c). Local 732
was one of a number of ATU local divisions involved in court cases related to 13(c) by
the early 1980s. Transit systems also faced challenges from declining ridership which in
turn put pressure on transit systems to reduce personnel costs through tough contract
negotiations and layoffs, and, as had occurred elsewhere in the country, MARTA decided
to confront Local 732 in court over their contract demands. Atlanta was one of a number
of cities that had transit local divisions under fire from media that portrayed the public at
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the mercy of the union because of laws, particularly those regarding arbitration, that
favored labor and left the public with heavy costs.1069
At the same time as APTA anticipated DOL finalizing the 13(c) guidelines in
1978, they had been closely monitoring other 13(c) developments in the courts. The first
of these cases involved the Syracuse, New York, transit system and the disagreement
with the union with including arbitration language in the 13(c) agreement. APTA had a
problem with the wide meaning of “labor dispute” because this meant wages, pensions,
benefits would have to go to arbitration as dictated by the 13(c) agreement rather than
local contract agreements between labor and management.1070
Although some of the cases had been favorable for transit systems, Stokes feared
that other decisions meant that 13(c) could potentially lead to essentially a national labor
law that could overrule local jurisdictions. A case involving the Kansas City Area
Transportation Authority had been appealed to the Supreme Court and APTA planned to
file an amicus brief, in particular “that the Federal courts lack jurisdiction of these
disputes (normally labor relations disputes are heard in state courts).”1071
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit (ACT) President Robert Nisbet wrote a letter to
Stokes about concerns of some of the 13(c) cases, particularly the Kansas City case that
could mean 13(c) enforcement nationwide. Nisbet expressed particular concerns about
the impact the ruling could have with regards to Proposition 13 in California and cost-ofliving. He reminded Stokes that he and previous ACT President Al Bingham had pointed
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out to APTA the importance of staying abreast of 13(c) court proceedings because of the
implications of a decision that could essentially make 13(c) a nationwide bargaining
agreement.1072
The U.S. 8th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of ATU in the Kansas City
case that federal courts could enforce contracts between transit systems and ATU under
13(c). Maroney celebrated this decision over “APTA and its minions,” and that “if these
transit authorities don’t want to honor the conditions of the agreements they sign, then
they shouldn’t sign them.”1073 That victory was followed by a similar rulings by the 7th
Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals and the 1st Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals in 1978.1074
Despite this initial success, ATU would continue to face court challenges over contracts
and arbitration into the 1980s, and ATU Earl Putnam believed one of the cases would end
up before the Supreme Court.1075 He was right, and one of those cases would involve
Local 732.
In June 1982, the attempt by Local 732 to challenge MARTA withdrawing from
arbitration in Fulton County Superior Court received some bad news. The U.S. Supreme
Court ruled against the ATU local in Jackson, Tennessee, in their attempt to force the
Jackson Transit Authority to negotiate under 13(c). The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in a 9
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to 0 decision that the federal government could not dictate negotiation rules and that
negotiations fall under state laws even if those systems received federal funding.1076
In the Jackson Transit Authority decision, the U.S. Supreme Court specifically
pointed to the 1982 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision regarding Local 732 that
federal courts could not enforce 13(c) agreements. The Supreme Court looked back at
the congressional debate surrounding 13(c) and decided that the intention of 13(c) had
referred to the transition of the transit systems from private to public and did not refer to
federal labor law overruling state laws with regards to specific labor contracts. Section
13(c) should be viewed as “an important tool to protect the collective-bargaining rights of
transit workers, by ensuring that state law preserved their rights before federal aid could
be used to convert private companies into public entities” and “not as a means to
substitute a federal law of collective bargaining for state labor law.”1077
The similarity of the Jackson case decision to the 1982 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals decision was “that disputes between the union and public transit systems
receiving federal funds should be heard in state, not federal courts” meant that the case
between MARTA and Local 732 could proceed since they were in fact in a state court
fighting over the arbitration issue. The attorney for Local 732 continued to point out that
MARTA had agreed to negotiate under 13(c) since the creation of MARTA in 1971, so
that included agreeing to decisions by arbitrators.1078
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In August 1982, Local 732 ended up on the losing end of a decision by Fulton
County Superior Court Judge Ralph Hicks. He ruled in favor of MARTA when he sided
with them on backing out of the arbitrated contract in February 1982.1079 In May 1983,
in a 6 to1 decision, the Georgia Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the Fulton
County Superior Court that MARTA had the legal right under state law to leave the
arbitration with Local 732 prior to signing the contract. Reynolds said they would appeal
and that Local 732 would not call a strike as they had threatened to do.1080
As Local 732 appealed the Georgia State Supreme Court decision to the U.S.
Supreme Court, they continued to try and strike a deal with MARTA on a contract.
Despite not including any money for raises in the MARTA budget, both MARTA
General Manager Ken Gregor and Reynolds expressed hope that an agreement could be
reached in 1983. However, this did not happen as Local 732 membership rejected
MARTA’s offer for a 5.7 percent wage increase and a $400 bonus in November
1983. The contract also negatively impacted benefits and eliminated cost-of-living.
Although the reduction of leave and insurance benefits would only have impacted new
employees, some Local 732 members saw this as a way to drive a wedge between the
membership.1081 A proposed contract failed in a Local 732 vote in November 1983, and
Reynolds was voted out of office the next month in a close election that Reynolds
unsuccessfully disputed. The membership elected the white, 31-year-old vice president
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Tommy Dye, a mechanical division worker. Dye expressed some concern that Reynolds
wanted a new election because he thought that would only strain the membership even
more. Dye knew he had a big task to resolve the contract dispute, though MARTA
management reportedly thought they had a better chance of working something out with
him than they had with Reynolds.1082
In February 1984, the U.S. Supreme Court returned the arbitration case to the
Georgia Supreme Court.1083 The Georgia Supreme Court then ruled again that MARTA
could withdraw from arbitration based on state law rather than federal law.1084 In the
September 1984 decision, the Georgia State Supreme Court specifically cited the Jackson
Transit Authority Supreme Court case as well as the 1982 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals decision in deciding the case.1085
Following that 1984 Georgia Supreme Court decision that MARTA did not even
have the right to accept third-party arbitration decisions based on the 1965 law that
created MARTA, Local 732 and MARTA began negotiations again. While some drivers
continued to demand what they would have been owed had MARTA accepted the
arbitrator’s decision in 1982, other drivers believed that MARTA simply had the upper
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hand in negotiations and they should work to come to an agreement instead of battling
MARTA and arriving at the same point.1086
By October 1984, Local 732 and MARTA had reached an agreement that Dye
believed would be accepted by the Local 732 membership. Dye also pointed to the
weariness of multiple court losses. MARTA’s main goal was to not increase wages and
cause the 60-cent fare to increase, at least not until the new MARTA stations opened in
December.1087 The membership approved it 859 to 400, and the contract gave drivers a
$1.66 per hour increase over the three years of the contract and included a $1,000
bonus. This meant that drivers at the top of the wage scale would receive $12 per
hour. The contract did not include automatic cost-of-living increases.1088
Local 732 did manage to preserve collective bargaining rights that the state
legislature had tried to sabotage with HB 55. In 1984 another blow to 13(c) rights for
Local 732 occurred when U.S. District Court Judge Thomas F. Hogan sided with
MARTA that Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan properly released federal capital
assistance to MARTA. Local 732 argued that HB 55 had violated their collective
bargaining rights, so the DOL Secretary should not have released the funds in
1982. MARTA general manager Gregor expressed relief over the decision because
MARTA would not have been able to meet rapid rail construction deadlines if UMTA
capital funds had been restricted.1089 The validation of releasing of the operating funds to
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MARTA also meant that MARTA would be able to continue to receive capital funds for
the rapid rail construction. Dye pledged to appeal the ruling.1090
Local 732 finally received some vindication in 1986 when MARTA had to
implement revised collective bargaining guidelines developed with and passed by the
state legislature. As ATU had warned, the structure of HB 55 exposed MARTA to being
denied federal funding because HB 55 violated 13(c) by restricting collective bargaining
through the complete elimination of arbitration over wages and other contract matters.
Following a U.S. District Court decision, Local 732 appealed and the D.C. Court of
Appeals decided that HB 55 did indeed go too far in placing so much power on the side
of management, so MARTA could not receive federal capital funding for the rapid rail
system. MARTA could not spend the time to further pursue this matter once again with
the need to complete the rapid rail system, so they developed a process similar to
arbitration that the DOL agreed would meet the requirements for certification. However,
there would not be a return to binding third party arbitration.1091
Conclusion
The court challenges by MARTA and other transit authorities marked a turning
point in their relationship with the federal government. At the time of the public takeover
in 1971, the ATS had been in severe financial straits, and federal funding provided a vital
lifeline for the bus system to continue running. But just as the new transit authority
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required stability, the labor movement experienced a period of remarkable unrest in the
1970s, particularly among public service unions. Although Local 732 may not have been
the most radical during this period of time, the membership was not content to simply go
along with the agreements concocted between leadership and management. Section 13(c)
in particular simultaneously protected collective bargaining rights while also leading to
confusion about how much influence it gave Local 732 to exert over federal grant
approval.
ATU warned Local 732 of problems that other public service unions faced and
urged it to tread carefully to avoid blowback from the public and lawmakers influenced
by APTA, NACo, and other groups. The ATU leadership set up the 13(c) protections in
the 1964 UMTA precisely because they wanted to make sure that the transition from
private to public did not erode job protections. This stood in contrast to public
employees, such as sanitation workers, who had typically been employed by the city and
encountered different rules when they unionized. ATU warned about arbitration use
potentially not producing gains that Local 732 hoped for and only driving up the
drumbeat against ATU and lumping them with other public sector unions. Local 732
insistence on improperly utilizing 13(c) contribute to the perception of it as a burden
because these disputes between ATU and Local 732 delayed the DOL approval. Local
732 and other local divisions now in public transit systems viewed 13(c) as a tool to make
sure that transit management held up their side of the bargain as a partner in the efforts to
transition from private to public.
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At the same time, MARTA officials continued to give wage and benefit increases
because they needed stability to continue to receive support for the construction of the
rapid rail line and the expansion of the bus system. Another wildcat strike like the one in
1973 would quickly bring all of that to a halt. MARTA, though, became emboldened by
the success of other cities to challenge the ability of federal courts to make decisions
about local transit agreements, and they viewed this as another tool to bring a stop to
constantly increasing wages and benefits they saw as unsustainable. J. C. Reynolds
realizing, as president of Local 732, that going on strike was not a great option by the
early 1980s as it had been in the in the early 1970s when he was one of the main
advocates for going on strike to pressure MARTA to meet union contract demands. He
attempted to follow the advice of Maroney to strike a bargain at the negotiating table
first. Choosing arbitration instead of striking, he attempted to replicate success of the
1970s, but MARTA turned out to no longer agree to this method. Instead, MARTA
sought relief through the state legislature and the courts to limit the overreach of 13(c)
and arbitration, a strategy that led to some wage reductions, but that did not eliminate
arbitration altogether.
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CONCLUSION

As the experience of Atlanta and Oakland illustrates, the transition from private to
public initially delivered on promises made by transit supporters in both cities to turn
around financially strapped private systems, but contracts between labor and management
became difficult for transit management to justify as the economy soured in the 1970s. In
an era of backlash against public employees, various groups believed that ATU local
divisions benefited at the public expense, and this opposition would endanger ATU
collective bargaining rights at both the state and federal levels.
Despite these setbacks for Local 192 and Local 732, it had become clear that the
federal government would continue playing a role in preserving collective bargaining for
transit unions. The longevity of Section 13(c), despite multiple attempts to weaken or
completely scrap it, speaks to the political power that ATU wielded at the time in the
early 1960s.1092 In order to preserve what they had won under private transit systems,
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they had to ensure that members could move on to public ownership with collective
bargaining rights that were not protected in right-to-work states nor under the National
Labor Relations Act.
Why did ATU lobby to insert those labor protections in the 1964 Urban Mass
Transportation Act? How did that participation by ATU continue the overlap with state
and federal roles in mass transit that arose in the early part of the 20th century? Who
benefited from these strong labor protections? Several overarching themes attempt to
answer these questions.
Federal, State, and Labor Roles
National War Labor Board (NWLB) rulings during the World War I era
strengthened ATU locals. Both Local 192 and Local 732 won higher wages and Local
732 won recognition as the bargaining agent. At the same time, the NWLB persuaded
state regulatory commissions to permit fare increases for both transit systems to afford
those wage increases. Federal spending during World War II, especially in urban areas
like Atlanta and Oakland with military bases and support industries, benefited workers,
though the accompanying boost in mass transit ridership was a mixed situation for the
overburdened mass transit system infrastructure. Following World War II, the Georgia
Public Service Commission allowed the private Atlanta Transit Company (ATC), and its
successor, the Atlanta Transit System (ATS), to perform financial maneuvers to ensure
that it could meet obligations that included meeting the Local 732 contracts. ATC
received that permission for some restructuring to maintain financial solvency in order to
improve service and meet Local 732 contract demands because government officials
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recognized the need for state intervention to maintain the vital mass transit service for the
Atlanta region. In contrast to Oakland, the outcome of Local 732 strikes in the late 1940s
and early 1950s was that Local 732 remained the bargaining agent for a private company,
though the regulatory concessions made to ATC and its successor sought to achieve a
similar goal of stability to the Oakland public transit. While the Georgia Power
Company (GPCO) operated an important transit system in Atlanta, the political and
business leadership did not push for a change to public ownership and instead looked to a
combination of local investors and regulatory changes to assist the ATS.
The political leadership in Oakland was much more willing to find a publiclyowned replacement for the Key System because of the importance of the city’s economic
ties to both the East Bay and San Francisco. The involvement of the California State
Legislature in the creation of the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (ACTD) and the
subsequent campaign for funding the district had the most impact on ATU’s strategy
going forward. ATU learned from the transition of Local 192 to public sector
employment the complications associated with the transition to public ownership because
of the legislative process and the subsequent vote on the funding referendum for
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit (ACT) by the municipalities in the ACTD. Local 192
embraced the movement to public ownership largely because the Local 192 president,
Vernon Stambaugh, secured collective bargaining rights in the state legislation that
created the ACTD.
The Local 192 success in gaining collective bargaining rights was not guaranteed
in other states such as Georgia with so-called “right-to-work” laws, so the ATU used its
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influence in the Democratic-controlled US Congress to include collective bargaining
rights in the 1964 Urban Mass Transportation Act legislation. In turn, ATU demanded
collective bargaining in state legislation to create the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit
Authority (MARTA) and for Local 732 support for the funding referendum. Local 732
essentially followed the Local 192 playbook by influencing the state legislature, though
this time with stronger support of ATU. Although these efforts did not result in
collective bargaining provisions inserted into the initial versions of the MARTA
legislation, Local 732 eventually succeeded with collective bargaining provisions in the
final version of the MARTA legislation, and the Local 732 support brought in other
union support for the successful 1971 MARTA funding referendum.
Section 13(c)
The experiences of ATU from the World War I era to post-World War II illustrate
the intertwined goals of federal, state, and labor. The 1964 Urban Mass Transportation
Act provided critical federal funding for transit and included labor law critical for ATU.
Over a decade of difference in the transition of mass transit in Oakland (1960) and
Atlanta (1972) resulted in a different relationship between the new public transit agencies
and the federal government, particularly in relation to the critically important Section
13(c) found in the 1964 Urban Mass Transportation Act. Local 192 had to develop the
collective bargaining provision from scratch for the ACTD legislation whereas Local 732
had Section 13(c) to guide its push for collective bargaining in the MARTA legislation.
For potential job elimination, both Local 192 and Local 732 utilized 13(c), and
Local 732 attempted to wield power over other areas like grievances and grants. This
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latter utilization of 13(c) drew the attention of ATU president Dan Maroney. He warned
about misusing 13(c), potentially drawing complaints from transit management thereby
jeopardizing the existence of 13(c) in future legislation. ATU became alarmed at the
apparent about-face by the mass transit industry on support of collective bargaining rights
found in 13(c). The National 13(c) agreement negotiated between labor, the federal
government, and the mass transit industry did not lead to greater labor-management
cooperation nor satisfy transit management concerns over grant approval delays.
Management and Labor in the 1970s
These tensions over collective bargaining rights only became more pronounced as
the economy in the 1970s led management at both ACT and MARTA to rethink
contracts. The collective bargaining provisions enjoyed by transit unions became a target
by the 1970s, viewed by anti-tax groups and politicians as a hinderance to reducing
contract costs in the challenging economy. They pointed to actions like strikes by Local
192 and Local 732 which hampered the very tax payers from riding transit that funded
the workers, a situation the transit system boosters had promised public funding would, in
part, prevent.
The arbitration that both locals engaged in was viewed as part of the problem by
American Public Transportation Association (APTA) and others because of rulings on
contracts that consistently favored ATU local divisions like Local 192 and Local 732.
Transit system management also wanted to reduce contract costs because of concerns
with the Urban Mass Transportation Administration reducing or even eliminating mass
transit funding in the future. Both Local 192 and Local 732 negotiators found themselves
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across the table from John Dash, a labor consultant deployed to drive a hard bargain, as
part of this tougher negotiating posture by transit system management.
Local 192 continued on the strike strategy in the late 1970s while Local 732
turned to arbitration with MARTA. ATU discouraged both strategies because they
believed that both had begun to result in diminishing returns. Local 192 strikes yielded
little improvement and a lot of public displeasure. Workers had to work months to
recover from the new contract that they lost in wages while on strike.
ATU pointed to Local 732 as an example of the problem with arbitration after
Local 732 also did not greatly improve on the contract offer and spent an unreasonable
amount of money on arbitration costs. Maroney acknowledged arbitration as an
important tool of contract negotiations, he also noted that it could be overused by public
sector unions and argued that if management and labor continuously resort to arbitration
as a way to avoid hard choices during collective bargaining, then that could lead to
unproductive and expensive arbitration proceedings by a third-party that might not leave
locals with the best outcomes. Though this may have appeared to be a clear-cut solution,
perhaps Maroney did not fully understand rank-and-file public sector characteristics that
existed in specific local divisions like Local 732.
Expansion of Membership
By the time of these negotiation setbacks to Local 192 and Local 732, both had
witnessed remarkable growth and change in the membership. In addition to transitioning
to public ownership, transit systems also transitioned to a place of employment
opportunity for more a more diverse group of workers. These younger, nonwhite men
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and women members in both Local 192 and Local 732 expected contract demands to be
met as a result of the public funding. New members in both local divisions resembled
what was going on in other public sector employee unions, and these new members
wanted to improve contracts with rampant inflation while also improving working
conditions. Though the transit systems hired many of these new employees to drive
buses on expanded routes and new equipment, new employees also filled new clerical
positions. Both Local 192 and Local 732 expanded their membership by organizing these
employees and to avoid encroachment by other unions.
The new members looked for new leadership. New members began to move up
the leadership ladder by winning elections. Edward Cordeiro exemplified this change in
Local 192 as he challenged ACT management over driver assaults and also clashed with
long time Local 192 members over negotiation strategy. Cordeiro’s strategy of using
both arbitration and strikes resulted in success overall, but his management style
ultimately led to his failure. His successor, John Wesley, the first Black Local 192
president, was unable to replicate Cordeiro’s strategy in the late 1970s due to a
combination of larger economic factors coupled with state legislative actions and
Proposition 13. The threat of strikes and gaining concessions through arbitration
essentially vanished as options for him.
A similar situation confronted J. C. Reynolds in Atlanta. Reynolds, the first
Black Local 732 president, had led a largely Black contingent of union members in a
walkout shortly after MARTA took over ATS. After the Local 732 membership removed
president Curtis Jacobs from office over his unsatisfactory contract negotiation skills, the
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membership elected Reynolds. Jacobs had attempted to manage the member contract
expectations while also figuring out how they could reach reasonable agreements with
MARTA, though Reynolds would suggest that his attempts to please both parties resulted
in unwise contract concessions to MARTA. Reynolds, like Wesley, would also be voted
out of office as he would face a much more difficult negotiation climate at the end of the
1970s and early 1980s that would hamper his leadership tenure because MARTA
management sought to avoid arbitration where Local 732 had been successful in the past.
Just as both Wesley and Reynolds were able to rise to the president in their respective
unions, they found themselves at a bargaining disadvantage in the late 1970s and early
1980s, unable to balance the ATU desire to reach agreement at the bargaining table and
rank-and-file desire to push transit management for better contracts beyond the
bargaining table. Just as there was a transition from private to public transit ownership,
members in both Local 732 and Local 192 transitioned from private to public employees
and expected a change from the past under private ownership characterized by the
intertwined issues of strikes and financially-strapped transit systems.
Attempts to Limit Labor Rights
Just as these younger, more diverse members were gaining power and making
progress on long sought workplace condition demands, their bargaining power with
regards to wages experienced a major setback. Although with 13(c) protections, ATU
locals appeared to be better positioned in the 1970s to withstand public employee
backlash, the passage of Proposition 13 along with state legislative laws in California and
limits on sales tax use in Georgia weakened the ability for the two unions to carry out that
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strategy. ATU wanted local divisions to make contract improvements at the bargaining
table rather than through costly arbitration or strikes that could turn into public relations
disasters. Otherwise, they could potentially endanger collective bargaining rights.
Transit management efforts to reform 13(c) became more imperative to ensure the steady
flow of federal operating funds and make up for revenue lost from reductions in state
funding. Beginning with the National Mass Transportation Assistance Act in 1974,
transit systems could apply for operating funds in addition to the capital funds that had
been available since 1964. Although both the Atlanta and Oakland systems received
federal operating funds as a result of that law, this funding was much more important for
MARTA in Atlanta because they operated both the bus and rapid rail systems whereas
ACT in Oakland only operated the bus system.
In response to the APTA and transit system managers’ concerns about delays in
receiving critical federal financial support, a group composed of labor unions, including
ATU, and representatives of transit management worked with the Department of Labor to
streamline the process, and they approved a National 13(c) agreement as a way to
facilitate faster transfer of operating funds. Some transit system managers complained to
APTA that the National 13(c) agreement did not appear to make substantial changes to
the process, and they turned to the Gerald R. Ford Administration, and, when that also
did not produce results, they pursued changes through the courts arguing that the federal
government had no jurisdiction over contracts in states between transit systems and
unions. Though the Supreme Court ultimately agreed that contract disputes could be
decided at the state level, 13(c) remained intact to preserve collective bargaining rights.
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Summary
What was the alternative? Perhaps better guidance by the Federal government
early on about 13(c) and what it did and did not mean for mass transit funding and union
protections would have led to better understanding between labor and management as
well as between ATU and the local divisions like Local 192 and Local 732. Though as
Oakland and Atlanta showed, the financial underpinnings of public mass transit left it
vulnerable. Transit boosters’ promises about financial viability meant that mass transit
planners had to compromise on funding in order to win approval from politicians and the
public, and national transit funding plans ended up in conflict with state implementation.
While ACT received property tax support, they continued to have to bring in
revenue from fares. The issue of having to use fares to support mass transit distinguished
it from other municipal services, and the pursuit of free fare transit by ATU attempted to
place mass transit in the same category. ATU cheered the MARTA fare decrease as
evidence that tax revenue could allow such a program to work that simultaneously
attracted more riders and expanded job opportunities, and ATU pushed for the complete
elimination of fares. By the end of the 1970s, the free fare plans had dried up amidst
sales tax revenue restrictions as MARTA had to reduce bus service that included the
cancellation of bus routes and fare increases. The idea of a free fare plan had been buried
even more so in Oakland with the passage of Proposition 13 that restricted property tax
revenue and other state legislation. ACT ended up suspending operations because the
financial model they operated on depended on property tax revenue to make up the
difference from the farebox. The phasing out of most operating grants during the Ronald
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Reagan Administration signaled a new era of financial strategy for ACT and MARTA
that would certainly not include a free fare system.
In conclusion, like the time period covered in much of this dissertation, in the
decades ahead we are likely going to face the need to completely revamp mass transit,
and we can learn a lot from the stories of Oakland and Atlanta. Also, at a time when
unions are much weaker than they were in the period, it is important that we be reminded
of the role that organized workers were able to play in promoting public ownership of
mass transit in these settings.
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